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The analysis of this thesis is to examine whether foreign investors can fully rely on the standard 
of FPS in BITs for the protection of their investments in the territories of host States which has 
been mandated to States by international law. This question cannot be answered without giving 
insights into the content and structure of the origin of FPS standard and adopts a dynamic 
based-perspective of the interpretation of FPS under VCLT 1969, encompassing the relationship 
between FPS and CIL. It investigates the tribunals’ interpretation of the clause using case laws 
and literatures to identify and explore the underlying explanatory process behind tribunals’ case 
findings and outcomes. The study examines the critical realism that the obligation of FPS 
standard does not place absolute liability to a host State, rather the exercise of a reasonable 
degree of vigilance. It evaluates the controversy surrounding the relationships between FPS and 
FET, and illuminates on how the two standards may co-evolve which has led to various arbitral 
tribunals’ divergence opinions interpretation of the two principles. The evaluation of the 
application of FPS to digital assets is dynamic in this research as it addresses the nature of 
threats investors face globally today over cyber attacks of digital investments. The thesis also 
emphasis on balancing up investors’ rights and obligation, which explains the measures that 
States can apply to prevent foreign investors from engaging in illegitimate activities. Having 
look at all these issues, circumstances, and the controversies surrounding FPS standard, the 
result found is that there is a existence of a gap in this area of the law, that would mean that 
foreign investors cannot completely rely on the principle of FPS for the protection of their 
investments in the territories of the host unless this lacunae is properly filled by both the States 
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                                                              CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
 
  1.1 Aim and objective of the Thesis                     
     The purpose of this thesis is to discuss the standard of ‘full protection and security’ provision 
under international investment law. This research does not only intend to discuss the obligation 
of this standard and the controversies surrounding it, but seeks to discuss and address how host 
states should fulfil their own part of the bargain in protecting foreign investment under the 
platform of this great protective investment standard in their territories, and the protective 
coverage that the standard accords to investors and investments within the territories of host 
States. Provision promising alien investors ‘full protection and security’ are incorporated in 
various multilateral and bilateral investment Treaties. They do not just necessitate the abstention 
from physical infringement or damaging against foreign investment by the host country, but as 
well pragmatic actions to be taken to provide protection for foreign investment, specifically 
against damage caused by the host State and its entities, as well as third parties or individual 
actors.  
Therefore, the central argument of this thesis is to prove that host States in their territories have 
not provided full physical and legal security to foreign investments which has been reposed on 
them under the platform of the obligation of FPS in BITs by international law, and which the 
principle of FPS is reserved to preserve. There are four factors or controversies that the thesis 
tends to address that exist and which have led and contributed to the lack of provision of physical 
and legal security by host States to investors’ investments, and the dearth of addressing these 
issues have caused lacunae. And in this respect, it can substantially be argued that foreign 
investments are not fully protected by host States. This argument can even be more substantiated 
by these factors considering the numerous physical and legal harms that have continuously been 
perpetrated against investors and their investments by host States and by third parties in various 
host States which the States have failed to confront adequately and these have left huge gabs in 





created huge divergence of opinions by various arbitral tribunals in international investment law 
in the interpretation of the standard of FPS to the disadvantage of foreign investors. The failures 
by host States to remedy these shortcomings and to provide proper lasting solution are very 
visible and have appeared in many case laws of FPS in various BITs. It is very significant to 
confront these issues properly and head-on. This is because failure to address and tackle these 
problems head-on so as to ensure that host States accord foreign investments full protection and 
security to their investments will prompt foreign investors to continue to suffer more untold 
harms, hardship, and losses to their investments in foreign territories, encompassing dearth of 
recourse for physical and legal damages, most especially when host States had breached the 
obligation of the standard of FPS in BITs which have been reposed on them by international law. 
This thesis therefore intends to expose the inabilities of host States to adequately tackle these 
issues and tends to provide suggestions in solving them. Like the thesis mentioned earlier above, 
the gabs that exist have created divergence of opinions by various arbitral tribunals in the 
interpretation of the standard of FPS to the disadvantage of foreign investors. And this 
divergence of opinions by various tribunals in the interpretation of the standard of FPS has also 
contributed to expose foreign investors even to more vulnerability of harmful conducts against 
their investments by host States in the States’ territories. Base on the aforesaid reasons, the thesis 
argument is that host States have failed to adequately provide full protection and security to 
foreign investments in their territories and the narrative of this argument will fully be buttressed 
and demonstrated mainly in chapters two, three, four, five and six of this thesis. 
First off, host States are obligated under the provision of FPS in BITs to provide physical 
security to foreign investors and their investments in their territories. However, host States have 
always claimed that the obligation of FPS is restricted to physical protection. And also, many 
case laws have demonstrated that States have woefully failed in their obligations of FPS to 
accord physical and legal protection and security to foreign investors and their investments in 
their various host States. On this note, chapter 2 of this thesis will defeat the host States’ 
argument that the standard of FPS is limited to physical security by looking at the origin of 
standard of FPS in international investment law from 17
th
 century to the present day in order to 
prove this point which they have used as a defence to deny foreign investors protection and 





The Second argument of the thesis to prove that foreign investments are not being accord full 
protection and security by host States is that, there is the issue of the relationships between the 
FPS and customary international law where some States have argued that the standard of FPS 
must not be lower or higher than minimum standard of treatment of international law (physical 
protection). The standard of FPS has been limited to minimum standard of treatment of 
international law and this argument has always been presented by some states any time they have 
breached this obligation. And that signifies that host States do not really provide full protection 
and security to investments under the protective umbrella of standard of FPS. It also 
demonstrates that host States have failed in their own side of the bargain in fulfilling this 
obligation thereby creating gap in the protection of foreign investors and their investments. The 
host States has the duty as required by the standard of FPS to make their local courts available 
for foreign investors to bring claims against the States where they (investors) feel it is necessary 
for them to do so, and to seek remedy for the breach of the standard where the court decide so. In 
many case laws the States have vehemently refused to extend the obligation of FPS to legal 
protection thereby depriving foreign investors of their rights under this standard as required by 
the law. This kind of conducts by host States create gap and this gap needs to be filled. On this 
note, chapter 3 of the thesis will be examining the interpretation of FPS provisions under the 
mechanism of VCLT of 1969, encompassing the relationship between FPS and customary 
international law so as to counter the arguments by some host States the Standard of FPS is 
limited to minimum standard of treatment of customary international law which in most cases 
have deprived foreign investors their rights of protection from host States.  
Again, The third argument that will prove that foreign investments has not been afforded full 
protection and security that they deserve by host States that is due to them is that, the standard of 
FPS in BITs mandates States to provide not only physical protection to investments but as well 
as legal security. However, host States have frequently argued just as the thesis has make 
reference about chapter 2 of the thesis that is yet to be discussed in full detail that the obligation 
of FPS does not required them to provide legal security, but rather the standard of FPS is limited 
to physical security of investments. This limitation set by host States has created gab in the 
protection of investments because this is not what the standard of FPS stands for. And this gap 





or by third parties. To support the thesis argument that the limitation of FPS standard to only 
physical protection set by host States has created a gap in the protection to foreign investments 
and in the circumstances that comes with it, the thesis will prove that there are many case laws 
where the host States have denied foreign investors protection of their investment using the 
defence that the standard only provide for physical protection. Even the physical protection and 
security that most host States have accepted that the standard of FPS only mandated them to 
serve to investors and their investments host States in so many occasions in case laws have failed 
to adequately render it to them accordingly. Foreign investors investments have continued to 
suffer unnecessary physical attacks from host States and from third parties without the states 
according the necessary security. Looking at chapter 4 that deals with analytic arbitral tribunal 
decisions on standard of FPS will render support to these arguments in other to substantiate this 
fact that foreign investors and their investments are not fully protected under the standard of FPS 
based on States’ conducts and ill-treatments meted against investors and their investments. 
Fourthly, host States and various arbitral tribunals have unanimously accepted that the standard 
of FPS does not impose strict liability to the States. Rather States must exercise every step that is 
necessary in all circumstances to ensure that it prevent foreign investors and their investments 
against harms. But the thesis will prove that various case laws as well as arbitral tribunals’ 
interpretation on due diligence will demonstrate that host States have not really taken that steps 
which are necessary to ensure the prevention of harms against investors’ investments, or even 
make efforts to bring the perpetrators of those harms to justice. This issue has also created gaps 
in the protection of foreign investments and this is what this thesis is arguing about. For this 
reason, the evaluation on the obligation of FPS standard and the imposition of strict liability to 
host States is going to support and throw more light on this point in chapter 5 of the thesis. 
Fifthly, chapter 6 will counter the reasoning by both the States and some arbitral tribunals that 
the standards of FPS and FET are overlapping. The notion by States and some tribunals that the 
two standards are the same has caused harm to foreign investors and their investments, and has 
undermined the weight and significance of the standard of FPS. The thesis will prove this 





I will prove my central argument by first, looking at the origin of standard of FPS in international 
investment law from 17
th
 century to the present day, before examining the interpretation of FPS 
provisions under the mechanism of VCLT of 1969, encompassing the relationship between FPS 
and customary international law. Then the analyses of case law of FPS will follow in support of 
this argument in other to substantiate this fact that foreign investors and their investments are not 
fully protected under the standard of FPS. And this will be subsequent by the evaluation of the 
obligation of FPS standard and the imposition of strict liability to host States. Rather than 
imposition of strict liability, the duty of due diligence is expected by host States at all 
circumstance to protect investments. Furthermore, this argument will be proven by looking at the 
relationship between FPS and FET, before analysing the need to apply FPS standard to cyber 
security – digital assets. And the next in line to this argument is the analysis of balancing up 
investors’ rights and obligations, which is necessary in order for host States to curb the 
illegitimate activities and excesses of foreign investors while investing in the territories of the 
host States. And finally, the last but not the least in the sequence of the thesis will be the general 
conclusion of the thesis. 
1.2 Research Question: Can Foreign Investors fully rely on the Standard of FPS for the 
Protection of their investments in the Territories of the Host States? 
The research question is based on the doctrinal evaluation of, can foreign investors rely on the 
standard of full protection and security provision for the protection of its investment in the 
territory of the host States? The answer to this question is not far-fetched and will remain to be 
clearly a capital NO. This is because of the gaps that exist which have been created by host 
States and arbitral tribunals in the protection of investors’ investments that has led to their failure 
to provide investments adequate and full protection and security under the principle of FPS 
which has been stated above.  Foreign investors will not be able to fully rely on the standard of 
FPS within the host States unless these gaps that have been mention are filled. If these gaps and 
controversies surrounding this protective clause are not properly filled foreign investor will 
continue to suffer intrusion and infringements to their investments from host countries. 
Almost every present-day BIT incorporates some kind of provision that pledges protection and 





in wordings between the provisions.
1
 Some BITs have used the term full protection and security 
and this has made some tribunals to regard the term ‘full’ to necessitate hundred per cent 
protection and security of foreign investors investment,
2
 because ‘a special interpretation must be 
accorded to a phrase where it established that the members so proposed, which may possibly 
defend a restrictive opinion of the standard of FPS’.
3
  
Despite the fact that the first investment treaty award by ICSID was on the ground of FPS,
4
 
during the past decades this provision was constantly disregarded. But today things seem to have 
change for investors considering the number of awards rendered by arbitral tribunals in favour of 
the investors in the finding of a breach of FPS against the host States.
5
 This statistic might seems 
particularly crucial to investors wanting to invest in host foreign States assuming that their 
investments would be protected against any form of attack that emanate either from the State 
itself, it organs or from the third parties. There are a huge number of international bilateral 
investment treaties in place today relative to many States, 
6
and the number is rapidly increasing, 
and this demonstrates that there is an international persuasion for the host countries to offer 
protective measure to the investments of foreigners in their jurisdiction. Furthermore, some early 
treaties were seemed entirely to have been restricted in ambit as compared to the present-day 
BIT and did not incorporate FPS provision, for instance, the G-3 Treaty,
7
 amid Mexico, 
Colombia and Venezuela, but presently, there a lot of investment treaties that have incorporated 
this principle. There also have been a large number of ICSID claims and awards coming out of 
BITs
8
, and this could be misinterpreted to indicate that huge improvement has been made to 
protect investments, but really and truly, that does not necessarily mean that that foreign 
investors can fully rely on the standard of FPS for the security and protection of their 
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investments in the host States’ territories. This is so right because of the failures by the host to 
properly apply measures to safeguarding and warranting for both physical and legal security to 
foreign investors and their investment in their domains. This failure by host States to provide 
protection to investors obviously has also been found between various arbitral tribunals in their 
divergence of opinions of the interpretation of FPS obligation while delivering judgements of 
claims on this principle thereby undermining the essence and significance of this obligation. 
Foreign investors who want to take the advantage of investment policies now do not have full 
confidence in the obligation of FPS for the protection of their investments knowing that the host 
States will aggravate their investment risk because of the growing numbers of claims and 
complaints against host States for breaches of the standard of FPS in BITs that have incessantly 
been brought by investors under international investment law. Foreign investors are now left 
with some kind of uncertainty of what protection and security that is available for their 
investments in the perilous atmosphere of host States. And the first avenue and place that foreign 
investor would now need to rely for the protection of his investment would without doubt be on 
the FPS provision under an applicable BIT due to this uncertainty. This is because by far and 
margin, the hopes that investors are supposed to rest upon for the protection of their investment 
has clearly seen being dashed by the aggressive conducts of host States toward the investors and 
their investments. It is even more glaringly so, especially by looking at divergence opinions of 
interpretation by arbitral tribunals that has worked to the disadvantages of foreign investors. 
1.3    The Background of the Thesis 
     The standard of FPS under international law obliges the host States to provide physical, 
commercial and legal stability of secure environment to foreign investors’ investments against 
interference which either comes from the State or its organs, or threats that emanate from the 
third party within the territories of the host States. Full protection and security standard in 
international law if it to be applied properly offers foreign investors immense benefits that cannot 
be imagined both in physical and legal protection of their investments. It is understood that 
investment agreements incorporate clauses in the treaties that grant investment guarantees, such 
as the full protection and security standard. The general objectives and aims of treaties of this 
sort are to promote greater economic cooperation between two parties in the territory of the other 





and stimulate economical development of the Parties
9
. The same general objective and purpose 
of the treaty is referred to by tribunals when interpreting protection and security.
10
 Treaties do 
not only clarify the rights that investors are entitled to under international law, but also clarify 
the prerogatives and obligations that commit the host countries in providing investment 
protections to foreign investments. FPS standard encourages and protects investments in 
developed and developing countries by presenting certain clear “assurance and security which 




     However, there are so many controversies surrounding this area of investment provision 
standard. The standard of FPS has unequivocally been overshadowed in international investment 
law by the standard of fair and equitable treatment (FET) clause in spite of the huge numbers of 
international agreements that insert the clause. The question is why it is that full protection and 
security standard has attracted less attention than other international investment law protective 
standards? Could the answer lies that the FPS provision has been merged together in almost all 
the BITs with FET standard clause instead of leaving it standing on its own and be recognised 
separately on its own merit as one of the standards of protection in international investment law? 
Or could the answer be that scholarly writers have given less attention to this standard by failing 
to write enough about it that has made this great provision less popular in international 
investment law? 
12
 I will take the latter as the more appropriate answer to this question. Even one 
scholar has emphatically narrated that the literature on the standard is “scarce”.
13
 
     Despite being overshadowed and hidden under FET, things would be much more different if 
more investment scholars should write more articles about full protection and security standard 
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to promulgate the significance of this standard for the protection of investment. “Even up until 
1990 there was difficult to find any established law by the outcome of former case on the 
standard of FPS for protection of foreign investment”,
14
 although things have slightly changed 
over time. “Beginning from 1990 to 2004, there were just six major awards concerning this 
particular principle, and there are much more than that number from 2004 up to date”.
15
 
Gradually things have begun to change but the changes are not as one would expect them to be 
and there is a lot of controversy surrounding full protection and security standard. 
   First off, there is the controversy as to the meaning of this standard applied in nearly all 
investment agreements, and this has made the law in this area perplexing in so many ways. There 
are variations of phrases the parties use when drafting the notion. Some contain clauses such as 
“full protection and security”.
16
 Some use “constant protection and security”;
17
 some use the 
words like “most constant protection and security”
18
, some use “security” before “protection”, or 
“physical protection and security”. The difference in language usage does not carry much 
significance,
19
 and does not make the exact meaning and interpretation of the standard confusing 
or inconsistent. 
Nevertheless, all these wordings or clauses used in the treaties mean that the host States are 
expected to take reasonable steps to protect investment from any harmful effects or interference, 
which can either be conducted by the host country and its entities,
20
 such as the police or armed 
forces, or which stem from third parties.
21
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     Another controversy found in this standard is that many tribunals have considered the 
standard of FPS to be the same with FET standard.
22
One will in a way agree that the standard of 
FPS does not qualify as a different title of responsibility for the reason that the anomalies clearly 
were all incorporated under the FET standard.
23
  However, other tribunals have seen the two 
concepts as standards that should be treated separately and singularly,
24
 because as we know, the 
content and the characteristics of both standards are identifiable.
25
 It is also confusing and 
misleading to equate the both standard as one. The two are distinctive in the sense that the 
standard of FPS centres on the need to accord for an adequate legal system of framework that 
grants security of protection to investment from adverse conduct by both private individuals and 
also the country entities, whereas FET focuses on the obligation that host state is to refrain from 
acts that are inequitable and unjust to investors and their investments. If each of these standards 
is distinct in the way that they have been described, full protection and security standard should 
completely be separated out of the standard of FE. Tribunals make the both standards sound as if 
they are inextricably intertwined and interwoven whilst they are not. Notice has been drawn to 
the fact that the standard of FPS has cast obscurity or a shadow over the standard of FPS 
contemplating both the way the two standards has been drafted in bilateral treaties and also by 
the manners in which they are interpreted by tribunals. This has created a gap in investment 
protection. 
  Similarly, there is also this controversy whether the FPS standard merely provide protection 
against physical harm emanating from the host country and its corpuses, and also from individual 
parties without offering legal protection to investment. Without trying to undermine any of the 
controversies, this is the core controversy among all the controversies surrounding the whole of 
this FPS standard. A handful of tribunals have professed that the standard of FPS shields 
investors and their investments only from physical violence, also as against invasion of the 
investment premises,
26
 while other tribunals have extended the standard beyond physical 
incursion and also as invasion against investment premises it protects from contraventions of 
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investor’s rights by function of the enactments of laws propagated by the host country.
27
 Some 
tribunals have agreed and have adjudicated that the standard is beyond physical security. One 
commentator stated that the standard goes further than physical security in a physical sense of 
protection, and he even advocated for the standard to include economic and political regulatory 
security.
28
 Some tribunals in recent times have argued for the extension of the standard of FPS 
guarantee to physical, legal and commercial protection for the advancement and security of 
investments.
29
 The extension of the standard beyond physical violence is plausible, yet it is not 
fully clear if the standard covers just physical protection, or whether it is inclusive of other 
security such as, legal, economic, commercial security or even financial security. Different and 
conflicting interpretations of this standard have been propounded by different tribunals
30
.  It 
appears that not only do tribunals make up the ways they interpret the doctrine of full protection 
and security standard, they also rigmarole about it and have not been consistent in their ways of 
interpretation of the case law regarding this particular standard. 
     Also, it’s been understood from various tribunal rulings that the standard of FPS does not 
place the host country on the duty of absolute/strict liability.
31
 Strict liability in law is where the 
prosecution does not require proof that the defendant intended the consequences of their actions 
or even foresaw them before they can be found culpable for the offence. Rather, the standard of 
FPS under international law requires the host State to have the exercise reasonable of due 
diligence,  meaning that the host States must employ a level of judgement, care, prudence, 
determination, and activity that a person would reasonably be expected to exercise under 
particular circumstances, and must undertake such steps in safeguarding alien investment that are 
fair and reasonable in all situations for the avoidance of being held culpable for any adverse 
effects that the investors incurred over their investments. The guarantee by a host State to accord 
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the standard of FPS to investors and their investments is not an absolute one and can not place 
absolute liability upon the country that offers it.
32
 Tribunals have interpreted the objectives of 
full protection and security clause clearly as the ‘promotion of investments by securing a suitable 
atmosphere of legal security for investors’ investments’,
33
 and not the placement of duty of strict 
liability upon the host state. 
 Tribunals speak of the state’s duty to take all necessary steps to prevent damages, and have also 
highlighted on the issue that there is no need to prove negligence or bad faith or attribution for a 
state to be liable.
34
 Whenever the country corpuses themselves exhibit a conduct in contravention 
of the FPS, or immensely contributed to that type of conduct they will then be held directly 
responsible. Dearth of funds to employ necessary step of action can not be used as a justification 
by the host country since this will be regarded as State responsibility for failure to protect. But 
States have failed to adequately provide due diligence to investments. 
 A state’s level of development or stability will not be considered in the determination of the 
level of care of due diligence to be expected of host States either for the fulfilment of this 
obligation. However, tribunals have distinguished between physical threats and circumstances 
akin to justice denial when taking into consideration the State’s resources. Lack of resources to 
take appropriate action is only to be considered as a defence in relation to a situation involving 
public violence, but will not be used in connection with denial of justice.
35
 It is now a well-
established fact from such arbitral ruling that a host State could be exonerated from the breach of 
this standard where it lacks the resources to take appropriate action to prevent or protect foreign 
investment from physical violence. Can this kind of arbitral ruling be construed as a deliberate 
attempt to deny investors and their investments protection rights under the concept of full 
protection and security standard? Should a lack of resources be accepted and be used as a 
yardstick or as a defence where the country, its entities or private persons  have violated the FPS 
standard by significantly contributing to the investment’s adverse effects, be it physical, legal or 
commercial? We are yet to see whether the lack of resources dictum that has been used by the 
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tribunal in a Panteckniki case to dismiss the breach of the full protection and security application 
by a host State is an exceptional case, rather than the norm.
36
 One can only assume that applying 
this reasoning as a norm in relation to the obligation of FPS would be parlous. We must monitor 
this ruling closely to see how much further it is going to unfold in future arbitral rulings. 
     Again, tribunals have been in loggerheads as to whether the provisions of FPS and FET create 
separate treaty standard, or if it just ordinary reference of minimum standard of treatment by 
traditional international law.  Some tribunals see the standards as separate standards,
37
 while 
other tribunals see them as a combination of the two standards into one.
38
 Other tribunals see the 
standards as a bicycle with seats and pedals with two riders, one behind the other, without 
apparently explaining the relationship between the two riders and the bicycle.
39
In trying to 
resolve this issue, NAFTA refers to standard of FPS 
40
 as reflecting international minimum 
standard under international customary law. NAFTA clarified that the obligation of FPS standard 
did not provide protection beyond what was stated in customary international law
41
, and tribunals 
have accepted this interpretation in vast of case law.
42
 The acceptance of the interpretation of the 
standard of FPS partially as international law has only been deemed to be restricted to the North 
African Free Trade Agreements in Article 1105(1) and will not be transferred or exchanged to 
other treaties. 
However, non-NAFTA tribunals reached the decision that the broad FPS principle is not limited 
to traditional international law but creates an autonomous treaty standard. Dolzer and Steven 
described this independent treaty standard as that of “due diligence” with a reasonable degree of 
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 It has been viewed that the standard of FPS which depicts an independent treaty 
principle that is autonomous of minimum standard of treatment of traditional international law 
would be more desirable and advantageous. Some writers have contended in support of an 
independent notion of fair and equitable treatment that is autonomous of, or additionally to 
traditional international law.
44
 This is because the minimum standard of international law does 
incorporate specific obligation to secure foreign investors from infringements or adverse 
effects.
45
 Customary international law can be relied upon by an investor even in the absence of 
the security of clause of a treaty guaranteeing the obligation of FPS. One could see that the 
controversy on this point is huge and still remains because other treaties in force do not contain 
such definition as in NAFTA.  
In addition to the above factors, full protection and security clauses have long been viewed as 
indicating a concept of traditional international law, that address a number of possible attacks to 
aliens, but not only physical harm.
46
Although physical harms in most times have constituted the 
greatest danger to foreign investors in alien States, there are other serious risk factors to foreign 
investment also, that comprises, among all things, the chance that foreign investors in any event 
can be swindled or be refused the reclamation of their arrears, which the host country may decide 
to use its regulations in bias and a prejudicially manner, or that alien’s property or investment 
could face government takings (expropriation) without payment
47
 or inadequate payment for the 
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expropriation. Even a risk factor such as a cyber security attack that has deeply threatened 
foreign investments in today’s times needs to be protected by BIT under the principle of FPS.  
1.4 Research Methodology 
The methodology of this research is predicated on doctrinal analysis or pure theoretical research 
method. That means the study is carried out based on legal initiatives by a method of assessing 
the existing statutory clauses and case law by the application of reasoning power and 
interpretation of the obligation of the standard of ‘full protection and security’ in BITs under 
international investment law. The measures are analysed to understand how the Standard fit and 
are adopted to regulate foreign investors’ investment concerns in the territories of the host States 
and globally. The methodology in addition encompasses and reflects the analysis where the 
available steps for protecting foreign investments are pinpointed and general option for the host 
States and proposals on FPS are recommended. The application of comparative legal analysis is 
restricted in this study, as an effect. 
The steps are categorised in 7 fronts; The VCLT provisions which governs the meaning of 
treaties for their aim and intention by tribunals, and traditional international law, that is, whether 
the standard is restricted to minimum standard of treatment under international law, or if it is an 
additional to it; the Articles on State Responsibility within environ of international law for the 
wrongful act of the States or its organs, or third parties for the breach of the standard through the 
assessment of analytical tribunal rulings in case law; the evaluation of strict liability which is 
predicated solely on the duty by host State to apply due diligence in all circumstances for the 
security of investments; the connection between FPS and FET; the furtherance of application of 
FPS to protect cyber security in the modern technological world; and the striking of a balance 
between foreign investors’ rights and the obligation of the host States to accord FPS to 
investments. Assessing these available measures is necessary because of the number of issues 
confronting foreign investors and their investment in the host States. Hence, there are some 
factors and general challenges. Nevertheless, it should be kept in mind how tribunals’ divergence 
interpretation influences and shapes the outcome of BIT awards regarding the controversy 
whether the standard covers legal protection, or whether it is only restricted to physical 
protection. This is specifically the case in FPS clauses and a major reason for assessing these 





 This thesis encompasses a literature review that confronts the problems raised and in addition 
explains legal initiatives. Legislations, established and proposed laws, treaties, books, reference 
materials, texts, newspapers articles, journal articles, reports, blog entries, case laws, archived, 
dictionaries or documented data and other materials have been employed to pinpoint, examine, 
assess the  obligation of FPS and how they can be applied in tackling problems confronting 
foreign investors and their investments in the host States territories. 
The result of the thesis methodology employed is aimed at the contribution of pinpointing 
difficulties which foreign investors confronts when engaging in commercial activities in the host 
State territories, pinpointing the available steps that should be taken in solving these problems; 
detailing how foreign investors globally can face investment insecurity from the host States 
because of inadequate measures by the host States to addressing such concerns; identifying 
approaches needed to tackling the obligation of the standard of FPS concerns in BITs under 
international investment law. 
1.5 The Scope of the Thesis 
    In the light of the thesis’ aim, research question, and research methodology as have been 
narrated above. The scope of the discussion will progress as follows. Chapter 2 gathers and 
employs proof that specifically uncovers the origin of the principle of FPS standard which began 
in the 1740’s down to the emergence of investment treaty of the present day and discovers 
associated political missives, case law, and expression of opinions in form of commentary, in 
order to reach a more dependable interpretation of the standard. Chapter 3 summarises the 1969 
VCLT analytic interpretation mechanism and elucidates, in advance, how it should be used for 
interpretation of the standard of FPS provisions, while emphasising the essential task allocated to 
that mechanism – to the general practice of international law, such as preparatory work, 
including the other proof fundamental to the agreement narratives. The chapter will also examine 
the relationship between FPS and customary international law. It analyses the challenges of 
applying in practice the treaty clauses of FPS protection. For example, the Declaration Note by 
NAFTA’s Free Trade Commission to Article 1105 of NAFTA, that restricts the ambit of the 
provisions to police (physical) protection, which has the power of bringing some misnomer 
concerning what States parties might have in mind and what it is that has been abhorred by some 





arbitral tribunal decisions on the concept of full protection and security clauses. It takes a closer 
look at State responsibility for the actions of its organ and that of the third party on the obligation 
of full protection security that infringes the investor’s right both on physical and legal security. 
Chapter 5 elucidates the host State’s obligation to engage itself with reasonable measures of due 
diligence in looking after foreign investors’ investments, and regarding the meaning of due 
diligence as something that not greater or lower than necessary measures of prevention that a 
good-governed State may be anticipated to apply under related situations, as opposed to strict 
liability to be placed on the host State in those circumstances. It further discusses the sources of 
due diligence in international law that appeared as a belief to arbitrate interstate relationships 
from the 17
th
 century onwards in confirmation that the substance that is in due diligence is 
actually made reference of by international law, instead of national standards. The chapter also 
evaluates if the evolution of the Articles of State Responsibility is of importance to the principle 
of full protection and security based on due diligence. This encompasses the duty of international 
courts to accord respect to State’s sovereignty in assessing due diligence, etc. Chapter 6 outlines 
the relationship between the standard of FPS and the principle of FET in international investment 
law. Also, the lack of consistency in the awards as to what degree of security the parties intended 
with different treaties beyond physical protection affirms the possibility of meandering practice. 
This includes the overlapping of the interpretation of the standards of FPS and FET by arbitral 
tribunals. Chapter 7 will look beyond the full protection and security standard that was 
customarily held to oversee the material and physical protection of tangible assets of foreign 
investors to the need of modifying the standard as to fit the sophisticated kind of cyber security 
threats that are being faced globally by investments and their owners in this 21
st
 Century, 
especially the structural stability of digital ventures such as investments that involve a system of 
interconnected computers and websites against attacks that wage war either through or against 
the internet. To apply the full protection and security standard in this way might be challenging 
due to the sort of control that States keep in monitoring digital assets specifically, and 
supervising cyber security generally, and coupled with the dearth of uniformity of international 
law in this milieu. The chapter elucidates on the cyber threats that have engulfed and proliferated 
in number and severity in the world today by considering some of these so-called cyber-attacks 
that have taken place in recent times. The section will also look at the rules and commentary 





have interpreted the applicable standards in the cyber environment in the following 
characteristics: sovereignty; jurisdiction; States control of cyber facilities; and countries legal 
responsibility in relation to cyber threats. It explores the applicability of BITs, and also the 
topographical and multilateral agreements to reduce cyber-attacks. The chapter will be rounded 
up by analysing the employability of BITs and trade agreements to promote global cyber security 
via the lens of polycentrism of governance. Chapter 8 will be assessing the obligations of the 
investors for the reciprocation to the host State’s obligation on FPS, as nothing or little has been 
said concerning the real obligation of the investors in the host States. Though, this is not the 
main focus of the thesis. This chapter will analyse the framework to solving these issues, with a 
concise analysis, particularly, in the sphere of environmental regulatory measures; measures 
providing protection for protection of human rights; promotion for anti-corruption laws; and the 
obligation for foreign investors to pay heed to the international recognised standards of corporate 
social responsibility. The chapter will also intend to proposition a master plan and specific 
provisions for future treaties intended to be signed by those States, so as to reduce the perils 
confronting investors or their investments when a security dispute flares up in their States. This 
section of the chapter will sum up the analysis and these options by showing how the deference 
and mindfulness for those views is the best method to avert disputes. And finally, chapter 9 gives 





                                       





                                                             CHAPTER TWO 




    The aim of this part of the thesis is specifically to investigate the evolution of the concept of 
FPS which began in 1740s down to the ascension of present-day BITs and pinpoints a connected 
political writings, court decisions, as well as opinions, in order to reach additional dependable 
definition of the standard. The investigation in regards to the aforementioned of the evolution of 
the principle of FPS as a matter of fact, is created along side in subsections, and would be 
considered as a wider analysis of the old time development of the standard of FPS in traditional 
international law as well as the United States treaty practice. The aforementioned proof 
effectively buttresses a definition that the standard does not only accords physical protection to 
investments which States have used an excuse to denied investors legal protection to their 
investments, but expands it above physical security, necessitating, inter alia, the reality of lawful 
mechanism which affords same hallmarks like entrance to the judiciary proceedings, following 
of court process, and recompense for government takings of investors’ properties and the breach 
of other investment protection obligations. But before discussing the evolution of FPS from time 
immemorial, this chapter will firstly start by expressing what the characteristic of investment 
encompasses. It will follow by looking at the general overview of creation of Bilateral 
Investment Treaties in the mid-19
th
 century to protect investors and their investment in 
developing countries. It also discusses the increasing use of BITs from mid-19
th
 century to the 
present-day. Of course, the chapter will not leave out the international investment regime that is 
under revolution, i.e., the distrustfulness and displeasure that developing countries have towards 
the way the scheme is framed that has led to this revolution which also has led to BITs 
cancellations and suspensions by some third world countries. It also will look at the sources and 





2.2 What is Investment? 
    The notion of an ‘investment’ is not very obviously established according to Christoph 
Schreuer.
48
Investment may include the use of capital, technical and managerial skills, patents, 
and other intellectual property also as a variety of other assets. Some of the activities that have 
been regarded as investments encompass; operation of mining, the building and operation of 
hotels, banking establishments, infrastructural projects, provisions of all sorts of services, civil 
engineering and construction projects, shareholding and also financial instruments which 
encompasses loans. International investment law does not generally speaking differentiate 
between portfolio investments and direct investments. All these factors that have been mentioned 
and been classified as characteristics of investments are under the protective umbrella of FPS by 
the host countries. 
      For establishment of the existence of an investment, tribunals have ruled that they had to 
begin from the general unity of an investment operative. This is because an investment is often a 
consistence of many different operations that are made of various interrelated enterprises - what 
is important is not a particular transaction but the all-inclusive operation.
49
 
    Also, most BITS as stipulated in Article 1139 of NAFTA
50
 or Article 1 section 6 of the ECT, 
51
include general definition of the phrase ‘investment’ which is exceedingly wide. They 
frequently make mention of ‘every kind of asset’ followed by another catalogue of examples 
which encompass; movable and immovable property, shares and other participation in 
corporations, making demands for money and many other operations that have a financial value, 
intellectual property rights, technical know-how and investment treaties. No particular qualms 
will crop up where the trade investment at issue has been protected using one of the 
interpretative classifications below. An instance of such position can be seen in Article 1(a) of 
Argentina/United States BIT 1991. It defines investment as follows:  
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Investment means all kinds of investments in the jurisdiction of one Contracting Party possessed or 
managed either directly or indirectly by citizens or corporations of another Contracting Party, in the form of 
values, sum of money that is owed or due, and services and commercial agreements; and includes with no 
restriction…52 
By perusing the various international investment claims it is explicitly evident that arbitral 
tribunals have conclusively interpreted all these lists as “investment” under international 
investment law and they can fall under the obligation of host State FPS protection of investment. 
     Other treaties phrased it more in accordance with economic usage. Ukraine/Denmark 1992, 
for example, concentrates on the purpose of establishing long-term economic links. It states that, 
‘by the reason of this agreement, “investment” must be classified as all types of property 
associated with commercial affairs obtained for an aim of setting up long-term commercial links 
[...].’
53
 Whereas, the other treaty reached by U.S.- Chile in 2003  based the definition of 
investment on the investment attributes’, mentioning differently to obligation of financial 
undertakings, anticipation of dividend or taking up financial risk:  
“Investment” is also defined as all investments or assets that is owned and managed personally or by 
another person, which has the quality of an investment, encompassing other attributes such as the pledge of 
money and other wealth, the anticipation of earnings or income, or the taking up of  risks”.
54  
     Article 25 (1) of the ICSID Convention) states that the existence of a ‘legal dispute arising 
directly from an investment’ as a territorial necessity but fails to provide an interpretation of the 
phrase ‘investment’.
55
 Tribunals have come up with a record of yardsticks which they have 
acknowledged as characteristic or definitional components of investment. These yardsticks are: 
(a) particular duration; (b) the taking up of business risks; (c) a meaningful pledges or 
undertakings; and (d) importance to the development of the host country. These standards are 
popularly named as ‘salini Test’. 
56
The name was derived from one of the first cases in which the 
standards were applied. The inclination of some tribunals to use these standards as a measure for 
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the objective reality of an investment and accordingly as jurisdictional requirements has been 
condemned by other tribunals and by observers. The usage of the jurisprudence of ICSID on 
Article 25 in this way is critically wrong. This is because this very Article solely deals with the 
definition of investment for the purpose of jurisdiction. While the BITs uses the phrase 
investment as to examine whether the foreign investor can benefit substantive and meaningful 
property rights on the State, including procedural rights, arbitral awards frequently confuse 
between the two. These two issues must be differentiated from each other and must not be mixed 
so as to prevent confusion and inconsistency by tribunals.   
    In a situation where a case comprises the use of a BIT incorporating a definition and also the 
ICSID Convention, arbitral tribunals have opted for the ‘double keyhole method’: an activity 
must correspond with the definition it has in the treaty and as well as the definitional standard 
established for aims of the ICSID Convention as was held in Noble Energy v Ecuador. 
57
 
In Mihaly v Sri Lanka, it was held that discussions that are aimed for the intention of reaching an 
investment agreement which stay ineffective do not amount to an investment. And any amount 
of funds spent or sustained in the process of such discussion does not give sufficient reason to 
take legal action. 
58
In other words, any such unfinished contract does not place any FPS 
obligation on the host State to perform. 
2.3 Overview of Bilateral Investment Treaties 
     Western nations specifically created BITs after the upsurge of decolonisation from1950s to 
1960s to safeguard the investments of their citizens and their nationals in developing countries.
59
 
Due to the complexity and incomprehensible nature of principles of international law regulating 
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the dealing of alien investment, capital-exporting states came to the realisation of the necessity to 
provide security for their nationals and companies using diverse kinds of investment treaties.
60
 
     In relation to economic dealings, BITs were the mechanism used by developed nations to 
promote three wide principle objectives, namely: (1) encourage and secure investment; (2) ease 
investment access and performance; and (3) remove or loosen restrictions on the developing 
States economies.
61
 Bilateral Investment Treaties are as of today so well-known, starting from 
1959 that the very first Bilateral Investment Treaty was ratified.
62
 Henceforth, Bilateral 
Investment Treaties have come to be the main channel by which FDI in the present-day is 
supervised. Capital-importing states try to ratify BITs with one thing in mind, which is the 
attraction of private foreign investments.
63
 Many developing countries see private foreign 
investment as very vital to their economic growth. There are bountiful advantages of FDI for 
capital-importing states, which includes; accessibility to current scientific knowledge and 
possibility for transferring such scientific knowledge; expansion of tax base including related 
possibility for increasing revenue; curtailment of reliance on international aid and national debt; 
opportunity to new methods of funding for development; and lastly, succour for domestic 
commercial distributors via linkages.
64
 Notwithstanding all the aforementioned benefits of FDI, 
every FDI varies and their effect in relation to economic advancement differs from State to State 
and from territory to territory.
65
 One of the most credible ways to protect this investment is to 
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repose the obligation of FPS to host State in the territories where such investments are 
established or run which so many States have failed to do. 
    BITs were created in its importance to deal with the expiration of the Hull Rule, which 
stipulated that in circumstance where government takings occur, the host State was obligated to 
afford “immediate, appropriate, and successful” payment to the investor whose investment has 
been expropriated.
66
 Starting from the beginning of 1960s to the middle of 1970s, criticism 
against the Rule of Hull which emanated from under-developed States was ferocious and 
continuous.
67
Those condemnations climaxed when the United Nations Declaration and 
Resolutions was adopted and that, when pieced together, seemed to have endangered the Capital-
exporting countries’ investment interests
68
 The Declarations that the UN had chosen at this point 
in time comprised of the 1962 Resolution on Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources 
(Resolution 1803),
69
 the 1973 Resolution on Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources 
(Resolution 3171), 
70
the 1974 General Assembly resolution declaring a New International 
Economic Order (Resolution 3201), 
71




     Despite the fact that the campaign between 1960s to 1970s to develop a fresh intercontinental 
economic regulation crumbled and also, in spite of the fact that a lot of under-developed States 
have already embraced general economic practices,
73
 BITs stay as a well-known mechanism by 
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which capital-exporting States applied to shield their economic and commercial interests, and 
assuring that their businesses overseas obtain just, impartial, fair and unprejudiced treatment, and 
to acquire exceptional security for investors, 
74
 especially on the standard of FPS. Developed 
States like United States of America usually apply BITs to safeguard, at the very least, six vital 
rights for investors in foreign jurisdictions: (1) prerogatives to just, impartial and fair and 
unprejudiced treatment; (2) entitlement to transferral of money from host State to another State 
without restriction; (3)security against government takings(expropriation) and conducts that 
amount to government takings and entitlement to immediate and sufficient recompense in the 
episode of government takings; (4) prerogative to international adjudication at a future time 
should disagreement arises; (5) restriction on operation requirements; and (6) foreign investors’ 
right to choose foremost directorial staff. 
75
 
     Undoubtedly, BITs are unlikely to change for as far in the future as can be determined, 
considering the death of the MAI - Multilateral Agreement on Investment
76
 and also, considering 
the reality that in the World Trade Organisation agreement investment issue is not appropriately 
confronted or tackled 
77
 and investment is not considered as part of the Doha Work Program. 
78
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BITs without doubt are growing in popularity in respect to developing countries investment 
collaboration, and at the moment it seems there is no effort by many developing States globally 
to come up with a different effective normative mechanism for the supervision and attraction of 
FDI. But this popularity will mean nothing if investments are not fully protected under the 
standard of FPS in BITs as it seems the case presently. 
2.4 The Use of BITs 
   As from 1959 to 1991, the number of BITs that were negotiated reached more than 400: the 
figure skyrocketed to nearly 2,500 at the last quarter of 2005.
79
 Presently, the assumption is that 
almost all the countries in the world have signed at least one BIT. 
80
As from 2005 onwards the 
number of globally concluded BITs has reached more than 3,000.
81
Contrary to the FCN 
agreements that existed in the 1900 century, today BITs are wider in ambit, grant new 
prerogatives on alien investors, and has in its instruments legally binding investor-state 
disagreement settlement provisions. 
82
As for what they contain in them, very minute territorial 
topographical differences can be recognised or drawn out of the BITs. Instead, throughout the 
years “[a] substantive level of compliance has become apparent with regards to the key subject 
matters of BITs”.
83
 Various BITs provide numerous standard of protections to alien investors, 
inter alia; FET standard, the standard of FPS, security from unnecessary or prejudicial practices, 
security against government takings, umbrella clause, nationality treatment and most-favoured 
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nation, freely transferral of money, and investor-state disagreement reconciliation mechanisms.
84
 
Capital exporting countries like the U.S. and UK broker BITs based on the rationale of their 
different “Model BITs.
85
 For example, the UK Model BIT under Article 2 (2) stipulates that: 
“investments of citizens or corporations of every Contracting Party must always be afforded Fair 
and Equitable Treatment and must benefit Full Protection and Security in the jurisdictions of 
another Contracting Party”.
86
 A few other underdeveloped States such as India have formed and 
are presently using a BIT Model too.
87
 
 African countries are not left out in this trend of concluding BITs.  A significant amount of BITs 
have been signed amongst States in the continent of Africa including other underdeveloped 
States. According to statistics, in general, African States have with Germany signed forty-seven 
BITs, with China, they have signed thirty-one BITs, they have concluded twenty-seven with the 
Netherlands, with the UK and France, they have signed 21 each, and with the United States, they 
have concluded 9 each.
88
 However, African countries have with China entered into a greater 
number of BITs more than they have signed with their customary business associates, like 
France, the Netherlands, the United States, and United Kingdom.
89
One of the reasons why 
China’s economy is growing rapidly is arguably as a result of its increase of BIT signing with 
developing countries. 
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2.5 International Investment Regime under Revolution 
    Despite the multiplication of BITs, developing countries never trusted the international 
investment law regime very much and as a result of this mistrust in the 1990s opposed to the 
concept of a multilateral investment that was under the protection and support of the WTO- 
(World Trade Organisation) and the notion of a MAI - (Multilateral Agreement of Investment) 
that was debated under the mechanisms of the OECD - (Organisation for Cooperation and 
Development) in Europe. In spite of the aforesaid opposition, from middle of 2000s, 
underdeveloped States started to vigorously voice out their dissatisfactions with the BITs that 
they entered into at that time. Plurinational State, i.e., the coexistence national State of Bolivia in 
2007 quitted from the ICSID Convention- International Centre for Settlement of Investment 
Disputes Convention, Ecuador speedily went along the same route in 2009. 
90
 Nine of the State 
of Ecuador’s BITs that it entered into were cancelled by the State in 2008. 
91
 South Africa in 
2009 commenced a thorough evaluation of its BIT program that was in progress, reaching in its 
statement of a proposal to allow some remaining BITs to lapse and a suspension on the brokering 
of all other future BITs.
92
 
All other civil society groups in developing countries and some developed countries have 
expressed displeasure on how the international investment scheme has been framed at the 
moment. Consequentially, the international investment scheme is passing through a catastrophe 
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of legitimacy, but not in objection with the whole concept of BITs itself.  Testament of this 
displeasure within the scheme exists as follows: 
 State of Bolivia renounced the ICSID Convention on 2 May 2007; 93 
 The World Bank was sent a written communiqué of withdrawal out of ICSID Convention 
by Ecuador on 6 July, 2009; 
94
 




 Australia made a declaration that it was no more interest to incorporate investor-State 
adjudication into its subsequent BITs on  April 2011; 
96
 
 South Africa made the decision in 2012 that some of the State’s BITs were not going to 
be renewed after their expiration; 
97
 
 Also, South Africa took the decision in 2012, to refrain from ratifying any prospective 
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Despite the resistance of a few dissatisfied countries and groups, BITs are still waxing strong 
amongst numerous countries as a way of protecting foreign investors and their investments from 
suffering adverse effects in territory of host States. Particularly, under the protective umbrella of 
FPS which international law mandates states to observe, it is very likely that it has perpetually 
come to stay. But if is has really come to stay, it must be applied properly to fully protect 
investors’ investments against harms from the States under FPS clauses in BITs. 
 2.6 International Investment Law Origins and its Content  
      Not any one whole unified multilateral agreement that rules bilateral investment schemes 
among States, also not one particular international organisation, which is similar to the World 
Trade Organisation, accountable for regulating of BITs. In the case of (Belgium v. Spain), the 
ICJ) expressed discontent over the lackadaisical evolution in the law of international investment. 
In its lamentation the ICJ stipulated as follows:  
Contemplating the significant events over the past fifty years regarding the progression of alien investments 
including the furtherance in the inter-States affairs of companies False and contemplating the manner by 
which the commercial interests of countries have increase rapidly in numbers, it might first of all seem 
astonishing that the development of law never has been advanced and also that there is no commonly 
acknowledged practices in the issue that have formed and solidified on the inter-continental level.
100
  
    However, the circumstances have changed in the present-day. International investment law has 
continued to evolve. Although there is no one unified or single international multilateral 
investment agreements, either BITs or any other global investment promises, for example, 
investment chapters like liberal business treaties and territorial business treaties such as specific 
intent treaties like the ECT,
101
 are accepted as the main international investment law origins. 
Salacuse and Sulivan recognised in their journal that “[f]or every pragmatic intention, treaties 
have come to be the international investment law rudimentary origins in the department of alien 
investment”.
102
 Omar Garcia-Bolivar observed that in the beginning, international investment 
law was “an extension of the principle of law on States Responsibility covering the Damage to 
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Foreigners,” but that this belief today “has developed to a constant change and progressive 
collection of principles and maxims incorporated in investment agreements and used by 
established institutions and ad-hoc adjudication tribunals.”
103
 Emphasising the lack of 
consistency within the corpus of international investment law, Garcia-Bolivar records that this 
body of law: 
is included in various (BITs), entered among wealth importing and exporting States under the chapters of 
Free Trade Agreements in investment, in treaties like the one which creates an established adjudication 
body to resolve disagreements among the  States and the investor under the ICSID in an agreement that 
establishes a corpus like a multilateral Body for risk protection, for instance the MIGA - (Multilateral 
Investment Guarantee Agency) in  concepts of traditional rules that are legally binding on States in their 
interactions with other States, individuals, organisations and other entities –( public international law), in 
laws that are soft such as, guidelines, policy declarations or codes of conducts which set standards of 
conducts and other countless of rulings  by established tribunals like the ICJ, the United States-Republic of 




     BITs, MITs plus other International Investment Agreements (IIAs) in this present-day can be 
said to contain the corpus of law that is called international investment law. The number of these 
consensuses is not only increasing, equally their ambit is widening to cover current matters. 
Bilateral Investment Treaties with “additional advance and modern investment guarantee clauses 
and also with liberalisation obligation”
105
 are growing increasingly widespread, which the 
doctrine of full protection and security is part of. 
 The UNCTAD states as following: 
[C)urrent treaties incline to comprise a wider scope of matters that within the majority of  all-inclusive 
treaties may encompass not just investment security and liberalisation, but as well as good and services in 
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business, the rights of intellectual property, government policy to reduce abuse of monopoly power, 




      
      To conclude this section, it is worthy to note that the regional reach of International 
Investment Treaties is excellent. The wide topographic reach of BITs emphasises their 
significance as origins of international investment law. MITs are not left out in this context as 
they are also imperative to investors’ protection framework. Just like the tribunal in the case of 
Mondev v. United States has stated in 2002: “investment agreements run from North to South, 
and from East to West, and among countries in those territories between 
themselves.”
107
Moreover, BITs under FPS provision encourages and gives stimulus to foreign 
investors with the assurance that their investments would be protected through States 
Responsibility for international wrongful acts or omission. It has been accepted by many 
observers that International Investment Agreements “are indeed widespread within their 
jurisdiction and vital clauses.”
108
 The good results of the law of international investment 
“treatification” are factual and significant.
109
 Even countries that have deliberately and carefully 
kept away from signing multitudinous Bilateral Investment Treaties now have cause to be 
fascinated in the law of international investment advancement, considering their possible reach 
and result in the context that they may be regarded as a proof of traditional international law 
presently or by the very short distance away later.
110
 But these countries must keep their own 
sides of the bargain. 
On this note, the thesis will in the next section take account into the origin and emergence of the 
standard of FPS through customary international law and from treaty practices starting from as 
early as the middle of seventeenth century 
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2.2 The Origin of FPS under Traditional International Law 
     The aim of this part of the thesis is specifically to investigate the evolution of the concept of 
the standard of FPS that started in 1740s and has continued to be applied in the present-day 
investment BITs and pinpoints connected political writings, judicial rulings, and opinions, in 
order to reach additional dependable definition of the standard of FPS. Proof in relation to all of 
the aforementioned is as a matter of fact investigated in the subsections that follow, and would 
be considered as a wider analysis of the old time development of the FPS standard in traditional 
international customary law as well as the United States treaty rule. The aforementioned proof 
effectively assists an interpretation of the standard of FPS which does not only accord physical 
protection to investments, but expands such protection to more than physical security, 
necessitating, inter alia, the persistence of legal mechanism which affords some hallmarks like 
access to the judiciary proceedings, following of court process, and recompense for government 
takings of investors’ properties and the breach of other investment protection obligations against 
the argument of some States. 
2.2.1 The Emergence of FPS in the Eighteenth Century 
 
   A recognisable duty of security and protection that a country is obligated to offer to aliens in its 
jurisdiction had been found to have been merged or consolidated in traditional international law 
in somewhat, since about the middle of 1800s according to the texts written by Christian Wolff 
and Emmerich de Vattel. This security and protection concept was at that time cited in the 
United States business commercial Agreements that were brokered in the last years of the same 
century. The very first security and protection provisions were those of Wolff of Germany and 
Vattel of Switzerland. 
2.2.2 Christian Wolff’s “Law of Nations” 
   A German professor, Wolff, in 1749, wrote a book which was titled “The Law of Nations 
Treated According to a Scientific Method.
111
 In that text he narrated to a large extent a duty of 
“security” and “protection” that a host country is obligated to provide to aliens under 
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international law. Especially, looking at the segment that was titled “Of the assurance of security 
to foreigners in one’s territory”, 
112
Wolff acknowledged that “aliens, so far they abode in a 
foreign jurisdiction, they must be protected against all injuries, also the leader or the head of that 
State must be obligated to protect them from any form of it, i.e., security must be guaranteed to 
aliens that abode in a foreign jurisdiction.
113
 
   In addition, Wolff stated that “the heads of those countries must never permit his citizenries or 
subordinates to cause to the foreign nationals a loss, or allow them to conduct any wrong against 
foreign nationals of another country, peradventure, if such conducts had taken place, the ruler 
must force the perpetrator to amend or restore the losses that were sustained by those foreigners 
which were perpetrated by his citizens and he should penalise the offender”.
114
 
For him to use a common phrase like, injuries, loss, and wrong, Wolff stated obviously that such 
obligation necessitated for protection from non physical security and also against physical 
damages. 
   He further emphasised that this FPS obligation is dependable on an implied agreement among 
the foreign nationals at issue and the head of State of that country:  
Between the head of the jurisdiction and the alien dwelling in that country there is an existence of an 
implied agreement, through which the last promises non-permanent compliance, the first protection. 
Accordingly, because an implied agreement of that type are meant to be obeyed, the head of the jurisdiction 
is obligated to protect aliens, accordingly not to permit them to be harmed against the entitlement common 
to every man by creation. But when he refused to permit aliens dwelling in his jurisdiction to be harmed by 
others, he guarantees them a security. Accordingly, the head of a country is obliged to guarantee security to 
aliens dwelling in his jurisdiction.
115
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      The reason he wrote “The Law of Nations Treated According to a Scientific Method”, was 
that the heralds to declare war to an enemy state appeared to have occurred in 1657, when 
Sweden went to war against Denmark.
116
 The more modern method at that time by states was 
also to declare war by way of public proclamation directed to the opposing side.
117
As to be 
appropriate for a polite and formal age, it was urged that this be phrased in suitably dignified 
terms, with a careful avoidance of invective, defamation or similarly undignified language. 
Christian Wolff felt the urge to offer some advice on this subject to rulers of his days, and he 
solemnly abjured or renounced that: 
‘In declaration of war, the facts are to be reviewed and to them are to be applied the principles of the law of 
nature and nations, a thing which can be done without any harshness of words and without argument 
prompted by ill will . . . [F]ar be it from you to call your enemy a breaker of treaties and traitors, for whom 
there is nothing so sacred that be does declare it . . . [I]t is sufficient that the acts and the principles of the 
law of nature and nations applicable to them are to be understood by others and it is not required that you 
should set forth your opinion of the vices of your enemy. If then you do this, it is not done with the 
intention of instructing others, but of harming your enemy, or detracting from nothing else than from hatred 
towards the enemy and from desire for vengeance and other perverse impulses akin thereto’.
118 
 2.2.3   Emmerich de Vattel’s “Law of Nations or the Principles of Natural Law” 
     The next author shortly after Wolff on this international duty of protection and security is 
Vattel, a Swiss philosopher, diplomat, and legal expert whose theory laid the foundation of 
modern international law and political philosophy. In 1758, in his creative piece of work entitled: 
The Law of Nations or the Principles of Natural Law: Vattel stated that:  
A State may not permit the prerogative of admission or freedom of movement into his jurisdiction offers to 
aliens to be seen as inimical to them; in welcoming them he accepts to provide them with security like his 
own citizens and assures that they benefit from it, to the extent they depend on the sovereign for a perfect 
security. Therefore, must assure that each State that give asylum to an alien contemplates that it is not less 
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In addition, he expressed clearly that the harms that are ought to be protected against aliens 
suppose not to be restricted to infliction of physical injuries or damages, by observing that host 
countries ought to protect foreigners from conducts which cannot be justified.
120
 Any act that 
cannot be justified can be construed to be anything that causes an adverse or negative impact to 
the foreigners and their investments. He explained further that the host States ought not to shield 
just aliens, but that their investments should as well be protected,
121
 and the States should afford 
recompense for any government takings otherwise known as expropriation.
122
 
Vattel’s monograph on his law of nations successfully brought broad dissemination throughout 
some part of the 18th century and it was regarded by the people living at that time and the age 
after, especially within the English-speaking nations as the only great functional and reliable 
authority of international law.
123
 These Statements by both writers have countered the present-
day States’ arguments that the protection of investors’ investments should be limited to only 
physical security. 
2.2.4 FPS and the Start of U.S. Commercial Treaties 
     Taking into account of the influence and significance that was afforded to this book written 
by Vattel at that time, it is only normal that at the period the rising developing State like the 
United States started incorporating investment treaties that would benefit its nationals that 
participated in overseas trading and investments, those Treaties clearly incorporated the 
obligations to provide FPS for the protection of investments in which Wolff and Vattel outlined. 
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     The foremost Treaty ratified by United States and Prussia as far back as 1785 comprises just 
short and obscuring reference of the protection right to alien trader.
124
 However, an Agreement 




The withdrawal of Britain’s military posts from the United States’ jurisdiction was provided in 
Article II of the Agreement signed between United States and Prussia, stating that:  
every habitant and merchant, living in the neighbourhood or territory of the aforesaid places, must persist to enjoy, 
not to be harassed, all their entire property of all kinds, must be protected in those places. They must have a 
complete freedom to stay in those places, or to take with them all or some of their personal belongings, and they 
must as well not be restricted to give their landed properties, homes, or personal belongings in exchange for money, 
or to keep their belongings aforementioned, according to their wishes.
126
  
This phrase “protected” that was used by Vattel in his writing which have been mentioned in the 
passage above did not suggest that the term was meant to provide protection for just physical 
harm which some States argue for today, but it also provide position of acquiring property rights 
within the law. 
     Article XIV lay out a common warranty mutual and an ideal freedom of trade and 
seamanship, and stated in particular then that, the nationals and settlers comprising of both State 
individually, must have freedom willingly and protectively... to rent and own homes and 
storehouses for the intentions of their trade, and mainly the sellers and merchants on both sides, 
must benefit, ‘the most complete protection and security for their commerce’.
127
 The terminology 
of security and protection used in this context appears to suggest to a certain extent a lack of 
improper or discriminatory legal limitations upon alien traders’ business ventures. 
     Article XIX is demanding protection that shields all the nationals and ships of all parties from 
fighter of war and pirates. The use of this phraseology suggests protection from physical harm. 
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     Lastly, in spite of the fact that Art. X in this agreement leaves off a phraseology like 
protection or security, Alexander Hamilton, who is protector of this agreement simultaneously 
characterise it as contemplating a traditional obligation of offering protection and security to 
trade. This clause at issue stipulates that, ‘Neither the arrears unpaid from citizens of one State to 
citizens of another States, nor dividends, nor money, which they deposited in with the State’s  
government funds, or in the individual banks, must never in any episode of battle or ethnic 
quarrels be expropriated or impounded’.128 
Later, when the report about this Treaty was publicised, Article X was criticised by few people, 
including many more clauses, saying that they are too liberal to the British. 
129
Hamilton 
protected the treaty in a succession of missives promulgated under the incognito or nickname 
“Camillus”.
130
 Hamilton expressed that Article X was a basic quality that is often seen in treaties 
and claimed that those clauses obviously signify as follows, “that when there is an outbreak of a 
battle fighting between the sovereigns who have entered into a treaty in a specific matter, there 
must be for a duration of between six and nine months of full protection and security to be 
granted to the individuals and assets of the citizens of anyone that lives at that particular time in 
the jurisdictions of the other State”. In addition, he stated according that the permission of that 
kind of security to foreign traders and their possessions is comparatively as the law of Nations.
131
 
Hamilton came up with the argument that the parties did nothing unusual by the inserting of 
Article X; rather they had merely included an already existing commitment under the law of 
nations. More importantly, he quoted Vattel’s notion to back up the reality of that type of 
traditional standard of protection and security.
132
 Within his other missive, he expatiated on this 
standard in this way:  
The prerogative of obtaining or possessing belongings or assets in a State consistently requires an 
obligation on the side of its Regime to protect those assets as well as to make sure it secure to the possessor 
or to the holder the full benefit of it. Every time, consequently that a Regime gives authorisation to aliens to 
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buy assets or obtain belongings in its jurisdiction or to carry and leave it in that country, it indirectly 




He went further to explain that this obligation necessitated that ‘the alien owners... must benefit 
from the entitlements, advantages and exemptions of an indigenous owner with no other 
peculiarities apart from those that the substantial regulations may have already openly 
announced’.
134
 That is to say, inter alia, the traditional obligation of security and protection 
demanded uniform security at the point of law. 
      The aforementioned proof clears it up that the concept of FPS in the United State earliest 
trade treaties considered protection against various numbers of harms, ranging from aggressive 
military actions by fighters of war to States expropriations, even to contraventions of legitimate 
prerogatives. This as well connotes that all of these treaties employed the phraseology in 
principally the same manner as Wolff and Vattel had applied it. 
2.3 The Concept of FPS from the beginning of 1800 to the First World War  
    Between the period of the 19
th
 century and the middle of the 20th century, the traditional 
concept of FPS experienced more improvement and clarification, and United States FCN treaties 
progressed in proportionate manner. The proof is clear-cut, but nevertheless, the practice was 
comprehended in every part during this era as providing protection beyond just police protection. 
Truly, to the scope that the principle developed, it pointed to the route of the prerequisite of more 
expansive protection within the regulation for foreigner’s asset rights.  
2.3.1 Development of FPS in Customary International Law 
There were claims by many commentators throughout this era that the traditional obligation of 
protection required not merely physical protection, but inclusively making the courts available to 
investors, the allowance of impartial protection by the law, as well as fair treatment by State 
government officialdom.  
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One of the commentators that made such an assertion was James Kent. In his report on the 
commentary on International Law, in 1878, he observed that: “when aliens are permitted into a 
country on unrestricted and open-minded conditions, the citizenry ideology becomes promised 
for the aliens’ protection. The judiciary must be liberally open-minded to them so as to adopt and 
turn to the remedy of their injustices and complaints.”
135
 In the same vein, Lassa Oppenheim 
made a commentary in 1905 in the following terms regarding this issue:  
An alien ... ought to be accorded same protection both of him the person and his asset as is benefited by a 
national... In result of the aforementioned each country is by according to the Laws of Nations forced or 
obligated to afford to aliens equality in the eyes of the law with its nationals inasmuch as the protection of 
the individual and his asset is concerned. An alien must not in particular be injured either in physical body 
or his asset by the representatives and the judiciary of the country. Therefore, the police should not 
apprehend him without a good reason. The custom authorities ought to treat him courteously and in 




     The above commentaries did not suffice on this matter and other scholars and diplomats from 
capital-export countries followed suit and started spotlighting at this period of time that 
protection accorded to foreigners ought to be in agreement with international standards, not just 
national laws. This response was as a result of an opinion first expressed by the Argentine jurist 
and diplomat Carlos Calvo, in his famous study first published in 1868 which afterwards was 
absorbed in a lot of Latin American States. Calvos opined that, a native country does not have 
the rationale to grumble for international law except in the circumstances where the treatment 
meted out to its citizens by the other contracting party is less favourable than that encountered by 
its own host-State citizens.
137
 He also argued that international law must in practice be 
comprehended as permitting the host country to lower the security of the foreigner’s assets when 
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as well as lowering the protections for assets held by its own citizens.
138
Calvo’s viewpoint had it 
been adhered to would have created more allowance for a complete lack of protection for foreign 
investment than some Sates argue today. A typical example of where the developed country was 
of the viewpoint that host States ought to satisfy the traditional international law minimum 
standard of treatment in the security guaranteed to aliens is found in the statements by previous 
Secretary of State of the United States in 1910, Elihu Root in the following:  
Every State is obligated to the citizens of the other State in its region the enjoyment of the selfsame 
regulations, the selfsame management, the selfsame protection, and the selfsame compensation for damages 
which it provides to its own indigenous citizens, and no more no less: as far as the protection that the State 




Elihu Root further emphatically stipulated the widespread stand as the following:  
There exists a standard of treatment that is very straightforward, very basic, and which is generally 
accepted by all advanced States as to make a part of the globally international law. The circumstances by 
which any State has the right to assess the treatment required of it to a foreigner by the treatment which it 
affords to its indigenous nationals must be that, its mechanism of law, including its management must 
comply with this general standard of treatment. If any State’s framework of law and management fails to 
comply with that standard, in spite of the fact that the citizenry of the State may be pleased or forced to 
exist under it, there will be no other States that can be forced to acknowledge it as bestowing an adequate 
standard of justice to its nationals.
140
 
It was just a matter of time before this concept which stipulated that all the host country ought to 
reach “the traditional level of civilisation” in respect to aliens came to materialisation and be 
famously called the “international minimum standard treatment”. 
141
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2.3.2 The FPS Provision in Early BITs 
     The FPS clauses in the United States treaties started as far back as early 1796 and similarly 
indicated a need that the host States should involve definite basic characteristics for the security 
of aliens trade in another territories. For instance, John Adams, subsequently having brokered 
an investment agreement alongside with others for the United States their first FCN Treaty with 
France,
142
 without doubt stressed the security of foreign assets or belongings by the principles 
under international law. He emphasised that:  
There is no existing doctrine in the law of nations that is more strongly formed than the one that gives 
foreigners the rights to assets in the territories of the other States in relationship with their own for the 
protection of its State by all endeavours within his power.
143
 
This statement propagates the idea that it has been a long standing establishment by international 
law that the properties of foreign investors including the investors has been accorded protection 
and security as far back as this era and counters the argument for such protection by some States 
in the present-day. 
2.4 Full Protection and Security in BITs during the World Wars 
     Neither State practice nor scholars of international law before 1917 had reason to focus any 
particular attention to rules that protect foreign investment. In this period of time the treaty 
practice only protected alien property on the ground of domestic laws enacted by the host 
country, and not on the basis of an independent standard. An illustration of this fact can be found 
in the Agreement that was entered by the United States of America with Switzerland in 1850 
under its Article 2 (3) of the treaty, it stipulates that:  
In the event of (. . . ) government takings (expropriation) for the intention of State usage, the nationals of 
any of the contracting parties, living or operating business in the jurisdiction of the other State, must be 
given the same treatment with the nationals of the State upon which they live to compensations for injuries 
they possibly have suffered.
144
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     The First World War and its consequences ushered in a rise in antagonism to foreigners in 
many countries of the world. 
145
, also it brought change of government that led to government 
takings (expropriations) of alien-owned individual assets in the State of Russia and other places 
in Eastern Block of Europe.
146
 In respect to this development, the U.S. amended the language of 
its FPS provisions in order to give detailed definition of the features of the host country’s legal 
mechanism which were considered by the principle. Simultaneously, intercontinental tribunals 
confirm again the customary concepts of FPS, and also the efforts to codify the concept by the 
League of Nations proved abortive. 
2.4.1 Efforts to Codify FPS Standard with the Traditional International Law 
     There have also been attempts at collecting and restating the standard of FPS of foreign 
investments under traditional international law. For Example, the League of Nations established 
the Covenant that included a clause in Article 23(e), which obliged every member country to 
“make requirement to obtain and keep right of reporting in form of communication and of 
movement and equitable treatment so as to protect the investment of all the League of Nations’ 
Members, was the treaty which the League of Nations created in 1919.
147
 This seemingly was the 
very first time that an international body has in their usage of word used the phraseology 
equitable treatment in connection with foreign investments, a principle that has from that time 
grown to be universal with the plentiful of FET provisions in investment Agreements. 
      The use of the term equitable treatment could not have been a mere general statement that 
the writers opted for the phrase treatment in Article 23(e). This term was at that time being 
applied commonly in conjunction with the words such as security and protection to make 
references to host countries’ international duties to aliens. This kind of word that was used was 
found in Elihu Root’s commentary that the traditional obligation of security intends minimum 
standard under international.
148
 It may as well be found in the argument made in the United 
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States and Mexico case, Robert (U.S. v Mexico,
149
 that in international law, foreigners should be 
accorded the treatment in conformity with general levels of civilisation.” 
150
 
     Truly, the fact that the writers of Leagues of Nations in Article 23(e) comprehended a 
necessity of FET as a principle that exists under traditional international law is a proof from that 
reality. As soon after the treaty was approved, the League of Nations’ Economic Committee 
began attempts to arrange into a systematic code the States’ duties towards foreigners “in 
pursuance of” this clause.
151
 This does not mean that the writers of the Agreement were 
convinced that international law was in this department flawlessly established and loyally 
observed by all countries. If that was to be the case, the need would not have been there to 
require such treatment in the Agreement and no advantage to arranging into a systematic code of 
international law on the issue. However, taking into account the aforementioned, it cannot be 
feasibly questioned that they comprehended international law in tackling the treatment entitled to 
a foreigner, and as necessitating, in a general speaking, that it should be equitable. 
152
  
        The writers of the aforesaid have made mention to a duty to afford FPS to aliens. The FET 
concept, in one part, and the standard of FPS, on the next part, and both were seen by many 
during that era as similar, or by a degree overlapping to each other. But that does not mean that 
the two are the same. In 1924, this is a proof by the Solicitor’s allegation that the Agreement 
duty of FPS prohibited “tyrannical and unjust treatment” of the citizens of the United States.
153
  
It is as well obvious from the evidence that the blueprint agreement was produced in accordance 
with the League of Nations of Article 23(e) started as a “strings of rules for counselling of 
countries concerning the protection of alien citizens and businesses from arbitrary financial 
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treatment and unjust prejudice.”
154
 In point of fact, despite that the blueprint agreement was titled 
a “Draft Convention on the Treatment of Foreigners,” one scholar reported it at that period as 
“partially an international law codification in relationship to the protection of foreigners”
155
 And 
actually, the Draft Agreement had mentioned frequently to a duty of “protection.”
156
 
     The other example was that Article 9 of the same Protocol stipulated that “citizens of all of 
the Contracting State must benefit in the jurisdiction of another Contracting State the selfsame 
treatment as citizens with reference to the juridical and courts security of their individuals, 
assets, entitlements and concerns”.
157
 This same Article further catalogued certain legal 
protections that need to be afforded, encompassing the entitlement to bring proceedings and to 
engage in application of the law without impartiality.
158
  
     In the same vein, Article 12 stated that protected nationals are to enjoy with respect to 
financial payments, “the selfsame treatment and selfsame protection by the financial bodies and 
tribunals of the courts as citizens of the State.”
159
 One more time, the phrase protection has been 
used in alongside with the term treatment and suggests protection against nonphysical threats or 
against legal protection. 
     Also, within this particular period, Harvard Law School researchers produced their own 
blueprint arrangement of systematic code of countries’ duties to aliens. The codification was 
accomplished in 1929 and was titled Draft Convention on Responsibility of States for Damage 
Done in Their Territory to the Person or Property of Foreigners, and the document also outlined 
some of the rules that were linked to the traditional ideas of the standard of FPS.
160
 In article 5 of 
the Draft Convention, for instance, it stated that “(a) country has an obligation to accord to a 
foreigner methods of remedy for harms that are no lower favourable than the methods of remedy 
accorded to its citizens.” 
161
Additionally, under Article 9 of the same Convention, which is 
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responsible for the “denial of justice”, it stipulates that it is the obligation of the states for the 
harm that is resulting as consequences of “refusal, unjustifiable procrastination or impediment of 
availability to judiciary, conspicuous inadequacy in the application of juridical or rectification 
procedure, omission to accord those promises which are ordinarily contemplated absolutely 
necessary to the required application of law, or a blatantly biased verdict.”
162
  All of these 
clauses are a reminder of the claims by the commentators in the likes of Kent, Vattel, and Wolff, 
that the traditional obligation of FPS necessitates rectification frameworks for damages sustained 
by an alien which is different from what host States believe today. The clauses as well bring to a 
conscious mind the protections of due process in lawsuits which has been outlined in the 
standard of FPS clauses of the United States Agreement that were ratified in the 19th century and 
in the beginning of the 20th century. 
     And finally, this Draft Convention stipulated even more in Article 10 that “(a) country is 
liable if any harm to a foreigner is as a consequence of its omission to employ a reasonable 
measures of due diligence to thwart the damages, if domestic solutions have been depleted 
without proper correction for such omission.” 
163
 This Article additionally expresses another area 
of the traditional standard of FPS, as was emphasised in the Sambiaggio case, that the obligation 
requires the use of due diligence to thwart harms to the foreigner including that of heir 
investments. 
     All these efforts mentioned at codification eventually collapsed as a consequence of 
disaccords among the growingly various international community in respect to the type of 
obligations that should be given to foreigners.
164
  However, these attempts provide an 
understanding on how the writers comprehended international law in that era on this subject 
matter and in this area of the law. 
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2.5 The Protection of FPS Standard in the Cold War Era 
     The World War 2 with its consequences simply brought segregations of dogmatism among 
the international community. This was due to a widespread of communism that consequentially 
resulted to a new wave of government takings of individuals’ assets (expropriation), and 
bitterness and rancour that was meted towards alien investments within underdeveloped States 
which obviously became growingly prevalent.
165
 
     Confronted with all these ugly events, the United States administration and the commercial 
interest in capital-exporting States came to the conclusion that investor protections at the 
international arena were more significant than it was before. With this notion, the United States 
increased its FCN treaty scheme and engaged in several discussions with the objective of 
brokering multilateral agreement on investment, while commercial benefits worked 
autonomously to encourage equivalent agreement. The treaties and the blueprint documents all 
embodied protection and security provisions and were the recent predecessor to those in the 
present-day treaties. As can be seen, so many things, such as their wording, writing background, 
and related analysis, they all symbolise that the principle of FPS as was used in the document 
proposed a legal mechanism faceting specific independent methodology guarantees, also that the 
principle was found as conveying traditional international law. 
2.5.1 FPS and the Havana Charter and the International Chamber of Commerce Code              
of Fair Treatment 
     The standard of FPS can also be linked to Havana Charter where fifty three States in the city 
of Havana in Cuba on 24 March, 1948, concluded and ratified an instrument that has been named 
the Havana Charter.
166
 The document asked for the establishment of an International Trade 
Organisation (ITO) for the assistance of negotiation and execution of global treaties on business, 
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investment and commercial, and includes remarkable references to the requirement for the 
equitable treatment and security of investments. 
167
 
     Specifically, the Article asked the ITO for proposals for global treaties aimed “to ensure fair 
and equal treatment towards businesses, expertise, monies, crafts and scientific knowledge taken 
from one Contracting State to the other.” 
168
 The Article in addition stipulated that contracting 
State parties were to “render fair and equitable possibilities or chances for investments agreeable 
to aliens and reasonable protection for current and subsequent investments.”
169
   
     The Havana Charter drafting background provides some perception on how its composers 
comprehended the phrase security considering on how it was used in Article 12.  Particularly, in 
one symposium some representatives from Czechoslovakia where communist revolution was 
predominant then or was reigning supreme, recently came up with a proposal of adding the word 
“legal” before “security.” 
170
 One of the representatives alleged that this correction would be 
suitable as, in the absence of it, a foreign investor could claim that the phrase “security” 
proposed political security, especially, security from a revolution.
171
 The Representative of the 
United States to the conclave reciprocated by saying that he raised “no compelling opposition” to 
this proposition, rather, that such an argument was unwarranted since “no Follower to the 
instrument would be that irrationally daft as to make an insistent request for security while a 
State was going through a revolution, in clearer words, a regime change.”
172
 But the UK 
representative in his reciprocation to that recommendation, stated that, he disagreed to the 
proposition since “[i]t connotes a much narrowly legalistic definition of security, “I am certain 
the purpose was that it ought to be broader”,
173
 he said. Those expressions by the UK 
representative show that the representatives were not in opposition to the requirement of legal 
security, but rather to the opposite, and think that the prevalent reference to security included 
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legal security already. The only issue that was in contention was whether the wording should be 
eligible to make obvious that the document did not include political additionally to physical and 
legal security.  
     Regardless of the circumstances, the Havana Charter never came into commencement, neither 
was it concluded or signed by countries. Indeed, this was partly as a result that commercial 
concerns and investors in capital-exporting States believed that the terminology in respect to 
investment was diluted or adulterated overly at the demand of developing States. 
174
 Therefore, 
in 1949, a blueprint was propagated by the International Chambers of Commerce that 
implemented exactly similar rudimentary concepts of treatment and security, but expressed them 
to a greater extent vigorously. While it was never accepted, this document officially labelled the 
International Code of Fair Treatment for Foreign Investments (the ICC Code) 
175
 has noticeable 
sameness to current investment treaties. 
     Remarkably, Article 2 ascribed an obligation by the members “to employ fair treatment... to 
businesses of any type produced in their jurisdiction by the citizens of another High Contracting 
States”. 
176
This is in parallel to the present-day FET standard provision. 
     The ICC Code in its Article 5 was like a type of security and protection provision to foreign 
investment, it stipulated that:  
(t) he treatment expanded to the citizens of another High Contracting State must be no less adequate than 
that given to its own citizens, in accordance to the lawful and juridical protection of its citizen, asset, rights 
and concerns, and in regards to the acquiring property or object, buying, disposal of commodity for money, 
and allotment of moveable asset and immoveable asset of any sort. 
177
 
One more time, the phrase protection was used in the Article above to indicate protection of 
investment to more than physical security. 
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2.6 The US FCN Treaty Programme in Relation to FPS after the Second World War   
     While these attempts to reach a multilateral investment agreement were proving abortive or 
depleting, the United States was at that time occupied itself finalising bilateral FCN treaties.
178
 
These steadily encompassed protection and security clauses, and their phraseology, also as 
concurrent report by State Department representatives made it obvious that they also, proposed a 
legal mechanism proffering definite substantive and systematic protections for protected aliens. 
The most convincing proof in this respect probably, is a formal State Department report from the 
late 1950s in a description of the FCN treaty scheme. 
179
Out of the remarks found in that 
instrument that were significant were stated as following: 
 United States FCN agreements encompass “guarantees of security and protection for the person in his 
ability as an asset owner. These comprise liberty from illegitimate visitation and ransacking of his house or 
his business premise, the entitlement to fair recompense for expropriation of his belongings by the country, 





 “Assurances to proffer security of prerogatives in asset, certainly, are of particular significance to an 
American investor that does business in foreign jurisdiction. In the absence of such warranties the 





 “Particular awareness had been rendered to according American businessmen an adequate step of security 
from unwarranted possibility of threats predictably to afflict their overseas activities. The aim has never 
been to protect investors from the commercial dangers to which capital invested is the issue but to lower 
the particular risks to which foreign investment could be unprotected as a result of unfavourable 




     In view of all these aforementioned comments, it is unequivocally certain that these are 
provisions of strong proof that the duty of protection and security as it has been use in U.S. FCN 
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treaty at this period of time was aimed to shelter investors not merely from physical threats, but 
inclusively from unjustified ransacking, inadequate compensation of government takings of 
private owned properties, and disadvantageous judicial conditions. These are completely in 
opposite to the phraseology that has been used in the present-day United States investment 
treaties alleging that the obligation of standard of FPS is restricted to physical security thereby 
depriving investors their legal rights and security to their investments.  
     Again, the confirmation that the FPS clauses during the beginning of the Cold War period 
were of a proposal that it was meant for more than police/physical protection can also be found 
in the simultaneous report by an intellectual like Michael Brandon. Brandon alleged that the 
clauses of FPS found in treaties were aimed to guarantee that “persons and foreign companies 
have the same prerogatives of protection in the eye of the law like it is benefited by nationals, 
presuming this satisfies the international minimum standard”.
183
 
     Brandon’s inferences gained approval by the phraseology of protection and security clauses 
during that era, and from the surroundings of the applicable treaties.  Notwithstanding the fact 
that these clauses were more complex in some regards than their forerunners, (because they 
added for instance, particular formulas for quantifying the compensation for the expropriated 
investment), the terminology makes it obvious that the indicated current characteristics were just 
components of the overall notion of the standard of FPS. 
     The above detail that has just been emphasises is explained in the FCN treaty between the 
United States and China which was finalised in 1946;
184
 (this was not long prior to the 
Communist capturing of the State of Italy in the year 1948.
185
 The FPS clauses of these treaties 
started with a wide necessity that every party afford citizens of another with “the full protection 
and security necessitated under international law”.
186
 They then enumerated clearly several other 
warrantees and enjoyments to be afforded to protected citizens in that respect, encompassing 
precise components of fair treatment through the normal judicial system - due process and 
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payment for government takings - expropriation.
187
 In continuation to this point, paragraph three 
of this treaty stipulated as the following:  
The citizens, companies and members of the Contracting State must in every part of the jurisdiction of 
another Contracting State be given security and protection in connection with the issues specified under this 
Article in paragraphs 1 and 2, on the conformity of the statutes, if there are any, that are or could 
subsequently be implemented by the obligation established authorities....
188
 
This means protected citizens and corporations were supposed to benefit from security and 
protection in connection with due process with legal proceedings and payment for government 
takings. This is reasonable only if the standard of FPS is expanded further than physical security, 
since the elements that were made reference to are legal protections, and not physical 
components. 
     The other outstanding U.S. FCN treaty that is vital on this point is the very one that it 
finalised with Belgium in 1961.
189
 It is stipulated in Article 1 of that treaty that: “every 
Contracting Party must always afford fair and equitable treatment and functional security to the 
individuals, assets, businesses, prerogatives and concerns belonging to citizens and corporation 
of another Party”.
190
 It added in Article 3 that: “Citizens of one Contracting State in the 
jurisdictions of another State must be afforded full legal and juridical security for their 
individuals, entitlements and concerns. Such citizens must have freedom from harassment and 
must be given consistent security under no circumstances lower than that necessitated under 
international law”.
191
 Lastly, it was stated in Article 4.1 of the same treaty that: “Assets that 
citizens and corporations of each of the two Contracting State possess or have inside the 
jurisdiction of  another Contracting State must enjoy stable security in these territories by full 
legal and judicial protection.”
192
 This demonstrates to the greatest extent uttermost 
acknowledgement within the body of the United States FCN agreements that the obligation of 
the standard of FPS is not only meant for physical protection, but typifies the uttermost 
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maximum acceptance in the entity of the treaty that the duty proposed expansion beyond 
physical protection. But today, many host States contend to this fact. 
     This treaty could be seen as one that its notion of protection and security was distinguishable 
from the usual norms, apart from the fact that when it was submitted to the Senate for their 
consent, the State Department gave its guarantees that the treaty did not significantly distinguish 
itself from the rest of the other previous US FCN treaties. Particularly, a functionary of State 
Department confirmed notwithstanding that, “substantial transfiguration of the usual phraseology 
employed in United States agreements was found obligatory” to deal with the issues prompted by 
brokering opposition parties, these recasting were “of comparatively slightly of importance.” 
193
 
Not only that  this treaty is not abnormal from the others, it also followed very nearly the 
phraseology of previous blueprint multilateral documents, in conjunction with the Draft 
Convention of 1929 on the Treatment of Foreigners, also and that of the ICC Code 1949. These 
all connote that the placing of the terms ‘legal’ with ‘and’, and ‘judicial’ in front of ‘protection,’ 
with ‘and’, and ‘security’ merely made a clear-cut point that, in other words, could not have been 
expressed. 
     Other FCN agreements that the United States entered into at this era also observed the 
introduction of some particular clause that would later be taken as attachments of the present-day 
U.S. investment treaties, though in amended format. These encompassed, among other things, 
clauses preventing unreasonable and discriminatory impairment or damages of acquired rights 
194
and provision necessitating fair and equitable treatment. 
195
 Concurrent report on these clauses 
shows that the both provisions were seen as connected to the standard of FPS, and as stating the 
features of traditional international law. 
196
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     In regards to the current “unreasonable as well as discriminatory impairment” clauses, it was 
explained by a U.S. State Department treaty negotiator, Herman Walker Jr.,
197
 as being drawn 
to “confirm and strengthen customary international law concerning the protection that a State 
administration is under an obligation to accord to the asset of the foreigner” and to focus 
especially inappropriate governmental action failing to reach the standard of completely and 
instantaneously government takings (expropriation).
198
. In a clearer word, these current clauses 
were only expressing a characteristic of the existing of the early time traditional obligation of 
security. Walker in addition stated that U.S. negotiators were of the thought that it was wise to 
start clarifying and defining this area of traditional obligation of protection, in respect to 
unresolved condition within international law and the growing persistency by which the 




     Concerning the current FET provisions, these provisions contained conspicuous sameness as 
in the Havana Charter that was adopted in 1948 to the reference of “fair and equitable treatment 
“and in the ICC Code that was enacted in 1949 to the reference of “fair treatment”,
200
 as 
mentioned above. Furthermore, the both documents received their motivation in the 1923 League 
of Nations Covenants by the previous references to equitable treatment and the Draft Convention 
on the Treatment of Foreigners of 1929, and those blueprint documents attempted to contemplate 
traditional international law. 
     In this vein, it can not be unusual that when the standard of FET provision found its way in 
the United States FCN agreements many intellectuals acknowledged that the principle was born 
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out of traditional international law.  Also in this regard, Michael Brandon had alleged that these 
provisions were meant to convey a commitment of “good faith” within traditional international 
law.
201
 In addition to Brandon’s observation, George Schwarzenberger has written that the 
principle place an obligation on the host country to treat aliens “in conformity to the necessity of 
jus aequum
202
 (equity and justice), which he interpreted as a “lawful mechanism in which 
prerogatives are similar and should be applied appropriately as well as in good faith.”
203
 F. A. 
Mann conveyed the same belief in his writing on “The legal Aspect of Money”. He was of the 
assertion that traditional international law prevents “indefensible partiality, intentional harm, 
tyrannical, [and] denying people justice lato sensu or abuse of rights” within the concept of 
“FET, or the way it has been put sometimes, good faith which every country is globally 
necessitated to show in its behaviour towards foreigners”.
204
 All these opinions that have been 
expressed by Brandon, Schwarzenberger, and Mann are all in line with the previous accounts of 
one particular feature of the traditional standard of security, that is, the duty to abstain from 
unjust or tyrannical employment of the legislation. 
205
 
     With all of these, it may not be possible to dismiss the fact that the standard of FET and the 
principle of FPS cover part of each other. And this overarching between the two standards can be 
explained by their familiar extraction from similar traditional standard. It seems that the two 
standards were used in different ways in the post Second World War in the United States FCN 
agreements. Depending on the aforementioned proof, the standard of FPS appears to have 
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necessitate the host country to apply with care and due diligence, in a manner that is 
appropriately required to secure aliens’’ citizens and their assets, and also, to have and make 
accessible a reasonable legal mechanism, that characterises such security as proper correctional 
frameworks, due process, as well as an entitlement to full or adequate recompense for 
government takings. By the opposite, the standard of FET seemingly is about the way by which 
countries treat protected citizens when relating with them, mandating them to conduct 
themselves appropriately and in honest intentions (good faith). The relationship between FPS 
and FET standards will be discussed fully later in chapter 6 of this paper to demonstrate that the 
two standards are entirely different from each other. 
2.7 The Standard of FPS in the Present-day United State Investment Treaties 
     The last FCN treaties that were ratified by United States were with Thailand and Togo in 
1966.
206
 Subsequent to those treaties, the United States investment treaty plan was slowed down 
or suspended for so many years, at least not until 1977 when it was reinvigorated. It was then 




     In so many ways, BITs are very dissimilar from its FCN forerunners, in the sense that, first 
and foremost, FCN treaties particularly concern themselves with a number of matters, 
encompassing commercial, navigation and investment. On the other hand, BITs is only 
concerned with investment issues.
208
 Again, in some respects, FCN treaties deal with investment 
matters, that is, they are meant to accord protection to individuals, rights, and concerns of the 
protected citizens and corporations that partake in investment. In the opposite, BITs safeguard 
investments in themselves 
209
 and in addition, the citizens and companies who create those 
investments. 
210
 Furthermore, BITs normally create a framework that enables protected investors 
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to exercise their legal rights in which they may initiate arbitrary proceedings directly against the 
host countries for the contraventions of the agreement’s’ meaningful clauses, a chance that was 
never rendered by FCN agreements. In spite of all the dissimilarities, a lot of the meaningful 
clauses of BITs are evolved from the United States FCN agreements that encompassed the 
standard of FPS provisions.
211
 Bu unfortunately, these benefits have not been fully provided by 
some host States to foreign investors and their investments under the standard of the FPS. 
     The decision by the U.S. to make a shift to BITs was as a result of their European 
counterpart’s States that had been brokering BITs deals with the underdeveloped countries for 
quite some time and the U.S wanted to take their footsteps by following suit. 
212
 The new U.S. 
BIT plan did not yield fruit within a twinkling of an eye. It indeed took quite a while. The US 




     Different kinds of United States history and case-law render an accurate and a deep 
understanding of the interpretation of the standard of FPS provisions in these treaties. Though 
the U S. is just one of the contracting parties to the other party to any agreed BIT, the United 
States stance and their bargaining power disparity is to them of crucial importance in taking into 
consideration of how these treaties are brokered. To be specific, almost all BITs that are finalised 
with an under-developed State and the United States, the U.S. brokering version is shown as 
perfect in everything, which left the underdogs with little or no chance for any effective 
negotiation or haggling to the advantage of the other party occurring. This is seen as a one-way 
traffic brokering of a deal which does not render much benefits to the developing countries 
neither to investors. This method was expressed by Jose Alvarez a previous BIT negotiator, as 
follows: 
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 The United States “cookie-cutter” attitude to BIT arrangement leads to a one-way discussion of forced and 
exploited terms. A Bilateral Investment Treaty brokering is not a conversation among State equals. It is to a 
greater extent like an intensive training seminar exercise run by the U.S, on the United States’ terms and 





Having discussed in detail the background and the origin of the standard of FPS, it is not to be 
doubted that from the discussion that starts from a German professor, Wolff, in 1749, when he 
published “The Law of Nations Treated According to a Scientific Method, and from the writing 
of Emmerich de Vattel, a Swiss philosopher, diplomat, and legal expert whose theory laid the 
foundation of modern International law and political philosophy, in 1758 in his creative piece of 
work entitled: The Law of Nations or the Principles of Natural Law to the standard of FPS in the 
modern investment agreements, that the FPS standard has  long been accorded protective 
protection to investment both physically and legally. Despite the affirmation by the ancient 
interpretation, the tribunals, States and some scholars are still doubtful whether the standard is 
extended to physical security or not and this mentality has deprived investors the much needed 
security to their investments against from the states or third parties. It is better for States, 
commentators, and various arbitral tribunals to come to terms with the fact that this standard of 
FPS needs to be extended beyond physical to legal security as it has always been, taking into 
account of all the facts that has been expressed in this whole chapter. This understanding will 
assist to fill the lacuna in the protection of investments for both physical and legal security that 
the standard of FPS offered to them under international law. The next chapter will focus on the 
modern day interpretation of FPS under the VCLT followed by the relationship between FPS and 
customary international law.                              
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THE INTERPRETATION OF FPS PROVISIONS UNDER THE MECHANISM OF 




The discussion in this chapter gives a general description of the VCLT interpretative mechanism 
and describes, as an introduction, the way it ought to be employed to FPS provisions. At the 
same time it emphasises on the interpretative role which has been set out through that 
mechanism to common principles in international law, the travaux (preparatory work), including 
other proofs that are naturally essential to the treaty wording. It is generally acknowledged that 
the system employed by the VCLT layout the adequate framework for interpretation of any 
treaty signed among State parties. It brings together a number of rules of traditional international 
law which is frequently and regularly followed and depended upon by the judiciary, tribunals, 
including the academics, as the reliable precedent to reading treaties. 
215
 But the question to be 
asked is that, have all various tribunals followed this authoritative guideline of VCLT 
interpretation for the protection of full protection and security standard? This question can be 
answered in disagreement, and as the thesis progresses the answer to this question will definitely 
fully come to light. The thesis will examine the VCLT interpretative mechanism and relate it to 
tribunals’ interpretation in case laws. The chapter will first and foremost outline the various 
terminologies used by parties for the standard of full protection and security and which 
differences of these terminologies in respective of BITs do not have any bearings towards the 
meaning of the standard. This will be followed by discussion of the VCLT 1969 and with 
particular focus on Article 31 and 32 of VCLT 1969 where it gives a general instruction that a 
treaty should be interpreted taking into consideration of its aim and intention. The chapter will 
also be looking at the guidelines of the VCLT that governs treaty interpretation which demands 
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for the need to find out for sure how the relevant rules of international law should be applied 
with special reference to FPS in this context. The chapter will achieve this goal by looking at the 
following subheadings, such as: supplementary means of interpretation or what this thesis tags as 
an additional method of interpretation. The section will also be looking at other methods of treaty 
interpretation employed by a corpus like NAFTA to interpret the meaning of treaties under the 
subheading of interpretative statements. And lastly, the section will be looking at the past rulings 
and whether tribunals are dependent on the past decisions of the other tribunals whenever they 
what to make judgements, or whether they can use them as a reference in relation to the 
interpretation of BIT treaties. This chapter will as well be outlining the relationships between the 
principle of FPS standard and traditional international law. It will examine the controversy as to 
whether the FPS standard is equated with the traditional international law of minimum standard - 
“equating” approach, or whether the two obligations are intended as autonomous standards that 
go beyond international law, 
216
- “addictive” approach.  
The approach will draw the attention of the relationship between FPS and customary 
international law to the connection with disputes in investment treaties which aims to argue 
whether the FPS and FET concepts illustrate customary international law, or are supposed to be 
stand-alone standards that go beyond physical protection and security in international law. The 
chapter will proceed by looking at the some of the awards on the standard of FPS as they were 
interpreted under VCLT in relation to whether the standards draw a link to customary 
international law between parties. This controversy has led to gap in the protection of foreign 
investments by various host States in their territories and this gap needs to be filled by thesis. 
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It will follows with academic commentators and literatures which explain and support, primarily, 
that the FPS and FET should stand as an independent standard which is autonomous of the 
minimum standard of international law. 
3.2 Terminology use for Full Protection and Security 
     Almost all the modern day BITs have some kind of clause that guarantees protection and 
security in their treaties. The terminology that is use for the purposes of protecting and 
safeguarding investment varies, but these differences in wording do not cause any variation in 
the ways of interpretation.
217
 For example, wordings like ‘protection and security’, ‘full 
protection and security’, and some use ‘most constant protection and security’, ‘constant security 
and protection’ or rarely ‘protection and legal security’ in various BITs.
218
 These phraseologies 
mean that foreign investments must be fully and adequately be protected physically and legally 
by States. The United States BIT, for example, used the phrase such as, ‘....shall enjoy full 




Additionally, some non-US provisions do not include or make reference to FET, neither do they 
make reference to international law, 
220
 and just a small number appear to include the standard of 
FPS together with the doctrine of FET under the same Article in a BIT.
221
 
3.3 Treaty Interpretation under VCLT OF 1969 
     The VCLT provisions that govern the interpretation of treaties can be uncovered under 
Articles 31 and 32 of the VCLT 1969. And under Article 31, it sets out the general instruction 
which stipulates that ‘a treaty must be read in honesty and sincerity of intention (good faith) in a 
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way that agrees generally with what is meant to the words of such an agreement in their frame of 
reference and taking into consideration its aim and intention’.
222
  
     Article 31 (3) provides that one must as well when interpreting a treaty take into consideration 
any future treaty that the parties may decide to enter in finding the treaty definition, their 
procedure when making use of the treaty, also “any appropriate principles under the international 
legislation that is applicable in connections between the contracting parties”
223
 Article 31 (4) 
went further to say that ‘an exceptional meaning must be afforded to a phrase providing that it is 
proven that those that entered into the agreement planned to do so’, which can conceivably 
justify a restrictive view of ‘full protection and security’. 
224
All the different terminologies of 
these provisions indicate that the host country is obligated to take actionable steps to safeguard 
the investment against interference that either emanates from the host State and its organ or from 
private parties. 
     The next sections that follow employ the aforementioned interpretative mechanism to FPS 
clauses in some investment treaties. 
3.4 The Common Interpretation of the Term “Protection and Security” 
There is controversy surrounding the definition of the term “security and protection” under 
international law. The most appropriate and generally accepted methods for explaining the 
meaning of any treaty between States has been outlined in VCLT as explained earlier. The 
VCLT compiles a set of principles of traditional international law that is procedurally depended 
on by the judiciary, arbitral tribunals, and intellectuals as the trustworthy blueprint for the 
interpretation of treaties,
225
 as also has been mentioned in the introductory part of this chapter. 
The guidelines of the VCLT that governs treaty interpretation are uncovered under VCLT 
Articles 31 and 32. And accordingly, under Article 31 there is a demand for the need to find out 
for sure the ordinary meaning of the treaty terms in the matter concerned. This is also in line with 
arbitral tribunal ruling in Siemens v Argentina case, where the arbitral tribunal said that the “the 
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two parties in this claim have relied their assertion on the definition of the treaty that they have 
signed between them in compliance to VCLT Article 31”. According to the tribunal, “this Article 
stipulates that such a treaty should be ‘defined in honesty and sincerity of intention (good faith) 
in agreement with the common definition to be applied to the wordings of such agreement in 
their frame of reference and taking into account of its intention and objective.” 
226
The tribunal 
therefore concluded that it “will follow to those rules of reading in examining the disagreed 
clauses in the Treaty”.... 
227
 
     In order to ascertain the meaning, in most cases anyone seeking to interpret the treaty term 
makes reference to the definitions in dictionary. 
228
 Though the meaning of the word protection 
including the term security is variable depending on the dictionary used, but Oxford English 
Dictionary reads the word protection as “the fact or condition of being protected; shelter, 
defence, preservation from harm, danger, damage, etc.; guardianship, care.
229
 It defines protect, 
in turns, as “[t]o defend or guard from danger or injury; to support or assist against hostile or 
inimical action; preserve from attack, persecution, harassment, etc., to keep safe, take care of,” 
and so on and so forth.
230
 The same dictionary defines security to include “(t)he state or 
condition of being protected from or not exposed to danger; safety,” and “the state or condition 
of being ...secure” as in “(f)reedom from danger”, “freedom from care, anxiety, or 




     Considering the dictionary definition of the term “protection” and “security”, one would agree 
that the two terms have the same meaning, and that the two terms generally indicate that what is 
being shielded from attack or danger, can be of physical, legal, financial, intangible or even 
emotional nature based on how the word is used in the treaty. 
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3.5 Investment Treaties Objective and Purpose  
There is a call under the Article 31 of the VCLT 1969 for a phrase to be read by looking at the 
aim and intention of the treaty wherever it is being used.
232
This is making reference to the 
rationale as to why the agreement is in existence”, and it is occasionally called ratio legis or the 
agreement’s raison d’être according to the treaty parties’ point of view.
233
The agreement’s title 




The title of most investment treaties indicates to us that their purpose is aimed to accord 
protection for investments in order to promote investment by citizens of one State party to the 
jurisdiction of another State. A case in hand is the United States/Argentina BITs which at all 




     The Preamble also notes down the purpose of the treaty. An example of where the aim of 
preamble is noted down in a treaty is in the United States/Zaire BITs, which records that the 
State parties negotiated the agreement “to encourage more extensive trade collaboration among 
the two States in connection with investment by citizens and corporations of all parties in the 
jurisdiction of another party’ depended on their anticipation that ‘the treatment required to be 
offered to their investment will encourage the stream of individual wealth and the business-
related advancement among the parties.”
236
 A great numbers of preambles found in BITs are 
inserted related wording, and it has been generally accepted that this precisely indicates the aim 
of investment agreements. 
237
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     The aim of the treaty can also be found in a letter that follows a treaty which will be handed 
to the Head of State. For instance, in the case of the U.S. BITs, the missive of submittal linked to 
the very first BIT the United States ever endorsed in 1982 with Panama, and it acknowledged 
that the aim of that agreement was ‘to promotes and safeguard the investment of the United 
States within the underdeveloped States. By offering specific reciprocal warranties and security, 
a bilateral investment treaty generates a greater stable and foreseeable legal mechanism for alien 
investors for all the parties that have entered into the treaty”.
238
 The letter further stated that this 
particular BIT with others that were under contemplation as at then were:  
stable in objective with the mechanism of the agreements of Friendship, Commerce, and Navigation that 
the United States has brokered starting from the periods after it became a Republic until the completion and 
accomplishment of its treaty arrangements with Republic of Thailand and Togo at the end of 1990s; they 
pursue the United States principle of acquiring by treaty standards of equitable treatment and security of the 
citizens of the United States performing their business overseas, and establishing procedures for the 
resolution of disagreement among foreign investors and the host States, and among governments’.
239
 
Up until the present-day, the tribunals and intellectuals interpreting the meaning of the FPS 
provisions have recognised some numbers of enlightenment to be drawn from such proof of the 
aim and intention of investment agreements. While it is normal for arbitral tribunals to 
contemplate proof of this kind when giving the interpretation of FET, and to uphold that one out 
of the other components of that concept is to necessitate a steady and foreseeable legal milieu,
240
 
they seldom draw related judgements about the standard of FPS. They have failed to apply it 
adequately in order to accord foreign investment full security and this can be found in the 
interpretation of various case laws of FPS. 
An example of the occasion when an arbitral Tribunal have made reference to aim and intention 
of the agreement when reading the meaning of the standard of FPS provision was in the very first 
popular investment agreement judgement in AAPL v. Sri Lanka case in 1990.
241
 This case was 
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brought by an investor on the bilateral investment treat between the United Kingdom and Sri 
Lanka. The applicant argued that the State of Sri Lanka breached a clause of the agreement that 
guarantees the FPS by neglecting to thwart the damaging of the applicant’s shrimp farm, 
including the killings of many of the applicant’s workers when the Sri Lankan military armed 
forces clashed with the insurgent group known as Tamil Tiger. 
242
 Additionally, the applicant 
asserted that the FPS standard placed upon the host State of Sri Lanka an obligation of absolute 
liability to prevent harm to protected investments.
243
 
     The Tribunal while assessing this application acknowledged that the proper meaning of the  
FPS provision is to put into consideration the awareness of the  treaty’s general objective and 
aim, which is certainly obvious in this current case, ‘the promotion  of investments by making 
available an adequate environment of legal security’.
244
 The tribunals however disagreed with 
the claimant’s assertion that the standard imposes a strict liability because interpreting the treaty 
in such a way will be improper. 
245
The Tribunal said that the obligation of the standard of FPS 
only necessitates due diligence for the protection of the investment, it does not impose a 
complete safeguard that no harm would occur. 
246
 Although the tribunal in this case refused to 
vividly say that the standard of FPS expands to more than physical security, it obviously 
recognised in aforementioned wordings cited above that the intention of the agreement was to 
‘provide an adequate atmosphere of legal security,’ and the tribunal had the feeling that this was 
reasonable for the interpretation of the standard.
247
 But the State of Sri Lanka failed to provide 
this security to the claimant neither did the tribunal held the state culpable for it 
It can be said that the tribunal in this case was right in this respect of absolute liability, but more 
other things can be added on the subject matter. Firstly, frequent reference of treatment and 
protection in the BITs’ preamble section demonstrate that the FPS and FET standards shown in 
the structure of the agreement are both precisely connected to the agreement’s intention. 
Basically, a normal treaty agreement starts with insertion of a statement stipulating that the 
parties are signing the treaty so as to obtain intensified treatment and security for investment, 
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comprising a heightened legal mechanism, accompanied by provisions by which the parties 
promise to accord FPS and FET, in a situation where the two standards are incorporated in the 
same clause as it is often the case. This would indicate that the parties proposed these two 
standards to provide legal structure to the ambition highlighted within the preamble, that is, to 
change the aims of the agreement into duties. Again, the claim in missives of submittal which 
stipulates that “by offering specific reciprocal warranties and security, a BIT generates an 
extensive steady and foreseeable legal mechanism for alien investors” appears to affirm that the 




3.6 Interpretation in Context to FPS provisions 
     The VCLT 1969 under its Article 31 shows that a phrase should be interpreted in its context 
to the treaty, encompassing any interconnected annexes and treaties associated with it.
249
 The 
meaning of term context in this regard comprises the grammatical expression of the clause in 
which the phrase emerges, and also the position of the phrase within the formation of the treaty 
in general. 
250
Great numbers of the United States BITs that have been ratified had started in 
sequence with, a preamble in the beginning, accompanied by the definition segment, 
accompanied by a substantive part, accompanied by phraseology on disagreement settlement, 
agreement cancellation, including other no substantive issues.
251
  
The substantive section in Article II of the VCLT is the first Article and normally will set out 
several wide promises in the treaty concerning the treatment and protection to be afforded to 
investment. Particularly, it makes reference to a duty to treat businesses of corporations or 
citizens of other State parties with no lower favourable treatment than the treatment that it offers 
to the investments of its own citizens or the investments belonging third party State citizens. 
252
 
This sort of treatment if it occurs is often referred to, or known as ‘national treatment and “most-
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favoured nation (MFN) treatment,” separately in the order mentioned.
253
Other obligations that 
follow are the duties to afford FET and the standard of FPS. 
254
 These obligations are 
subsequence by the promises to abstain from unreasonable or prejudicial damage of investments 
of the investors 
255




     Next in succession after language are the listings of more particular substantive clauses that 
deal with matters like;  
 a duty to offer successful methods of submitting claims and implementing entitlements;257 
 a duty to bring to the knowledge of the public all statutes, rules, governmental 
procedures, and judiciary findings concerning investments;258 
 recompense for government takings known as expropriation; 259 and 
  Recompense for losses sustained in relation to “fighting a battle or military operation, 
settlement of various disputes, state of domestic crisis, insurgency, public disobedience or 
other related occurrences.”260 
The placement of these standards at the start of the substantive section with many other 
languages that are used concerning the treatment of investment show that they could be aimed as 
general comprehensive commitments that commit all parties to accord the kind of security and 
treatment required to encourage more investments. These commitments are then apparently 
explained in more detail by the further specific clauses in successive. Accordingly, for instance, 
the successful method, transparency, government taking of investments known as expropriation, 
and armed conflict and civil disorder provisions could all be aimed to explain characteristics of 
the standard of FPS and FET to be offered.   If on the opposite, the standard of FPS was designed 
to serve as a restricted standard which does not require anything that goes beyond physical 
security, then people would anticipate it to feature subsequently in the agreement between other 
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subsidiary duties. One could anticipate it to feature specifically in the selfsame article like the 
civil disorders and military operation provision that tackles the outcomes of physical damages. 
For it not to have featured in the selfsame article means that it is definitely not in conformity 
with them. Unfortunately, various tribunals have interpreted the meaning of FPS clauses in BITs 
properly without fully explaining why. 
3.7 Relevant rules of Treaty Interpretation under International law 
     In establishing the definite meaning of any phrase incorporated in an agreement, the VCLT 
demands for consultation on any applicable guidelines provided under international law relevant 
to the parties in this regard. 
261
For instance, where there are any traditional guidelines that rule 
country’s duties towards aliens in any matters, this will be the most appropriate place to look for 
it in order to find out the nature of those duties.  
There are surely these types of common guidelines found within international law, and this 
includes the international law of minimum standard that was mentioned in the current United 
States investment agreements. But it will not be prudent to swiftly link the general guideline of 
international law with a treaty agreement standard, especially in circumstances where the 
minimum standard is not clearly and directly mentioned. Like Christopher Schreuer stated, ‘the 
parties that entered into the treaty could have decided to impose to themselves a different 
standard, that is, a standard which is autonomous regardless the guideline that is existing within 
international law’.
262
Schreuer warned specifically towards linking the standard of FPS with the 
minimum standard of international law, saying that ‘it is difficult to comprehend the reason why 
the writers of an agreement will use the terminology ‘full protection and security’ where their 
intention signify minimum standard of traditional international law.
263
 To put it in a different 
perspective, he said if the parties wanted to follow the usual practise of customary practise, it 
would be reasonable for them to specifically mention it by name. Exactly how majority of 
tribunals have applied it under FPS thereby depriving foreign investors and investments full 
security. However, Foster said that Schreuer’s argument seems to be a very smart one. But 
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argued that such ‘reasoning would not hold water particularly where it can be indicated that the 
phrase security and protection holds it own specific constructed interpretation under the 
traditional international law as a component of, or different description, or name for minimum 
standard of international law’, and ‘if that is the case, in obligating for security and protection the 
parties to the treaty would have mentioned a general guideline by name’.
264
 One can see that 
there is also controversy over even academic scholars. This issue will be broadly dealt with 
below under the section that discusses the relation between full protection and security and 
customary international law. 
  It is very true that some investment agreement tribunals have observed that traditional 
international law comprises a duty of protection against aliens and have drawn a connection 
between both the traditional international law obligation and the duty of FPS standard. For 
example, in the AAPL v Sri Lanka case, the arbitral tribunal assessing the claimant’s protection 
and security application spotted several past authorities that made mention to a traditional 
obligation to ‘protect’ foreigners in respect to applying the standard of “due diligence” and have 
drawn a link between customary international law obligation and the agreement standard.
265
 
However, it would be right to say that the AAPL case only focused on authority which gave the 
opinion that the traditional obligation of security is restricted to physical protection of foreign 
investments. 
3.8 Additional Method of Interpretation 
      Sometimes arbitral tribunals can as well make references to the additional method of 
interpretation incorporated under the VCLT at Article 32. Article 32 of the VCLT stipulates that, 
‘there can be a possible option for an additional method of interpretation, encompassing the 
“preparatory work’ and the condition by which the agreement was ratified.
266
 There is an 
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argument concerning exactly at what stage to turn to additional method, 
267
 but it can not be 
disputed that it is possible to seek for additional method interpretation when the principal means 
have some level of vagueness and complexity, as is always the case. 
268
 
     Additionally, it is commonly acknowledged that no matter the role officially allocated by the 
VCLT to this additional method of interpretation, the judiciary and arbitral tribunals as part of a 
regular procedure consider them in principle to the degree that they are obtainable. It has been 
stated by one scholar that, “the parties that involve in a disagreement will frequently direct the 
attention of the tribunal to the travaux (preparatory work) and the arbitral tribunal will 
unavoidably evaluate them together with every other evidence placed before it. 
269
 
     The preparatory work concept does not just cover the blueprints of the agreement in question, 
but as well it covers other written communication among the parties when negotiating the terms 
of the treaty, 
270
 ‘and reports, explanatory accounts, and comparable documentation drafted 
simultaneously when an agreement is being prepared’.
271
 The terminology ‘circumstances of the 
treaty’s conclusion” makes reference to the exact and legal context from which the agreement 
was finalised, or to be more particular, components that affected the finalisation of the 
agreement.
272
Such conditions can comprise other agreements which have equivalent topic, or 
apply equivalent phraseology.
273
 In the current circumstances, this would comprise other treaties 
that deal with investment, like the one found in the FCN agreements.  
Furthermore, Article 32 of VCLT can not restrict the admissible additional method of 
interpretation to the travaux and the context of the agreement’s finalisation. 
274
 The other 
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allowable proofs would comprise, for instance, a party’s declarations in accordance with the 
signing of the agreement, like the missives of submittal.
275
  
It is accordingly proper to examine any and most of all, the above-stated lists of proofs to the 
length they can be found, with a perspective to the comprehension of the concept of FPS 
highlighted in the present-day investment agreements. 
3.9 Other Methods of Treaty Interpretation 
(a)  Interpretative Statements by State Parties 
     Sometimes, the State parties that have ratified an agreement can give an expressed viewpoint 
regarding its real meaning at the duration of arbitral trials. The State parties that have signed a 
BIT can sometimes make a collective, non-obligatory or non-enforceable pronouncement if an 
issue of definition is awaiting decision or settlement before a tribunal.
276
 
     Also, NAFTA has a system in place in which the Free Trade Commission (FTC), an entity 
comprised of delegates that represent parties of the three States, can endorse obligatory or 
enforceable interpretations of the agreement.
277
 This mechanism has been used in 2001 by FCT 
while defining the meanings of the FET principle and the FPS standard under NAFTA in Article 
1105.
278
 NAFTA tribunals have agreed that this interpretation is legally enforceable. 
279
 The 
acceptance of this FCT by some tribunals has caused investments to incur harms either from the 
Sates or from third parties thereby leaving a gap in the investment protection. 
Although, BITs do not usually have institutional framework to acquire the original explanations 
of their definition, Article 30 (3) of the 2004 Model BIT of the United States allows for a system 
that is almost the same as that of the NAFTA, and stipulates that, ‘a collective choice of all the 
Parties, all functioning via its agents appointed for the intentions of this provision, announcing 
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the definition of a clause of this agreement must be obligatory on an arbitral tribunal, and also, 




      This mechanism arguably can be adequate, but can also amount to a grave disadvantage. It 
can have a serious drawback in the sense that, States may try to give formal readings to sway 
lawsuits where they are members or belong. 
A system, in which a participant to court proceedings is capable of controlling the end result of 
lawsuits, by the use of official interpretations to the loss of the other party, is not in conformity 
with the concept of fair procedure and is thus implausible and unacceptable. 
(b) The Reliance of Past Decisions 
     Relying on previous judgements has always been a classical characteristic of any well-
ordered decision procedure. Employing the practical knowledge of past decision makers is vital 
in acquiring the necessary consistency and conformity of the law. Consistency of case law 
solidifies and stiffens the foreseeability of decisions and magnifies their authority. Tribunals are 
dependent on past decisions of the other tribunals whenever they can in making judgements. 
Consideration of past cases and how those cases were interpreted by tribunals is a frequent 
characteristic in virtually all decisions. For this reason, the tribunal in AES Corp v Argentina
281
 
has pointed out to relevance and usefulness of past rulings by stating that, ‘every tribunal stays 
independent and can keep, as the ICSID principle has affirmed, a different formula for solving 
similar matter; however the determinations on jurisdiction dealing with identical or related 
matters can if nothing else show some logical argument of factual interest, the tribunal may 
examine them to have a viewpoint of its own situation with those previously endorsed by its 
forerunners, if it is in agreement with the opinions that were previously put through by some 
tribunals on a particular law, it can freely endorsed the same formula’.282 
Although the above statements were general statements, and after making the general 
declarations, the tribunal went further on to assess and rest on the past judgements by separate 
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 In Saipem v Bangladesh,
284
 the tribunal regarded it its obligation to lend to an 
agreeable expansion of the legislation. It stated that, ‘the tribunal contemplates that they are not 
restricted by the past ruling. Simultaneously, the tribunal is of the viewpoint that it ought to give 
proper contemplation to past findings reached by international tribunals....285  
     Despite the dependence on the past rulings, the tribunals have stated frequently that it is not 
confined by past rulings.
286
The tribunal engaged into a thorough deliberation of the utility of past 
rulings as precedents, and it stated that ‘...every ruling of award rendered by the tribunal of 
ICSID is just enforceable between the contracting parties to the disagreement resolved by this 
finding or settlement. There is until now no standard of previous case or legal decision that may 
be or must be followed in subsequent similar case within the general international law, neither is 
there one in the specific framework of ICSID...287 No wonder NAFTA tribunals have got the 
temerity to endorse obligatory or enforceable interpretations of the treaty. 
This conclusion brings to mind the decision in the Vivendi case that says that “the ambit of the 
standard of FPS can be interpreted by arbitral tribunal to pertain to extend to any action or steps 
which take away the investment of the investor especially in the absence of word limitations”.
288
 
One will wonder whether this type of conclusion if followed will not attract divergence amongst 
various tribunals to the interpretation of FPS and deprivation of investments protective rights. 
3.2 Duty to Accord FPS under Customary International Law 
     Customary international law is of importance for the understanding and interpretation of 
investment treaties. Accordingly, the following analysis evaluates how customary international 
law deals with group or similar things that are often connected to disputes in relation to FPS 
clauses in investment treaties, which are protection against harm, caused by State or third party 
participants. 
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3.2.1 Relationship of CIL for Investment Treaty Interpretation under the FPS 
     An argument has continued to arise on whether the concept of FPS standards, is aimed to 
illustrate the principles of traditional international law, or are aimed as an autonomous principle 
that extends beyond international law,
289
 despite the fact that it has been made clear from the 17
th
 
centuries that the standard of FPS is never restricted to physical security alone, extended to legal 
and other commercial security. One can refer to the previous view as the “equating” approach, 
since it equalises the both standards with the international minimum standard of treatment, and 
the last-mentioned as the “additive” approach, since it regards the treaty standards as addictive to 
customary international law. The Iran v United States case described the connection amid treaty 
and traditional international law like the following: 
As a law governing a specific subject matters (les specialis), in connections among the two States, the 
treaty replaces the doctrine that relates to the interpretation of laws which can be applied in both 
domestic and international law contexts (lex generalis), known as traditional international 
law...nevertheless...the principles of traditional international law may be essential as a means to fill in 
any likely gap of  the legislation of the Agreement, as to discover the definition of unexplained phrases 




3.2.2 Modifications of U.S Protection and Security Provisions in Treaties 
     Subsequent to World War 1, the standard of FPS clauses in the recently ratified United States 
FCN treaties experienced a remarkable transformation. They started to express diverse civil 
rights, liberties of citizens to political and social freedom and equality to be benefitted by 
protected citizens. The United States made it abundantly clear that this principle was to be 
embedded in traditional international law, also that the protected aliens should have the right for 
compensation for any governmental takings (expropriations). There was no example where it 
mentioned or indicated that the principle was by some means restricted to physical security. 










     An illustrated example is the United States and Germany treaty that was ratified in 1923. 
Article 1 of the treaty started by quoting several civil rights that should be afforded to protected 
citizens, which comprised availability to judiciary to investors. It stated that:  
The citizens of every High Contracting State must be given in the jurisdiction of one State, on accepting to 
terms placed on its citizens, the most constant protection and security for their citizens and assets, and shall 
benefit in this regard that level of protection which is necessitated in international law. Any asset that they 




      The United States representatives that saw the principle as an expansion that goes further 
than physical protection is furthermore shown by the office of State Department Solicitor 
Memorandum in 31 December, 1924, in respect to this Agreement with Germany. 
292
 The 
Memorandum stipulated as follows:  
In the concluding section under Article 1 it is prescribed that the treatment afforded to the Permanent 
Residents foreigners is that which is provided in international law. This condition will function as to 
guarantee protection contrary to arbitrary and unfair justice in any specific by which the Authority of a 




To put this differently, the Article 1’s instruction to afford FPS to investors as “necessitated 
under international law” intended not just physical security, but protection from tyrannical and 
unfair treatment too. 
3.2.3 Equating Approach 
     In numerous investment treaties, traditional international law, including customary minimum 
standard of treatment required to be accorded by the host country to foreigners, is even clearly 
addressed. Classic principles that are used, for instance, in FCN agreements, 
294
and in the OECD 
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proposal of 1995 for a MAI, provide appropriately that every party must be accorded the ‘most 
constant protection and security, that which would not in any way be lowered than that 
necessitated under international law’.
295
 
     Also, Full protection and security clauses in U.S. BITs that were ratified prior to 2004 
stipulated that FPS standard comes after fair and equitable treatment clause and followed by a 
firm warning that the treatment and protection to be afforded must not be lower than that 
necessitated under international law 
296
. 
     The equating approach has been favoured by the fact that the U.S. drafters of these clauses 
explicitly regarded the standards as representing the international law of minimum standard of 
treatment. For instance, the previous BIT negotiator Pamela Gann alleged that the standard of 
FET “provides, in effect, a ‘minimum standard’ which creates part of customary international 
law.” 
297
Also, Kenneth Vandevelde, another former U.S. BIT negotiator, gave the description of 
the full protection and security standard as “an establishment standard of customary international 
law”, and has claimed that when BITs includes this standard, they “make it clear that the 
standard applies to cover investment, although it would apply through customary law even if it 
were not included in the treaty.” 
298
 Additionally, the missive of submittal that links up with pre-
U.S. BITs constantly describe both FET and FPS as expressing standards of customary 
international law, including the minimum standard of treatment in particular.
299
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     NAFTA in the other hands requires its members to provide for FPS. Article 1105 of the 
NAFTA made mentioned of both the standard of FET and FPS standard, 
300
and is broadly 
regarded as expressing the traditional minimum standard treatment of international law.  Article 
1105 of NAFTA is captioned “minimum standard of treatment”
301
 and states that: ‘Every Party 
must afford to investors’ investments of the other Party Member treatment in conformity to 
international law, encompassing FET and FPS.’
302
 It has pointed out that this formulation and the 
use of the terms including, in particular - appears to treat the concepts of both the standard of 
FET and the standard of FPS as international law components.
303
 
     But Article 1105 of the NAFTA provision has a peculiarity that cannot be found in other 
treaty provisions that deal with FPS. It makes reference to the minimum standard of treatment 
within its headline as earlier stated, and this is a testament that it refers to general international 
law. Additionally, the provision makes reference to FET and also FPS as part of international 
law. One can conclude at this juncture that both the standard of FET and the standard of FPS are 
part of, and are under international law.  
     Also, the Free Trade Commission of NAFTA has interpreted Article 1105(1) of this chapter 
to be reflecting the minimum standard of treatment of traditional international law, and for that 
reason it stated that, the notions of FET and FPS do not necessitate for a treatment additionally 
to, or treatment above that necessitated by the minimum standard of treatment of aliens under 
traditional international law.
304
 It states the following:  
1. NAFTA, article 1105 (1) stipulates minimum standard of treatment of traditional international law to 
foreigners at a minimum standard of treatment to be accorded to investors and their investments of the 
other party.  
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2. The standards of FET and FPS require not treatment additionally to or above that necessitated by the 
traditional international law. 
305
 
      
     NAFTA Tribunals have accepted the explanatory declaration of 2001 (NAFTA Free Trade 
Commission 2001)306  and the later United States BIT policy 307 , and Canada 308  as well has 
accepted this explanatory declaration. Nonetheless, the relationship of this definition is only 
restricted to NAFTA under Article 1105 and is not permitted to be transferred to another treaty. 
The US has already begun incorporating more carefully phrased provisions in many of its 
present-day BITs. For instance, the treaty between US and Chile in Article 10.4 provides that:  
Every Party must afford to protected investments treatment in conformity with traditional international law, 
encompassing FET and FPS. For bigger assurance, this stipulates minimum standard of treatment of 
traditional international law to aliens at a minimum standard of treatment to be accorded to investors and 
their investments of the other party. The standards of FET and FPS require not treatment additionally to or 
above that necessitated by that principle, and create no additional substantive prerogatives. The duty of 
paragraph 1 to accord the obligation of FPS necessitates all Parties to afford the standard of police/physical 




3.2.4 Addictive Approach 
     But despite the fact that NAFTA Tribunals have maintained that the standard is limited to 
physical protection, other non-NAFTA Tribunals have held that the standard has a wider 
interpretation, which means, it cannot be restricted to the customary international law, but creates 
an autonomous stand. 
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      Some writers of this addictive approach have argued that while U.S. BITs treat international 
law as a floor on the standard of protection to be accorded to investment, it does not operate on a 
ceiling either, in the sense of restricting the FET and FPS standards.
310
 Considering the origins of 
both principles and their description by U.S. representatives, it seems likely that they were 
planned to place responsibilities similar to the international minimum standard, as that standard 
is comprehended by capital-exporting countries. 
   However, in the ELSI case, the FCN treaty added the ‘most constant protection and security’
311
 
standard. It went further and added, ‘and shall enjoy’ in connection with this point the standard 
of full protection and security necessitated under international law’.
312
 This was regarded by the 
ICJ to be that, although the FPS complies with international minimum standard, this treaty clause 
laid down rules which may expand in their protection beyond customary international law that is 
required.
313
 However, “the Chamber did not construe the mentioning of international law in this 
circumstances as a restriction to limit the principle to the minimum standard of international law 
(physical security), but have contemplated that traditional international law afford a residual 
principle less than that which the treaty principle could not fall”.
314
 But tribunals have failed in 
so many occasions to apply this analogy to the interpretation of FPS clauses. 
     The wider customary phrase of provision assuring security and protection that ‘would  never 
be  in any circumstances lower than that necessitated by international law’
315
 is instead been 
surprising, taking into consideration that the principal purposes for swift extension of multilateral 
and bilateral investment agreements was that the unpredictability of traditional international law 
must be prevented.
316
 A Quite number of FCN treaties slightly for the similar purpose, did not 
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incorporate any references whatsoever to international law.
317
On the opposite, new BITs have 
largely incorporated reference to international law on the ground for the presumption that this 
might assist to reach a greater unchanging definition and ease their application.
318
 Moreover, it 
was recommended that the references to the principles assumedly already assured within 
customary international law could be carried out by countries out of an inkling of duty, of opinio 
juris.
319
 In customary international law, opinion juris is the second element (along with State 
practice) that is needed to establish a legally obligatory custom. 
3.2.5 FPS Interpretation under VCLT 
     Claims and awards have acknowledged the notions of treaty definition in the VCLT, which 
necessitated considering ‘any appropriate principles under international law pertinent in the 
relationships among the parties’.
320
 For instance, in the case of AAPL v Sri Lanka, the investment 
tribunal observed that the traditional international law comprises a duty of FPS towards aliens 
and think that there is a link between traditional international law with the treaty principle of 
FPS. The tribunal while assessing the Claimant’s protection and security application spotted 
several past authorities that made reference to a traditional obligation to safeguard foreigners in 
respect to providing due diligence principle and it drew a connection amid customary 
international law obligation and the duty of treaty standard
321
 The tribunal held that the bilateral 
investment treaty did not have a ‘self-contained connected legal system’, but needed to be 
‘envisioned in a broader judicial milieu by which principles from other authorities are 
consolidated through suggested insertion mechanisms, or by explicit reference to specific 
supplementary principles, be it of intercontinental law position, or national law essence’.
322
 On 
the ground of this perception and the consent of the members concerning accepting 
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supplementary remedy to common traditional international law, arbitral tribunal mentioned to 
traditional international law while it is defining the realty.
323
 
The case to which AAPL made reference to, involved physical harms impacted on the aliens, 
which was merely understandable taking into consideration that the case in particular was 
associated with a physical harm on the Applicant’s investment and workers. However, the case 
centred on that reference which assisted in giving rise to the feeling that the traditional obligation 
of security is restricted to physical security. But finally, the Tribunal rejected the State’s 
argument that this obligation should be limited to such a standard. 
324
However, the State of Sri 
Lanka was never held culpable for the destruction of the claimant’s farm despite the fact its arm 
forces and the rebels that were responsible for the destruction of the farm. 
Also, it was decided in the case of ADF v United States by tribunal that:  
We have the comprehension of what the Mondev Tribunal is saying and we deferentially accept it that 
whatever universal to be afforded to “fair and equitable treatment” and “full protection and security” should 




    In contrast to the reasoning of the above difference awards, the Tribunal in the case of Noble 
Venture v Romania
326
 stated that it appears uncertain whether an FPS provision in the United 
States-Romanian bilateral investment treaty may ‘be seen as being broader in ambit more than 
the traditional obligation to afford for FPS of alien citizens seen in the traditional law of 
foreigners’.
327
 In other words, the tribunal in this case has maintained that the standard of FPS 
should be restricted to the physical security for aliens under traditional international law. It stated 
as follows:  
In respect to the applicant’s contention that the defendant contravened the BIT, Article II (1) (a), that 
prescribes that ‘investment shall --- enjoy full protection and security’, the arbitrary adjudicators stated: that 
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it appears doubtful if that clause may be considered as being broader in ambit than the traditional obligation 
to accord for security and protection of alien citizens in the traditional international law of foreigners.
328 
3.2.6 Academic Commentaries/Literature 
     Some commentators such as Schreuer have argued that the opinion that supports the FPS, just 
like fair and equitable treatment principle, should stand as an independent agreement principle 
that is autonomous from the minimum standard of treatment in international law should be a 
better one and more desirable. He added that, ‘in respect to the common definition of the phrase, 
it is difficult to figure out why the writers of such an agreement would use the term ‘full 
protection and security’ in the circumstance where they signify the ‘minimum standard under 
customary international law’.
329
 He said that, ‘this idea will be perfect, especially if the 
agreement at issue as it often does, includes different wording to that of traditional international 
law’.
330
 One does not seem to be in denial that the concept of fair and equitable treatment and the 
standard of FPS are section of customary law considering the numerous investment treaties, 
traditional international law, and minimum standard of treatment accorded by host States to 
aliens as it has been clearly addressed, rather that, its protective length to investments should be 
extended to legal security and should not be limited to physical security only. If the protective 
length is not extended to legal security, foreign investors and their investments will continue to 
suffer harms from the host States in this area of protection. 
In confirmation of Schreuer’s reasoning, the tribunal while interpreting Article 1105 of the 
NAFTA, in ADF v United States accepted:  
that the traditional international law that was made mention under Article 1105 (1) is not stagnant or fixed 
just for a particular period of time and that the minimum standard of treatment can change... what 
traditional international law forecast can not be an unchanged picture of the minimum standard of treatment 
of foreigners just as it was in 1927 during the ruling of the Neer Award.
331
For both traditional international 
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This argument seems to be commendable since the world has moved on in so many ways, 
especially to a technological advancement. Restricting the obligation of FPS has made 
investments to suffer harms from the States and from third parties and tribunals are helping 
matters either. Therefore, this article is on the side of the argument that supports that FPS 
standard should stand as an independent treaty principle that is autonomous of the international 
minimum standard of treatment of international law. There are so many avenues today that 
foreign investments have been threatened and continued to be harmed. One example of such 
threats come from global cyber-attacks that was thought unimaginable when this protection and 
security was supposedly pegged to customary international law of physical protection alone. 
There is every need now to expand full protection and security beyond physical protection. This 
move will assist in addressing the challenge that confront foreign investor and their investments, 
for instance, like unnecessary enactment of new legislations by the host States that has lead to 
cancellation of contracts without the accessibility of judiciary to seek redress for foreign 
investors. 
    Also, G. Foster stated that he also supports the opinion that views full protection and security 
standards as separate from depending upon the existence of an international minimum 
standard.
333
 But still, viewing the standard as having a different meaning other than from those 
suggested by treaties, scholars, jurisprudence and diplomatic discourse on assumption that they 
form part of customary international law will be a mistake. Additionally, Foster argues that, 
‘even if the standard is equivalent as the minimum standard of treatment of international law 
which the standard of FET is now compared to the extensive interpretations of FPS and FET 
which is being conferred by arbitrators who see them as separate’
334
. Some other authors have 
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advocated in support of an autonomous notion of FET and FPS standard that is independent of 
and additional to customary international law. 
335
  
     Having said that, it does not matter if the international minimum standard has not included all 
obligations to protect foreign investors from harm conducted by the host States, if a treaty 
provision does not warrant FPS obligation, a foreign investor can still get some solace from 
traditional international law but that will not provide a full and adequate protection and right like 
the one provided under FPS principle. An example of a case where an investor had found solace 
under traditional international law in the absence of the assistance of an agreement clause was in 
Amco v Indonesia. The case was about the Claimant’s domestic associate (PT Wisma) who had a 
leasehold tenancy and administration agreement seized the investment (hotels) forcefully with 
the help of some Indonesian military forces. As a result of this event it was upheld by the 
tribunal that the capture of the hotel by use of force was not caused by the State of Indonesia. 
Nevertheless, the tribunal held Indonesia in contravention of international law for its omission to 
accord security to the investor that led to its nationals to seize the hotel. It was stated by the 
tribunal in the following way: 
It has been a commonly acknowledged practice under international law, obviously stipulated within 
international orders and rulings and universally agreed in the written works, that a country has an 
obligation to shield aliens together with their investment from illegitimate conducts perpetrated by some 
nationals of its own (...), when such conducts are perpetrated with the strong support of State-entities a 
contravention of the international law is triggered.
336
  
      But despite the ruling by the tribunal in the above case law, it is imperative to still 
acknowledge that the standard of FPS is not limited to customary international law, but goes 
beyond international law of minimum standard of physical security to other ambits of security, 
for instance, legal and commercial security.  
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On this note, this article is in support of the standard of FPS to be extended beyond physical 
protection to legal security which will ultimately galvanise and give stimulus to tangible and 
intangible investments. Such support will be in line with the arbitral tribunal decision in ADF v 
United States, which states that: traditional international law is not fixed in period and the 
minimum level of treatment can change... what traditional international law forecast can not be 
an unchanged picture of the minimum level of treatment of foreigners just as it was in 1927 
during the ruling of the Neer Award when the tribunal first gave the ruling”
337
 As the world is 
evolving quickly, any static photograph of the minimum standard created by customary 
international law must be removed and should evolve alongside with the time to cover the 
investment protective loophole that investments and investors face in these modern days, 
particular global cyber threats. But so far this type of cover security against investments is not 
adequately being offered by the States and arbitral tribunals to investors in the territories as we 
can in various case laws in the next chapter. 
To sum up, the link amid investment treaty legislation of FPS and traditional international law 
has been ‘symbiotic (diverse organisms that live together): the practice informing what the treaty 
rights contained, and State custom in the investment agreements adding to the progress of 
traditional international law’.
338
 But the relationship is not necessarily beneficial to both since it 
does not assist much in giving full comprehension of how and where to place the judgement, 
whether standards are autonomous or not. In this regard, it is always the investors that bear the 
brunt of the States' lukewarm protection. 
But where this is the case arbitral tribunal might seek a possible option for additional method of 
interpretation, including the preparatory work and the circumstances to which the Treaty was 
ratified and make their decision.
339
  
Again, having carefully looked into sources of full protection and security rights from the 17
th
 
century onwards, there is no way one will suggest and imagine that the principle of FPS was 
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intended to accord physical security only to investment considering the language that was used in 
attempts to protect aliens property. 
     Most of the authorities seem to suggest that Arbitral Tribunal would not commonly apply 
customary international law unless the States highlighted this standard in their Treaties. Where it 
is not expressed in the treaty, there is the likelihood that tribunal would assume an intention to 
provide a wide degree of protection since the choices to interpret this obligation narrowly are 
now popular and the tribunal may think that a State that are parties to the contract made the 
choice intentionally by phrasing the clause broadly, as it was stated in Azurix v Argentina 
case.
340
But doing so will definitely deprive investors FPS security which is often the case these 
days. 
     The view of this paper is that since the FPS standard is not standardised and treaties between 
two nations are different according to choice of words, equating the FPS standard with 
international minimum standard under international law as tribunals do will continue to render 
investors investment inadequately protected. This is because a lot of factors have to come to play 
and the world is no longer what it used to be when the minimum standard was first introduced. 
Foreign investors face more sophisticated threats on their investments in this era than they have 
ever been before. Therefore there is need for FPS standard to be expanded beyond international 
minimum standard of traditional international law.  
3. 3 Conclusion   
     Following the above statements by the ICSID tribunals on this issue, one can see that there is 
a divergence of interpretation on the issue of precedent. In some cases tribunals referred to the 
earlier decisions. Sometimes they have ignored following past rulings. In some occasions they 
merely chose a divergent answer to the problem without moving away from the previous ruling. 
At times they would say that they were not satisfied by the decision of the previous tribunal and 
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moved away from whatever ruling was adopted in the past.
341
 This has created a gap in area of 
law and has expose investments to vulnerability of harms 
     As this paper progresses, this issue of divergence that has cropped up in the matter of 
precedent and which has confronted the full protection and security standard will be surveyed in 
generality below, especially in the field of physical and nonphysical protection of foreign 
investors and their investments to be precise. 
It has also been established in this chapter that the relationship between the standard of FPS and 
traditional international law need not be controversial whilst reasoning whether the FPS and FET 
are aimed at illustrating principles of customary international law, or are aimed as autonomous 
standards above traditional international law. It has been stated by a few academic scholars and 
literatures, and even some case law that, the principle of FPS, just as FET standard, should stand 
as an independent treaty standard which is autonomous of minimum standard of treatment in 
international law. This is also the viewpoint of this thesis, owing to the fact that it has been 
established that the protective length to investment should be expanded to legal protection and 
should not be limited to police protection as has been accepted by NAFTA tribunals in their 
explanatory declaration of 2001 under Article 1105 (1). If the equating approach is adopted 
instead of the addictive approach by all and sundry at tribunal arbitrary, it will cause a great deal 
of harm to the protection of investments since this is not what the standard has always stood for, 
going back to the inception of the standards that started from 17
th
 Century until the present day. 
Having looked at the interpretation under the VCLT framework and other interpretative methods, 
and the relationship between FPS and customary international law, it would be appropriate to 
have heightened insight on how arbitral tribunals have generally interpreted the concept of full 
protection and security by looking at some leading cases of the FPS standard. It may help us to 
expose more gaps in the protection of investments under FPS standards by host States.               
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ANALYTIC ARBITRAL TRIBUNAL DECISIONS ON STANDARD OF FPS 
 
4.1 Introduction 
     Several investment treaties have with them clauses guaranteeing FPS obligation for 
investments. The phraseology of these provisions indicates that host countries are under the duty 
to take strong steps to provide security for investment against any negative effect that emanates 
from State, its organ, and private parties. The FPS duty guarantees foreign investor’s investment 
physical protection and also a legal protection for investors to discharge their rights. There is a 
lot of controversy surrounding this particular standard of investment protection as this article has 
mentioned often. One of the controversies is whether the concept of FPS extends further to legal 
security or whether it is just confined to physical protection. And this controversy has also 
created a gap in the protection of foreign investments by the States as well as the tribunals and 
this gap needs to be exposed and filled. 
     In line with this controversy, it was stated by one scholar that, if the standard is to be 
interpreted to accord for protection more than physical security and commercial security, States 
may face restrictions on their foreign prerogatives. Tribunals may find it difficult to draw a 
boundary between those laws and regulatory policies that develop to impose strict liability to the 
States hence they are considered to erode the basis or the foundation of the country’s legal and 
commercial stability. Such wider reading may well find the State liable if it helps to cause, or is 
unable to successfully deal with financial crisis, for example a risk of any global financial crisis 
such as the one the world witnessed in 2008.
342
 
     On the opposite side, if the obligation of FPS should be interpreted or restricted to the 
protection of physical security alone, then the investor would not get remedy when nonphysical 
wrongs are done to investments, especially if their investments are not protected by another 
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 It would be judicious to accord investors and their investments with physical, legal, 
commercial, or even cyber-attack protection which will be discussed later in the thesis, so that 
investors and their investments will be adequately and evenly protected in the areas that are 
prone to threat. 
This chapter will discuss Articles on State Responsibility within environ of international law, 
where the country can be held responsible for the act attributable to the States or its organ for the 
breach of FPS both in physical and legal security. The chapter will also evaluate various 
scholarly commentaries regarding these issues. This analysis will be achieved by looking at 
previous case-law as decided by ICSID Arbitral Tribunals and the findings by other arbitrary 
claims ruling bodies will expose this gap in the investment protection and security in FPS 
standard in BITs. 
4.2 State Accountability for the Conducts of its Entities 
     The standard of FPS is a reflection of traditional international law on the State and 
particularly, the attribution of acts of non-State actors to the whole State. The International Law 
Commission, which defines Customary International law in respect to State action through its 
Articles on State Responsibility, stipulates that any act which contravenes a treaty obligation and 
is attributable to the State or its organ will be held as an international law violation. 
344
 When this 
principle is applied to the FPS provision, it is of sound reasoning that the provision would protect 
foreign investors and their investments from actions that are directly attributable to the host 
State. The need for this protection begins to grow even more apparent when contemplating the 
motive behind signing of BITs, which is to increase investments between contracting States 
through risk reduction framework such as an FPS provision. Truly, the FPS provision would be 
worthless if it could not render protection to investor or investment from the host State’s own 
action. A country is answerable for the actions of its entities and agents,
345
 and a required 
standard is refraining from such harmful acts. 
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4.3 Components of States International Unlawful Conduct 
 Draft articles on State Responsibility for International Wrongful Acts, in Article 1, stipulates as 
a general rule that, “every international unlawful conduct by a country invokes international 
responsibility of that country”.
346
 Article 2 identifies the prevailing situations that would create 
the actuality of such international illegitimate conduct by the country. The two defined 
components of such an act are, first, under Article 2 (a) which states that, the conduct at issue 
must be imputable to the country within the international law. 
347
Secondly, Article 2 (b) 
stipulates that, for the responsibility to be roped to the action of the country, the conduct must 
amount a violation of an international lawful duty that is in force for that country at that 
particular point in time.
348
 Those two components have been applied in various numbers of 
occasions. For instance, in Phosphates in Morocco case, the PCIJ upheld that if a country 
perpetrates an international unlawful conduct toward another country international responsibility 
has been created “instantly as among the two countries”.
349
 The Permanent Court of International 
Justice clearly connected the establishment of States international responsibility to the reality of 
a “conduct being ascribable to the countries and reported as opposite to the rights of treaty of 
another country.
350
 This component could be likened to the international investment obligation of 
principle that guides FPS standard since the obligation of FPS under BITS are signed between 
two or more contracting States, and in this regard any breach of the standard could be interpreted 
to amount to a violation against the other State and would not be solely a breach for individual 
investors in the host State.  
The court has as well made reference of the two components at various times. For example, in 
the Iran v United States case, it was of the viewpoint that, in the consideration to show the 
commitment of Iran: “[f]irst, it ought to be proven the extent, lawful, the conducts at issue may 
be considered as attributable to the State of Iran. And secondly, it ought to be contemplated their 
similarity and dissimilarity with the duties of State of Iran within the treaties that has been signed 
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or within any other international law principles which can be implemented”.
351
 The 
incompatibility in this respect with the obligation of any State on FPS standard under BITs that is 
in force would be applicable under international investment law if a State breaches FPS standard 
involving two contracting parties in any BITs. 
     Likewise, the Claim Commission observed in Dickson Car (U.S.A.) v. Mexico case
352
 that, the 
circumstances that would be necessitated for a country to provoke international responsibility 
would be ‘that an illegitimate international conduct be attributed to it, that means, that there is 
the existence of a contravention of an obligation compelled under an international judicial 
principle’.
353
 In the international investment law atmosphere, the existence of violation of FPF 
imposed by customary international law minimum standard of treatment would also give rise to 
international responsibility in a situation where the obligation of FPS is breached by the State 
since that is equivalent to the international juridical standard that protects international foreign 
investments within bilateral investment treaties. This secondary rule of State responsibility for 
international wrongful act is consonance with primary international investment law rules and 
would be applicable to non-compliance of obligation of FPS concept of BITs by the States as we 
can see in the present-day case laws since BITs could be breached between nations because it is 
two or more nations that sign treaties and passes the protective rights to its national investing in 
the territories of those States.  
4.4 The Conduct must be Ascribable under International Law to the State. 
     Action imputable to the country may comprise of commissions or inactions. There are cases 
by which the State’s international responsibility has been cited on the premises of neglect or of 
total failure which are to an extent as many as the ones subject to positive conducts, and there is 
no dissimilarity in rules that exist among the two. In Iran v United States case mentioned above, 
the court reached the conclusion that Iran’s international responsibility was generated by the 
“negligence” of its officials that “omitted to apply necessary measures” in situations in which 
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such measures were obviously necessitated.
354
 In some other matters it may be conflation of 
commission and inaction that is the reason for culpability.
355
 There are cases of the obligation of 
standard of FPS where the conducts of States has been attributable to the omission and 
commission of the States in international investment law and this conduct is taken to have 
contravened international investment law, and also as a violation of International Law 
Commission on Article of State Responsibility. For example, the conduct of State of Zimbabwe 
in Bernhard v Zimbabwe
356
 case was held by tribunal to be in violation of the obligation to 
accord FPS in international law by its organ. The police failed to protect the claimant’s property 
from the occupation of the properties or to eject Settlers/War Veterans from the premises, and 
also the standard was held to have been violated by the State in respect to the police non-
responsiveness to various violent incidents because they did not take any firm measures to avert 
or redress the takeover.   
    For a specific act to be regarded as an internationally unlawful conduct, first, it ought to have 
been caused or attributable to the country. A country is an actual administrative corpus, a legal 
individual, company, or other corpuses which has legal rights with full power to function within 
international law. For certainty, a country cannot act in isolation or of itself. Any ‘conduct of a 
country’ ought to comprise to a certain length commission or inaction of either an individual or 
an entity: “Countries can apply measure, or do something just by and via their representatives 
and officials.’
357
 This is also the same away by which the principle of FPS is violated. The 
breach of FPS standard occurs either by an action that has caused harm to the investments which 
either emanated from the State, its organ or by the third party. The vital question to be asked is 
which individual ought to be regarded as functioning as representative of the country? That is, 
what amounts to a conduct of the country for the intentions of State responsibility? The reality is 
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that, what would amount to a conduct of the country for the role of that country’s responsibility 
to be provoked is the conduct of the countries’ entities to the omission of its officials that has 
neglected to apply necessary measures under the condition where such measures are absolutely 
necessary, as was found in the situation in the Bernhard and others v Zimbabwe.
358
 The 
commission of an act by State’s organs or representative can equally be tantamount to the breach 
of State’s responsibility in the guise of contravention of the standard of FPS under international 
investment law. Also, the conduct of the commission of s State authority where its action caused 
harm to the investor’s investment will amount to a conduct of the country for role of State 
Responsibility in the semblance of breach of FPS. There are so many cases that depict acts 
committed by States’ organs that violate the obligation of FPS standard that would be outlined 
below under various subheadings that can prove that foreign investments are not fully protected 
by host States. 
      Attribution to the country is interpreted to mean that the country is as citizen of international 
law. In legal methods, the country entities comprise of various legal individuals, like ministers 
and other legal corpuses that are considered as having different prerogatives and duties by which 
they singly can be liable. The State is considered as integrity, constant with its acknowledgement 
as a sole legal individual under international law. As a result of this, and in addition, the 
ascribable of act to the country is automatically considered as a normal and correct way of 
operation. The most essential thing in this respect is that a particular episode is adequately 
associated with conduct (be it a commission of an act or inaction) that is regarded as being 
caused by the country under one or another of the principles. This has always been one of the 
yardsticks that link the state to the breach of FPS apart from the action of the third parties in 
violation of the standard.    
4.5 What Amounts to a Contravention of a State’s International Obligation 
     The other situation that an international unlawful conduct of a country may exist is that, the 
act that is regarded to have been caused by the country ought to amount to a contravention of 
international duty of that country. The phrase contravention of international duty of the country 
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has long been created and is applied to comprise for treaty obligations and non-treaty duties. In 
the Factory at Chorzow case, the Permanent Court of International Justice applied the phrase 
“violation of a commitment.”
359
 It used similar statement in its successive ruling on the awards. 
360
 Violation of commitment is also breach of FPS in BITs under international investment law. 
When a State breaches the duty to proffer the standard of FPS to a foreign investor’s investment 
in the host country territories, obviously that would certainly amount to a contravention of 
international responsibility of that country, and this is what the obligation of Standard of FPS and 
international arbitral tribunals are up and against and such contraventions can be indiscriminately 
found in FPS case laws.. The International Court of Justice mentioned clearly to these phrases in 
their ruling in Reparation for Injuries case. 
361
 What is striking about this case is that such matter 
of the case is not unfamiliar with the principle of FPS standard in bilateral investment treaties 
considering that any breach of engagement of this standard will involve an obligation to make 
reparation. This has been demonstrated in FPS awards where the respondents have been 
compelled by tribunal to pay compensation to the claimant and the application of Factory at 
Chorzow case is used as a prerequisite for calculation of such compensation.   
     In the Rainbow Warrior case, the arbitral tribunal used the terms “any breach by a country of 
any duty”.
362
 In principle, terminologies like “non-performance of international duties”, 
“conducts dissimilar to international duties” “breach of an international duties”, or “violation of a 
commitment” are as well applied.
363
 The whole of these wordings have crucially the same 
interpretation and are also applicable to the rules that foresee and obligation of FPS in the 
international investment law arena. 
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4. 6 Collaboration 
     The country is responsible or answerable for third party actions, under Article 11 of the 
Articles on Responsibility of State, when it ‘accepts and approves these conducts as own 
action’.
364
 The typical instance for this sort of responsibility can be found in Iran Hostages v 
United States case. 
365
When the impregnability and impenetrability of the American embassy 
building and personnel was invaded by rioters, the Iranian regime did not just refuse to do 
anything to avert the action, rather Ayatollah Khomeini publicly announced the country’s 
approval of the takeover of the building and the incarceration of the captives. As a result of this 
endorsement by the State, the third party conducts were regarded to be the conduct of the whole 
country prompting State responsibility. These actions amounted to a breach of duty incorporated 
under the agreement of Amity, Economic Relations, and Consular Rights in 1955 by Iran and the 
United States following to which citizens of one contracting Member State must be accorded the 
‘most constant security and protection under the jurisdiction of another Contracting Member 
State. Therefore, Iran ought to have been obligated to take measures to thwart the invasion of the 
embassy office and to accord compensation for the harm it has caused. For Iran’s inability to 
exercise such measure, the ICJ therefore found Iran in violation of international law. The same 
situation is likened to Wena Hotels v Egypt case
366
 when the Egyptian government refused to 
take action when the Hotels were forcefully invaded and occupied by workers of the State organ 
(EHC). The tribunal found Egypt in breach of its duty to afford FPS under international 
investment law for failure to take action to prevent the seizure of the hotel by its corpuses. 
4.7 Liability for Country’s Omission to React 
     In relation with damaging act of third parties, the presumption of country responsibility is 
often dependent on the failure of the State’s entity against the harm committed by third party 
actors 
367
 in spite of an obligation to interfere.
368
To determine if such an obligation exists will be 
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based on the level of security the State owed to foreigners on the country’s jurisdiction. The non-
performance can cover personal matters of harm or encompass systematic non-security, for 
instance, if there is a dearth of protective law. 
4.8 State’s Obligation to Accord Physical Security 
     However, some of the decisions given on security of a country upon foreigners against 
damage attributable by third parties in its jurisdiction centres on the duty to accord security 
against physical damage by the police. For instance, in the typical case of Neer in 1926, where a 
Unite State’ national was killed in State of Mexico, a claim was instituted against Mexico for 
failure to act with due diligence by Mexican government to amount an investigation and initiate 
a legal proceeding against the offenders. The Tribunal handling the case was asked to rule if 
Mexico breached its obligations towards the foreigner.
369
 
     In respect to the level of protection owed, just a few early cases made mention of ‘gross 
negligence’ to consider culpability of the country for their failure to thwart damage caused by 
third party.
370
 The principle now regarded as traditional international law has become ‘due 
diligence’ principle
371
 already applied by various BIT claims tribunals
372
 to describe the 
distinctive nature of duty binding on the country. The sources of the custom of ‘due diligence’ 
rest in the principle and is constituted in 1871 in the agreement of Washington which was signed 
by UK and the US after the United States’ internal war, to consider the liability of an impartial 
country in an intercontinental confrontations for harms attributed by acts perpetrated by third 
party in contravention of doctrine of neutrality. Under Article VI, in accordance of that treaty, 
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every party to the treaty had to employ the duty of ‘due diligence with its own seaports, also like 
every body in its territory, to thwart any contravention of the ’duty and responsibility ‘obligated 
on an impartial country’.
373
 Although it was the case that, latter codification efforts concerning 
country responsibility comprising failure to thwart conducts by third parties failed. 
374
 
      However, the due diligence’ principle is not frequently the principle to be employed in the 
relation to security from harm attributed by third party. A duty of result that goes beyond ‘due 
diligence’ happens in some particular situations, and specifically, on the magnitude of 
suppression. Chapter 5, below, will take a closer look at the various elements of ‘due diligence’. 
4.9 State’s Obligation to Accord legal Security 
     Traditional international law expands physical security obligations of countries into duties 
associated with legal security. These duties both prefaced and support physical security in the 
limited sense. 
     On the level of prevention, the country is mandated to keep a managerial and legal framework 
in existence which would ascertain a successful thwarting of damage. This is a duty of result, 
375
whereas the actual content concerning the actions taken accords respect to country’s 
autonomy. The Iran v Unite States is a classic instance in which the legal framework may have 
permitted all reasonable steps, but the State deliberately refrained from using the mechanism. 
376
 
If the necessitated prevention principle was reached, but nonetheless harm was caused, the 
country is required to bring a proceeding against the offenders.
377
 Moreover, the duty to keep a 
framework that permits such implementation and the duty of using the framework must be 
differentiated by exercise of due diligence. This use will encompass the proper enquiries, 
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bringing proceedings, penalty, and implementation. Particularly in relation to the enquiry, no 
result should be owed, just a particular standard of due diligence should be maintained. As soon 
as the wrongdoers have been found, though, taking legal action against them is a duty of result. If 
the perpetrators are found guilty by the court, the implementation of the punishment imposed on 
wrongdoers is owed. Having said that, there is no single concrete evidence to ascertain that such 
legal proceedings and implementation of punishments had been imposed to perpetrators to 
achieve this result by host States in the FPS case laws in BITs. 
There is also no concrete evidence that can be seen or where it is written verbatim in black and 
white in traditional international law for expansive duties to give legal protection to foreigners 
outside of the legal duties connecting with police security
378
, apart from the ancient time political 
writings, judicial rulings, and other scholar opinions. Also, such wider duties that have been 
extended on legal duties owed to foreigners can be seen in recent investment case laws and in 
human rights law and the States and some tribunals are not comfortable with it. 
4.2 Detail Analysis of Arbitral Awards on FPS Provisions 
The succeeding segment examines awards of FPS provisions in investment treaties, in the 
circumstances where the convention have been read independently, or in line with traditional 
international law. Additionally, they deal with various related group of issues, namely; security 
against damage attributed by countries, by country’s entities and representatives organs; and 
security against harms and intrusion perpetrated by the third parties. The duties of a country are 
depended on traditional international law. It can either be on complicity, or it can be on the 
breach of an obligation to accord security through legal or by physical protection. 
4.2.1 Decisions on Damage attributed by the Country 
     There are many other cases that prove that the State’s organs action can have a devastating 
impact on the physical security of alien investor’s investments and yet States are doing enough to 
stop such actions. Having said that, the host country’s duty is not only limited to taking 
precautionary action to the prevention of physical harms attributable to the third parties. The host 
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country is also responsible for actions that prompted the investor sustained physical harms 
perpetrated by its organ.
379
 There is no doubt that the treaty provision is applied on the security 
and protection to the attacks directed on the investor as an individual and the investor’s 
investment by the State’s organ. Therefore, it is internationally recognised that States may be 
blameable for their actions, even by the omissions of its organs. 
     In Biwater Gauff v Argentina, Biwater Gauff 
380
(Tanzania) Ltd. (BGT), the tribunal found a 
breach of FPS clause through direct State action. In the case, a private company filed a 
contractual dispute with the United Republic of Tanzania. The dispute arose in regards to a 
contractual agreement that was entered into by BGT and Tanzania Republic for the Claimant to 
operate and manage the Dar es Salaam water system. BGT is a joint venture established by 
Biwater International Limited and HP GauffIngenieure GmbH & Co. For the purposes of the 
Tanzanian project; Biwater has 80% of BGT while Gauff owns 20%. The project was launched 
by Tanzania in order to revamp the water sewerage infrastructure of Dar es Sallam which got its 
funding from the Word Bank. Tanzania rescinded the contract with BGT allegedly for failure to 
meet up with the performance guarantees set forth in the contractual agreements. BGT filed the 
case before the ICSID arguing that Tanzania’s cessation of the contract had violated their 
agreements and had caused an illegal expropriation. The Tribunal held that, ‘the tribunal as well 
does not contemplate that the standard of FPS is restricted to a country’s omission to thwart 
conducts by private parties, but as well it extends to conducts that emanate from its organs and 
representatives’. 381 
The ICSID tribunal finally held that, “these unwarranted and inhumane behaviours, even as there 
was no force used in getting the officials out of the premises of the City Waters sites still equals 
to the breach of duty to offer FPS to its investors by the host State, and it does not matter that the 
above finding conducts by the State do not indicate to have created any significant financial loss 
or suffering to the investor”
382
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This brings to mind that actions or violent threats perpetrated by the State’s organs or its 
representatives which have adverse effects on the investor’s investment may breach the standard 
of FPS and the host State will be responsible for such action. 
     In the case concerning AAPL v. Sri Lanka, 
383
which was the first case for the test of FPS, the 
Claimant, a Hong Kong corporation AAPL, a Sri Lankan joint venture company that was created 
to plough and export shrimp to Japan. Serendib made only two shipments of the shrimp when its 
major facility, a shrimp farm, was destroyed and many of its employees killed when the Sri 
Lankan Security Forces clashed with Tamil Tigers in a counter insurgency operation, as a result 
of that attack, Serendib went out of business and AAPL’s investment was lost. The treaty 
provides that alien investments must be accorded the enjoyment of FPS. The Tribunal declined 
AAPL’s claim on FPS, and also, the Tribunal rejected the proposition that this clause imposed an 
absolute liability upon the host State. However, the Tribunal concluded that the exercise based 
on due diligence is required.  It said that what is required is for the host country to apply 
reasonable diligence that would prevent the investors’ investments against injuries both physical 
non physical. The tribunal found that there was sufficient evidence that the government Task 
Force had damaged the investor’s investment. 
384
 It is observed as a universal concept of law that 
a claimant has to show evidence for commission of harmful acts done by the State. 
385
 This is 
vital since the level of duties owed varies, and based on, if it is the country’s organ that are 
perpetrating the damage, the State abstinence
386
 or third party perpetrators (the State’s lack of 
due diligence to thwart and to enquire in a situation where harm took place). In the matter at 
issue, since no party could provide a well-founded proof on the real events, the tribunal quoted 
the principle that the international obligation of the country was not supposed to be assumed but 
instead centred on the regime’s omission to afford appropriate security.
387
For this reason it was 
held by the arbitral Tribunal in this case that the weight of force that was used by the Security 
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Forces was immoderate and unjustified by the situation that was connected with the event and 
the tribunal found the defendant liable. 
388
 
Although it was held by the tribunal that the actions used by the country’s organ namely the Sri 
Lankan armed forces were excessive and unwarranted, it did not give full explanation as to why 
that was the case, considering that neither the investor nor the government could prove whether it 
was the insurgents or the security forces that the damages were attributable to. But what was 
clear from the Tribunal’s ruling is that the host State failed to provide security to the investment 
and is culpable for the actions of it organs that caused negative impact on the investor’s 
investment if it had failed to take reasonable steps to prevent the investments of investors against 
both physical and nonphysical injuries against such conducts. This is another prove that investors 
investments are not fully protected by some host States. 
In the case concerning Saluka v Czech Republic,
389
 the applicant asserted that the alteration of 
the law is preventing business in shares of Saluka, amount to a violation of the standard of FPS 
provisions in the pertinent investment agreement. The tribunal failed to consider the conduct to 
be appropriate under this provision and also failed to investigate more on the question 
concerning country conduct. Furthermore, complaint concerning the searches that the police 
conducted was dismissed since the applicant had previously gotten redress in a domestic court.
390
 
It is absurd for the tribunal not to have carried out more investigation on the action of the State to 
establish the truth of the matter. This failure by the Tribunal could be tantamount to denying the 
claimant justice and right of investment protection under FPS obligation. 
An unusual ruling also was reached in the case of Eastern Sugar v Czech Republic.
391
The arbitral 
tribunal refused to include the harm that emanated from the country itself from the obligation of 
the FPS provision, which it regarded to be restricted to damage attributed to private parties which 
the country was obligated to thwart. Constructive State conduct, according to the tribunal’s 
viewpoint, was only meant to be evaluated under other duties, like the standard of FET.
392
The 
argument does not hold water, taking into account the fact that, where the duty of the country 
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needed to be expanded for the prevention of harms from the action of the private parties, the 
phrase ‘full’ should for a stronger and convincing reason as well comprise the obligation to 
prevent harm which hade resulted from the conduct of the country itself.  
     In Eureko v Poland,
393
 the Applicant made a claim of harassment by State of Poland against 
the investor’s high-ranking officials.
394
 The Tribunal said that there was no obvious proof that 
Poland orchestrated and encourage the actions in question. In spite of the fact that the Tribunal 
doubted that the molestation contravened the FPS standard, it however stated that some of the 
conducts raise concerns and came near to the boundary of agreement violation. The Tribunal in 
addition said that in the event that similar activities were to reoccur and protracted, possibly the 
obligation FPS reposed on the State would be aroused or provoked 
395
 
      This is another grey area and a gap in the protection of investors’ investments in full and 
protection and security decision by the tribunal. The arbitral tribunal said that it found the State 
of Poland not in breach of the standard because there was no proof that indicated that Poland had 
orchestrated the acts. But it went further and said that, however, if such actions should be 
repeated often by State of Poland without taking precautionary measures their stance might be 
different. What the tribunal failed to address in this case is the extent to which the assertion of 
molestation and persecution meted out to senior officials of the investment would have reached 
before it could have been considered as a violation of the standard. It only said “had such action 
occurred repeatedly the obligation of the government might be provoked. This could be 
interpreted as a betrayal of T. W. Walde’s viewpoint, that a host State has “a duty, practicable 
by investment adjudication, to apply the State’s powers to guarantee that investment of an alien 
can operate thoroughly or satisfactorily by the same set of rules, unobstructed and unmolested by 
the State government and commercial local powers that exist”. 
396
 But the tribunal once failed 
again to have the back of the investor. 
 However, the only good news that comes out of this decision for foreign investors is that the 
host States will be held responsible for the breach of the standard where its organ, or officials, 
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caused harassment to an investor and the investment and that harassment caused adverse effect to 
the investor and its investment. 
     Since it has been acknowledged that unfavourable effects on the investment can come from 
the host country’s conducts, its entities, or actions of the private persons, it is important to add 
that “anytime government bodies themselves take action in the breach of the FPS standard, or 
materially contributed to such reaction, the concerns of ascription or obligation of due diligence 
will not arise since the host country will be found personally culpable”. 
397
If the damages 
actually emanates directly from the action of the State, it is needless to opt for the idea of due 
diligence as it will not be necessary in such circumstances. 
     This situation was confronted in Wena v Egypt,
398
 where the tribunal expressed their 
dissatisfaction over Egypt for their failure to accord Wena Hotels the minimum security and 
concluded that Egypt has contravened the treaty of obligation of standard of FPS. The reasons 
behind the tribunal reasoning were the failure by the Egyptian police to act over the unlawful 
seizure of the hotels by EHC, coupled with failure  by the government to revert to Wena the 
serenity and legal management of the premises, encompassing the reason that Egypt omitted in 
its responsibility to impose penalties to EHC. The whole of these points according to the tribunal 
suggested a contravention of the standard of FPS, and were also indications that Egypt approved 
the actions of EHC. It is worth knowing that in this claim the Egyptian authority had failed and 
bluntly refused to observe the FPS principle because of its actions directly or indirectly, and also 
it contravened the BIT due to its inactions, although some people states otherwise 
 In its defence, Egypt asserted that the type of step that the Egyptian government took was 
approved by the domestic law. This permitted the arbitrators to reach the following conclusion, 
giving form to the standard of FPS. 
(a) The host country will not depend on domestic law to prevent the observance of its 
duty of diligence and to avoid its responsibility obtained from this principle. 
(b) The host country will not assert for dearth of wealth to take necessary steps so as to 
defend nonconformity of its duties. 
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The last point takes us back to the issue of lack of resources which was used to justify the 
inability of Albanian State in Pantechniki case to offer protection to the investor’s investment 
because the State’s limited resources could not match the social tension on a scale that was 
before it. There is no doubt that there are huge divergences in the interpretation of the concept of 
FPS considering the different conclusions reached by tribunals in these two cases, as well as the 
failures by States to fully fulfil the obligation of FPS in BITs reposed on them by international 
law 
Notwithstanding, the aforementioned arbitral decisions demonstrate that any use of unlawful 
threats in form of harassment, or any forceful measures meted out against the investor and their 
investments by the State or by the organs of the host State would be tantamount to breaches of 
the FPS standard mostly, if those measures are detrimental to the investor’s investment to a 
significant scale as it was in this case, although the defendant Sates failed to apply it in this case. 
4.2.2 Liability Dependent on Collaboration on Damage Attributed to Third Parties 
 As mentioned earlier, physical damages or violence of investor’s investment can be attributable 
to the third/private parties. Arbitral tribunals have held that when the perpetrator to damage is a 
particular individual or individuals with no link with State, the State may take the blame for it. 
The justification for this responsibility even in situations where the action is not directly 
attributable to the State is the hallmark of full protection and security as an obligation on 
average, meaning that the State has a due diligence to act. That due diligence involves of taking 
steps against those particular individuals that threaten the physical safety of the investor and their 
investments. The host State must order its public power to prevent any possible interference if it 
wants to fulfil its obligation under the standard of FPS. It was accepted in the case of Spain v 
United Kingdom
399
that countries are not liable for the episode of fighting wars, revolution or 
rioting but are nonetheless liable for commissions or inactions of the governments intended at 
preventing the intervening situation. The commitment is to employ necessary steps of due 
diligence not just to prevent but to thwart riot. 
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The steps employed by arbitrators in investment issues for collaboration is similar as that 
employed under traditional international law as well as in international investment law. In the 
case of Tecmed v Mexico,
400
 the arbitrators in that case did not see any endorsement by State 
corpuses amounting to complicity.
401
 In this case, a Spanish company was the parent company of 
Technicas Medioambientales Mexico, S.S. de C.V. (Tecmed), a company incorporated under 
Mexican law. The parent company owned 99 per cent of the shares of Tecmed, who in turn held 
over 99 per cent of the stock of Cytrar, S. A.de C.V. (Cystrar), also a Mexican company. Tecmed 
had organised Cystrar to run a hazardous industrial waste landfill in the municipality of 
Hermosillo, which is located in the State of Sonora, Mexico. Cystrar was issued with a license 
for its operation by the Mexican agency for hazardous waste known as the INE in 1996. This 
license was issued at the request of Tecmed. Subsequently, the license was to be renewed yearly 
each year till 1998 when INE relying on a resolution refused to renew the license and rather 
sought to have Cystrar close the landfill. The action taken by INE was due to political change of 
government of the Municipality of Hermosillo. The Claimant alleged that not renewing the 
license amounts to expropriation and on this premise, sought damages and compensation for 
damages to reputation and interest in connection with damages alleged to have accrued as the 
date INE rejected the renewal application. The Claimant argued that the government of Mexico 
methodically failed to do enough to stop the social unrests and perturbations at the premises of 
the disputed sanitary disposal area. But the Tribunal having applied a treaty clause which 
provides for the standard of FPS to the investor’s investment in conformity to International Law, 
held that it can not find a enough evidence to show that the government of Mexico or its organs 
have reacted unreasonably beyond its boundaries in a democratic State by supporting or directing 
the action movements conduct by those who were against the landfill as the Claimant has 
alleged. Accordingly, the tribunal refused to hold the State of Mexico in contravention of the 
obligation of FPS provision under Spain and Mexico BIT.
402
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The tribunal’s finding was accordingly also applied to the judicial system.
403
 An investor can 
bring a claim against the host State where a private person cause harm to the investor’s 
investment in its territory. The State of Mexico failed to protect the investor’s investment in this 
case in two fronts. First, it failed to renew the permit that was agreed in the contract. And 
secondly, the State failed to prevent the public unrest that perturbed the investor. Thought the 
action of the unrest was not carried out by the States rather then the third parties yet the State 
should have prevented it. 
     In Noble Ventures v Romania, 
404
the local union started civil unrest with the aim of forcing 
the government to withdraw the privatisation contract due to Noble Ventures’ failure to make an 
increase in the capital at the CSR facility, an increase that they thought could not be made until 
Romania changed the State’s budgetary debts. The government under the counsellor of the Prime 
Minister made a statement to the press that the sale of CSR was disrespectful and that SOF 
officials should be placed under investigation over their role in the sale of CSR. His action 
prompted the local people to stage a labour demonstration at CSR while Noble Ventures was in 
control. The local police did not take adequate measures to protect Noble Ventures’ investment 
and CSR from illegal activities on its premises. As a result of the illegitimate demonstration and 
occupations, Noble Ventures’ premises were repeatedly seized, its files and cash were pilfered, 
facilities were ransacked and vandalised, and its employees were either confined or beaten up. 
Noble Ventures alleged that the State of Romania omitted to accord to its investment the 
standard of FPS during the period of the extreme social tensions in 2001 by the actions of the 
third parties. The treaty stated that the investment of the investor must enjoy and have the full 
benefit of the FPS. The Tribunal relying on the decision of the ELSI finding held that the 
defendant’s behaviour in the present case caused no greater harm than the one that the State of 
Italy had caused in the initial case. The Tribunal dismissed the application saying that it had been 
hard to detect any particular neglect on the Romania’s side to apply reasonable steps of due 
diligence for the protection of Noble Ventures’ investment. And also, it cannot be proven that 
any failure to consent with the obligation was detrimental to the claimant to a material degree.
405
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This ruling by the tribunal seems preposterous since the tribunal did not explain why it came to 
such a conclusion. From the facts of the case, the investor’s investment suffered adverse effect as 
a result of the demonstration and occupation by private individuals as a result of their rioting. 
Yet the best the tribunal could come up with was to reject the Claimant’s claim because 
according to the tribunal it found it difficult to detect how the State of Romania failed on its part 
to apply reasonable measures of due diligence for the security of the Claimant’s investment when 
it is obvious the host State breached the standard of FPS in this case. Not only did the State fail 
in its obligation to provide protection to the investor’s investment, it can also be said that the 
tribunal denied the investor justice having made some efforts to bring the case to the knowledge 
of the arbitral tribunal who ended up ruling against the investor. 
     In Pantechniki v Albania
406
 the Claimant, Pantechniki S.A Contractors & Engineers, a Greek 
company, signed two contracts with Albanian’s General Road Directorate to perform 
construction work on bridges and roads in Albania, in 1994. The Claimant eventually carried out 
those contracts. In 1997, several major Albanian ponzi schemes collapsed, significantly affecting 
a high percentage of the Albanian adult populace following the collapse of the schemes and 
violent scenes erupted in many areas of the country, including the terrain where the Claimant’s 
work site was situated. The Claimant was forced to flee and abandoned its work site and 
repatriated its personnel, and its equipment and facilities where looted and destroyed by the third 
persons. As a result of the riots, the Claimant sought for U.S. $4.9 million in compensation for its 
losses. The Ministry of Finance refused to pay the compensation, on the ground that under 
Albanian law, the government could not be held culpable for losses caused by riots undertaken 
by private individuals. In response to the refusal to pay the compensation, the Claimant initiated 
a court proceeding in an Albanian court against the Ministry of Public Works to compel the 
payment of the compensation. The Claimant’s claim was dismissed, the dismissal was upheld on 
Appeal Court, and the Claimant appealed further to the Supreme Court of Albania, the Claimant 
later abandoned the Supreme Court appeal. The Claimant alleged that not only has the State of 
Albania failed in its obligation to protect its investment; it also failed to take precautionary 
measures to thwart these occurrences from taking place, and also, that Albanian courts had 
committed a denial of justice. The applicable treaty clause provides for the accordance of the 
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FPS obligation to the other Contracting State Member. However the tribunal concluded that the 
degree of the country’s obligation in this clause is determined to a degree on the wealth at the 
disposal of the country and the country’s level of development and safety under that particular 
situation. A State with limited resources will be incapable and powerless to prevent a social 
tension of that scale before it
407
.  
Jan Paulsson, the Sole Arbitrator held that the causes of action failed on their merits. This is 
because the Claimant was not able to prove that the State of Albania failed with its obligation to 
proffer the standard of FPS to the investor’s investment. The question is, what else should the 
claimant have proved when the claimant flee and abandon its works site and send back its 
workers to their various countries as a result of the riot? Not only did the Claimant abandon their 
work and fled, their equipment and facilities where looted and destroyed as a consequence of the 
demonstration yet the State of Albania could not be held responsible by the tribunal for the losses 
incurred by the Claimant. This would be a free ticket for some States to hide under the umbrella 
of this decision to deprive foreign investors their rights of investment protection under 
international law. This would even be more so if this type of ruling persist as a norm by tribunals 
when making decision on such issue. A host State that is incapable of preventing demonstration 
no matter how remarkable scale such demonstration is should not be allowed to sign a BIT with 
other States. Also, any State that is incapable and powerless to defend an ordinary demonstration 
no matter the magnitude or scale is not capable of defending its territory in times of war and 
therefore investors should not invest in such countries. To make this happen there should be an 
international requirement by which every State should be expected to attain before signing up 
BITs with other contracting parties. Where this required height of expectation is not achieved by 
host States investors investing in those countries will be taking immeasurable risks. This is 
because there is no way investors’ investments would be protected in times of civil disobedience 
perpetrated by third persons with the excuses of the State’s limited resources like the one used in 
this case by the tribunal in defence of State of Albania’s breach of the obligation of FPS 
standard. 
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     In Easter Sugar v Czech Republic
408
 case, the tribunals comprehended the duty of FPS as a 
duty that has been mandated to the host country to give protection to the investors from private 
parties. It held that, ‘....in a situation whereby a host country omits to provide FPS, it neglects as 
well to react to thwart conducts by private parties which it is obligated to prevent’
409
  The 
restrictive definition, comprehension of investment security is only focused against violence 
perpetrated by private parties, it is not the tribunal general practice when treating the standard of 
FPS issues. It is worthy to note that in this case, the most essential claim of the applicant was the 
contravention of FET duty. 
All the cases mentioned above relate to unfavourable activities that have cause harm to foreign 
investors’ investments that not only were conducted by State’s organ but by third parties or 
groups. They paint an overall picture that the forceful takeover with the intrusion of the 
investment, including by a third party can impose a penalty in the FPS standard, especially where 
the State fails to protect such investments. However, the Tribunal found that in all these 
situations the host country’s only obligation was to apply due diligence reasonably so as to 
protect the investors against violent attack or intrusion. Notably, Wena Hotels in all these cases 
was the only case that was found by tribunal where a violation of the standard of FPS involved a 
controlled establishment as culprit of the attack. They also dealt with, physical, legal, and 
commercial protection of investments. 
 If Wena Hotel case is actually the only case, which we are certain it is, that was found by 
tribunal for violation of full protection and security involving a controlled entity as liable for 
violence, amongst other numerous cases that have been brought by investors to various tribunals 
one will begin to raise the question, can foreign investors really and fully rely on the standard of 
full protection and security provision for the protection and security of their investment in the 
territories of the host States? The answered to this question is in affirmative considering the 
failures by the tribunals to hold or to have held host States culpable for their omission to protect 
investments in many case laws as seen above have created a huge gap in the protection of foreign 
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investments in the standard of FPS in BITs and this breach and blatant lacuna that exist must be 
bridged. And the aim of the thesis is to help to expose and fill this gap that exists.  
4.2.3 Liability Dependent on Omission to Accord Physical Security 
     Various investment claims, including a quite number of the past claims filed before arbitral 
tribunal institutions during the 19th centuries and in the beginning of 20
th
 centuries, see the 
standard of FPS provisions in relation to physical security, against damage perpetrated by third 
parties. The level of security that the country owed to a foreigner and their investment is akin in 
every award. The claimants have endeavoured in various cases to assert that the obligation of a 
country in investment security cases amount to absolute liability.
410
 This notion, nevertheless, 
has been dismissed by various arbitrators. In the case of ELSI, the ICJ reached the verdict that 
the prerequisite for FPS standard clause in a separate FCN agreement was not a guarantee to any 
investor that disturbance of investment will never happen in the circumstances.
411
In the same 
vein, ICSID arbitral tribunals reaffirmed in the cases of AAPL v Sri Lanka,
412
Wena v Egypt, 
413
 
Noble Venture v Romania,
414
 and also in Tecmed v Mexico, that the warranty of the standard of 
FPS ‘is never an absolute one and therefore will not place absolute liability on the country which 
provides it’.
415
 However, in AMT v Zaire, the tribunal appears to go beyond that assertion by 
affirming that a ‘duty of warranty for the investments security and protection’
416
 within the 
U.S/Zaire BIT, but failed to give a detailed explanation on its rulings. Most tribunals 
417
 have 
employed similar due diligence principle to the standard of FPS provisions in investment 
agreements as in traditional international law. The concepts of ‘strict liability’ and ‘due 
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diligence’ will be discussed in detail later in this paper below. Nevertheless, theoretical 
interpretations of the principle for investment agreements are not present. The Mondev 
arbitrators ruled that, ‘the customary rules that was mentioned in NAFTA under its Article 1105 




     The different formulas in investment treaties give rise to the issue of whether, in the lacking 
of a clear reference to traditional international law, if the level of security the country owe to 
investors could be extended more than the minimum standard of treatment, that is, beyond 
physical protection, or whether this traditional international law principle can be read 
distinctively in relation to investment treaties. 
      In the ELSI case, the ICJ left the door ajar concerning the question if a treaty that has 
incorporated the standard of FPS provision and also national and most-favoured-nation treatment 
clauses could be extended above the international law minimum standard of treatment. 
419
 The 
ICJ in ELSI case used a clause in an FCN treaty that guaranteed for the standard of the most 
constant protection and security to the citizens and their investments of the both countries. Italy 
seized the plant that belongs to the U.S. claiming debts, and labour disputes. The Palermo mayor 
wanted to protect his citizens. The U.S. said that Italy has breached FCN (Friendship, 
Commerce, and Navigation) Treaty (1948 - now called the FC Establishment Treaty) by not 
letting the U.S. organise, control, manage its corporation. The Claimant had argued that the 
government of State of Italy had permitted its employees to seize and capture the plant but it was 
held by court that, in that event, the government of Italy responded adequately. 
420
 The tribunal 
held that this provision cannot be interpreted as to giving warranty that investment will never in 
any situation be seized or occupied. The Court’s Chamber stated that, ‘the reference within the 
Article V of the treaty to the clause of the standard of FPS cannot be interpreted as the offering 
of a guarantee that investment would not in any situation be seized or perturbed’.
421
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Although there was no detailed explanation as to why the Chambers reached such a decision, 
however, the ELSI decision demonstrates that when a treaty has a clause of this sort the host 
State is obligated to exercise reasonable steps to offer protection. In respect of the particular 
authentic situation of the matter, the ICJ decided that the State of Italy’s response was 
unquestionable. This is another preposterous ruling by the tribunals. 
In Iran v United States
422
 case it was concluded by the ICJ that the treaty entered into by Iran and 
the United States in 1955, which necessitated the both States to give assurance that the FPS 
clause, does not limit the obligation of FPS to physical security, but rather has established duties 
‘additionally to the duties of Iran that is already in existence in traditional international law’. 
423
 
      Many other investment awards also indicate greater openness to the long developed 
definition of the this FPS standard, despite the 2001 reading by NAFTA’s Free Trade 
Commission of Article 1105 of NAFTA, which ruled out an autonomous interpretation by most 
NAFTA tribunals.
424
 In Mondev v United States case however, the arbitrators made reference to 
the reality that FET and FPS provisions were classical parts of BITs ratified subsequent to the 
World War II, and for that reason, supposed to be read by taking into consideration the present 
day principle of international law.
425
Again, notwithstanding, the fact that Canada had contended 
for the dependent on this customary standard, arbitral tribunal however had held that the notions 
of both the FPS and FET standards develop gradually with time by expansive international 
custom. It added that, ‘it is quite shocking if this tradition and the colossal number of clauses it 
embodies had to be read as to meaning that it is not higher than the Neer that the tribunals meant 
in the year 1927’.
426
  
Likewise, in ADF v United States case, the tribunal held that, ‘what traditional international law 
forecast can not be an unchanged picture of the minimum level of treatment of foreigners just as 
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it was in 1927 during the ruling of the Neer Award.
427
For both traditional international law and 
foreigners’ minimum level of treatment that it inserted, are steadily under a mechanism of 
evolution’.
428
 It stated further that, ‘there seems no reasonable requirement and no agreeing or 
consistent State custom to substantiate the opinion that the development of Neer is inevitably 
expandable to the present-day atmosphere of treatment of alien investors’ investments by any 
host country or beneficiary country.’
429
 The Tribunal as well spotlighted that the US also had 
acknowledged that traditional international law that was made reference to under Art. 1105 (1) of 
NAFTA was not ‘fixed or static in time’.
430
 Nonetheless, in ADF case the tribunal ruled that the 
Applicant had not given enough evidence that the present investment treaties have provided ‘a 
common and independent requirement to provide FET and FPS to alien investments...into the 
entity of current traditional international law’. 
431
 Accordingly, it only formed its rulings on the 
customary minimum principle of treatment found in traditional international law. 
432
Some of 
these expansive interpretations will be emphasised in arbitral claims in the legal security section. 
However, before looking into the arbitral rulings and claims on legal security, there are so many 
investments jurisprudence that deal with physical security of investors’ investment attributable to 
third parties under FPS obligation which this paper first considers. 
 4.2.4 The Decisions of Arbitral Courts on Physical security  
     The standard of FPS undoubtedly is connected to the physical protection of an investor’s 
investment. Tribunals in some cases are of the presumption that the standard relates only or more 
importantly to physical protection and for that reason it is the host nation’s obligation to secure 
foreign investor’s investment from interference that comes from the State itself, or from the 
State’s organs and/or from private parties. There are many cases where tribunals held that the 
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standard is solely designed to provide physical protection to investment.
433
 But as this thesis has 
frequently explained, there is the conviction that this standard does not only accord protection to 
investors based on physical damage, or civil unrest alone. The full picture of the protection that 
the standard affords to investment is much more expanded beyond physical security and it can be 
extended to legal, commercial or even to cyber/digital security. Let’s first take into account 
situations where the tribunals have reached the decisions that FPS accords protection to physical 
security and see whether the States have really provided protection for investors’ investments in 
such host States’  territories. 
In Gold Reserve v Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela,
434
 the tribunal finds that the claimant’s 
claim under the BIT, to extend that it accords for the duty to provide FPS to claimant’s 
investments, is to be dropped. The tribunal stated that, ‘while some arbitral tribunals have 
expanded the notion of FPS to an obligation to afford regulatory and legal protections, the more 
conventional, and common welcome view, as established in various cases quoted by the 
Respondent is that this standard of treatment refers to protect against physical harm to persons 
and property, and accordingly the tribunal concluded that the duty to afford the standard of FPS 
under the BIT refers to the protection from physical harm’.
435
 It was stated by the tribunal in 
Crystallex v Venezuela
436
 that FPS standard only expands to the host State’s obligation to offer 
protection and security, ‘more traditional interpretation better accords with the ordinary meaning 
of terms’, 
437
which is the provision of physical protection and security to the investment. 
However, it was agreed by the tribunal in Joseph Hoban v Burundi
438
 that where the phrase of 
the treaty expands the coverage of the FPS standard to the protection of “right,” the standard 
must be understood to go beyond the traditional protection of the investor’s physical 
protection.
439
 Therefore, it will be prudent for the contracting parties to use phraseology that 
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limits the protection of their investment to physical protection while incorporating the standard 
to their respective BITs if they want to limit the principle to physical security solely. 
      In the Rumeli v. Kazakhstan case
440
 for example, the tribunal took the approach that the 
provision of FPS is restricted to physical attack with non-physical attack exclusive. This is an 
indication that it read protection and security narrowly just for the protection of physical threats. 
The tribunal stated that it ‘concurs with the Defendant that the standard of FPS...compels the 
country to afford a specific floor of security to alien investment against physical harm’.
441
  
The specific floor of security from physical harm which the tribunal stated above cannot be 
disputed that host States must provide physical protection for foreign investments in their 
territory. In Saluka v. Czech Republic, 
442
the Tribunal said that host States ought to accord 
physical protection to foreign investment of an investor at the time of any civil disobedience and 
physical violence that adversely affects the investments in its territory. The ‘standard of FPS 
relates crucially when the alien investment is impacted by public disorder and unlawful exercise 
of physical force or attack...the ‘FPS’ provision is not suppose to shield just any type of harm 
against the foreign investor’s investment, instead it is to safeguard more exceptionally the 
physical unit of the investment from obstruction by employment of force’. 
443
That would mean 
that a host State will be in violation of the standard if it fails to accord such security and 
protection as it is required under international law.  
In BG Group v Republic of Argentina,
444
 the Tribunal maintained that the FPS standard in 
international law is linked in a situation where the investors’ investment physical security has 
been undermined. The Tribunal repeated the reasoning in the previous case above that ‘the duty 
is not supposed to shield just any type of damage that affects an investor’s investment, but to 
secure more particularly the physical unit of the investor’s investment from impediment by the 
application of force. 
445
 Where there is a use of force and physical damage or destruction of the 
investor’s investment such as killing, looting, and/or seizure and expropriation occurred without 
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intervention by the host State to prevent it from happening that would be regarded as 
undermining of the physical integrity of the investment because the investment has suffered 
physically. 
     In Easter Sugar v. Czech Republic
446
, the Tribunal emphatically stated that the principle of 
FPS protects investors from violence like, large crowds, rebels, rented ruffians, and others 
involved in physical brutality attributable to third parties. The Tribunal stated in this regard that, 
‘the yardstick under Art. 3(2) of the BIT between Czech Republic and Netherlands relates to the 
duty of the country to safeguard the investor against private parties, in the case the Parties 
quoted, such as, large crowds, rebels, rented ruffians and others involved in physical brutality 
against the foreign investor in contravention of the country exclusive control of physical 
strength’
447
. The tribunal went further and stated that, ‘consequently, in the situation in which a 
host country omits to provide FPS, it omits to react to thwart conducts by private parties which it 
had the need to prevent’.
448
 In Bernhard v Zimbabwe,
449
 the tribunal concluded that the Republic 
of Zimbabwe contravened the FPS standard with regards to the failure of the police to protect the 
Claimant’s investment from invasion or evicting Settlers/War Veterans from the premises. It also 
found that the Respondent violated this standard with regards to the non-responsiveness of the 
police to numerous brutal occurrences that happened as detailed in the witness statement by the 
witnesses. Therefore, according to the tribunal, the Respondents’ defences that the police were 
overwhelmed or that intervention would have required disproportional force, were implausible. 
Accordingly, the tribunal found the Respondent in violation of its obligation under the BITs to 
accord FPS to the claimants in relation to the claimant’s investments. 
450
 This case exposes the 
systematic failures by the States to provide the standard of FPS obligation to foreign investments 
in their territories. The outcome of this case is a welcome development looking back at the 
decision in the Pantechniki case where the State of Albania was let off the hook because of the 
Proportionality Test rule. 
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This section has proven by the consideration of the above authorities that foreign investments are 
required to protect foreign investments against physical attacks and against other adverse effects 
of physical violence or damages that are attributable to private parties or from activities which 
can emanate from the host States and from their organs. But as we can see, the States have in 
some occasions failed to deliver on the promise thereby depriving investments the protection that 
is required for them to be provided to investors under international law.  
4.3 Legal Protection 
    But as we will see in this following section the FPS standard is not solely designed for the 
physical protection of investments as were sometimes held by many tribunals and as some States 
have argued. Full protection and security standard does not only provide physical security 
against civil disobedience as some States are meant to believe, it certainly protects investors 
against the threats like mobs, insurgents, rented thugs and militias and other legal security. And 
the most controversial debate in all the debate of FPS standard is the scope of the duty to accord 
legal protection under FPS provisions in investment treaties. Indisputably, the duty to afford FPS 
is not limited to according physical security to investments, but also requires legal protection 
451
 
for the investors and their investments. 
452
That means the principle of FPS includes to a certain 
extent, the obligation to grant legal protection by having a legal framework in place that permits 
the investor to bring claims in case any harmful act is done by State or third parties to the 
investor’s investment could not be averted.
453
 This has already been mentioned in the beginning 
of this chapter, especially in chapter 2 where the historical background of FPS established that 
the standard extents to legal security of investments. This thesis is going to examine if the host 
States have fully apply this obligation to the full protection of investments 
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4.3.1 Legal Principles and Political Similarity 
     The obligation of FPS and security has been designed to accord legal protection and security 
to foreign investments for a very long time now. Even at the time that the U.S was busy changing 
and interpreting its FPS standard clauses to the limitation to police protection, other bodies of 
international law were constantly suggesting for an obligation to accord the standard of FPS to 
aliens, and expressing clearly that the standard necessitated both legal and physical protections. 
     Even before the United States started making changes to its interpretation of the standard of 
FPS provisions in recent times, the U.S. – Mexico General Claim Commission which dated as far 
back as September 8, 1923, 
454
 in more than one occasion in that case, alleged that a state is 
under the international law obligated to protect alien in its jurisdiction in accordance with a 
reasonable measure of due diligence and care, and occasionally had held the Defendant culpable 
for failing to fulfil what is expected of the standard. 
455
. However, it is worth remembering that 
this case wholly involved physical harm. 
     And also, in Brown (U.S v Great Britain) of 1923,
456
 another Claim Commission found that 
a Boer-dominated political organisation named Transvaal Republic was in contravention of 
international law because it left the interest of a national of the United States in particular mining 
applications “manifestly insecure”.
457
 Such international violation of the law at issue was 
branded by the Commission as a “denial of justice” and it emphasised that it was as a 
consequence of joined conducts of all the three arms of the government (legislature, executive, 
and judiciary) that discredited the legal system of the State incapacitated of protecting the 
property rights of the U.S. national.
458
 This ruling could be comparable to Paulsson’s remarks of 
the modern time that the denying people justice in traditional international law amounts to a 
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catalogue and a mechanism of a failure of a State’s legal framework to the provision of due 
process. He stated that denial of justice in customary international law is a mechanism of “a 
failure of a national legal system to the provision of due process”.
459
Paulson also stated that there 
is “no such proportionality factor that has been generally accepted with respect to denial of 
justice, and that it is only two reasons that appear salient”.
460
 
 According to Paulsson: 
The first is that international responsibility does not relate to physical infrastructure; counties are not 
accountable for denying people justice because they are capable of affording to put at the public’s disposal 
spacious buildings or computerised information banks. What is important instead is the human element of 
obeying the principle of law. Aliens that come into a poor State do not have the right to think that they will 
be accorded something like word to word reproduction of every court judgement-but they have the right to 




     Also, at the same period, the State Department of the United States representatives alleged to 
Spanish officials that the traditional obligation of security necessitated recompense in the 
occurrence of government takings (expropriation). Particularly, in a missive that was sent at the 
time of the Spanish Domestic War of the 1930s, the United State representatives make references 
to current seizures of asset belonging to the nationals of the United States and alleged that the 
“security to which one had the right to in international law” necessitated immediate and full 
recompense to the possessors.”
462
  
     These aforementioned references to an obligation of international law for the provision of 
protection and security to property rights of foreigners is an additional prove and affirmation that 
the traditional standard of FPS was contemplated during that era as expanding further more than 
physical protection. 
Furthermore, the FPS clauses in some other Unites States early treaties also showed a necessity 
that the host country’s legal system should incorporate certain fundamental characteristics by 
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which alien property and the persons can be covered. For instance, the FCN Treaty signed in 
1824 between the United States of America with Colombia stipulates that all parties were “to 
accord their specific protection to the individuals and assets of the nationals of one another ... 
allowing open-mindedness and liberty to the arbitrators of law for their juridical option.”
463
 In a 
clearer word, that is to say, the State’s legal mechanism ought to accord to the protected aliens 
with openness to the availability to the judiciary. Additionally, the diplomatic instruction of the 
United States from the year 1866 alleged that this clause inserted under the Treaty would help to 
debar “any arbitrary conduct that may emanate from either the Government by which a national 
of another could be denied of his prerogatives or damaged in his asset without following the 
court procedure through the normal judicial system.”
464
 This connotes that the concept of FPS 
did not just require access to judiciary, but as well that, the judiciary must abstain itself from 
arbitrary administrations of the law to make a provision for due process. 
     The United States FCN treaties that were ratified between Costa Rica, Argentina, and Japan 
in the 19
th
 century had almost the same wording, with the exception that they made references to 
“the most complete protection and security”, or to “full and perfect protection,” instead of 
“special protection.” 
465
 One distinguishable characteristic of the Treaty between the United 
States and Japan, nonetheless, was the inclusion in the treaty that the citizens of one party “must 
benefit in the jurisdiction of another contracting State the same protection like home nationals or 
subjects in regards to patents, trade- marks and designs, on the fulfilment of the principles 
prescribed by law.”
466
 The use of this phrase protection may have been intended for nonphysical 
protection, because it connects to intangible asset. 
     These positions are totally the opposite of that which some of the present-day tribunals have 
taken and accepted. Especially in the new investment Agreements entered by the United Sates, 
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which stipulate that the standard of FPS within traditional international law restrict this concept 
only to physical security as in NAFTA 1105. 
     Many other countries started incorporating the standard of FPS provisions within their 
business Agreements within this era too. In 1861, for instance, the Agreement that was entered 
by Italy with Venezuela stated that “the nationals and citizens of one country must benefit in the 
jurisdiction of another the fullest measure of protection and security of individuals and asset” 
467
 
Subsequent to the conclusion of the treaty, Salvatore Sambiaggio, an Italian, encountered 
“confiscations and compelled the credit facility granted to him by rebellious troop” throughout 
the period of domestic fighting in the State of Venezuela.
468
 The State of Italy filed a proceeding 
against Venezuela before a Claim Commission on behalf of its citizen Sambiaggio, alleging for 
the contravention of the standard of FPS clause by Venezuela for failure to provide security to 
Sambiaggio against those sustained losses.
469
 Jackson H. Ralston, the Arbitrator in the case 
ruled that the protection and security provision was intended to provide an obligation to apply 
due diligence from one contracting party to the protection of citizens of the other contracting 
State party.
470
 Nonetheless, he dismissed the assertion on several premises, encompassing his 
own conclusion that Venezuela failed to curb the revolutionaries and could not have realistically 
averted the losses.
471
One could assert that this case marked the beginning of placement of a duty 
of due diligence upon the host States. 
     As one can see, this case and the word of a due diligence test especially, that was used by 
Ralston would be seen as authoritative to successive arbitral tribunals and as well as to 
intellectuals searching to establish the level of protection that is required by this principle. This 
means that reasonable measures must be applied by host States to prevent harm befalling foreign 
investors and their investment within its territories. 
   Still going forward in respect to the ambit of the duty to afford a successful judicial framework, 
the only appropriate question that needs be asked is whether a particular mechanism in 
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hypothesis is able of filing a lawsuit against third parties wrongdoers possible in relation to basic 
due process warrantees for every side. It was ruled by Max Huber in Spain v United 
Kingdom
472
that, ‘It cannot be possible to request the same application in every case of a 
mechanism of justice that fulfils the international law minimum standards of treatment; one 
ought to acknowledge that there can be circumstances, like in the issue of preventive conduct, at 
which the ambit of conduct of a country can be fundamentally restricted or even 
incapacitated’.
473
Investors do not have prerogative to a juridical mechanism in the countries that 
completely satisfy their specific demands. Any other reading to it would harshly or strictly 
meddle with the independence of a country to tailor a juridical framework in consideration of 
every of the various interests and concerns of its nationals. However, where an investor’s needs 
or rights is trampled upon by the failure of a State to provide a functioning juridical framework 
that would enable the investor to seek redress for any grievances the investor is nursing may lead 
to a breach of international law of protective investment. And therefore, such a State is culpable 
as its justice and administrative system has failed that particular investor by making him/her 
worse off or even more unsuccessful than in all other cases. 
But despite the question facing the demand for equivalent application in every matter of a 
mechanism of justice that meets the expectations of the international law minimum standards of 
treatment in lodging legal action against non-State offenders, T. W. Walde accordingly, while 
writing in the Energy Charter Treaty, which promised most constant protection and security 
relates the standard of FPS as a practice that expands more than physical protection in a real 
perception of security, and he stated that the principle would comprise commercial, legal and 
regulatory powers by the State. He said that, ‘this duty will not just be contravened by operative 
and offensive application of the country’s power but as well by the failure of the country to 
intercede where it had the obligation and political control to act to safeguard the common 
capacity of an investor’s investment to operate,’ and that ‘this obligation which is achievable by 
investment arbitration, to use governmental powers to make sure that the alien investment can 
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perform satisfactorily by the same set of rules, unobstructed and unmolested by the government 
and commercial national authorities that be’. 474 
     This opinion if it is to be accepted by all tribunals will counteract and contrast the US policy 
which was not drawn up until 2004 when it abruptly changed course by altering its model BIT to 
define the standard as restricted to the so-called obligation of police power or protection,
475
 
which is intended to the opinion of this thesis to cause harms to investors’ investments. 
     Another testament that envisages that the concept of FPS is expanded more than the provision 
of physical security is based on one testimony in a journal drafted in 1985 by Pamela Gann 
which was titled ‘The U.S Bilateral Investment Treaty Program, soon after she finished her work 
in the United State at the Investment Trade Representative. 
476
 Gann stated that the FPS 
principle “obligates the host country to accord protective investments of the standard of FPS of 
its legal, juridical, and protective entities”, which should “not be lower than that the 
international law requires”. For Gann to have referred to “legal and juridical entities”, depicts 
that she recognised that the obligation of the FPS standard goes further than physical security, 
according to how it was perceived at the time of the FCN agreement era, and extends to putting a 
legal mechanism available that is made of the three organs of democratic government, the 




4.3.2 The Decisions of Arbitral Courts on Legal Security 
 Accordingly, as stated earlier, even soon subsequently that Gann finished writing her work on 
this issue that the principle of FPS obligates the host country to afford businesses legal, juridical, 
and protective corpuses, the United States obvious accepted that the standard of FPS is viewed to 
have some proportion of legal security apart from just physical security. This was seen in (ICJ) 
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This case has been mentioned above already but the thesis just wanted to add a little 
dimension to it. Raytheon’s Italian subdivision corporation, ELSI, had stopped operations after 
some employees seized the facility in dispute over redundancy issues, and the domestic mayor 
gave an official written request that led the company into involuntary liquidation. 
479
There was 
an allegation by the United States that the Italian Government has violated the security and 
protection provision of the Unites States and Italy FCN Agreement 
480
 on two fronts. First off, 
that Italy allegedly had omitted to prevent and redress the occupation and seizure of ELSI’s 
factory by the employees. 
481
 In addition, a domestic managerial representative reportedly took a 
period of one year and four months to reach decision on retrial against the confiscation order. 
There was no doubt that the first count of the failure was based on absence of physical 
protection, the second was on the premise of presumption of absent of legal security, an omission 
to rule on legal claim with adequate promptness. The counsel representing the US saw such 
asserted omission by the State of Italy as a denying the US of “methodical justice”,
482
  which has 
resulted from the dearth of a proper remedial framework. 
483
 The ICJ Chambers after 
investigating this claim held that the period of time that the petition lasted for, although it was 
obviously protracted, did not breach the agreement’s obligation considering other system of 
protections within Italian law. 
484
The ICJ concluded that Italian government had provided an 
adequate degree of protection under the circumstances 
485
 The ICJ refused to question the 
grounds that the security of investment provision could have been violated if the legal framework 
of Italy was adequately flawed to handle an alien’s claim. Truly, some scholars have alleged that 
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the ICJ indirectly agreed on this premise.
486
 This case showed that the US came to the opinion at 
the period that the agreement principle of security in BITs suggests a kind of legal security.  
As we can see in the case law, tribunals interpreted this principle as necessitating that the host 
country abstain from enacting new legislations, or altering their meanings of current legislations, 
in a manner that it may have impact negatively to covered alien investments. 
     The weakness of this case with regards to investment protection under the stand of FPS could 
be that some people may argue that since the Chamber dismissed the assertion on the grounds of 
fact that it would not be wise to quote ELSI in assistance of the claim that FPS standard extends 
to legal protection. However, the strength of the decision if it is to be considered carefully would 
mean that investors can take solace from the fact the decision of this case could be cited in the 
assistance of the assertion that the standard of FPS is not limited to physical protection, but 
expands to legal protection via national courts, although ICJ took time to consider it on the bases 
of providing investment with physical security.  
     However, the duty to accord for a juridical mechanism also comprises particular framework 
for that type of method.
487
 In Loewen v United States case, the applicant was of the argument that 
the US, acting via a court of Mississippi breached its duty to afford investment protection by 
‘failing to take action to restrict many of personal retrials by claimant’s lawyer to State honour, 
to discrepancies in resources, and also ethnic bias’.
488
 Whereas a full discussion of ‘denial of 
justice’ petition goes beyond the ambit of this part of thesis, it is worthy to state that the arbitral 
tribunal, in its judgement, held that the verdict by the judge of the Mississippi court did ‘not go 
beyond the limit of the international law of minimum standard of treatment obligated by Article 
1105. It was an incorrect verdict at its worst.’
489
 This is a reference to the principle of duty of 
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care and ‘due diligence’ independent of the ambit of physical security,
490
 giving respect to the 
country corpuses. 
 Another case that dealt with the infringement of the investor’s right by laws and regulations of 
the host State is CME v Czech Republic case. The Media Council altered the media regulation 
and established a legal condition that allowed CET to rescind service agreement with CNTS for 
failure to deliver a daily log by CNTS to CET, which the Claimant depended upon. The tribunal 
underscored that: ‘there cannot be lawful supposition that clauses legislations become static the 
moment that they meet the concerns of an alien investor’.
491
 Nevertheless, it subsequently held 
that some acts and omissions ‘were intended to withdraw the legal safety and protection of the 
Applicant’s business. The tribunal stated that....‘The host country is mandated to assure that it 
does not by alterations of its regulations nor by conducts of its official entities is the accepted 
and ratified protection and security accorded to the investor and its investment by the State be 
terminated or depreciated’, therefore, the tribunal stated that ‘the defendant is consequentially in 
contravention of the duty of FPS because the Media Council’s behaviours both in 1996 and 1999 




     The decision of the tribunal in this case is favourable to foreign investors’ investments in the 
sense that it tends to protect and prevent covered investment from unlawful enactment or 
alteration of the laws by host States which have had a devastating effects on such investment. 
Whenever the legal protection and security of investment a foreigner is rescinded, or in other 
words trampled upon by the actions of the State or its organ knowingly or unknowingly that 
obligation of protection owed to the investor has been breached. And this would have 
disadvantaged the investment in which the investor invested.  
However, the tribunal failed to explain in detail the proportion of the protection and security 
standard, apart from the assertion that it commits the host State to make sure that the accepted 
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and ratified protection and security of the alien investor’s investments neither by changing it 
laws nor by acts of its official corpuses would those terms be cancelled or reduced. And that the 
Defendant breached the duty because it did not give consent to the agreement that the both 
parties reached. This type of unclear method of ruling is worrying since it did not render any 
detail information as to when a disadvantageous legal alteration or official actions is not in 
conformity with the security owing to an investment, and consequently could have a terrifying 
result on good faith legislative or regulatory action. 
493
 Furthermore, the action of the State that 
led to this judgement is a further proof to support the thesis’ argument that host States have often 
failed to protect investors’ investment their territories. 
     Another award that opened the door to a potential extended reading of FPS clause as 
including a claim to legal protection is the case of Lauder v The Czech Republic. It has the same 
factual issues as in CME but was filed by another investor in CNTS, in a different agreement. 
The treaty provision between the Contracting Parties stipulates under their BIT that: ... 
‘[i]nvestment... shall be accorded full protection and security’
494
. The tribunal in the case 
dismissed a commitment of the country ‘to protect alien business from any conceivable 
deprivation of worth that resulted from the conducts of  private parties whose conducts could not 
be attributable to the nation’.
495
 It held that accordingly ‘such security would truly constitute to 
absolute liability’.
496
 The tribunal also dismissed the claim in relation to adverse alterations of 
legislation. Nevertheless, in debating in the particular case whether the alterations were ‘not 
centred at, nor designed to, damaging Mr Lauder’s business, the tribunal did not exclude that it 
could have contemplated otherwise, had these situation been established by the applicant .
497
 
     The Tribunal applied a preferable method and did not find the defendant in breach of the 
clause because there were no commissions or omissions that the Media Council exhibited and 
dispensed any harms directly or indirectly to the business of the applicant and the cessation of 
the agreements which the investor’s domestic associate CET initiated was not caused by the 
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State rather by an individual. It therefore stated that ‘the investment does not impose duty of care 
upon the State of Czech to interfere in a disagreement between the firms on the state of their 
legal relationship’, and that ‘the defendant’s obligation within the Agreement was to make its 
court system accessible for the applicant and any organisations it manages to lodge their 
petitions’. 498 
     The tribunal’s viewpoint is that the obligation of FPS expands to legal security, but expressed 
its limitations more directly. It ruled that the obligation does not only oblige the Parties to 
employ a due diligence measures in the security of alien investment as appropriate at the 
circumstances, but it also necessitate that the host country have an appropriate legal mechanism 
and should make it accessible to protected investors, so that such applications can be correctly 
investigated and resolved in conformity with national law, including international law. The 
Lauder tribunal’s view of the protection and security standard seems consistent and not 
contradictory with the traditional ideas of that standard that investment should be accorded legal 
security, as has been described in the evolution section of this research, and gives the host State 
enough freedom to legislate and administer its law.  
     Both cases of CME
499
 and Lauder 
500
demonstrate that the notion of FPS is preeminent in the 
provision of legal security and accessibility of juridical mechanism to the protection of the 
investor’s rights and benefits under international law. As for the different verdicts reached in the 
two cases, one would not take a second guess that the differences were as a result of conflicting 
opinions of the facts. But still in these two cases the State of Czech failed on their FPS 
obligations to provide adequate protection and security to the investors’ investments. 
     In CSOB v Slovakia, 
501
the Claimant Ceskoslovenska Obchodni Bank, A.S. (CSOB) brought a 
dispute against the Slovak Republic, claiming a breach of Consolidation Agreement (agreement 
entered into between an existing bank and a new bank, agreeing that they will merge). The 
Consolidation Agreement was concluded by the Czech Republic, Slovak Republic and CSOB in 
order to carry out the Bank’s financial restructuring in advance of its then planned privatisation. 
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The bank expanded the credit facility to another Slovak collection firm known as (SI) whose 
losses were meant to be protected by Slovak Republic. Under the Agreement, the Czech 
Republic and Slovak Republic each established a special-purpose collection company to which 
CSOB assigned certain non-performing receivables. To enable the collection companies to pay 
for the assigned receivables, CSOB extended to each of them a loan facility in an amount equal 
to the nominal value of the non-performing loans that had been allocated. Since the non-
performing loans allocated to the companies were not expected to yield revenues adequate to the 
satisfaction of the collection companies’ loan obligation to CSOB, in the Consolidation 
Agreement the Czech and Slovak Republics each agreed to “cover any loss” of respective 
collection companies. The Slovak Republic, however, failed to cover these losses, with the 
Slovak collection company as a result defaulting on its loan obligation to CSOB.  
The tribunal did not have any question that the rights of the investor emerging from this 
particular agreement were safeguarded under the BIT’s provision on FPS. It ruled that the 
defendant’s refusal of the claimant’s entitlement to get remuneration on the loan successfully 
warranted by the host State would dispossess CSOB from significant protection for its credit 
facility and therefore violated the duty to accord FPS. The tribunal stated that, ‘the State of 
Slovak’s refusal of CSOB’s right to desire from the State that SI’s depletions are protected 
would deny CSOB against any purposeful security for the money it borrowed and consequently 
contravened State of Slovak’s obligation to allow CSOB ‘enjoy FPS’ as stipulated within Article 
2(2) of the BIT’...
502
 
     The decision in this case shows that consolidation Agreements are also covered by full 
protection and security standard whenever it is included in a treaty between the two contracting 
parties. Any denial of such covered protection deprives the investor meaningful protection and 
security of their investments. The tribunal went further and said that, “accordingly, it is clearly 
shown by this strong evidence that the clauses of CA were completely understood, 
unquestionable and clear to the State of Slovak Republic. Therefore, any different stance taken 
by Slovak Republic in this matter does not have any backing from Czech law, and it is also 
incompatible with Article 2 (2) of the BIT, that has been included in CA which obliges Slovak 
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Republic to guarantee FET and FPS to CA’s investment in Slovak Republic’s jurisdiction”.
503
In 
this case, the host State once again failed to provide protection to the investor’s investment as 
stipulated in the FPS clauses in the BIT. 
    Another award that has gone further and accepted a right of the investor to a well organised 
legal system beyond the physical/police protection context bases as pointed out, but where the 
case failed to give protection to the investor’s investment by the State, is in Azurix v 
Argentina.
504
 Azurix, on the terms ‘when the phrase “protection and security” are ‘described by 
“full” and without another clarification of word or adjective accompanying it’, they expands, in 
their common interpretation, what this standard contain further than physical protection’
505
. In 
the case, a U.S. corporation won through its Argentina subsidiary (ABA). The tender was for a 
thirty-year licence for the supply of drinkable water and remedy of waste water and excrement in 
the region of Buenos Aires. ABA paid a “Canon” of $438.5 million for the concession. From 
1999 to 2001, the local authorities let political interests to impede with the tariff regime applied 
by ABA to charge customers for water services, debarring ABA from increasing its revenue. The 
local authorities also failed to accomplish the duties under the Concession Agreement in respect 
of the fulfilment of the infrastructure revamp works, which ensued in an algae outbreak. As a 
result of the epidemic, the government blamed the foreign investor and encouraged consumers to 
boycott payment of their water bills. Azurix then sent notification and later ceased the 
Concession agreement, but the local authority refused the cessation. However, after ABA filed 
for insolvency proceedings, the local authority rescinded the Concession alleging ABA’s failure 
to provide the service under the concession. The Tribunal confirmed in this case that FPS could 
be violated it does not matter whether no physical attack or harm took place. 
506
 The tribunal 
stated that ‘the FPS concept does not just deal with an issue of physical protection; the stability 
accorded by a safety of environment is also significant looking at it from the view point of an 
investor’.
507
 The tribunal went further by stating that ‘when the phrase ‘protection’ and ‘security’ 
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are described by the word ‘full’ and with no other clarification of word or adjective that follows 
it, they expands in their common interpretation beyond physical protection’.508 
The tribunal for the above reason concluded in the same paragraph 408 that since it has already 
been ruled that the Defendant omitted in its duty to render FET to the investor’s investment, it 
also holds the Defendant in violation of the FPS standard within the BIT in the matter.   
     This case was developed as a result of the State’s failure to follow the due process to 
terminate the claimant’s Concession Contract. The standard of FPS does not only accord 
physical protection but exceeds to stability of secure environment investment. The State of 
Argentina should have made it legal system available to the Claimant by following the due 
process so that the case will be properly investigated and decided in conformity with internal and 
international law before the termination of the contract, not merely asserting that the claimant 
failed to provide the service under the concession. In other words, if the other party wanted the 
standard to be restricted to physical security it should have made it aware to the other party and 
then clearly include it in the contract. Those difference awards indicate that in arbitration 
practice wording of the treaties play a significant role. 





 In Biwater Gauff v Tanzania,
511
 which facts of the cases has been stated 
earlier, the word ‘full’ was the reason why the tribunal contemplated that the clause implied ‘a 
country’s warranty of protection within a secure climate,  to accord physical, legal and 
commercial protection to investments’.
512
 The Tribunal re-echoed the extension of the standard 
to more than physical security by stating that, ‘any time the phrase ‘protection’ and ‘security’ are 
restricted  or are described with the word ‘full’, the real and essential meaning of the FPS 
standard could be expanded to more than physical protection, and it will be unreasonably 
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accepted to limit the concept just to one angle  of protection, especially looking at the application 
of this phrase in a BIT, pointed at the security of commercial and financial investments’.513 
The ruling in this case even went deeper in its scope of protection because the tribunal talked 
about legal, commercial and financial security of investment. It was held by arbitral tribunal that 
Tanzania breached the obligation of full protection and security by its unwarranted and 
inhumane behaviours. However, in the particular case, even if no force was used, the actions the 
claimant disputed against, the deportation of City Water’s management and the seizure of its 
assets were still quite closely associated to the traditional notion of physical protection. 
    In the case of Siemens v Argentina,
514
 which lends the hypothesis that the standards of FPS 
expands further than physical protection to the legal security because the BIT’s between the 
Contracting Parties defines investment to encompass intangible assets and explicitly required 
Argentina to provide FPS. The fact of this case is that, in 1996, Siemens A.G., a German 
corporation bided for the provision of services associated with immigration control, personal 
identification and electoral information technology systems and won the tender through its 
Argentinean subsidiary SITS. SITS and Argentina signed a contract to provide these services for 
a 6-year term that will be renewable for another 2-3 year term (investment). Under the contract a 
performance bond was paid to Argentina to guarantee the performance of SITS’ obligations 
under the Contract. But prior to the election in Argentina, the provision of certain services under 
the contract was suspended at Argentina’s order. Furthermore, as a result of the new Argentinean 
Government’s action, other services were suspended. A new Argentinean Government sought to 
renegotiate the contract. Agreement was reached after the renegotiation process, but despite 
Siemens’ efforts, no conclusion was reached. At the same time of the renegotiation, Argentine 
Congress enacted a new law which gives the President the powers to renegotiate public sector 
contracts. Siemens was issued with a new drafted proposal that was inconsistent with what was 
seemingly agreed previously. Siemens was notified that the “proposal” was non-negotiable. The 
contract was then terminated by a decree by Argentina because Siemens refused to agree to the 
new proposal. Siemens initiated ICSID arbitral proceedings under Argentina-Germany BIT, 
alleging that Argentina’s action is tantamount to a violation of FPS. This unusual clear reference 
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to ‘legal’ security led the tribunal to argue that the State of Argentina’s commencement of the 
negotiation of the contract again for the mere intention of bringing down its costs, which was not 
supported by any announcement of general interest, impacted on the legal protection of the 
investment of Siemens.
515
 The Tribunal stated that, ‘as a common matter and on the basis of the 
meaning of investment, which includes tangible and intangible assets, that the duty to accord 
FPS is broader than physical protection and security, and that it is hard to comprehend how the 
physical protection of intangible assets would be reached’ 516 . The tribunal therefore held 
Argentina in violation of the obligations of FPS under the treaty.
517
 
     This case also brings to mind the importance of the host State in making it legal system 
available to the covered investment before rescinding the investor’s contract. The State of 
Argentina failed to accord the investor legal protection for its investment therefore breaching its 
commitment to provide FPS to the investor as the international law requires. 
      In Vivendi v Argentina, 
518
the Claimant Vivendi Universal, a French investor, and Compania 
de Aguasdel Aconquija S.A. (CAA), an Argentinean company, where Vivendi was the principal 
shareholder entered into a 30-year Concession Agreement with Argentine Province of Tucuman 
for the provision of water and excrement overhauls. In relation to the Concession Agreement, 
CAA made considerable investments to improve the quality of the service. The Claimants 
encountered increasing set back from the new government of Tucuman elected soon after the 
Concession Agreement was granted. The new Governor and his party opposed the privatisation 
and declared that the Concession Agreement is defective. The legislature adopted a resolution 
that proposed the Governor to enforce a unilateral price cut. Again, as a result of two episodes of 
epidemics caused by drinking water, government officials called for non-payment of invoices for 
the services provided by CAA. There were a lot of pressures from various government agencies 
to reduce tariffs which was agreed on the Concession Agreement. Finally, the government tried 
to force the Claimants to re-negotiate the agreement in order to lower the tariffs. After three 
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failed attempts of re-negotiation, CAA rescinded the Concession Agreement in August 1997 but 
was forced by the Provincial authority to provide services until October 1998. 
As a result of these facts, the Claimants initiated ICSID arbitral proceedings alleging that the 
provision of FPS has been violated by the Defendant. The Defendant in their counter argument 
said that the standard of protection and security was limited to its application to physical 
interference. 
519
 However, the Tribunal rejected the argument and said, ‘if the party members that 
entered into the BIT wanted to restrict the duty to physical intrusion they would have stated it by 
incorporating phrases to that extent in the clause. But where such words restriction is lacking, the 
ambit of Article 5 (1) must be read to cover to extend any action or courses that strip an investor 
and the investment of FPS. Therefore, in relation to the treaty’s particular wordings, the action 
and steps as well amount to FET. Such acts and courses do not need to jeopardise physical 
control or legally secured conditions of the investment operation.
520
 The tribunal concluded by 
saying that, ‘FPS can be extended beyond physical protection of an investor and its investment, 
since both the investor and the investment could be subjected to molestation without being 
physically damaged or taken’
521
. 
      In National Grid v Argentina,
522
 the dispute, such as many others is associated to measure 
taken by Argentina in 2002 during its financial crisis. Argentina passed laws from 1989 to 1991 
that provided for the privatisation of, inter alia, its electricity sector, while it was also pegging 
the peso to the US dollar for a fixed exchange amount that equals one peso to one dollar. As the 
consequence of the those changes and through a series of corporate transactions, National Grid 
became a shareholder in the corporations, Transener and Transba, which were granted a 95-year 
concession to provide high-voltage electricity transmission services. Further to the concessions, 
National Grid, via Transener, made investments in the upgrading and expansion of Argentina’s 
electricity transmission systems. Transener was later awarded three contracts to construct, 
operate and maintain transmission lines in return for periodic payments from beneficiaries of the 
lines. These payments were to be calculated in dollars and adjusted periodically according to the 
US Consumer Price Index (“CPI”) and the U.S. Producer Price Index (“PPI”). Argentina, 
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because of its economic crisis, amended its State’s Reform and Convertibility legislations and as 
a result the following changes happened: Firstly, the claimant lost its right to calculate public 
utility tariffs in dollars and to adjust those tariffs on the basis of international price indexes. 
Secondly, Public services tariffs were converted into Argentina pesos at the rate of one peso to 
one dollar and were frozen at that rate. Thirdly, other dollars-denominated payments obligations 
and their adjustment by international indices became subject to those same exchange-rate 
restrictions. And fourthly, electricity transmission and public utility companies could not 
suspend or change agreement with their obligations under their concessions and licenses.  
National Grid asserted that these amendments destroyed the remuneration arrangement made 
available for the concessions and the previous regulatory structure, therefore, National Grid 
initiated arbitral proceedings against the Respondent for the breach of protection and constant 
security provision of the BIT. The Tribunal emphatically held that the ‘protection and constant 
security’ as associated with the topic of the Agreement can not go along with the insinuation that 
this protection is permanently restricted to physical protection of assets alone’. 523 
That means the UK-Argentina BIT provision guaranteeing “protection” as well as “constant 
security” considered to accord both for legal and physical protection.
524
 The words “protection 
and constant security can be interpreted to cover non-physical harms that the treaty did not in any 
way limit the standard to physical protection alone 
525
 The tribunal concluded that the State of 
Argentina has violated the obligation to guarantee protection and constant security at the 
equivalent date on 25 June 2005, as it breached its duty to accord FET to the investor’s 
investment.
526
 Changes introduced in the Regulatory Framework by the Measures, which 
effectively dismantled it, and the uncertainty reigning ... with respect to any possible 
compensation on account of the impact of the Measures on Claimant’s investment are contrary to 
the protection and constant security’ owed under the BIT.
527
 Along the lines of this award, 
legislative alterations like in this particular situations has constituted to a violation of the 
obligation to accord FPS causing harm to the investment. 
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     In Siag v Egypt,
528
 the Egyptian government had sold property in Egypt to a joint stock 
company that was incorporated in Egypt, and was owned wholly by the Claimants who planned 
to develop a tourist resort. In the middle of the construction process, the Egyptian government 
confiscated the property. The individual Claimants then tendered a claim asserting that Egypt 
had violated Article 5 of Italy-Egypt Treaty (BIT), which prohibits expropriation. Meanwhile, 
there was an issue over the legality and the right of the claimants bringing the matter to ICSID as 
the Claimants held Egyptian and Italian citizenship (dual nationalities), as Article 25(2)(a) 
provides that “national of another contraction State” does not include any person who is also 
national of the “Contracting Party”, in this case Egypt. The Claimants further asserted that they 
made various futile appeals to the law enforcement agents demanding for the protection of their 
investment but to no avail.  The tribunal concluded that ‘it is of the opinion that Egypt behaviour 
in the matter was below the level of protection expected of the claimant, both in permitting the 
expropriation to take place and also by failing to take measures to give back the investment to 
the applicant after several rulings by Egyptian courts that the government taking was 
illegitimate’.529 The tribunal in this case held that the Egyptian authorities’ failure to follow 
Egyptian domestic court decisions breached the duty of FPS, therefore confirming that the 
obligation of protection and security can be found to encompass the need to provide a legal 
mechanism that accords legal security to foreign investors.
530
 
     The most important issue to the tribunal in this case was the protection of the investors’ 
investment and not the issue of nationality. But this issue of dual nationalities was ignored by the 
tribunal. Egypt’s conduct was not up to scratch rather it fell below reasonable standard of 
protection that was expected of it by failing to provide protection to the covered investment. For 
this reason the tribunal found Egypt in contravention of the duty of FPS of Article 4(1) of Italy – 
Egypt BIT.  
Similarly, the duty to have a well-performing mechanism of judiciary and legal solutions 
accessible to the foreign investor was also confirmed in Frontier v Czech Republic. In spite of 
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the fact that the tribunal did not ultimately rule that the State violated the FPS standard, however, 
the tribunal observed that the duty of States to provide a functioning system of courts and legal 
redress should be made available to the investor by the State.
531
  
The extension of FPS from physical protection to legal protection could also be assisted by the 
argument that new investment treaties encompass the protection of intellectual property rights 
against which physical breaches are logically excluded. This will be discussed in the digital 
segment of this thesis. FPS in this regard therefore would need to be extended above physical 
protection if the clause were not to lose its value and contents.
532
Notwithstanding, some awards 
have clearly ruled out any wider interpretation of the obligation for legal security.
533
   
      In Yury Bogdanov v Moldova,
534
 the Claimant under Article 2.2 of the BIT was provided 
with a full protection and unlimited protection for his capital investment according to the State or 
national law of the Republic of Moldavia. The Claimant later brought a proceeding against the 
Respondent alleging that the obligation standard has been violated after the State of Moldova 
introduced a new levy on its customs regime that prompted alteration in the Custom Authority in 
breach of the stabilisation clause which was not there from the beginning. In addition, the 
claimant asserted also that the custom regime fees imposed on the Claimant which was in an 
uneven proportion in contrast to the fees which applied to others under the same law on the 
Custom Tariffs contravened the standard. 
The sole Arbitrator found that the applied law in respect of the fees which Mr Bogdanov, the 
Claimant expressed dissatisfaction was in infringement of the stabilisation clause law, and 
therefore is in breach of the FPS standard under Article 2 (1) of the agreement applicable. This 
ruling indicates that the obligation of FPS extends from more than physical security, to even 
where a host State introduced a new Custom Tax law that breached the stabilisation clause, 
which the investor has suffered from the hands of the host State. 
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     In Parkerings v Lithuania
535
case, the tribunal is in equal footing or on a par with the Tribunal 
stand in other decisions of the obligations of the host State to accord legal security to investments 
under the FPS standard. The decision reached in this case advocate for the making of the judicial 
system available to investors in order to bring their contractual assertions for redress, and also, 
for the petition to be investigated thoroughly in conformity with national and international law 
by an unbiased and a just court. The Tribunal explained this in the following manner: 
“The respondent’s duty under the Treaty was, first, to keep its judiciary available for the Claimant to bring 
its contractual claim, second, that the claims would be properly examined in accordance with domestic and 
international law by an impartial and fair court. There is no evidence – not even an allegation – that the 
respondent has violated this obligation. 
536
The Claimant had the opportunity to raise the violation of the 
Treaty and to ask for reparation before the Lithuanian Courts. The Claimant failed to show that it was 
prevented to do so. As a result, the Arbitral Tribunal considers that the Respondent did not violate its 




The Tribunal in this particular case did not explain the type of judiciary system that was 
operative in that country. The tribunal did not mention whether the judiciary system was corrupt 
and biased, or are always on strike such as in some developing countries. The truth of the matter 
is that it is difficult for any corrupt and biased judicial system in a corrupt country to sincerely 
make its legal system available for investor to seek redress for a breach of treaty obligation 
reposed on such State and we hope this is not the case here. 
     In some other cases the tribunals have continued to express that the duty of FPS is not 
restricted to physical protection but extends to legal security. In Antoine Goetz and others v 
Burundi, 
538
 the Award in French finds a contravention of FPS standard based on the measures 
suspending export activities in breach of a special agreement. Also in Vennessa Venture v 
Bolivia Republic of Venezuela
539
, the tribunal held that as far as what FPS standard content is 
concern, it applies at least in situations where action of the third parties involving either physical 
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violence or where infringement of legal rights takes place, although it was accepted by the 
tribunal that FPS standard was not violated in this case. It was also altogether agreed by the 
tribunal in Renee Rose v Republic of Peru 
540
 that the standard of FPS has been extended beyond 
mere physical security and has expanded to the rights of the investors. 
        When the further-reaching question was posed of whether an FPS clause required a 
preventive obligation to predict problems in bringing certain investor claims under the relevant 
national legal framework,
541
 the claim was dismissed by the tribunal in CME v Czech Republic, 
as ‘absurd’. 
542
 A wider understanding would have allowed an investor to bring a claim for 
breach of contract before an investment tribunal as amounting to a breach of FPS.  The dismissal 
of such a wide interpretation of FPS clauses matches the recent reading of the ‘fair and equitable 
treatment’ clause of a BIT. The Annulment Committee in Vivendi v Argentina
543
 held that 
“mere” breaches of contract, unaccompanied by bad faith or other aggravating circumstances 
will rarely be tantamount to a contravention of FET standard’.
544 The requirement of ‘bad faith’ 
or ‘ aggravating circumstances’, which are other ways of expressing the traditional respect of the 
Neer 
545
standard, some people might argue, will in most cases rule out the finding of a 
contravention of FET and may also be used for the interpretation of FPS clause. 
     However, it is very difficult to ignore the fact that foreign investor’s investment extends to 
legal security and other security, like commercial security, considering all the above case-law 
which suggest that the State’s obligation of protection with security is expanded according to 
legal mechanism that provides legal security to investor’s investment. 
546
 Not only do the above 
authorities and commentators’ viewpoints include firm measures protecting investments but also, 
it provides suitable processes that qualify investors to defend their rights in so many other ways 
other than in only physical security. There are cases where tribunals have held the breaches of 
FPS by host State and most of them are reached based on violation of legal security, either by 
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enactment of law that resulted to cancellation of contracts or the inability of the state to make 
adequate legal system available for the investors to vindicate their rights, etc, as has been 



















 These cases 
demonstrate that full protection and security has really gathered momentum and that the standard 
provides legal and economy security to foreign investors apart from physical security. However, 
it is equally right to say having examined a whole lots of these FPS case laws that foreign 
investors’ investments are not fully and adequately protected by the States and this lacuna that 
exists must filled. This can be achieved if arbitral tribunals will be more focus by bring the States 
culpable for breaches of FPS obligation. As we can see from the case laws foreign investors are 
suffering immense harms in hands of the host States. 
4.4 The Role of Domestic Judicial System and the Need to Resort to Domestic Court in 
Investor-State Dispute 
     The question that may be asked is that why is it relevant for a host State to be obligated to 
provide effective local court systems to investors within its territory when it is BITs that cater for 
investment arbitration? The answer to the question is not far-fetched. First off, where there is a 
vacuum in a treaty to the opposite, an investment dispute between a country and an alien investor 
would sometimes supposed to be resolved by the courts of the host country. The rules that 
govern conflict of law will usually direct towards these courts, because the matter is possibly to 
have a direct link to the country where the investment is run. This is so because within 
conventional international law, prior to an international petition or claim being initiated in 
international litigations by a representative of, or in a proxy for an investor, such an investor 
ought to have depleted the local remedies that the host country‘s local courts has provided or 
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under the treaty on forum choice for investment dispute in the host country and such a local court 
is expected to be unbiased.  
     And it is also the case that, in a situation in which permission has been granted to investor-
State arbitration, there would no longer be the need to exhausting domestic remedies. The ICSID 
Convention under its Article 26 makes it abundantly obvious that a country could make the 
depletion of domestic remedies a prerequisite of agreement to adjudication but that alternative is 
barely always employed. Also, tribunals in a number of cases have demanded an effort to seek 
remedy in local courts not in the guise of an issue of territory or admissibility rather as a proof 
that the appropriate principle under international law truly had been breached. In Waste 
Management case,
556
 the tribunal has recounted this fact in the following terms, ‘... in this regard 
the concept of exhaustion of domestic remedies is embodied into the substantive standard (i.e., 
right and duties in civil law, and crimes and punishments in criminal law) and is not just a court 
procedural requirement to an international claims’.
557
However, it must be said that it sometimes 
depends on what the BIT governing the particular investment protection says. A lot of BITs 
stipulate that prior to a foreign investor to initiate a proceeding in the presence of international 
tribunal such investor much first seek settlement in the presence of the host country’s local 
courts for a specific duration of time, most usually, eighteen months,
558
 as also stated in Article 
10(2)(b) of the Argentina-German BIT 1991 
4.5 The Fork in the Road Provision 
     Secondly, the other way by which BITs occasionally make mention to local court is the 
supposed ‘Fork in the Road clause’.
559
 The Fork in the Road provision stipulates that an investor 
must make a choice between the lawsuits of claims within the host country’s local court, or via 
international arbitration and that once that option is made, is final. Alien investors are frequently 
drawn to domestic judicial disagreements of one kind or the other during the period of 
investment ventures. Nevertheless, not all appearances in the presence of a domestic court 
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reflects an option that would exclude international arbitration in a BIT, especially where the 
appearance to the local court was made as a result of breached of contractual claims and not as a 
result of treaty claims, this will not prevent submission of treaty claims to arbitration.
560
  
4.6 Selection of Local Courts in Contracts 
     The rulings of many ICSID arbitrations have ruled that since claims for contract are separate 
from treaty claims, even where there was or presently was a choice to the domestic courts for 
contravention of contract, this never would have halted lodgement of such treaty claims to 
international adjudication.
561
 In contract, an investor can bring litigation claims to domestic court 
of the host State, which is conditionally upon the  choice of contractual forum clause, and can 
also bring treaty claims under an international arbitration tribunal, which are unaffected by such 
clauses, as the contractual preference of domestic courts is limited to breaches of the individual 
contracts.
562
 The difference between treaty claims and contract claims has emerged in several 
investment adjudications. The defendant’s (State) disapproval that the matter merely comprises 
contract claims and the applicant’s’ demands that treaty prerogatives are also included have 
turned out to be a habitual characteristics of countless new cases. As a matter of fact, the 
difference between treaty claims and contract claims can not be a simple one at all times. A 
specific commission of an act by a host country could also amount to a violation of contract 
which will have to be dealt with in the local court of the host State and also as a breach of 
international law which will have to be settled by international arbitrary jurisdiction. The 
investor-State Dispute is beyond the ambit of this thesis but is worth mentioning for clarification 
of dispute jurisdictions’ sake. 
4.7 Review of Domestic Court Decisions by International Tribunals 
     An international tribunal will evaluate the domestic court’s decision since it is obvious that a 
State is responsible for the actions of its judiciary
563
 and a violation of investor’s right that may 
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happen as a result of the actions of the domestic courts.
564
 The typical case would be a denial of 
justice which is well recognised under customary international law.
565
 Almost by definition, 
denial of justice would be perpetrated by domestic courts. In Azinian v Mexico, the tribunal 
defined denial of justice as when the appropriate courts decline to consider a proceeding, if they 
treat it with unwarranted procrastination, or if the courts deliver judgment in a grave insufficient 
manner ... and the fourth kind of denying people justice is when there is obvious and spiteful 
abuse or misuse of the law.566 
Denial of justice encompassing other failings in domestic courts will also be contrary to a 
number of standards embodied in treaties for the protection of investors, this also includes FPS 
standard. The 2004 of United States BIT Model specifically explains that the fair and equitable 
treatment which sometimes overlaps with FPS in BITs includes protection against denying 
investors justice and gives assurance for the following of due process. Under Article 5(2) (a) of 
the United States Model BIT 2004, it states that, ‘FET comprises the duty not to refuse anyone 
justice in civil, criminal, or governmental adjudicatory hearings in conformity with the practice 
of due process incorporated in the main legal system internationally’.
567
 
There are authorities to the influence that the FPS treaty standard
568
 expands to more than 
physical harm protection and needs legal security in order to safeguard the foreign investor 
including protection by domestic courts.
569
 Therefore, it is explicit that an investment tribunal 
may assess the legality of decisions of domestic courts and that it may hold the State responsible 
for any breaches of international standards perpetrated by its courts.  
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Some of the non-ICSID awards, for example, Awards originating from other arbitration bodies 
such as the ICC, the LCIA or the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce 
also as ad hoc arbitration under the UNCITRAL Rules are likely to review procedures by the 
courts of arbitration forum. The same also is applicable to arbitration within the ICSID 
Additional Facility
570
. Contrary to ICSID awards, these awards are not covered from national 
law and their review, acceptance and implementation is governed by national law of the place of 
arbitration and by any applicable treaties including the 1958 [New York] Convention on the 
Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards. This means that a non-ICSID ruling 
will be subject to annulment of proceedings that the national law or court of the place of the 
arbitration may provide,
571
 particularly where those decisions amount to bias or denial of justice. 
It also means that in proceedings before a domestic court for the award’s enforcement, the award 
will be subject to the reasons for non-enforcement listed in Article V of the New York 
Convention. This happens where the State’s justice and administrative  system has failed that  
particular investor by making the investor being worse or even more unsuccessful than in all 
other cases. For example, it can apply in a situation where the host State has accorded an alien 
investor’s investment treatment  a favour to a smaller extent than the one which it has accorded 
to its national investors, known as ‘national treatment’, by failing in its action to provide legal 
protection under the obligation of FPS clause embedded in a BIT.   
4.8 Requirements of Environmental Law, Human Rights, and Child Labour 
There are public policies considerations that can drives host States to context the obligation of 
the principle of FPS in BITs in international investment law against investors while investing 
overseas which we did not find in any of those FPS case laws that the host States have 
contravened above. However, the duty to protect will also refers to the country’s positive duties 
to take preventive measures to mitigate or stop contraventions by non-State actors, such as 
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foreign investors within and pertaining to corporate conducts. These measures can take place if 
foreign investors refuse to protect and respect environmental law, obey human rights, and 
prohibit child labour. In this case, host States will have no option but will find it absolute 
necessary to enact laws to compel foreigner investors to comply with these measures and 
regulations. However, host States while imposing such laws that are absolutely necessary to fight 
against such illegitimate activities that emanate from investors must also endeavour to apply the 
principles of due diligence, reasonableness, and proportionality while enacting and executing 
such laws, so that they will not breach the obligation of the standard of FPS that accord 
protection to investments which we have seen occurred frequently in the case laws that we have 
examined in this thesis. Or the State may even be cut up with abuses of human rights against 
foreign investors. It is undoubtedly the case that in respect of the involvement by arbitral 
tribunals in issues concerning public practices, it is salient to look attentively at the reality that 
host countries can alter legislation and the reality of the situation could have been altered after 
the investment and the investor were first enticed. In this regard, there seems to remain a settled 
situation by which modifications are indispensable and inevitable, and regulatory steps could be 
contemplated, in as much as the country does not defeat the legal, fair and sensible expectations 
of the foreign investors and the investments. This was observed in the case of EAS Summit v 
Hungary, where the tribunal held that the obligation of the States on FPS “can not protect against 
a country’s rights to enact law or regulate in a such a way which may have adverse effect on a 
claimant’s investment, provided that the country behaves properly in the situations and with a 
viewpoint to obtaining objectively rational populace policy aims”.
572
  This means that a host 
State also has an obligation upon itself to prevent polluters of its environment, prevent human 
rights abuses, and prohibit child labour by the enactment of laws. 
4.8.1 Host States Environmental Law Measures 
Host States can later put regulatory measures in place that did not exist when the investor first 
arrived. Also, there is an international clamour from non-governmental organisations demanding 
for responsible conduct from multinational companies, when investing particularly in countries 
with slack environmental laws where the emission is high. For this reason, the OECD Guidelines 
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for Multinational Enterprises to Protect Human Rights and Social Development was signed in 
May, 2011, so that multinational companies can play a deciding factor in environmental 
development of countries. It also comprises new proposals on human rights abuses and company 
responsibility for their chain supply. The guidelines also promote the constructive inclusion that 
corporations investing in foreign States can make to the environment of those communities, and 
have appropriate due diligence process in place to make sure this happens. However, the 
observance of these guidelines is not legally binding but just a mere ordinary suggestion. Since it 
is not a compulsory instrument many multinational companies have taken advantages of it by 
refusing to obey this guidelines. Foreign investors should promote the investment policy 
framework for sustainable development which has been elaborated by the United Nations 
Conference on Trade Development; and the Model International Agreement of Sustainable 
Development. There is the need to incorporate these measures to FPS clause in BITs to enforce 
and force mega companies and foreign investors to heed to them. 
4.8.2 Measure for the Protection of Human Rights and Child Labour 
There is also an existing debate regarding the duty of corporations investing overseas to promote 
and respect human rights, and it has been accepted now that agreement is at least, not to hinder 
human rights when doing business in foreign countries. For example, “the UN Global Compact 
Programme....has map out two different duties of companies concerning issue of human rights. 
First, is to accord respect to human rights in their area of influence; and secondly, to keep away 
from being involved with others in an unlawful activities in human rights abuses.
573
The 
particular circumstances that are connected to the FPS standard cannot be more visible than in 
human rights protection. Even where the host State in its capability and incapability in providing 
FPS in relation to these situations, the summary is that the described international standard 
concerning human rights and prohibition of child labour must be recognised and respected. There 
can not be enough tangible reason for investors to develop unlawful practices against human 
rights, child labour or other illegalities in the territories where the investment are situated. Also, 
there can not be any prudent and justifiable reason for host States not to apply reasonable steps 
of prevention which a well-governed government is expected to apply in all circumstances to 
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thwart investments from being harmed. Foreign investors’ duties must include and inspiration of 
minimum standard of treatment in international law. In this regard, investors investing within the 
host States and beyond should give respect to human rights in their domain of influence and 
prevent themselves directly or indirectly in human rights abuses and child labour. The failure by 
the investors to abide to the recommendation such as that of the OEDC principles can drive host 
States to context international law, especially in FPS standard in BITs. The full detail of this 
narrative is shown in chapter 8 of this thesis. 
4.8.3 The United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 2011 
Apart from the New OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises to Protect Human Rights 
and Social Development and “the UN Global Compact Programme that have been mentioned 
above to tackle the these issues, the obligation of countries to govern company behaviour is the 
topic of the UNGPs on Business and Human Rights 2011.
574
 The framework of obligations to 
respect, protect and remedy is connected to due diligence expected from corporations. There is 
corporate due diligence to accord respect to human rights by foreign investors. However, 
international human rights regulation employs binding legal duties directly on countries alone. In 
spite of numerous endeavours, and various statements put by various human rights treaty 
corpuses, to employ these duties on third parties or non-State actors, and not on the State alone, 
the international human right mechanism has not yet developed this area. Nevertheless, there are 
few developments within the department of the duties of companies that show a way forward, 
and this encompasses contemplations of due diligence. 
The United Nation Human Rights Council in 2011 ratified the Unite Nations Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs),
575
 which been created by Professor John Ruggie as 
Special Representative of the Secretary-General on the matter concerning Human Rights and 
Transnational Corporations and Other Business Enterprises (SSRG). These developed a 
mechanism of three “pillars”, being a country obligation to protect human rights, a company 
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responsibility to accord respect to human rights, and to give assess to remedy. Significantly, the 
SRSG made it clear that companies (called “business enterprises”) may abuse every kind of 
human rights – economic, social, cultural, civil, political, and collective – and that every 
commercial enterprise, it does not make different their magnitude, type, location, must be subject 
to the framework and Guiding Principles. 
The notion of due diligence is mentioned all over in this second pillar,
576
 with Guiding Principle 
15 as one of the underlying fundamental principles, providing as follows: 
 In order to keep their obligation to respect human rights, business or commercial 
enterprises must have policies in place and procedures pertinent to their size and 
circumstances, encompassing: 
(a) a policy dedication to meet their obligation to respect human rights; 
(b) a human rights due diligence procedure to recognize, thwart, reduce and account for 
how they confront their effects or influence on human rights; 
(c) Procedures to ascertain the remediation of whichever adverse human rights effects 
they provoked or to which they caused. 
Guiding Principle 17 to 21, that provide the narrative of the practical measures that business 
enterprise must undertake to commission this obligation, emerge within the heading “Human 
rights due diligence.”. These measures encompass having a human rights principle; evaluating 
human rights effects of commercial activities, bringing together those values and discoveries to 
large company cultures and administrative mechanisms; and tracking as well as announcing 
accomplishment or performance. 
This notion of due diligence is interpreted by UN as the following: 
 This type of steps of prudence, activity, or assiduity, as is correctly anticipated from, and 
commonly apply by, a reasonable and wise [individuals or enterprise) under the specific 
situations, not assessed by any absolute standard, but based on the comparative facts of 
the particular matter. In relation to the Guiding Principles, human rights due diligence 
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encompasses an ongoing administrative process which a reasonable and wise business or 
enterprise needs to take, considering it circumstances (encompassing sector, operating 




This seems to be a combination of the international human rights legal duty of due diligence in 
connection to the conducts of third parties or non-States actors,
578
 and the common voluntary 
business practice of due diligence.
579
 The general fundamental statement in principle 11 of the 
Guiding Principle is that” Business enterprises must show respect to human rights. That means, 
they must refrain from infringing on the human rights others and must confront unfavourable and 
harmful human rights negative effects with which they are connected.  
There are so many cases, such as Chiquita Brand, Balfour Beatty’s, and Premier Oil’s that have 
been brought to the public domains by the media indicating the unsuccessfulness of these types 
measures proposed by the States and other international organisations, like the OECD Guidelines 
for Multinational Enterprises to Protect Human Rights and Social Development. This is the 
reason why it better to incorporate these measures in clause of FPS within the BITs of 
international investment law urging foreign investors to observe them to help host States achieve 
this goal. The detail analysis of this narrative is shown in chapter 8 of this thesis. 
However, despite the unsuccessfulness of States to implement these type of measures as 
recommended by some international bodies, there is a particular case law of international 
investment law that gives support o host States and other international bodies who have been 
advocating for stricter regulatory measures of illegal activities displayed by foreign investors. In 
PMI v Australia,
580
 Australia enacted the Tobacco Plain Packaging Act, a tobacco control 
legislation that removed brands from cigarette packs on 21 November, 2011. On the very same 
day, Philip Morris Asia Limited (PM Asia) served a Notice of arbitration against Australia under 
the Hong Kong/Australia BIT, claiming that the plain tobacco packaging amounted to an 
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expropriation of its intellectual property rights. Australia first considered plain packaging of 
cigarette packs in 1995, but the initiative gain momentum ten years latter after the World Health 
Organisation (WTO) Framework Convention on Tobacco Control entered into forces for 
Australia. State parties to this treaty are under a duty to develop and implement tobacco control 
measures, including comprehensive bans on advertising, promotion and sponsorship. 
In 2009, Australian National Preventive Health Taskforce proposed plain packaging of tobacco 
products, and a bill by the State to remove brands, trademarks and logos from tobacco packaging 
was initiated in the Australian Senate. A heated argument regarding plain packaging legislation 
ensued in Australia all through the following months. Philip Morris strongly challenged the 
recommendation all through the whole legislative process, voicing his “concerns over the 
unconstitutionality” of the measure,
581
 and preparedness to oppose it by legal proceedings if the 
need be. In November 2011, the Australian Senate at last voted in consensus to approve the bill. 
Australia then passed the law on the Tobacco Plain Packaging Act and applied the ensuing laws. 
In summary, the tribunal ruled that Philip Morris committed abuse of rights because it changed 
its company structure to benefit from BIT protection when a particular dispute against Australia 
about tobacco plain packaging was reasonable. 
 Therefore, Australia won the internal legal battle to uphold its world leading control measures, 
with Phillip Morris failing its long-running efforts to challenge plain packaging laws under 
bilateral investment treaties with Hong-Kong. The decision could give other host States greater 
confidence to follow Australia lead in banning tobacco company trademarks on cigarette packets 
and moving to dull, uniform layout controlled by graphic health caution advice. The outcome of 
this case might as well encourage other host States to challenge illegal activities by mega 
corporations that will force multinational companies to obey environment law, respect human 
rights, and provide prohibition for child labour, and the best place to include these measures and 
guidelines is in FPS clause in the BITs under international investment law.  
However, and most importantly, while host States are craving for attempts to enact regulatory 
measures to curb illegal activities and to enforce them on foreign investors in their territories 
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they must also be wary and precautious to ensure they do not contravene the obligation of 
standard of FPS in BITs reposed on them by international law to provide security to investments. 
Host States must ensure the application of the duty of due diligence, proportionality, and 
reasonableness in pursuit of such course. This is because protection and security of investors’ 
investments is ultimate and very paramount to this thesis, and this is exactly what this thesis is 
advocating for. 
4.9 Conclusion 
     In sum, this section has proven by the consideration of the above authorities that foreign 
investments are by law protected against the adverse effects of physical violence or damages that 
are attributable to private parties 
582
 or from activities which can emanate from the host State and 
its organs. 
583
 Additionally, it has also been proven by jurisprudence in this section that the 
standard of FPS is not solely designed to provide physical protection to investments as some 
States and tribunals believe. It also protects investors against actions like: mobs, insurgents, 
rented thugs and militias, also as affordance of legal protection to investors which encompasses 
cancellation of contracts by promulgation of legislations by the host countries. In this light, it is 
coherent to believe by the various considered case laws that the host State are culpable for the 
actions or inactions of its organs and the third parties that have contributed to infringement of 
foreign investors and their investments as stipulated in the international law on State 
Responsibility and mostly, as it is required in FPS standard clause under International Investment 
law. The frequent failures and contraventions by the States to provide full protection and security 
is so glaringly clear in many case laws that we have examined above in this chapter. This has 
demonstrated to a very large extent that there is a huge gap in the protection of investors’ 
investments in the host State territories and this gap that exist must be filled by the States and 
arbitral tribunals in order provide foreign investors with necessary protection and security that 
their investments need. And finally, this section highlighted and addressed the policy 
considerations that might lead the host States to contest international investment law, such as 
failures by companies investing overseas to promote and respect human rights, to obey 
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environmental laws, and the prohibition of child labour. It has been proven that although States 
are obligated to provide investors and their investments with both physical and legal security, 
host States can equally enact laws so as to prevent foreign investors from exhibiting obnoxious 
behaviours and illegitimate activities which can be harmful to the citizenry and the States as been 
demonstrated in the ruling by arbitral tribunal in PMI v Australia case above. However, it is 


















THE OBLIGATION OF FPS STANDARD AND IMPOSITION OF STRICT LIABILITY 
TO HOST STATES 
 
5.1 Introduction 
     This chapter addresses obligation of strict liability to the host State. It explains whether the 
obligation of FPS imposes strict liability to the host State, or rather places only a duty of due 
diligence to States. The chapter will start by giving a brief definition of what a strict liability is 
all about. It will be proceeded by stating that the obligation of FPS does not impose a strict 
liability to the host States, rather an obligation of due diligence. That means that, the states need 
to exercise reasonable measures of prevention which a good government must practice in all 
circumstances. This notion of strict liability will be elaborated further under the headline of 
history of due diligence. The chapter will try to link due diligence with the international Law 
Commission’s on Article of State Responsibility where a State’s wrongful acts can be 
attributable to the State, and the wrongful acts tantamount to a contravention of an international 
obligation of that State. Many case law that deals with rule of due diligence will be surveyed and 
be explored to evaluate how arbitral tribunals have addressed the issues of strict liability and due 
diligence in relation to the standard of FPS to cover investments. 
5.2 What is Strict Liability? 
There are so many definitions of Strict Liability, but this thesis will focus on the definition used 
in business dictionary which defines Strict Liability as follows: The legal definition of strict 
liability is ‘absolute legal responsibility for an injury that can be imposed on the wrongdoer 
without proof of carelessness or fault’. Strict liability, also known as absolute liability, is the 
lawful responsibility for damages, or injury, even if the individual found strictly culpable was not 
at fault or negligence. 
584
  
                                                          





5.3 Obligation of Strict Liability on FPS 
     There is a general consensus that the duty to accord FPS does not impose strict liability upon 
the host State. Instead, the standard imposes a duty of due diligence, whereby the state is 
required to exercise an “appropriate level of care”.
585
 Dolzer and Stevens pointed out that FPS 
standard places a general duty upon the host country to apply an appropriate measure of due 
diligence in order to protect foreign investment contrary to the establishment of absolute liability, 
which will cause the host country to be culpable for any kind of harm to the investment 
notwithstanding if the harm is generated by private persons whose conducts could not be 
ascribed to the State.
586
This has been widely established in international law and in the case law 
in different arbitral rulings. However, before engaging fully with arbitral rulings on due diligence 
that deal with full protection and security standard it will be appropriate to look at the origin of 
the concept of due diligence under international law. 
5.4 The Interpretation of Principle of Due Diligence 
     The issue regarding the stage by which the conduct creating liability, that is, the omission to 
accord security against the conduct of a third party, does truly provoke the country’s duty to 
perform, is of great importance. It is indicated throughout the thesis that the universally 
acknowledged standard, in both traditional international law or in the court rulings of investment 
law, is whether the country has contravened its duties of due diligence. However, this practice 
needs to be evaluated further. 
5.5 The History of Due Diligence in Relation to International Law  
     Due diligence in international law appeared as a concept to arbitrate interstate relationships 
where there is a big change. This crucial concept was laid down in the 17
th
 century by Grotius, 
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 however the concept did not take shape until the 19
th
 century, and it was implemented as an 
obligation and a constraint upon State behaviour. 
Considering the large movement of nationals on all parts of jurisdictional borders, it was now 
agreed that States were under a responsibility to take rational measures to protect foreigners in 
their jurisdiction. 
588
 It was observed in the case of SS Lutos, 
589
 by Justice Moore when referring 
to a ruling reached by the Supreme Court of the United States in 1887 regarding the faking of 
foreign legal tender, 
590
 “it is completely accepted that a nation is obligated by law to employ due 




     Also, with the inception of strong beliefs of State supremacy presented the acknowledgement 
that countries were required to defend the protection of other countries at the times of conflicts 
and peace. In the case of Alabama Claims Arbitration, 
592
 the tribunal laid down the standard of 
international due diligence required of neutral States in order to meet up with their duty of 
neutrality. 
593
 By using the accepted standard held in Article 6 of the 1871 Treaty of Washington, 
594
 the question that was raised was whether Britain had acted with due diligence so as to comply 
with its obligations of neutrality. The UK government contended for a due diligence that is 
limited to national standard, arguing that an absence of due diligence indicated “an omission to 
employ...such diligence as States mostly apply in their national matters, and may appropriately 
be anticipated to exercise in issues of international concern and obligation”. 
595
 The tribunal 
however, accepted to the more précising standard asserted by the United States that standard of 
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due diligence needs a neutral State to react in precise level to the threats to which hostility and 
aggression may be revealed from any omission to accomplish duties of neutrality.
596
 In the 
beginning, due diligence was not a rigid concept, its content differed based on the situation of the 
matter. Significantly, the Arbitral Tribunal refused the claim by Britain that it was restricted by 
English administrative law from intervening with individual actions, and confirmed and 
supported the international law superiority and supremacy. 
597
Taking into account of Britain’s 
originally refusal to yield to arbitration, based on the premises that Britain was the only protector 
of her personal integrity, 
598
 the Alabama Claims case was indeed of great importance in 
attributing State liability concerning personal conducts transpiring inside its jurisdiction, and 
conditioning such culpability by making reference to an internationally interpreted due diligence 
principle. This case may also be interpreted to include attributing States’ responsibility on to 
third parties action on FPS in BITs under international investment law where such action caused 
harm to foreign investors and their investments within the host State territory. 
     Between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the concept of due diligence had specific 
importance in relationship to the security of foreigners. In Vattel’s book titled: the Law of 
Nations, which has already been mentioned in chapter two of this paper, Vattel had affirmed the 
concepts of traditional international law that a State or a ruler, in giving aliens the permission of 
access to his country, “accepts to defend them like his own citizens and to ensure that they 
benefit, as long as relies upon him, ideal society”.
599
 This assertion encompasses an obligation by 
the State to protect nationals against individual unlawful conducts and as well an obligation to 
bring legal proceedings and penalise those that inflicted damage to foreigners and to their 
investments. This idea was being tried out in the 19
th
 century in connection with the sizeable 
group of aliens and large-scale alien property businesses within the topographical region of 
developing States. Obviously, it was impossible then for the emerging nations to be held liable 
for each personal or third party conduct that breached the rights of aliens inside its terrain and the 
issue turn out to be, what level of security could be anticipated. The same impossibility that 
various tribunals still express today is that absolute liability should not be placed on host States 
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for breach of duty of FPS, rather than due diligence. One of the reasons could be that in doing so 
it might open up a floodgate of claims by aggrieved investors against host States and such claims 
will have a significant negative financial impact on a host State, especial those with limited 
capacities or proportionality of resources. 
     Whereas all the complaints regarding the reception and behaviour towards foreigners were 
formerly done based on the support of international relationship of nations for their mutual 
benefits and the maintenance of friendly relations, States slowly began to add in their treaties 
with other countries clauses demanding   the security of their citizens and their investments.
600
 
Based on this, countries started to employ the use of Arbitral Tribunals and Claim Commissions 
to pursue their plea against compensation for damages incurred by their citizens, which is today 
not different from the one applied by tribunals in FPS matters. It is as a result of these procedures 
mostly carried out as juridical legal proceedings with verdicts made by reference of the practices 
and concepts by international law, that has provided ample of the original case laws of due 
diligence. 
     A case instance is Wipperman case, where it was held that no country is culpable for the 
conducts of persons “so far as sensible care is applied in trying to impede the eventuality or 
repeat of such wrongful acts. 
601
The case was associated with physical harm suffered by a 
national of the United States, which was inflicted on him by indigenes in a faraway region of 
Venezuela. The Commission refused to accept the compensation claims filed by United States. 
Again, an assessment of the same kind of arbitral proceedings involving the State of Mexico and 
the United States of America shows that although everything that due diligent contains cannot be 
exactly explained, a whole load of intention characteristics could come to play in the 
determination of what due diligence duty holds in any particular case. These encompass the level 
of efficacy of the country’s administration over particular zones of its jurisdiction, 
602
 the level of 
foreseeability of damage and the greater significance of the benefit to be 
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Additionally, it was made clear in the case of Janes Claim that due diligence as 
well applied to examples of past-hoc of denial of justice, ‘the offender is responsible for killing 
an American citizen; the State is answerable for not taking adequate measures to engage in its 
obligation diligently by instituting legal proceeding against the wrongdoer and appropriately 
penalising the perpetrator’.
604
 This ruling is in consonance with the concept of FPS which 
mandates the host country to employ a due diligence that is appropriately required to safeguard 
foreign investors and their investments, and also, to have and make accessible a suitable legal 
framework in order for investors to seek redress. This decision is in line with an FPS ruling 
where the tribunal held that, “... where the State fails to succeed in preventing the wrongful acts, 
it must at least exercise due diligence to punish the perpetrators of the act”. 
605
But today it is hard 
to find any case law of FPS standard in BITs where host States have penalised the perpetrators of 
the act that have caused harm to foreign investors and their investments. 
     These cases mentioned above are the confirmation that the substance of due diligence is 
reached by making reference to international, rather than national standards. In Neer Case,
606
 for 
instance, the Arbitration Commission stipulated that “the appropriateness of governmental 
conducts must be tested to the level of global standards, and.... treatment to be given a foreigner, 
for it to amount to international wrongdoing, must constitute an indignation, intent to deceive, to 
deliberate abandonment of obligation, or to inadequacy of States reactions so far below of 




Notwithstanding, even if one accepts the proposition that the substance of due diligence is 
determined by international legislation, this does not still answer the central question, which is, 
to what extend can there be a general principle under international law for due diligence in 
relation to the principle of FPS for the security of alien investments? Nonetheless, there is still 
the persistency that the idea is a common standard.  
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    The duty of due diligence can be found in the Abs-Shawcross and Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development Draft Conventions when the writers of the document were 
narrating the need for the standard of FPS to be extended not just to physical security but as well 
to legal security of investors’ investments. 
     The continuation of the aforementioned efforts was instituted by Herman J. Abs, a renowned 
German banker, and Lord Hartley Shawcross, a British lawyer and a top-notch politician, who 
in 1959 publicised a Draft Convention on Investments Abroad (the Abs-Shawcross 
Convention).
608
 Article I of their blueprint stipulated as follows:  
Every Party must always guarantee FET to assets of the citizens of another Contracting Party. Such asset 
must be afforded the most constant protection and security in the jurisdictions of another Contracting 




     This kind of narration by the writers renders few perceptions on how they assimilated this 
clause. It clarifies that the Draft Convention proposed to point out the “international legislation 
rudimentary rules” in respect to the treatment of the property, rights, and concerns of 
foreigners,” that had a wide support in the custom of civilised countries and the rulings of 
international tribunals,” even if “at the last few decades in some States there was the inclination 
to ignore them. 
610
It was in addition included by the writers that the document proposed to give 
assurance to investors an “action of protection and security to their assets, entitlements, and 
concerns.
611
 This may well show that the protection and security standard that Article I stipulated 
expanded further than physical protection, since rights and concerns are intangible and as such, 
any security afforded to them is appropriately not a physical one in essence. Furthermore, it was 
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also of the acceptance by the writers that Article I was constructed on the sameness of wording 
used in the United States FCN agreements 
612
 
     Although Abs-Shawcross Draft Convention was rejected by the international community, 
however, it motivated explicitly one more effort to secure a multilateral agreement. Within the 
periods of 1962 to 1967 to be precise, the OECD and its European forerunner drafted blueprints 
of a Treaty on the Protection and Foreign Property (the OECD Draft Convention), in accordance 
with the Abs-Shawcross Drafts.
613
  
     The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development Convention in its article 1 (a) 
was written almost entirely word for word from the Abs-Shawcross Draft with its Article 1. 
614
 
Statement 1 to the OECD Draft pointed out that all of the 3 standards of obligation made 
references to in Article 1(a) (i.e., FET, FPS, and the prohibition on irrational or partiality 
impairment) altogether signify a “well-created common rule under international law which a 
country is compelled to accord respect and secure foreign citizens’ property of another country.” 
615
 To put it differently, the writers were of the viewpoint that these concepts as articulating a 
traditional obligation to “protect” asset become what is famously today the minimum standard of 
treatment under international law.
616
  
      Statement 4 made detailed expansion on this issue in the following way:  
The terminology “FET”, traditional in the applicable BITs, shows the standard that has been outlined under 
international law for each country concerning the treatment entitled to every country in respect to the asset 
of alien citizens. The standard necessitates that....protection accorded within the Treaty must be that 
commonly afforded through the Contracting Party affected to its native citizens, although it was  
international law that set it, the standard can be more précising where principles of domestic legislation or 
local administrative customs fails to meet the requirements that the international law has set. The standard 
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Statement 5 in addition stated that the phraseology “[m]ost constant security and protection” 
found in Article 1(a) was “(e)pressed in wording customarily applied under United States BITs” 
and “shows the duty of every Party to employ the duty of due diligence concerning conducts by 
government authorities including others in connection with such property.” 
618
 
      Statement 4 and 5 are self-explanatory and plain in so many respects. Statement 4 did not just 
repeat or couch the link between minimum standard of international law and the principle of 
FET, but at the same time it also connotes an overarching with security and protection in alleging 
that FET demands that the host country satisfy international standards in respect to the security 
that has been afforded to aliens. Also, Statement 5 is of the assertion that “security and 
protection” make references to a duty “to apply due diligence concerning actions that are 
attributable to public entities and also as those that emanate from the third parties in respect to 
those type of assets” and this brings back to memory the mentioning of a due diligence standard 
in cases like Sambiaggio.
619
 Still, it is observed that this section of report is phrased widely, 
recounting a duty to application of due diligence in relation to alien property as a whole, not just 
in respect to physical attacks. 
     In the same capacity, wide ideas of a due diligence duty may be found in other references or 
authorities from the after the Second World War period. A case in hand is that of the assertion by 
Andreas Roth that a host country has a duty under traditional international law towards the 
employment of due diligence whenever it is applying its legislation to aliens:  
The foreigner has no protestation to make where the host country’s legislations are implemented genuinely 
and with the application of due diligence. However, since there is no governmental corpus of any kind that 
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is flawless, there can be a great likelihood that he can be contravened in his prerogatives by representatives 




Roth further alleged that such duty would be accomplished should the country’s action in relation 
to the alien “be taken in compatibility with the due process of law as generally applied in the 
legal framework by which it was established” 
621
This additionally strengthens the judgement that 
duty of due diligence, as long as Roth is concern, needs a level of legal security more than just 
physical protection. Actually, it was obviously claimed by Roth that if countries are to permit 
aliens to make acquisition of assets in their jurisdictions, those States will “be classified under 
the international duty to accord the similar protection or as successful legal protection for it like 
is necessitated for those rights which are protected under the legislation of States.” 
622
 
Considering all the commentaries that have been put forward by the authors in relation to Abs-
Shawcross Draft Convention and how it has motivated yet another effort to the securing of 
multilateral agreement, especially the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) (and) its European predecessor Convention on the Protection of Foreign Property (the 
OECD Draft Convention, these seemed to have brought into play the ideas of security and 
protection including the duty of due diligence in a way which is akin to Roth’s comment. 
     Be that as it may, the OECD supporters at last did not bring themselves to the acceptance of 
this written document, same as with the others that were before it. From the beginning it was 
indicated too hard to reach a common agreement within a multilateral atmosphere in respect to 
the treatment and security to be guaranteed to alien investors. 
623
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5.6 The Host States and Obligation of Due Diligence 
     The International Law Commission’s Articles on State Responsibility does employ the phrase 
‘due diligence’ in the Article.
624
  The provision takes a sceptical view to the issue of mistake, 
merely demanding, under Article 2, that every wrongful action be ascribable to a country to 
amount to a violation of an international duty of that country. 
While the subject of fault drew important awareness in the establishment of the Articles on State 
Responsibility, it is the main practices of behaviour, instead of lesser practices of commitment 
that we must envisage to decide the appropriate standard of conduct. As the commentator, James 
Crawford has explained, the Articles did not lay down any universal standard, whether they 
include “some degree of mistake, liability, carelessness, or due diligence”.
625
 The evolution of 
the Articles on State Responsibility is of importance to this paper because it draws a common 
lesson from international law to FPS standard in BITs and places liability to the host States 
where the State, its organ or the third party breaches the FPS obligation. 
     The evolution of the ‘due diligence’ standard in the second-half of the 20
th
 century has been 
controlled by procedure in international environmental law arena. The exclusion of due diligence 
out of the Article on State Responsibility in connection with country’s wrongful acts 
comprehensively, gave rise to the Commission eagerness to monitor the concept in a different 
subject areas, most especially, under Draft Articles on the Prevention of Transboundary Harm 
from Hazardous Activities 
626
 where the reports narrated that the obligation to apply ‘preventive 
or reduction steps is taken as a due diligence’,
627
 also that, “[t]he principle about due diligence 
from which the behaviour of the country of origin of [transboundary environmental damage] 
must be assessed is the sort that is commonly contemplated to be suitable and in pro rata to the 
threat of transboundary destruction in the specific example.”
628
 Although the account on the 
report of this Article is beyond the scope of this paper, still it is worth mentioning for the purpose 
of illustration and clarification of due diligence on obligation of FPS. 
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Crawford’s observation of the Draft Article is that, ‘In spite of the unpredictability 
encompassing their prospective position, the written reports render a definitive declaration on the 




Under Articles 3 of the Draft, it states that ‘the country of origin must take all reasonable steps to 
hamper serious transboundary damage at any event to limit the peril thereof’.
630
 And in its 
Article 7, it stipulates that ‘any conclusion in regards to the permission of a scheme in the ambit 
of the current report shall, in specific, be depended on an evaluation of the likelihood of 




     Tim Stephens has explained that ‘] t] he duty to apply deterrent steps is regarded as a due 
diligence, however, it is not a definite assurance against the eventuality of damage.’ 
632
 He then 
draws a support from the report he got from the accounts, which importantly stipulate that, ‘due 
diligence can be demonstrated in fair and sensible efforts by a country to inform itself of accurate 
and lawful elements that link predictably to an envisaged mechanism and to apply proper steps in 
a good time, to resolve them’.
633
 The account of the Daft Articles further states that: “The State 
origin’s duty to apply deterrent or reduction actions is regarded as due diligence. It should be the 
action of the country of origin which will ascertain if the country has conformed to its duty in the 
current reports. The obligation for the application of a due diligence that is involved, 
nevertheless, is not aimed at the assurance that serious damage be completely thwarted, where it 
is impossible to achieve it. At the occurrence, the country ... ‘[must] employ its optimal viable 
endeavours to limit the possibility of the peril. By do doing so, it would not warranty that the 
damage would not happen’.
634
 Tim Stephens went further by saying that: ‘the report 
contemplates States policy mostly, where it has been found to be a considerable unwillingness to 
acknowledge or welcome a more stringent standard. In the case of Trail Smelter, actually it was 
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acknowledged that the standard of due diligence was to exercise having consideration to the 




The account as well make reference to so many other treaties where a principle of ‘due diligence’ 
duties can be or presumed.
636
 The commentary also makes reference to a 1986 dispute that 
concerns Germany Republic and State of Switzerland, in which State of Switzerland 
acknowledged ‘due diligence’ similarly as being the standard.
637
 
It is worthy to say that various case laws and the account from the International Law 
Commission have revealed that due diligence practically is a basic facet of International 
Investment Law as this paper has explored and will continue to explore  below. 
5.7 The Host State Duty of Due diligence on the Standard of FPS 
     In the notion of the FPS standard of treatment, however it is worded, the host country is in 
violation of its international duty if it omit to accord protection to foreign investors and their 
investments against harm resulted from the country itself, or by its entities, or by private 
parties.
638
 As we know, this duty pertains to conducts perpetrated by the country, and of persons 
within its territory. 
639
The country should apply due diligence in order to provide security to alien 
investors and their investments. However, this obligation does not in any way include any kind 
of absolute liability upon the host country as this paper has repeatedly mentioned, both in the 
cases of physical and legal protection and security. This view of FPS principle of treatment is 
accepted by various tribunals and some of them have applied the same wording without making 
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reference to an obligation of ‘due diligence’. Tribunals instead made reference of an obligation 
of vigilance which is importantly similar in practice. 
The obligation of the host State is to be diligent and take adequate measures to protect the 
foreign investments which can be considered reasonable under the circumstances. This concept 
was developed from international law as the last section has clearly explained. It has been used 
by tribunals in many case laws to deal with FPS of investors and their investments in host States, 
and to figure out what is required of host States should the need arise. 
 While not directly mentioning about due diligence, the ICJ reaffirmed this matter in the case of 
ELSI.
640
 The Tribunal in the ELSI case supported the fact that full protection and security 
standard does not impose an absolute liability upon the host country rather an application of due 
diligence that is reasonable in all the circumstances. In that case the ICJ stated that, ‘the reference 
of the clause of FPS cannot be interpreted as the affording of a guarantee that investment must 
not in any situations be seized or perturbed’.
641
  
Of a fact, the comprehension of this standard was also mentioned in the ruling of the case 
between Italy- Venezuela in the Sambiaggio case.
642
 In that case, a dispute was settled by the 
Commission for reclamations under a treaty ratified by Italy and Venezuela. The parties argued 
about the classification of the FPS obligation as an obligation of result. The Commission agreed 
with Venezuela that the State could not guarantee the standard but only the due diligence 
regarding the FPS standard. 
     In the case concerning AAPL v. Sri Lanka, 
643
 the Claimant, a Hong Kong corporation AAPL, 
a Sri Lankan joint venture company that was created to plough and export shrimp to Japan. 
Serendib made only two shipments of the shrimp when its major facility, a shrimp farm, was 
destroyed and many of its employees killed when the Sri Lankan Security Forces clashed with 
Tamil Tigers in a counter insurgency operation, as a result of that attack, Serendib went out of 
business and AAPL’s investment was lost. The treaty provides that alien investments must be 
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accorded the enjoyment of FPS. The Tribunal declined AAPL’s claim on FPS, and also, the 
Tribunal rejected the proposition that this clause imposed an absolute liability upon the host 
State. However, the Tribunal concluded that the exercise based on due diligence is required.  It 
said that what is required is for the host country to apply reasonable diligence that would prevent 
the investors’ investments against harms. The tribunal found that there was insufficient evidence 
that the government Task Force had damaged the investor’s investment. 
644
 It is observed as a 
universal concept of law that a claimant has to show evidence for commission of harmful acts 
done by the State. 
645
 This is vital since level of duties owed varies, and based on if it is the 
country’s organ that are perpetrating the damage, the State abstinence
646
 or third party 
perpetrators (the State’s lack of due diligence to thwart and to enquire in a situation where harm 
took place). In the matter at issue, since no party could provide a well-founded proof on the real 
events, the tribunal quoted the principle that the international obligation of the country was not 
supposed to be assumed but instead centred on the regime’s omission to afford appropriate 
security.
647
For this reason it was held by the arbitral Tribunal in this case that the weight of force 
that was used by the Security Forces was immoderate and unjustified by the situation that was 
connected with the event and the tribunal found the defendant liable. 
648
 
What was clear from the Tribunal’s ruling is that the host State will be held culpable for the 
actions of it organs that caused negative impact on the investor’s investment if the State had 
failed to take reasonable steps of due diligence to prevent the investments of investors against 
injuries from such conducts., and it indicated the country’s culpability for not have exercised due 
diligence. It stated that: 
‘... the tribunal proclaims baseless the Applicant’s principal request intending to contemplate that the 
Government of State of Sri Lanka presumed in Article 2 (2) of the BIT an absolute liability, without any 
requirement to demonstrate that the harms sustained were ascribable to the country itself or its organs, and 
to show the country’s liability for not exercising with ‘due diligence’.
649
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     The Tribunal opted for the applicability of an autonomous treaty standard and found that the 
Respondent was culpable for its inability to take preventive steps to prevent damage to the 
investment. The Tribunal was of the view that it was not needful to show intent to deceive based 
on malice and negligence, but that the mere lack of diligence would be enough. The Tribunal 
gave a useful definition for due diligence that must be observed by the host State: 
‘Due diligence principle is not something that is higher, nor lower than the sensible level of prevention 




This definition means that expressions such as “full”, “constant” or “complete” that qualify the 
obligation of protection and security, cannot be construed as referring to an absolute obligation 
or liability which guarantees that no damage will be suffered, in that any breach thereof creates 
automatically an ‘absolute liability’ on account of the country. 
651
 Notwithstanding, it was upheld 
by the tribunal in this case that the lack of measures to prevent the killings and the damages done 
upon the assets of the investors was an indication of inaction and omission of the Sri Lankan 
Government and as such it was possible to establish its responsibility. But what was painful and 
disappointing in this case was that no single person was penalised for the perpetration of the 
harm against the claimant’s investments either to the State or the insurgency. 
AAPL is not the only case that includes this feature. There are a whole lot of cases that cover this 
feature that are worth mentioning below. There was no strict liability for the host State in very 
early cases when the full protection and security was first discussed.  
  The same reasoning was followed in Hesham Talaat v Indonesia 
652
 by arbitral tribunal, where 
it was of the view that the host State does not have a duty to afford more than a sensible degree 
of prevention which a good-ruling government is required to employ in related situations.
653
    
      In Tecmed v Mexico,
654
 it was held by the Tribunal that the FPS granted to an investment 
cannot be an absolute one and would not place an absolute culpability on the host country which 
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permits it. Neither the State, nor its organs reacted unreasonably beyond its boundaries in a 
democratic State by supporting or directing the actions movements conducted by those who were 
against the landfill as the Claimant has alleged. The Tribunal in its own words said that: 
The Tribunal concurs with the Defendant, including the cases cited by it, that the warranty of FPS is not 




     In AMT v Zaire, 
656
AMT, a U.S. company, was a major shareholder of the Zairian company 
(SINZA), which was involved in the production of and sale of automotive and dry sell batteries, 
and was also engaged in the importation and resale of consumer goods and foodstuffs. The 
investment was jeopardised by stealing by groups of military forces of Zaire Republic. Soldiers 
and Zairian armed forces destroyed, damaged or carried away the property, finished goods, raw 
materials and other objects of value belonging to SINZA. In 1993, another incident of looting 
occurred in relation to SINZA’s property. The treaty that applied to the both Parties stipulated 
that investment must in conformity to applicable domestic regulations be protected and secured, 
and should not be given a lower level of treatment than that acknowledge under international 
law. It was held by the tribunal that the agreement clause placed on Republic of Zaire an 
obligation of care that can not be lower in standard than the minimum level prescribed by the 
international law. The tribunal finally found ‘that State of Zaire had contravened this 
commitment by employing no step that would warranty the investor’s investment security and 
protection, and for that reason, Zaire Republic was in violation of the agreement’s obligation’.
657
 
This case was developed as a consequence of State of Zaire’s military forces in fighting internal 
war in the State which subsequently led to the destruction and looting of the investor’s property 
by the Zairian armed forces. The strength of the case is that the tribunal after examining the 
argument was able to recognise by its ruling that the Respondent by the action of its organ 
violated the obligation of FPS reposed on the Respondent by not taking adequate measures that 
would have ensured that the investment was properly protected and secured under the applicable 
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treaty but yet refused to find in favour of the Claimant. No member of the Zairian military was 
brought to justice for this horrendous harm and act perpetrated against the investor’s investment. 
     Similarly, in Wena Hotels v. Egypt case, 
658
 the dispute arose out of two long-term contracts 
among Wena Hotels Limited (“Wena”), a British investor to lease, operate and supervise two 
hotels in the State of Egypt, and the Egyptian Hotels Company (“EHC”). ECH was wholly-
owned by the State of Egypt. Shortly after the contract was endorsed, Wena asserted the 
condition of the hotels to be far below that which was agreed in the lease. Wena therefore 
withheld part of the rent under the terms of the lease. 
Due to the non-payment, EHC threatened to repossess the hotels by force. Wena informed the 
Egyptian Minister of Tourism about this impending situation, however there was no solution. 
One night witnesses reported that more than one hundred EHC workers stormed the two hotels, 
threatened and physically attacked the hotels’ staff and visitors. They were also reported to have 
stolen a number of properties belonging to the hotels. 
The Chief Prosecutor of State ruled that the capture of the hotels were illegitimate and that Wena 
has the prerogative to take back the hotels. The hotels were subsequently handed back to Wena 
but in a deplorable condition, that means the hotels were vandalised. 
Wena initiated an ISDS claim against Egypt under the ICSID Convention, alleging contravention 
of investment protection in the United Kingdom-Egypt investment treaty. What is significant in 
this case is that after the workers of a State entity (EHC) seized two hotels by force in which the 
investor is contracted to, the police authorities were aware of the seizure and yet did nothing to 
prevent or avert the invasion before it took place. Even after the invasion of the hotel, the police 
did not make any efforts to return the hotels to the rightful owners. There was no government 
official that was involved in the taking. The treaty in application in this case said that 
investments must be accorded FPS. The Tribunal unequivocally held Egypt in breached of its 
duty to afford the obligation of FPS. 
659
 This ruling was reached by the Tribunal because of the 
fact that the State of Egypt fully had the knowledge of the plans to the seizure of the investments 
and did not react to avert EHC against the execution of their intentions. Further to that, the law 
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enforcement agency and the government officials did not take expeditious steps to revert the 
hotels to the investor. Lastly, there was no weighty punishment that was ever imposed on the 
perpetrators of the wrongdoing to make sure that justice was served. That means that, the state of 
Egypt failed to exercise reasonable measures of prevention necessary which a good government 
must practice in all circumstances to prevent the investor’s investment against harm that is 
required by international law. 
 
     In Saluka v. Czech Republic,
660
 the tribunal accepted that the concept of FPS does not place 
strict liability upon the host State. The tribunal made reference to the Tecmed 
661
case where it 
was held that warranty of FPS is not definite and therefore cannot place an absolute liability on 
the host country that agrees to accord it. And said that, but on the other hand, the FPS principle is 
a concept that is not regarded as universally valid, although it is something that may be viewed in 
relation to other things. 
662
 
     In Plama v Republic of Bulgaria,
663
 the tribunal concluded that the FPS standard does not 
impose an absolute liability upon the host State, 
664
end off. Rather, it stated that the Parties 
agreed in Article 10(1) of the BIT that the standard placed the duty of due diligence to the host 
State. The duty that is binding on the host State is a duty of vigilance, which its requirement is to 
take all necessary measures to make sure that alien investments get benefit from the FPS, and 
also, for the State not to use its own local law to take away from the investor any such duty that 
the concept of the standard has reposed on the State. 
665
 
      Similarly, in Noble Venture v Romania, the arbitral tribunal refused the application ruling 
and said that it would be hard to detect at all particular omission on the Respondent to use due 
diligence for the protection of the Applicant’s investment. 
666
 The tribunal continued by saying 
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as follows: ‘the latter can not be an absolute standard, but one which requires the exercise of due 
diligence by the country.
667
 
     In Ronald Lauder v Czech Republic, the Tribunal held that the agreement only requires the 
Members to apply such attentiveness and care in the security of investment like is rational under 
the circumstances. The treaty does not require its Members to shield investment from any 
probable reduction of profit attributed by individuals whose conducts could not be ascribed to the 
country. Although the aforementioned protection and security can truly be tantamount to 
absolute liability, but it is impossible to force it upon a country unless there is a specific 
provision in treaty that contains that such liability has been imposed. 
668
 This statement may 
indicates that there could be circumstances where strict liability could be imposed to a host State 
if a provision in a BIT contained such wording, and not generally that strict liability cannot be 
place on a State as arbitral tribunal has unanimously often expressed in different case law. 
Moreover, tribunals have not been able to give a convincing reason why strict liability should not 
be placed on a host State on a violation of the obligation of FPS. But in the opinion of this thesis 
it could be for the avoidance of opening up of floodgates of claims by foreign investors against 
host States 
     In Rumeli v Kazakhstan, 
669
the tribunal accepted the Respondent’s argument in the matter that 
the FPS standard of the UK/Kazakhstan bilateral investment treaty in its Article II (2) must be 
interpreted in conformity with accepted rule of the treaty. It said that the standard compels the 
host country to provide security to an alien investment from physical damage. The tribunal went 
further to say that full protection and security place an obligation on the nation to employ such a 




     In Siag v Egypt,
671
 the Egyptian Courts in many occasions before now scrapped and 
abandoned the decisions of the official order that seems to have given legitimacy to the taking of 
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the investment. But despite the dropping of the decision the Claimants’ investment was not given 
back to them for 12 years after the expropriation. The tribunal while dealing with the case made 
reference to the Wena Hotels case, and said that in Wena Hotels the investment that was seized 
was given back to the Claimants after just a year. But despite the fact that the investment was 
returned back to the claimant after just a year in the Wena Hotels case, the tribunal still held that 
the full protection clause of the BIT has been breached. However, the tribunal ruled that the 
standard of FPS expected of the host State can not be an absolute one, but the one which the 
State must exercise due diligence in halting harm that might befall on the investment.
672
  
In Frontier Petroleum v Czech Republic, it was held by the tribunal that the duty to grant 
protection plus security does not create a duty that results in absolute liability. When a State 
grants the clause of FPS to investment that does not mean that it is giving a guarantee that the 
investment will never in any circumstances be invaded or disrupted. 
673
 
     In AWG Group v Argentina, 
674
the tribunal held that both the Courts and the Tribunals 
construed that FPS standard only obligates a host country to use due diligence to cover the 
investor and his investment against physical jeopardise and harms, but it does not place a duty to 
shield investments and investors totally from injuries. It went further to say that the previous 
tribunals have not explain what due diligence meant, but that those previous tribunals and 
scholars have in many occasions made references to the statement of Professor A.V Freeman 
regarding the meaning of “due diligence” in his International Law lecture at the Hague 
Academy, where he stated that “due diligence” is something that is not greater or lower than 
rational plans of stopping something from arising or happening that a well-governed country 
may be anticipated to employ under akin situations. 
675
 That means, the definition of due 
diligence is when a democratic State employs the rational course of actions that will hinder 
something from happening or arising that is required in a particular circumstances, no more, no 
less. The tribunal in this case also made reference to the statement of Professor Ian Brownlie, 
who also noted that none of the tribunals’ decisions has given the definition of due diligence, and 
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he therefore said that: “clearly, there is no particular or opinionated definition of due diligence 
that would be proper or suitable, since what is required as a standard would be different 
depending on a particular circumstances”.676 
Professor Brownlie’s statement seems to be a confirmation of the interpretation given by some 
scholars of the maxim found in the case of Corfu Channel that, ‘every country’s duty not to 
deliberately permit its region to be utilised for actions against the rights of other countries’
677
 
could be a suggestion that the judiciary wanted to create a general commitment of good vicinity 
or neighbourhood. 
All these statements both from the tribunal and the scholars raise a question mark as to how host 
States can be held responsible for the lack of due diligence required of them since there is no 
clear definition of due diligence that is fixed for culpability apart from to evaluate the particular 
circumstances and to determine if due diligence should have been applied by the host State in 
that very situation. There should be a particular definition for the concept of due diligence 
whereby if a host State fails to comply with those measures it would be held in the breach of it. 
Also, the tribunal held that, it is a fact and has been widely acknowledged that FPS only implies 
an obligation of due diligence, and cannot place a duty of absolute liability or answerability on 
the host country. 
678
 
     In AES Summit v Republic of Hungary, the Tribunal held that although the standard protects 
investor’s investment or enable investors to protect themselves against harassment by third 
parties or State’s organs, however, the standard is certainly not one of absolute liability. It does 
not fortify the State against its right to regulate and legislate. And it does not matter if the 
enacted laws have negative impact on the Claimant’s investment, as far as such law is reasonable 
in the circumstances and is in parallel to reaching fair and justifiable public policy goals. 
679
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This is again a statement that could be interpreted as being complicated. Any law that has 
impacted negatively to an investor’s investments no matter how just and fair it is to the reaching 
of public policy goal should still be a violation of full protection and security standard. What 
matters is that the covered investment has been damaged as a consequence of the host State’s 
failure to protect the investment it has guaranteed to protect under the standard, therefore should 
be held culpable for the failure. 
     In Gemplus v Mexico, 
680
the tribunal highlighted that such protected provision as it is worded 
in the BIT of this particular case does not in most cases place strict liability upon the host State 
under international law. The tribunal statement does not appear to be glaringly clear in this ruling 
when it stated that FPS standard ‘does not in most cases place strict liability upon the host 
State’.
681
 One could construe such statement to mean that there may be some situations where a 
strict liability can be impose upon the host State. If that is the case, the tribunal should define 
such circumstances clearly rather than being general about it. 
     In Sergei Paushock v Government of Mongolia, 
682
 a company called GEM engaged in the 
mining of gold in Mongolia since 1997 and was the second largest gold mining corporation and 
employing more than one thousand personnel. Claimants argued that the investment generated 
more than 100 million US dollars yearly sales. In May 2006, Mongolia initiated a windfall profit 
tax (“WPT”) on sales of gold at price in excess of 500 US dollars per ounce, with the exceeding 
amount being taxed at 68 per cent rate. Moreover, in July 2006, the prerequisites applicable to 
employment of alien citizens in the mining sector were altered. While previously mining 
corporations were obligated to pay just a fee for each alien citizen employed, the new laws 
imposed a monthly penalty of ten times the minimal monthly payment for each alien citizen 
employed if the number of alien personnel exceeded ten per cent. With the applicants’ 
Mongolian investments employing nearly fifty percent Russians citizens, the applicants argued 
they were mandated to pay 500.000 US dollars monthly in penalties. In July 2006, GEM ratified 
a complex contract with the Central Bank of Mongolia in pursuance to which it placed gold into 
protective custody of the bank with the main aim of selling it to the bank. Notwithstanding, the 
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sale was to take place only on a separate authorisation from GEM. GEM received 85 per cent of 
the purchase price during the duration the gold was placed into protective custody. In November, 
2007, GEM noticed that the bank moved the gold to the United Kingdom. GEM wanted to attach 
the gold, but its application was rejected by the English courts on the premise of the sovereign 
immunity of the central bank. Meanwhile, Mongolian tax authorities lodged so many claims 
against GEM seeking rebate of tax arrears that accrued from the claim of the WPT. With GEM 
failing to meet up with those applications, the tax authorities and debt recovery company 
(bailiffs) eventually confiscated the investments and bank accounts in December, 2008. In the 
light of this account, the claimants argued that the conflation of these measures constituted to 
eventual damage of their investments in Mongolia and amounted to expropriation and 
contravention of full legal protection and FET guarantees of the BIT.  
The Tribunal held that FPS placed an obligation of vigilance and due diligence upon the 
Government of a host State. The minimal level of attentiveness and caution that international law 
requires is made up of a duty to deter, and duty of keeping things in check. The State must 
exercise due diligence to prevent wrongful injuries to investors, including their investments in 
the host State’s territory.
683
 If the State does not succeed in preventing the wrongful acts, it must 
at least, exercise due diligence to punish those that perpetrated the act. 
684
 The tribunal argument 
here is in line with Vattel’s argument in his book titled: The Law of Nations, where he stated that 
the State should at least bring proceedings and punish those perpetrators that inflicted the injuries 
to the aliens and their property where it failed to have taken due diligence to thwart occurrence. 
There is no tangible proof that anyone was punished for perpetrating this act in this particular 
case against the investor’s investment. The question here is how many host States are keen to 
bring legal proceedings to punish those that caused harms to foreign investors and their 
investments when and where they have failed to applied due diligence that is required by law? In 
the light of this reasoning the tribunal in Joseph Houben v Burundi
685
 has stated that, where the 
State has the knowledge of a forthcoming threat to the investment but refuses to do something, or 
does very little to avert the harm against the investment, the State has failed to live up to its 
obligation to provide FPS to the investment. The tribunal agreed that that was the issue in this 
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matter. The State of Burundi in this dispute contravened its FPS obligation with no follow-up 
after two letters from the prosecutor’s office to the local administrator on the measures the 
administrator was expected to take to protect the investment.
686
 
     On the other hand, some decisions by arbitrary tribunals can be regarded as puzzling when 
considering the resounding reliability of the protective protection of FPS to the investors. For 
example, in MNSS v Montenegro,
687
 the tribunal stated the needfulness of the government to 
have a more robust and pro-active attitude in all circumstances to ensure the security of 
individuals and their investment for the standard of most constant protection and security, 
especially when it has been pre-warned of an imminent threats to the applicant’s investment. 
Nonetheless, it was held by the tribunal that although the standard was contravened, there is no 
basis for an award of damage in respect to the behaviour of the police throughout the duration of 
the whole strike. The tribunal reached such a conclusion, because according to them the 
claimants have failed to demonstrate that they suffered damage as a consequence of the 
Defendant’s action. 
688
 It seems preposterous for the tribunal to have reaches such decision. The 
decision in this case seems to be absurd in the sense that the tribunal has held that the standard 
has been breached by the host State and yet it stated that there was no basis for damage to be 
paid to the investor. It did not state what happened and how it came to the conclusion that the 
standard was violated since no compensation was necessary as a result of the contravention. The 
tribunal went further and said that, where the State fails to apply due diligence by takings steps to 
exercise reasonable measures to deter or punish the perpetrators of such acts, the host State will 
be held responsible for its failure or omission,  and it would be liable for paying compensations 
for such damages as a result of its failure.
689
 It is very apparent that no one was held responsible 
in this very case for the failure to apply due diligence which resulted in the contravention of the 
standard, not to mention paying compensation.  
Nevertheless, the good news that came out of this ruling was that this ruling can really help to 
encourage foreign investors to invest in foreign territories of their choices if they know that 
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State’s failure to apply due diligence to deter or punish wrongdoers will assist them get 
compensation for damage as a result of its failure. And again, if peradventure that at the time the 
damage was committed the State were not able to prevent such harm the foreign investor would 
at least draw consolation from the fact that justice has been served where the State had punished 
the perpetrators of the wrongful acts to the investment, and where physical injuries was done to 
the investor. This ruling also would put pressure on the host States to take extra vigilance so as to 
protect foreign investors’ investments with the full understanding of the repercussions should 
they fail to comply. Since the obligation requires the host State to take reasonable steps as it 
ought to in order to prevent injuries whenever it acknowledged any risk of it. However, the exact 
reasonableness of due diligence degree of care expected from the host State will depend on the 
circumstances at hand since every case and situation is different. 
     In Spyridon v Romania, the tribunal held that, it is in most cases agreed and accepted that the 
duty to accord FPS can not give rise to a duty of strict liability to the host State. 
690
 Again, in this 
case the tribunal was general in its ruling and failed to specify if there could be cases or 
circumstances where it can be agreed and accepted by any tribunal that the obligation of FPS 
could create a strict liability upon the host State. By using the term “in most case”, it seems that 
tribunal is suggesting that there could be an iota of chance were the obligation of Full protection 
and security standard reposed to the State may create an absolute liability. The opinion is that 
what the tribunal may tend to be suggesting in this case and in the other cases where they have 
used similar phrase is that there could be a time in the future where the duty of FPS will impose 
upon the host country strict liability thereby sending conflicting messages about the standard of 
FPS on strict liability and due diligence 
     In Toto v Lebanon case, 
691
 the tribunal held that the obligation of security is not a strict 
liability upon the host State, but one that requires a due diligence. In December 1997, the 
applicant (Toto) and Lebanon signed a contract for the construction of a highway linking Beirut 
and Damascus. The contract incorporated a forum selection provision in favour of Lebanese 
judiciaries. Toto argued that different government corpuses created a lot of problems that caused 
physical harm to the construction of the express highway road, endangered Toto’s investment in 
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Lebanon and damaged the reputation of the Toto group. Toto initiated legal proceedings in the 
Lebanese courts in pursuance to the contractual jurisdiction provision, and also filed arbitration 
claim against Lebanon in pursuance to the BIT, asserting contravention of the bilateral 
investment treaty clauses regarding with the discrimination and FET. 
Lebanon raised a quite number of objections to the tribunal’s jurisdiction, and debated that: 
 The organisations with which Toto had contracted were not government bodies because 
they had different legal personality. The claims therefore did not emerge because of 
conducts for which the government could be held culpable under the BIT. 
 Toto had not made an investment under the definition of the Convention. 
 The dispute arose prior to the enforcement and signing of the BIT on 9 February, 2000, 
barring Toto from pursuing arbitration under the BIT. 
 Some of Toto’s petitions of claims were applications emerging under the contract, 
instead of under the BIT. 
 The “fork in the road” clause in the treaty, and Toto’s pursuit of local remedies, excluded 
Toto from that moment advancing claims in arbitration under the bilateral investment 
treaty 
But looking at the whole case, the tribunal said that the Claimant Toto was unable to provide any 
helpful evident that indicate that the State of Lebanon had failed in its duty of care by its action 
in connection with the destruction of the Claimant’s investment. The tribunal also agreed with 
the Respondent that FPS can not impose a strict liability to the State in this case.
692
 
     In Tulip Estate v Republic of Turkey, 
693
the Tribunal held that the duty of FPS does not put the 
State on a strict liability. A State cannot grant a warranty that investment of nationals can never 
be invaded or disrupted. But in order to evaluate whether the State has failed in its commitment 
to accord FPS to a foreign commercial business will depend solely on how quick a State react to 
the circumstances of that particular case at that particular time. 
694
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The obligation of FPS does not impose absolute liability, save that it requires host nations to 
apply due diligence in order to thwart molestation and harms to alien investors, says the tribunal 
in Mamidoil Jetoil v Albania
695
 case. It continued by saying that the measure of due diligence 
that is required by States is conditioned by the circumstances. This statement could be regarded 
as concurring with the general agreement that due diligence does not place a responsibility on the 
States to prevent each and every injury. 
     The same view has been reiterated by the Tribunal in Pantechniki v Albania,
696
 that the 
warranty of FPS does not impose strict liability upon the host country. However, the tribunal 
added a deep dimension to their explanations of the exercise of due diligence expected of a host 
State. It said that the degree of due diligence anticipated from a host State to be exercised will be 
based on the State’s development and stability. A country’s capability to guarantee FPS will 
depend on the level of resources it has available.
697
 Then the tribunal went further and 
differentiated between the circumstances that involve violence, and that which is similar to a 
refusal of justice. It concluded that the culpability in circumstances that involves civil disorder 
will depend on the availability of the State’s resources. On the opposite, the tribunal found that 
the proportion of State’s resources will not be considered where there is a denial of justice. 
Judicial protection is not the belief that truth, knowledge, and morals change depending on a 
particular culture or situation. 
698
This suggests that due diligence is a standard that can be 
amended in a civil strife circumstances but not where there no adequacy of legal mechanisms. 
Taking into consideration the level of country’s state of development would take away any 
motivation and encouragement for advancement.
699
  
The question to be asked is should due diligence be determined based on host nation’s progress, 
safety and the wealth which the States may have available in order to decide an effect to provide 
protection and security? One would assume that the answer to this question would be a 
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resounding ‘NO’. As responding in affirmative would mean that host States will use the finding 
in this particular case to shy away from its objective international obligation of investment 
protection that is required to be accorded to foreign investors on investment bilateral treaties, 
which the thesis has found to be factual in this particular case. The tribunal seemed to have 
placed a high priority to denial of justice over causes of harm by public disorder in this case. 
Considering the decision in this case one would now see that there are risks and challenges to 
invest in some countries, especially those with poor resources.  
     Following the tribunal’s findings in Pantechniki, it is contended that, it is the responsibility of 
the host country to provide a workable and operational judicatures and rights that are due to 
persons by law accessible to an alien investor where the conducts of the judicial authorities are in 
question so as to provide full protection and security to investments. 
5.8 Strict or Relative Protective Standard 
     Various applicants in investment law, especially in BIT claims assert for strict liability. 
Whereas the decisions of courts and case law incline to read the duty of ‘due diligence’ standard 
relatively, that is, in respect of and in absolute connection to the specific State where the claim 
occurred. For instance, an arbitral tribunal has held that due diligence insinuated an ‘appropriate 
steps of prevention that a good governed State administration could be anticipated to apply under 
equivalent situations’. 
700
 The onus of proof lies on the applicant.
701
 The phrases as it was 
originally written in the passages, ‘under similar situations or circumstances’ do not exclude that 
the principle could not be rigidly objective and employed internationally, rather it meant that, its 
substance varies depending on the circumstances of the host country in question as the thesis has 
stated in some of the cases above. The same thing applies to the assessment in respect to 
negligence matters in criminal law of a State, and the issue that has to be checked is what the 
‘reasonable country’ in the particular situation supposed to have done, bearing in mind the 
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wealth and the choices of action at hand.
702
 The mentioning of the word circumstances may as 
well be seen in previous efforts in the codification of the duty of due diligence principle, 
703
 as 
well as in the tradition of the US-Mexican Claims.
704
This has been specifically significance for 
matters associated to civil disobedience,
705
 where the nature and magnitude of the disorder were 
deemed ‘a significant characteristic in respect to the issue of power to accord security’. 
706
 
In another way, the relativity (the absence of standards of absolute and universal application) of 
security is, against the concept of minimum standard of international law threshold that intends 
at disconnecting, to a particular level, the protection of foreign investors from the host State 
circumstances. But even in the treaties of international human rights, which solicit to protect 
personal rights the highest, the judiciary has dismissed the concept of strict liability, 
encompassing the respect to the prerogative to life. The judiciary contemplated the presumption 
of ‘strict liability’ to exceed the control of the country. As a result, foreign investors as well may 
merely anticipate a measure of duty of ‘due diligence’ which balances up to a certain extent to 
the circumstances of the individual State. 
     Various third world countries for many years have duly tried to restrict the level of protection 
that the host country is obligated to accord to its investors to national treatment. 
707
 A language 
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of this mechanism is found in the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States,
708
 the 
endorsement of which was predominantly controlled by developing countries.
709
 A course of 
action has been recommended in the guidelines of the World Bank for the Legal Framework for 
Foreign Investment. These Guidelines proposal of standard of a national treatment prescribed 
that investors’ benefits and prerogatives over their investments, encompassing intellectual 
property, by that means are completely safeguarded in all facets of possession, management, and 
interests and, more traditionally, that investors treatment is also fair and equitable.
710
 
     Looking at the underdeveloped States’ point of view, national treatment principle appears to 
be a reasonable standard. It could be of one’s presumption that every State under the practice of 
‘good governance’ endeavours to give the most excellent standard feasible for its nationals 
taking into consideration the available wealth. Accordingly, it would be resultant from a national 
principle viewpoint to direct investors to the standard that is provided for the citizens of the host 
country. In lots of cases, this standard can exceed the minimum level provided in international 
law, and it would as well be strengthened by the assertion that a foreign investor realizes what to 
anticipate in a particular State. The mechanism as well finds some support in the very first trials 
awards that necessitated diligentia quam in suis (a guardian’s duty of care in respect to issues 
regarding the interests).
711
 It matches with the common rule of law that liability can only be 
presumed where the course of actions at issue would have accordingly been ‘likely’.
712
 
     Ideally, the underlining emphasis described previously for traditional international law, that 
has been summed up as necessitating the country to exercises all necessary and adequate steps, 
taking into consideration the proportionality of its obtainable wealth and the circumstances 
prevalent in the territory during that specific time, seems capable to be fair and the right decision 
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for both parties, and the variation between this principle encompassing a national treatment 
principle could be an extremely trivial one, but could undermined the protection objective of 
FPS. 
     Nevertheless, in AMT v Zaire case, the tribunal rejected Zaire’s argument concerning the 
clause in the BIT which stated that the agreement must not be prioritised over or be deviated 
against domestic laws.
713
 In municipal or local authority law, every conduct in State liability 
matters for harms sustained as a consequence of social disobedience were announced 
impermissible, and Zaire contended that the applicant was not provided with a treatment less 
favourably than that given to every other citizen or foreign corporation. The tribunal centred on 
the impartial integrity of the minimum duties of State of Zaire in international law 
notwithstanding the overall condition of the country.
714
 Since the BIT clearly protected harms 
sustained as a result of public disorders, disturbances, or actions of attacks, no domestic law to 
the contrary could vindicate Zaire.
715
 
5.9 According Respect to Sovereignty of a State and Authority   
     Evaluating the duty of due diligence of security measures could pressurise the judicial to 
assess State procedure options which are associated with a State’s sovereignty. Can it be 
possible, for instance, for an investor to initiate a proceeding when a country has applied as many 
of its military personnels as it had to secure the investor’s investment whereas the size of those 
armed personnels was obviously scanty compared to what other States would be capable to 
provide? O’ Connell said that ‘...it should not be stipulated with utter conviction that the country 
is liable just because the episode may have been prevented if an adequate military personnels had 
been deployed or nearby’.
716
 
Traditional international law, dependent on matters since the 1920s, indicates a great level of 
respect to the State authorities. For instance, in 1926 in the Neer case, it was held by the 
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Commission that ‘an international arbitrator could not make the decision on the matter....to 
determine, if a different path of approach undertaken by the national authorities ...should have 
been to a greater extent successful’.
717
 It held that an international law could not have been 
contravened except, ‘the treatment that was accorded to the foreigners consitituted to 
indignation, to intent to deceive, to a deliberate disregard, or to an inadequacy of State conduct 
that so far fall below international levels which every rational and unbiased person would easily 
acknowleged its inadequacy’. 
718
Likewise, in 1929 in the Mecham case, the tribunal held, in 
relation to the mudering of a foreigner, that it could not have been realy significant if greater 
effective steps may have been actioned, but just if ‘the killing or what has taken place indicates 
such a level of carelessness, flawed management of judicial process or intent to deceive that the 
system falls short to a lower level of requirement in international law.’
719
 Supporting these two 
rulings, the act must be, to quote the frequent recited phrase, of an ‘egregious and shocking 
nature’ as it was originally quoted in this case, for it to be regarded as a breach of the global legal 
duty of security- a justly high standard,
720
 even if it is included as folows: ‘[t]here are certainly 
limitations to the scope in which [the restricted ability to provide security] will defend an 
omission efficiently to confront the criminality or anarchy’.
721
 
     Past court rulings have not degraded the high standard considerably, in spite of the current 
sovereignty notion in international law.
722
 Yet, State’s international responsibility can not be 
assumed.
723
 In the ELSI case in 1989, it was held by ICJ that the prerequisite for the availability 
of legal proceedings needed to be weighed in contrast to the principle of ‘arbitrariness’
724
 that 
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was considered as a ‘deliberate failure to follow the due proces, a conduct that appals, or at the 
minimum, astonishes a perception of judicial appropriateness or decorum’.
725
 
     Countries that that are involved in investment legal actions have clearly approved the 
traditional international law policy
726
 and a vast number of awards take the same inclination of 
wide respect. For instance, in D Myers v Canada, the tribunal ruled that:  
States need to take various possible conttentious decisions. In so doing, they might seem to have taken the 
wrong decisions, to have misconstrued the realities, begun a course of action on the footing of an erroneous 
economic or anthropological opinion, lay impossible importance on some community values above many 
different others and chosen answers that are eventually unsuccessful and ones that have the opposite of the 
desire effect. The general solution, in case one can find one, for mistakes in present-day regimes is by 
governmental and legitimate procedures, encompassing general elections.
727
 
It went furthered with the mention of the ‘high levels of respect which international law 
universally expands to the prerogative of the national government to control issues in their 
territories’.
728
 At the same vein, in Saluka v Czech Republic 
729
 the tribunal dismissed the 
application for contravention of the standard of the FPS provision, asserting that the country’s 




In Mondev v United States, 
731
the tribunal appeared to contemplate that the measure by which the 
actions of a country are assessed should be altered, if nothing else, when construed in relation to 
the duties to accord more than physical security. The tribunal held as follows: 
...improbable to limit the definition of FET and FPS of alien investment to what those words, if they were 
new during that period, could have intended during 1920s when used in the application of physical 
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protection of foreign investment. Today, what is unjust or impartial required not to be equal with what is 
shockingly bad or outstandingly bad. 
732
   
     A clear departure to the general viewpoint is the ruling found in the case of AAPL v Sri 
Lanka. The arbitral tribunal in this case made reference to the principle of a ‘well governed 
government’.
733
Dependent on this principle, the arbitrators challenged the conducts of the State 
against the Tamil Tiger rebel organisation and demonstrated that other options could have been 
accessible, which had better warrantied the investment protection, for example, like the advance 
warnings that was issued to the police, better teamwork in the running of the corporation, or 
commands to dismiss accused persons.
734
 The dissenting adjudicator, Mr. Samuel Asante, on the 
opposite, expressed powerful scepticism concerning if this was achievable in relation to the 
conditions in the State at that time.
735
 In Asante’s opinion he stated as follows:  
The preventative steps that the tribunal insisted upon would disproportionately and excessively limit the 
optional powers of autonomous States in taking every reasonable protection and soldiery steps at the time 
the lives of the citizens of the country and the country itself is at risk.
736
 
     Taking a look at traditional rules of law, especially in the mechanism of human rights, one 
would see that it promotes the respect which pays homage to the independence of a State. 
Necessitating, for instance, from the regime that it ought to have deployed more police agents 
includes an encroachment and interference into the autonomous judgements that are reached in 
the ceilings of a national legal command. The common custom in the US
737
 takes the capability 
of the individual State into consideration so far as this ability is not evidently insufficient. For 
example, in law of Germany, a breach of the obligation to provide security can merely be seen in 
rare situations, provided that the country reacts to any extent and applies an acceptable 
method.
738
 The ECtHR as well uses juridical prevention prior to the presumption that a country 
omited to fulfil its positive duties, for instance, to safeguard and provide security to a person’s 
life. While, for instance, a country is obligated to hold a successful law in place, and to the 
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making of the availability of police and judicial frameworks to comply with these laws, it is just 
with obvious evidence that the entities of the State are aware or should have been aware 
concerning an actual and instant danger to life which the judiciary adjudges as a contravention of 
the deterrent obligation to security and protection.
739
 However, having expressed all these facts, 
according deference to the country sovereignty where it has failed to apply the due diligence 
correctly as required under international law to protect investment would still leave the investors 
to bear the brunt of such failure. 
5.10 The Principles of Reasonableness, Necessity, and Proportionality 
     Many phrases have been employed to explain the ceiling of the homage paid to a sovereign 
country. The ILC has stated that: ‘[d]uties of deterrent are generally interpreted as an excellent 
endeavours duties, necessitating countries to apply all appropriate or adequate steps to avert a 
given occurence from happening, but without guaranteeing that the particular episode will not 
eventually take place again’.
740
 The word ‘reasonableness’ has as well been applied by other 
bodies. In the Iran v US case, the national treatment duty was associated with the necessity of 
reasonableness by the tribunal when it stated that: ‘[g]enerally, the principle of police security 
for alien citizens is unacceptable when it is lower than that accorded normally to the country’s 
citizens’.
741
 Adjudicator Max Huber, while adjudicating in Spain v UK case, made mentioned of 
an evocative circumstances for violations of what was tagged as ‘the obligation to apply a 
definite diligence’, 
742
This obligation is contravened in case ‘likelihood of help are, without 
credible justifications, obviously abandon or omited, or if those in power were informed at the 
appropriate time and ways but they failed to exercise reasonable step to deter the conduct, or 
where the security is not afforded in the same terms to citizens or all countries’.
743
 According to 
taditional international law, any bias against aliens is however customarily regarded a barometer 
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for ‘unreasonableness’. The tribunal procedure in D Myers v Canada suggested, in respect to the 
duties to accord FET, from a violation of the entirely traditional national treatment principle
744
 a 
contravention of the protection of the minimum standard of treatment in traditional international 
law of minimum standard,
745
 has been condemned, and nevertheless should not be applied in the 
FPS circumstances either. The conclusion, equalling discriminatory treatment with an 
accomplishment of a country’s duty, should also be permissible and should go with the policy 
outlined above, regarding a security standard exceeding more generally than national treatment. 
     The arbitrary rulings in investment law have been applying the phrases ‘reasonableness’
746
 or 
‘necessity’ to interpret the necessitated standard, and accordingly takes much the same route to 
those used by the bilateral claims commissions of the past. The second term of ‘necessity’ was 
used AMT v Zaire. The tribunal ruled in this case that Zaire is culpable for not exercising ‘all 
steps necessitated in providing the full benefits of the standard of FPS’.
747
 
     This approach in many different legitimate orders is in favour of this comprehension. Each of 
these three concepts, namely, ‘reasonableness’, ‘necessity’, and as well as proportionality’, have 
all been applied with identical interpretation. Reasonable is used to perform what is necessary, 
and whatever that is necessary and reasonable will not compel a disproportionate responsibility 
on the States. Whereas the concept of ‘proportionality’ has been mentioned mostly in European 
surroundings,
748
’reasonableness’ is extremely general in the United States custom,
749
 but as well 
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has been applied in the ECtHR cases.
750
 The issue concerning what is ‘reasonable’ can be 
specifically hard to determine. Various common law States know the notion of administrative 
law like they know the different of the principle of juridical review in relation to ultra vires 
(without legal power or authority) administrative conduct.
751
 Quite a good number of ICJ awyers 
have defined it as a duty concept of honesty and sincerity of intention – good faith,
752
 and it has 
been employed in international criminal law both domestically and internationally, inter alia, for 
the interpretation of negligence.
753
 
     The principle of ‘Necessity’ is also used at the ECJ court in a 1977 case of Commission v 
France.
754
 The European Community Treaty enshrines clauses, in relation to the principles upon 
the freedom of movement of commodities inside the borders of European Union, which intends, 
just like international investment agreement do, for the security of economic and investment 
dealings of citizens of one contracting country in the terrain of another contracting State. This 
encompasses an obligation to act against any agitation which might violate this objective, by 
country organs or third parties. In a matter concerning the culpability of France for its inaction 
over countless years to deter violent rioting by the farmers of France from cross-country means 
of transport and to make the wrongdoers accountable, the ECJ ruled that ‘by omission to take 
every necessarry or proportionate actions so as to deter the freedom of  movement of their 
vegetables and fruit produce from being blocked and impeded by conducts of the third parties, 
the French government has omited to accomplish its duties mandated in the Treaty of EC’.
755
 
The Treaty of EC enshrines special provisions for the preservation of peace and public order 
however, it was ruled by the Court that this can not warrant a vague excuses for an unwillingness 
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to interfere over countless years.
756
This ruling seems to augur well in favour of foreign investor 
under FPS obligation where the State is unwilling to protect their investments.  
     Lastly, the word ‘reasonableness’ has been applied by the ECtHR, the court has ruled that the 
notion of reassonableness must be read in a manner which ‘does not place an unbearable or 
unreasonable responsibility on the shoulders of authorities’.
757
 In a trial concerning the inaction 
about the London Metropolitan Police to safeguard an individual’s life, the Court described the 
appropriate level of protection that is expected: ‘it should be proven to [judiciary’s] contentment 
that the State was aware or should have been aware at that point in time of the occurence of a 
genuine and instant danger to the individual’s life...and still they omitted or neglected to apply 
steps within the ambit of their authorities which when considered reasonably, could have been 
anticipated to deter that jeopardy’.
758
 The Court as well upheld contravention of practical 
obligation where the government neglected to apply steps which were ‘reasonably obtainable to 
the State’ if those steps ‘might have had an actual likelihood of changing the result or hindering 
the damage’.
759
 There are some other case laws of FPS that have been mentioned in this thesis 
where the authorities were informed about the harm that was about to befall the investors and 
their investment yet the authority did nothing thereby failing this test of reasonableness. 
5.11 Awareness and Predictability 
     In traditional international law, the doctrine of State responsibility is comprehended as being 
of purposive nature; accordingly, liability is frequently not an essential prerequisite but, instead, 
a barometer. That means it is an instrument for measuring the level of the fault.
760
 The salient 
necessities are ‘knowledge’ or ‘awareness’ on the side of States. The Applicant, therefore, has 
the onus of proof in demonstrating that the circumstances were either made aware to the public 
or were put forward to the awareness of the State. Whereas the State has to rebut this prima facie 
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(accepted as correct until proved otherwise) proof by showing that measure was applied to avert 
it.
761
 A specific demand for security is not a crucial necessity for presuming culpability, but is 
commonly salient evidence if disregarded by the State.
762
 
     ‘Predictability’ or ‘foreseeability, as a ‘should have known’ principle, is as well, generally 
applied, specifically in connection to the practical obligations of countries with their police 
authority. Once a person had communicated to the State or its organs on various occasions the 
horror of a particular episode which eventually happened after an omission to take adequate 




     The traditional international law principle has been supported and upheld by the investment 
legal jurisprudence. For instance, the tribunal in Wena Hotels v Egypt made reference to 
‘awareness’, 
764
 despite the fact that the tribunal did not see any proof that Egyptian 
representatives had encouraged or involved in the occupation of the hotel, it found Egypt 
culpable on the premises that its organs were ‘aware’ about the aim to capture the hotel but 
refused to take any ction to avert it. The same reasoning was applied in the case of Joseph 
Houben v Burundi,
765
 where the state was aware of a coming danger to the investment but failed 
to take adequate action to thwart the damage to the investment occurring. Burundi was held 
liable for falling short of its obligation to accord FPS to the investor.
766
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5.12 Causes and Effects 
     The part that cause and effect play on the side of the investor in the standard of FPS 
obligation has been generally ignored by investment arbitrators.
767
 For example, in Noble 
Ventures v Romania, the tribunal examined the detail that the applicant had ‘omited to establish 
that its asserted losses and damages may have been averted if the defendant had employed the 
care of due diligence in connection to the circumstances’ is just an extra supporting component 
in its general ruling that it could not find any violation of the standard of FPS provision in the 
particular BIT’.
768
 It was ruled that ‘the basis of this argument is difficult in principle’, and that... 
an application presented to an international arbitrators simply cannot be made good by casual 
mentions of universal perception”.
769
 
     The procedure of human rights legal system varies in this respect. The ECtHR necessitates, 
for instance, where there are insufficient law a ‘close link’ of ‘first hand and conclusive cause of 
an action’ linking the omission to enact laws and the damaging occurrence.
770
 In some other 
matters, it was deemed adequate to establish that the negleted actions could have had a ‘proper 
likelihood of changing the end result’.
771
 
5.13 Disputing Investors’ Rights and Third Parties Rights 
     The issue concerning a thinkable dispute between the rights of an investor and third parties’ 
rights came to light in Tecmed v Mexico.
772
 The Applicant had argued that the officials of 
Mexican State ‘failed to react as promptly, effectively and scrupulously as they were expected to 
have reacted to circumvent, halt or bring to conclusion
773
’the protests which had caused 
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interferences to the investor’s business performances and endangered the individual safety of the 
personnel. The arbitrators in this case did not clearly make references to the protesters’ civil 
rights which needed to be contemplated, but instead just ruled in broad words that no enough 
proof presented in the case to substantiate the assertion that the State of Mexico ‘failed to act 
appropriately, in conformity with the framework fundamental within a democratic country’.
774
In 
this surrounding, it is important to examine a decided case in 2003 by the European Court of 
Justice,
775
 regarding the duty by the Austrian government to intercede against individuals who 
were obstructing vehicles carrying commodities via one key crossing passages with the aim to 
demonstrate in position to the environmental emission harms created by excessive travelling 
congestion. The ECJ had to balance the right of freedom of transport of commodities, promised 
in EC Treaty under Article 28 (presently in Article 34 of the Agreement on the Function of the 
European Union-TFEU), with the right of expression and congregation of the demonstrators, 
promised in ECHR within its Article 10 and 11. The ECJ granted a broad perimeter of respect to 
the State of Austria and centred on the extent of the action. In the specific situation, it rejected to 
find a breach of the European Community Treaty.
776
 The ruling in this case varies from the 
handling of the case that was made reference of above about France,
777
 where the ECJ had 
regarded the failure of the State of France against the protesters to amount to contravention of 
their duties to guarantee for the freedom of movement of cargoes. The disturbance in the case 
concerning Austria was restricted in duration and ambit and did not focus particularly at 
interrupting the right of freedom of movement of cargoes. This can indicate that a State’s 
excessive commitment to exercise its FPS responsibilities could lead to the possibility of 
threatening human rights. If a State is too anxious to protect an investor’s investment from local 
protestors it might turn to and adopt the use of force that could be regarded more than necessary 
under international human rights law,that is, unreasonable use of force. 
    An identical result, using the different principles outlined above, could be seen in the 
circumstances surrounding the arbitration of investment treaty, especially if the two parties that 
signed the treaty were as well parties to any treaty of international human rights which has 
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warrantied for the rights for the liberty of expression and gathering. It might also emerge in other 
relationships, for instance, in an isssue of dispute between particular rights accorded to local 
citizens, in a way, and the security of investment, in another.
778
 
Furthermore, as this paper has mentioned earlier, a State’s over-commitment to keep its FPS 
obligations has the possibility to threaten human rights. If a State is overzealous to protect an 
investor’s investment from local protestors, it may lead to applications of force that would be 
regarded excessive under human rights law. The following account is not based on an arbitral 
claim, but it shows the danger of protecting foreign investments at the expense of the rights of 
local residents. 
The eastern precint of Odisha in the jurisdiction of India is setting the peasant farmers up in 
conflict against international business concerns in a war that jeopardises the Indian State’s 
concept of development. 
“POSCO go back!’ is a usual slogan between many of residents hailed from Jagatsingpur 
community who have been positioned as security guards in the village boundaries starting from 
June 2, 2006, to stop the forceful procurement of their landed properties to build a steel factory, 
the State’s biggest, which the Republic of South Korea located Pohang Steel Company (POSCO) 
intends to layout. Twenty police regiment have been deployed some kilometres in a distant, 
anticipating for orders to act or the State.  
POSCO, is partly financed by Warren Buffett, Citibank and JP Morgan Chase at $12 billion, and 
is listed to be the biggest FDI to be produced within India, as claimed by State of India’s 
Department of Commerce and Indusrty. The government of Precint of Odisha in India alleged 
that the mega-venture will end impoverishment in the country. But six years on after the claim 
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was made to wipe out poverty from the region the State could not accomplish the acquisition of 
the land so as to build the factory. 
 Ten groups of policemen, on July 16, 2006, walked towards Nuagaon small municipality with 
the local authority representatives to start again the action of the land purchase. More than 300 
women from the village attempted to prevent them from cutting down the trees inside the 
woodland. The police pounced on them with truncheons harming eight women, prior to their 
eviction out of the village by the inhabitants of the village. 
 Odisha has an abundance of mineral resource, for it to draw investments fom the outsiders the 
State has made compromises for companies in the like of tax-free Special Economic Zones and 
mineral-ore at cheap rates. But all over the country, from Niyamgiri the area that the Dongria 
clans are waging war against UK-located Vedanta’s bauxite mining scheme, to Kalinganagar, the 
region that the resistance to Tata’s recommended Steel factory, has caused the murder of 19 rural 
dwellers starting from January 2006, these mega scheme have attracted a lot of opposition from 
many individuals they claim to benefit. 
Apart from the steel factory, a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was entered by the State 
of India and POSCO encompasses six hundred tonnes of iron ore to be excavated in the mounts 
of Kandahar, a secure port in Paradeep, a one thousand and three hundred large-watt energy 
factory, exceptional railway tracks, and deviation of water channel from the Mahanadi stream, 
eighty-six km apart. 
‘This programme will not just offer direct enjoyments, but will generate additional investment 
that will add value to the area’s economy’ explains Dama Raut, the individual that was voted as 
Legislative Assembly official of the district at the time the POSCO scheme commenced. He said 
that ‘for people to profit from something they must sacrifice something in return’, when 
questioned concerning the displacement of the rural dwellers of the area. The eight communities 
that POSCO is considering for the land acquisition have a productive agriculture-situated 
economy growing betel-vine, rice, and cashews. The demonstrating communities consider the 





detrimentally impacting the ecology.
779
 The threats and the killings of the 19 village residents for 
sole protection of foreign investment in this region are tantamount to human rights abuse under 
international human rights law and would not be for the commitment to keep India’s FPS 
obligations.                  
 
5.14 Conclusion 
     It has been established in this section that the concept of due diligence has existed under 
international law right from the 17
th
 century onwards to mediate interstates relations at the time 
of significant change, and later has been used to mandate the States to protect and deter foreign 
investments from infliction of harms to investors and their investments. This has been stated by 
arbitral tribunals in various case laws. From the vast majority of findings in the above authorities 
the duty to accord FPS is restricted, in the sense that it does not create strict liability, but requires 
the maintenance of a high level of due diligence on the side of the host States. Fortunately for the 
States, Tribunals have refused to impose absolute liability upon the host State, but in the future 
Tribunals may change their mind and might consider that the ordinary meaning of the phrase 
really provides a strict liability and another controversy will ensue over such debate.  Such 
presumption is being made considering the type of the languages that have been used by arbitral 
tribunals in some of the case law of FPS in respect to strict liability. 
And as for the ruling as whether or not the level of diligence necessitated of the host country is 
determined on its condition of progress and on the availability of  its wealth still lingers and is 
still under debate and will continue to damage the investors investment if it is persisted and be 
allowed to continue as a norm. Also, the high degree of diligence anticipated of a State should 
not necessarily be in proportion to the State’s availability of resources as tribunal had held in 
some cases. Rather it should as well comprise of making the juridical mechanism accessible to 
investors to seek remedy for their contractual prerogatives and a prerequisite that a country must 
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abide by. But having look at many case laws of FPS regarding due diligence, it obvious that host 
States have not been able to apply step of measures that are reasonably necessary in all 
circumstances to prevent foreign investments against harm that emanate either from the States 
itself, its organs, or from third parties. This is so sad and disappointing to foreign investors and 
undermines the purpose of the obligation of FPS reposed on the host States by international law. 
These shortcomings have created a gap in the protection of foreign investments by the States, 
and this must gap must be filled by applying the necessary due diligence measures mandated on 
the States by international law and by bringing the perpetrators of these harmful acts against 
investors’ investments to justice and eventually penalising them, which so far both the States and 



















                                THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FPS AND FET 
6. 1 Introduction 
Another problem that is looming which has created a gap in the protection of foreign investment 
is the argument over the relationship between FET and the standard of FPS standard. This 
chapter will be analysing the relationship between FPS and FET as follows: First, it will start by 
assessing the evolution and the definition of the FET standard and relates both issues with State 
behaviours that can breach both FPS and FET standards. Secondly, it will be followed by 
looking at how some arbitrary tribunals have interrelated the meaning of the standard of FPS to 
the principle of FET, while others tribunals have separated the meaning of the both standards. It 
will at the same time examine how some tribunals have given a wider interpretation to FPS, 
while other arbitrary tribunals have intertwined the interpretation of FPS to FET. It will proceed 
by critically looking at the reasoning against which arbitrary tribunals interpret FET and FPS 
standards with focus on VCLT guidelines of interpretation and possibly look at the divergence 
that comes with it. Lastly, the chapter will be concluded by advocating for the need to 
incorporate FPS standard and FET in two different Articles in BITs, and also for the need for a 
more substantial consistency of interpretation of FPS by tribunal in the decisions of claims. But 
before going further to discussing the relation between FPS standard and FET standard it is 
imperative to write briefly what the standard of FET is all about and how it originated. 
6.2 The Development of the FET Standard 
     FET standard is clearly a very wide one, and to determine its real definition will obviously be 
based on the particular situations of the matter at hand 
780
 contrary to the comparative principles 
incorporated in National Treatment and Most-Favoured Nation protective standards that interpret 
the prerequisite treatment by reference of the treatment afforded to some other investments.
781
 
Despite the fact that, most investment protection agreements necessitate that investments and 
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investors covered receive FET, there has been no general consensus on the exact meaning of this 
principle. 
782
 For this reason, Professor Muchlinski has stated: 
The notion of FET is not meticulously interpreted. It gives a common viewpoint in expressing an assertion 
that the foreign investor has not been offered a good treatment on the ground of prejudicial or other unjust 
steps being meted out against its investments. It is, accordingly, a notion that is based on the definition of 
particular realities for its text or subject matter. To the greatest extent, it may be contemplated that the 




In agreement with Muchlinski’s statement, the tribunal in Mondev v The United States was of the 
viewpoint that “[a] judgment concerning what is just and impartial should not be concluded in 
theory, rather it should be based on the realities of the specific case”.
784
 The tribunal as well 
similarly stated in Waste Management v Mexico case that ‘the FET principle is to a degree an 
adjustable one that should be changeable to the situation of every case’ 
785
 
     Having said all these, it is better to first of all start the discussion of FET standard for 
foreigner which has frequently been found in 1926 in the history of the Neer case.
786
 The fact of 
this case was not about a business transaction but rather the case ensued from the killing of a 
national of United States of America living in Mexico City. The arraignment was due to the fact 
that the Mexican government indicated an absence of exercise of due diligence while probing 
and instituting legal proceedings of the crime. The Commission stated as follows:  
...for a treatment given to a foreigner to amount to an international wrongdoing, it must comprise of an 
indignation, to intentional dishonest act by not fulfilling legal and contractual obligations, to deliberate 
failure of obligation, or to inadequate of State conduct that is to certain extent insufficient of international 
standards which all rationale and unbiased person should easily acknowledge its inadequacy.
787 
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Nevertheless, it was held by the Commission that what the case says failed to indicate any 
absence of duty of care that would make Mexico culpable of the offence and the tribunal 
dismissed the application. 
     The ELSI (United States v Italy) 
788
 is another constantly cited case that was held by the ICJ. 
The appropriate treaty in the case forbids arbitrary conduct, and this principle equally may as 
well throw a light on FET principle. The case was filed because of a requisition order that was 
made against a business factory by mayor of Palermo which belonged to corporation of an Italian 
possessed by US directors. The ICJ stated as follows:  
Arbitrariness does not mean very much of a thing that was against a principle of law, with appearance of a 
thing that was against the principle of law...It means a deliberate non-observance of fair and impartial 
treatment through the normal judicial mechanism of law like lack of due process, a conduct that appalls, or 




The ICJ in its finding held that the requisition order was not in contravention of the principle of 
FET. 
     Considering the unsuccessful outcome of the two cases, successive tribunals have particularly 
kept themselves at arm’s length against the extremely extensive criteria that would otherwise 
breach the international law, especially like the one couched in Neer. Instead, tribunals have 
continuously adopted the strict principle in ELSI case and gave the expression that it was 
addressing a progressing principle.
790
 
ADC v United States is a case related to local contents prerequisites concerning government 
acquirement for a building scheme. The tribunal interpreted Article 1105 of NAFTA in respect to 
the case as follows: 
that the traditional international law that was mentioned under Article 1105 (1) is not fixed for a particular 
period of time and that the minimum level of treatment can change... what traditional international law 
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forecast can not be an unchanged picture of the minimum level of treatment of foreigners just as it was in 
1927 during the ruling of the Neer Award.
791
For both traditional international law and foreigners’ minimum 




Despite the extensive criterion level for a breach under international law formulation in Neer 
case that tribunal has detached themselves from, and the less harsh standard of ELSI adopted by 
tribunal, the standard of FET has become the extremely important standard within investment 
disputes. The principle of FET is basically not a new one because it has been found in 
international documents for quite some time now as we can see from the some of the case law 
mentioned above.  
     There are some documents where the concept of FET has appeared as non-binding 
documents, whereas there are some documents that have been ratified as binding instruments 
inform of either bilateral or multilateral agreements.
793
 The FET is created to serve as a tradition 
of international law which does not base its determination by the domestic laws enacted by the 
host States. There are so many bilateral investment treaties and few other investment agreements 
that accord the standard of FET to alien investments. For example, the bilateral investment treaty 
signed by Argentina and the U.S. It stipulates under its in Article II (2) (a) that: ‘Investment must 
always be afforded fair and equitable treatment....794 
     In Metalclad
795
 and Maffezini, the investment tribunal gave content to definition of FET and 
have put it into use to a wide range of situations. The notion of FET seems to have originated 
from the treaty that was practiced in the U.S. at the time the treaties on FCN existed 
796
 For 
example, the U.S./German Treaty of 1954 in Article I (1)  states:  
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‘Every Party must always, afford FET to property, businesses and other concerns to citizens and 
corporations of another Party’.
797
  
     Again, ‘fair and equitable treatment’ standard was made reference to, and first surfaced in 
Havana Charter of 1948 under Article 11(2).
798
 It contemplates that alien investments must be 
provided with fair and equitable treatment. The Article stipulated that the ITO could: 
“Make proposals for and encourage bilateral treaties on the scales outlined .....  To guarantee fair and 
impartial treatment in favour of the businesses, expertise, capital, arts and scientific knowledge carried 




The organisation was to be given the power, among other things, to stimulate agreements that 
foster “equal dispensation of expertise, crafts, scientific knowledge, materials and apparatus, in 
respect with the requirements of every member country”.
800
 Also, in the Abs-Shawcross Draft 
Protocol of 1959 that deals with alien investments, under Article 1 of the Protocol made 
references to the standard of ‘FET to the investment of the citizens of another party’,
801
 and the 
successive OECD Draft Convention on the Protection of Foreign Property of 1967 under Article 
1 has the same wording.
802
 Furthermore, the blueprint which deals with United Nations Code of 
Conduct on Transnational Corporations within its 1983 report refused to drift away from similar 
terminology that was used by OECD rather it uses the same viewpoint and stipulated that 
transnational companies should be afforded FET. 
803
 The Recommendations on how the FDI 
should be treated which was ratified by the Development Committee of the Board of Governors 
of the IMF and the World Bank in 1962 was not left out. In their Section III of business 
transaction with ‘Treatment’ it states that ‘2. Every country will expand to investments formed in 
its jurisdiction by citizens of another country FET in accordance with the principles proposed 
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 The Multilateral Agreement on Investment, 1998, incorporated as 
follows in its wording in section 1.1 that deals with investment protection:  
‘Every Contracting Party must afford to investor’s investment within the jurisdiction of the other Party the 
standards of FET and FPS. Under no circumstances must a Party afford lower favourable treatment than 
that international law necessitated’.
805
  
     There are also a quite good number of multilateral agreements which are in force that the 
principle of FET has gained entrance into. For example, the 1985 Convention of Establishing the 
Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency states that fair and equitable treatment must be made 
available as a condition before any extension of insurance is covered. Article 12 that deals with 
‘Eligible Investment’ stipulates partly as follows:  
(d) ‘In warranting any investment, the Organization must have self conviction concerning: ... (iv) the 
investment atmosphere within the territory of the host State, encompassing the accessibility of FET and 
legal security of  the investment’.
806
 
     The 1992 Article 1105(1) of NAFTA has in its content the FET concept which provides that: 
‘all parties must afford to investments of the other Parties the treatment that is in conformity with 
international law, encompassing FET and FPS’.
807
 And lastly, the 1994 ECT under its Article 10 
(1) also has in it a detailed but complicated wording about the necessity of FET. The section 
provides that:  
Every Contracting Party must, in respect of the clauses of this agreement, promote and bring into existence 
steady, fair and impartial, beneficial, and unambiguous circumstances for investors doing business in the 
region of another Contracting Party. These circumstances comprise an obligation to always provide to 




     The concept of FET may be breached notwithstanding whether the alien investor has been 
accorded similar treatment as the investors from the host country’s citizenship. An investor, 
similarly, could have been given treatment that is unfair and discriminatory even in a situation 
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where it lacks the opportunity to profit from a most-favoured-nation provision where it cannot 
prove that foreign investors from other countries have been offered a better treatment. Possible 
identified typical fact situations to which the standard of FET has been applied by investment 
tribunals will depend on many factors. 
6.2.1 Transparency, Consistency, Reliability and Security of the Investors legitimate 
Anticipations 
     Unambiguous and the security of the legal anticipation of the investor are almost nearly 
interwoven. Transparency is an indication that the legal mechanism that operates with the 
investment of the investors is easily and clearly evident, and that whichever rulings that have an 
effect on an investor can be found through that legal mechanism.
809
 Both the necessity for 
transparency plus the security of the investor’s legitimate anticipation are both strongly 
embedded in arbitral principle. 
Legitimate expectations of an investor are dependable on this legal mechanism and on the 
guarantees and statements that has been put forward clearly and absolutely by the host 
country.
810
The legal mechanism of the host state that the investor has the right to depend upon is 
made up of laws and agreements, of guarantees embodied in statues, permits from authorities and 
related administrative guarantees as well, as commonly found in contractual pledges. An 
alteration of guarantees that any host country initiates and which hence results to the cutting off 
the legitimate expectations of foreign investor will breach the concept of FET.
811
  
6.2.2 Conformity to Contractual Agreements Duties 
     What is nearly associated to the matter concerning the security of the foreign investor’s 
lawful expectation is the issue as to what degree this security expands to the acknowledgement 
of the duties that stems from contractual arrangements. Contract arrangements are very 
instrumental to every legal mechanism for the building of judicial stability and foreseeability. 
For this reason, pacta sunt servanda (agreements must be kept) may appear to be an explicit 
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employment of the legal reliability prerequisite that is highly important under the obligation of 
the principle of FET. The link that connects this area of the principle of FET with the umbrella 
clause is very conspicuous. (An umbrella clause protects investments by bringing obligations and 
commitments that the host State entered into in connection with a foreign investment under the 
protective umbrella of the BIT). 
     Tribunals appear to be in consensus that a State’s omission to execute a contractual agreement 
could constitute a breach of the principle of FET. Considering vast of case laws that dealt with 
the security of legitimate anticipation of the foreign investors and their investments, those 
legitimate expectancies were truly depended on contractual agreements reached between the 
investor and the host country. However, it is an open question by the current arbitral rulings 
whether a breach of an investor’s contractual duty that stems from the host country or from its 
organs spontaneously constitutes a contravention of the principle of FET. 
6.2.3 Procedural Due Process of Law 
     A just process of law is basic necessity of the principle of law as well as the essential 
characteristic of the standard of FET. This is direct opposite to the international misconduct in 
connection to denial of justice. 
812
 The obligation could be contravened by all arms of 
government’s action, namely; judiciary, legislative or executive. 
The 2004, Article 5(2)(a) of the US Model BIT, particularly made it clear that the  principle of 
FET comprises of security against the State denying justice and assurances of due process to 
investors. 
813
 It stipulates as follows:  
The standard of ‘FET’ comprises the duty to avoid the denial of justice in the cases that involve crime, 
private disputes between persons or organisations, or managerial arbitrary litigations in conformity with the 
due process concept incorporated in the key legal frameworks of the globe.
814
 
There have been multiple of cases where tribunals have held that an absence of an unjust 
process, or severe systematically failings, amount to predominant components in an upholding of 
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a contravention of the standard of FET. A majority of those cases are associated to the 
prerogative to be listened to in courts or administrative legal actions. For example, in Metalclad 
v Mexico,
815
 the tribunal held Mexico in breach of the obligation of FET guaranteed in Article 
1105 of the NAFTA because its local authority denied the grant of a building licence to the 
applicant. One of the important elements in this ruling was the government failure to observe the 
rules that are expressly laid down in the legislation by which its jurisdiction is conferred and 
which in this case was dearth of procedural propriety, and which particularly was a non-
performance to pay heed to the foreign investor.
816
 Similarly, the tribunal in Middle East Cement 
v Egypt 
817
 used the clauses guaranteeing the standards of FET and FPS under the Greece/Egypt 
BIT. Amongst the grievances that were tendered by the applicant was related to the takeover and 
a public sale of the applicant’s vessel including the dearth of appropriate warning to the claimant 
of the public sale of the property belonging to the applicant. It was held by the tribunal that such 
an issue as significant as the government takeover and a public sale of the applicant’s vessel 
ought to have been disclosed to the claimant by a first-hand transmission or conveyance of the 
message.  The tribunal concluded that the method that was employed had not measure up with 
the FET and the FPS requirements of these principles
818
 
6.2.4   Honesty or Sincerity of Intention (Good Faith) 
     Good faith (honesty or sincerity of intention) is a very wide concept, and it is also generally 
one of the core bases found in international law and in the law of foreign investment to be 
specific.
819
It has been reaffirmed by arbitral tribunal that sincerity of intention (good faith) is an 
integral part of FET standard. 
820
 In Tecmed v Mexico, 
821
 the tribunal while reading a BIT clause 
under FET, stated that: ‘the Tribunal rules that the obligation of FET engagement is an indication 
and partly related to the sincerity of intention (bona fide) standard acknowledged under 
international law.’ 
822
 In Waste Management v Mexico,
823
 the tribunal held that the duty to 
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conduct itself with sincerity of intention (good faith) was considered to be the key duty of the 
standard of FET as stipulated in NAFTA Article 1105. An intentional plot by the State’s organs 
to frustrate the business certainly would contravene this standard. It stated as following:  
The tribunal is not doubtful that a willful plot-or to be more precisely, an intentional collaboration of 
several governmental organisations without any defendable reason to make it impossible to achieve the aim 
that an investment treaty is set out to achieve-would amount to a contravention of article 1105 (1). An 
obligation which is of fundamental of the country within this article 1105 (1) is for the State to take 
necessary step in honesty and sincerity of intention and shape, and not intentionally to seek to damage or 
defeat the business by unacceptable methods. 
824
 
     Another case that deals with good faith is Bayindir v Pakistan, 
825
 It was alleged by the 
investor in this case that the reason that he was forced to leave the organisation was built on 
community unfair preferential treatment including bad faith, because the justifications for the 
action stated by the government did not match the true reason for its behaviour. 
826
 The tribunal 
found in its rulings that ‘the asserted unjust preferences of removal, if it is found to be correct, 
are qualifications of upholding a claim of standard of FET in the BIT.’ 
827
 
All these authorities suggest that the activity concerning bad faith by a host State against foreign 
investor would amount to a breach of FET.  The question to be asked is whether all breaches of 
standard of FET require intentional dishonesty (bad faith). The answer to this very question is 
that, it would not be a well-founded justification for a country to assert that, in spite of the fact 
that the conducts it took could have made the investor to suffer harm, that these deeds were made 
with honesty of intention and as a result may not have breached the principle of FET. Arbitral 
custom has obviously shows that the principle of FET could be contravened, even where no bad 
faith, with no intentional dishonesty (mala fides) has been involved.
828
 For example, in Mondev v 
US, 
829
 it was stated by arbitral tribunal that:  
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In the eye of the present time, anything that is unjust or unequal does not need to be equated with the 
shocking or the outstandingly bad. In specific, a country could treat alien investment unfairly and 
impartially without certainly reacting with intentional dishonesty (bad faith).’
830
 
In Tecmed v Mexico,
831
 it was stated by the tribunal that the standard of FET is an indication of 
the sincerity of intention standard that has been accepted under international law, and cited in the 
Mondev passage above to highlight that ‘intent to deceive (bad faith) that emanate from the 
country can not be a prerequisite for the violation of the standard of FET’.
832
 The same 
interpretation was reached in Loewen v USA, 
833
 where it was highlighted by the tribunal that 
intentional dishonest or spiteful intentionality can not be regarded as a necessary prerequisite for 
a contravention of FET principle.
834
  
     Considering all the authorities that have mentioned above, a host State must be very wary in 
the ways it deals with investor and its investment with regards to good faith on FET standard, 
since it has been concluded that conducts that have resulted to harm against the investor which 
are attributable to the host State whether bona fides or mala fides could contravene the FET 
principle. 
6.2.5 Emancipation from Persuasion and Molestation 
     A lot of authorities have stated that the standard of fair and equitable treatment could as well 
be applied in circumstances where persuasion and molestation is focused at the foreign investor. 
In the case of Pope Talbot v Canada,
835
 for example, the SLD, a State supervisory power 
initiated an accreditation investigation against the foreign investor which was very hostile and 
antagonistic. It was concluded by tribunal that this type of enquiry was tantamount to a breach of 
NAFTA, Article 1105.
836
 Again, it was concluded that where a State’s actions that relate to the 
supervisory authority are seen as ‘dangerous and misleading’ and as ‘causing difficulty and 
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In the case of Tecmed v Mexico, 
838
 a limitless permit to operate a landfill was superseded for a 
limited time permit. The tribunal applying the clause in the Mexico/Spain BIT that guaranteed 
FET in accordance with international law held that the refusal to allow for the extension of the 
permit was orchestrated to compel the foreign investor to move to a new area, taking care of the 
expenses and the dangers that come with a new investment.  The tribunal found such persuasion 
to be inconsistent with the FET to be accorded to investment in Article 4 (1) of the BIT under 
international law. 
839
 These cases indicate that any bullying, coercion or harassment attributable 
to the State towards the investor will be taken to be a violation of the FET standard.  
An evaluation of the historical record has revealed that the notion of FET more currently is 
nearly interconnected with, and taken from, the former concept of FPS as this paper has 
elucidated in chapter 2 Section and the two standards are by no means the same. 
6.3 THE LINK BETWEEN FPS AND FET 
    It could be argued that the modern FPS standard derive its foundation from the United States 
customary treaty practice. Some people have claimed that FPS is somehow as familiar as fair and 
equitable treatment standard and unfortunately for many years arbitral tribunals had thoroughly 
failed to address it. Quite a lot of tribunals have treated FPS standard with FET obligations as 
recognisably different,
840
 contending that the principle of FET is a “catch all” standard, having 
the ability of covering any action that seems to the Tribunals to be unjust and unwarranted
841
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thereby casting shadows over FPS. Some have combined the two obligations into one 
842
 while 
on the other hand others have asserted that the two standards are like a bicycle with seats and 
pedals for two riders, one behind the other, without the explanation of their obvious connection. 
Some people think customarily, the main value of the principle was the needfulness to shield the 
investor from different kinds of physical attacks, encompassing the intrusion of the investment 
establishments or offices. But from the ancient history the comprehension of the FPS has always 
been expanded its protection to exceed physical protection so as to safeguard the standard from 
contravention against the rights of an investor by the functioning of legislations and directives in 
the territory of the host country. The length of the provision gives rise to problems of 
determining the limits and boundaries in connection with the ambit of other treaty clauses, for 
example, the standard of FET. Mostly, when it comes to guaranteeing against the employment of 
the laws impacting on the investment security and protection, FPS may receive exceptional 
significance, especially if the agreement does not incorporate other provisions with a wider 
ambit. 
6.3.1 State’s Behaviours that can Breach both FPS and FET standards 
     There are behaviours that can breach both the standards of FPS and the FET, for example, 
like denying foreign investors justice; the state’s unfairness of the law; and the intentional 
harassment, yet the assessment of these factors may differ from each standard. In full protection 
and security the conduct can be wrong if it shows absence of an adequate legitimate process of 
an inability to act with due diligence. The obligation of ‘FPS compels the host country to apply a 
due diligence while in taking appropriately reasonable measures to afford security to foreign 
investors and their investments, and also, to put in place the availability of an adequate legal 
mechanism, presenting such safeguards as proper solution systems, due process, including a 
prerogative to payment for expropriation or government taking in the hand’, while on the other 
hand, ‘the standard of FET is about the way that the country acts towards the investment during 
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the time it is taking measures about it, demanding that the country conducts itself rationally and 
in honesty of intention which is otherwise known as good faith’.
843
 
6.3.2 Tribunals’ interrelated same meaning of Interpretation of FPS and FET 
     In Wena Hotels v Egypt, 
844
 the standard of FPS, and FET standard were dealt together by the 
tribunal without arriving at any difference between the two standards.
845
 Likewise, in that case of 
PSEG v Turkey
846
, it was stated by the tribunal that standard of FPS may only in a few occasions 
be extended beyond physical protection, and if that happens, its relation with fair and equitable 
treatment would get extremely close. 
847
The circumstances were not counted under FPS as an 
independent heading of responsibility for the reason that the inconsistencies were entirely 
inserted under the principle of FET. 
848
 The tribunal in Occidental v Ecuador 
849
 appears to view 
the standards as mostly identical after it held that the Defendant contravened the principle of fair 
and equitable treatment. It also said that the Defendant has contravened the standard of FPS.
850
 
In El Paso v Argentina,
851
 the Tribunal held that, there is no contrast between the standard of 
FET and FPS standard. However, the standard of FET is aimed to warranty that if in any 
circumstances that the other standards are not breached but there is an unnecessary interference 
by the State which might result in unfairness to the expectation of the investor, the investor can 
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6.3.3 Tribunals’ Distinguishable Interpretation of FPS and FET 
     In contrast, the arbitral tribunal in Mamidoil Jetoil v Albania
853
 has stated that the duty to 
afford constant security and protection should never be contradicted with the duty to accord the 
standard of FET. The uniqueness amid the two principles in treaties like the Energy Charter 
Treaty is greatly important. Even more so, this can breach the concept of the treaty meaning 
within the VCLT of 1969 and complicate the definition of the standard of FPS with that of the 
principle of FET
854
. The tribunal in Oxus v Uzbekistan
855
 has stated that unless otherwise 
expressly defined in a particular BIT, the general FPS standard compliments the FET by 
providing protection toward the conducts of third parties (non-State parties), which are not 
protected by the FET standard.
856
  The arbitral tribunal concurred with the defendant that the 
claimant’s characterisation of the BIT’s full protection and security standard as wide protection 
for its investment that is ‘essentially coterminous (i. e., having the same meaning) with FET 
standard is misplaced’.
857
 In some other BITs, the standards of FET and FPS emerge as separate 
protections. In Azurix v Argentina,
858
 for example, the two phrases that give a detailed account in 
words of the protection of investment appear in succession as separate duties under Article II.2 
(a) of the treaty. The tribunal found that the two standards are not the same but separate. 
Therefore, since the two standards appear sequentially as two different obligations in the BIT 
clauses they should be interpreted differently.
859
 However, where the two clauses appear as a 
single standard it would be difficult to interpret the two as different obligations. To this effect the 
tribunal said that the circumstances cannot be construed within the standard of FPS as a different 
classification of responsibility in this case since the abnormalities were all listed within the FET 
principle
860
. In Jan de Nul v Egypt, 
861
Jan de Nul and Dredging International, the two companies, 
were both registered in Belgium and won a bid to dredge sections of the Suez Canal in 1992, a 
job they accomplished after three years. However, an allegation ensued that Suez Canal 
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Authority (SCA), the Egyptian agency responsible for the canal, misrepresented the size of the 
task which led to a protracted legal disputes in the Egyptian courts. The Claimants alleged a 
violation of the Belgium-Egypt BIT on the grounds of allegation of fraud, and charges that ten-
year efforts to seek redress in Egyptian courts amount to denial of justice. The Tribunal said as 
following:  
The concept of constant security and protection needs to be differentiated here against the standard of FET 
because the two principles are inserted in two independent clauses under the BIT, regardless if the both 
warrantees can extend over so as to cover partly or coincide partially or wholly. As the idea is suggested by 




     In the 2012 case of Ulysseas v Ecuador,
863
 the Tribunal held that the standard of FPS is a 
concept that differs from FET. The principle places a duty of vigilance and care upon the host 
State which includes an obligation of due diligence to prevent wrongful attacks caused by third 
parties to investors and their investments within the jurisdiction of the host country. And if 
peradventure the State cannot at the time of the incident prevent the attacks, it must ensure that it 
brings the perpetrator of the attacks to justice. 
864
 In Electrabel v Republic of Hungary,
865
 the 
Tribunal found that since there are two separate standards under the ECT, FPS standard and FET 
standard must, according to the rule of law, have a separate principle and role. 
866
 In Liman v 
Republic of Kazakhstan,
867
 the Tribunal held that the “most constant protection and security” 
must have a meaning that is further than, and must be separate from, the concept of FET. 
However, the principle can not be expanded to contractual agreements’ rights, but aims to protect 
the wholeness of an investment from violent attack, especially of a material degree. 
868
 
The opinion that the two standards are to be considered as two separate obligations seems to be a 
desirable one, even if the two guarantees can encroach on each other. There is no way it is likely 
to be thought that two standards that are incorporated independently in the selfsame instrument 
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would have the selfsame definition. And any explanation that denies an agreement clause of 
definition would not be reasonable and convincing. And this has been the case over the argument 
of placing the meaning to FPS and FET. Placing the same definition on the two standards by 
arbitral tribunals had deprived the investors the full protection they deserve on their investments. 
6.3.4 Tribunals’ Wider Interpretation of FPS  
     Arguably, there are some situations where a wider interpretation of full protection and 
security can be right or reasonable, but if that occurs, it will be very hard to differentiate the 
breach of FPS from breach of FET, and even the breach of an expropriation, as was held in 
Enron Creditors v Argentina.
869
 In Vivendi v Argentina, 
870
the Tribunal held that any provision 
that guaranteed for protection and complete security in relation with FET rules should be 
interpreted to include any act that denies any investor’s investment the right of protection and 
security. If stated in the treaty, the act will also amount to contravention of FET standard, and 
such actions should not be allowed to endanger the physical ownership and the lawful 
safeguarded conditions in which the investment functions. 
871
 In Sempra Energy v Argentina, 
872
the tribunal stated that it was not in doubt that right from the origin that the standard of FPS 
has been evolved to provide employers, employees including their investments with physical 
protection and security. And it added that, it cannot rule out as a matter of policy that there are 
some cases, or occasions where a wider interpretation can be shown to be right and reasonable, 
but even at that, it will be very hard to differentiate such circumstances from violation of FET 
and even expropriation.
873
 However, in AWG Ltd v Argentina,
874
 the tribunal held that if much 
wider interpretation is given to the full protection and security standard this can extend over as to 
cover part of the other standards of investment protection, and such wider interpretation is 
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6.3.5 The Intertwining Interpretation of FPS and FET 
     There are also interweaving readings of the concept of FPS by arbitral tribunals. For instance, 
in Total v Argentina 
876
 the Tribunal ruled that the duty of FPS is relative to the FET. And as 
such, when the duty of the FPS is contravened, the obligation of FET is simultaneously 
presumed to have been violated also, rather than looking for a separate finding of breach. 
877
 In 
Gemplus v United Mexican States,
878
 the Tribunal held that the full protection and security clause 
of the BIT has faced all kinds of illegitimate treatment which is prohibited by other clauses of the 
two BITs, especially those of FET and expropriation. The last one includes the investor and the 
host State, while the protection clause also includes the host State to protect the investment from 
the third party. 
879
 It was also held by the tribunal in Impregilo v Argentina
880
 that any time 
investment has failed to be accorded fair and equitable treatment, it also would be necessary to 
investigate further to see whether the full protection and security standard has also been 
breached. 
881
 The Tribunal in Spyridon v Romania
882
 did not have a different interpretation 
concerning the intertwining between FPS and FET standards. It held that the concept of FPS can 
be extended to cover FET. 
883
 In SAUR v Argentina,
884
 the Tribunal found that the standard of 
FPS is an implementation of more general principle of FET. 
885
 In Anatoli v Republic of 
Kazakhstan, 
886
the Tribunal held that the protection guarantee by the most constant protection 
and security and the protection guarantee by fair and equitable treatment standard could each be 
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These mixed judgements elaborated in the above cases are all inconsistencies found in the 
reading of FPS principle in relation to FET and have created gaps in the full protection and 
security of investments in the host States’ territories to disadvantages of foreign investors. 
      For the sake of appropriate methods for the interpretation agreement between States let’s 
refer back to interpretative guidelines of VCLT 1969. Article 31 of VCLT interpretative 
framework, stipulated that ‘a treaty must be read with sincerity of intention ( i. e., in good faith) 
in conformity with the common interpretation to be accorded to the words of the agreement in 
their circumstances and taking into consideration the objective and purpose’.
888
 And that there 
should not be ‘an intentional plot, i.e., an intentional composition of different tribunals without 
good reason to impede the motive of a BIT agreement as would form a contravention of the 
obligation to act in sincerity of intention and shape (good faith), and not wilfully to intend to 
damage or thwart the business by illegitimate method’. 
889
In this regard, it is difficult to take side 
with the tribunal arguments that FPS which has a far-reaching different meaning would be read 
to have the same or identical meaning with FET without regarding such conclusions as a form of 
bad faith.  
     Secondly, the treaty’s objective and purpose, that is, the reason for which the treaty or the 
standards exist from the view point of the members is very important. There is no doubt that by 
looking at the title and preamble of the two standards that their titles show that their aim is for 
the same reason, which is the magnifying of protection for investment in order to encourage 
investment by national of one country party into the terrain of another. This does not mean that 
the meaning of the two principles should be read as the same however. The same thing applies 
for their preambles, whose intention is to encourage higher economic co-operation among two 
contracting Members, in relation with investment by citizens and organisations of every Party 
member in the region of the other side. 
     Thirdly, the ordinary meanings of the two concepts would invariably and definitely be 
different if we are to ascertain their meanings by making reference to dictionary definitions as it 
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is commonly the case when seeking to interpret terms. Therefore, it will be unusual, as it is 
already is, for tribunals to give or continue to give two different concepts that have two different 
wordings the same meaning without any difference between the two, when it is crystal clear that 
there is a huge different between them. The terms ‘Full protection and security’ and ‘Fair and 
Equitable Treatment’, as they are used in BITs either differently, or differentiated with a coma in 
some BITs as the case may be does not mean that the two standards are the same thing. Unlike 
the FPS dictionary definition that has been discussed above, the standard of FET dictionary view 
point is different. By their common interpretation, the word ‘fair’ including the term ‘equitable’ 
is interpreted as ‘just’, ‘even-handed’, ‘legal’. It is accompanies by the common definition of 
‘fair’ and ‘equitable’ and the aim and intent of the agreement that these words symbolise 
treatment in a non-discriminatory and just way, favourable to assisting the advancement and 
security of the investments of foreigners and encouraging personal enterprises or schemes’.
890
 
The only thing that they have in common is that they are being placed in the same Article and in 
the same sentence in BITs. Placing them in the same sentence does not qualify them as having 
the same meaning. For this reason this thesis is calling for their separateness in order to avoid a 
conflicting of the two standards, unless where the drafters (i.e., the two contracting parties) to the 
treaty have agreed to corporate the two standards together in one article in a BIT, even so their 
meanings will still be different. 
6.4 The Need to Incorporate FPS Standard and FET in Two Different Articles in BITs 
     There is a mix up between these two concepts considering how various tribunals have 
interpreted them in different case law. This mix up seems to occur because the two standards are 
phrased in single standard in one article in some BITs, while in some other BITs the two 
standards appeared as a separate protection. This invariably has created a lot of chaos and 
inconsistencies among tribunals in the interpretation of the two standards causing systematically 
failings and gaps in the protection of investments under the standard of FPS obligation.   
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Tribunals interpret FET as partly the reason for the rejection of a broader interpretation of FPS, 
arguing that FPS should be restricted to physical security because where it is interpreted more 
widely, it would trespass on the function they have assigned to fair and equitable treatment.
891
 
But even rebuffing the repetitive nature of this thinking, this principle of construing the two 
standards has come at a very serious cost. This is because the scope of FET as read by these 
arbitral tribunals give the impression to many to have been completely invented and has no basis 
under traditional international law and has added to an understanding that investment treaties 
place upon national sovereignty some troubling and unusual restrictions. Thus, this presumption 
has caused many to doubt the lawfulness of investment agreement adjudication and the prudency 
of ratifying investment treaties.
892
 
     One can see that there are a lot of inconsistencies and contradictions among Tribunals in 
respect to the relationship between FPS and FET obligation considering the different conclusions 
reached in these numerous cases that have been perused above. In spite of the fact that the 
principles of FET and FPS frequently appear together within the same phrase, and some 
Tribunals have held that the two standards are not differentiable, but the majority viewpoint is to 
keep the standards separate. Whereas some commentators have expressed worries over the 
extensive arbitral tribunal rulings on fair and equitable treatment, a similar argument is very 
likely to follow suit on full protection and security standard, since it brings up almost the same if 
not bigger worries. The assessment that the two standards are to be seen as different standards of 
obligation seems to be a better option. For interpretation’s sake, it seems unconvincing to have 
the presumption that the two principles incorporated autonomously in the selfsame instrument 
have the selfsame meaning, as held in Jan de Nul v Egypt 
893
 by tribunal above. A reading that 
denies an agreement clause of its true definition is not seemingly reasonable. 
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     In reality, what the both principles hold is differentiable.
894
FET mostly comprises of a duty 
upon the host country to deal with conduct that is unfair and inequitable. FET is an obligation of 
the State to make clearly every legislation, statute, and procedure to all foreign investors 
beforehand; to conduct itself in the principle of good faith also to have regard for the investors 
lawful expectations; to provide a consistent and foreseeable legal system; to abstain from 
partiality; and to allow due process, 
895
 as has already been explained to a large extent in the 
beginning of this chapter. 
On the opposite, the assumption of the obligation of security and protection requires the host 
country to take up a measure of due diligence that is as fairly required in all circumstances in 
order to provide security to foreign investors and their investments from adverse effects, and also 
to have and make accessible a satisfactory legal mechanism for the successful defence of 
investor’s rights; providing legal remedy to investors against harmful conduct that affects them 
and their investments by following due process; also ensuring a prerogative to a compensation 
for government takings (expropriation). 
However, some behaviour can possibly contravene both principles, like; a denying an investor 
justice, applying the law arbitrarily, or harassing foreign investor purposefully and the 
examination under each principle can vary. To be specific, under the evaluation of a FPS, these 
conducts would be unjust since they indicate the absence of a satisfactory legal framework, or an 
omission to action a due diligence. In contrast, under the evaluation of a FET, the unjust 
behaviour would be an omission to accord equitable treatment to the investment or treat it in 
good faith. 
     As we can see from this analysis, and from the case law, the both principles together include a 
lot of the concepts that the present-day tribunals have ruled to be inbuilt in the standard of FET. 
But still, the two principles are embedded under traditional international law, accordingly not 
unusual in any small degree. 
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Furthermore, it is vital to express that there have often been a clear limitations on the scope of 
both obligations. Especially, there has never been any obligation imposed on the host States to 
guarantee the absolute stability and foreseeability of their judicial frameworks, which should not 




     On this point, full protection and security standard should better be accorded a separate 
section in Article in Model BITs so as to make it distinctive from FET and so as to provide 
foreign investors with adequate protection to their investments. In doing so, it would be easier 
for arbitral tribunals to clearly distinguish between the two standards. It would also remove the 
unnecessary confusion created by tribunals’ interpretations of the two standards thereby ending 
the argument whether the two standards conflate or not. It would also assist tribunals in 
interpreting the standards more accurately and consistently without mixing the meaning of the 
two principles up. The suggestive way of wording the standard could be helpful, and goes as 
follows:  
 Each Party of this treaty shall accord to investors and their investments of another Party 
the obligation of full protection and security independently, and not with conjunction 
with the obligation of fair and equitable treatment. The obligation of full protection and 
security to be accorded to alien investors shall not be favourably lower in treatment than 
that to be accorded to its domestic investors or citizens; and shall require an additional 
treatment to or exceeding that that is necessitated by the traditional international law. 
 
6.5 IMPLICATIONS FOR INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT LAW 
     Having identified and explained an interpretation of full protection and security that would be 
consistent with the VCLT and all analytical discussions of the case law for the protection of both 
physical and non-physical security of the standard in relation to the VCLT, it is worth 
considering its implications for international investment law. To that end, the subsections that 
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follow employ that interpretation as the magnifier by which to inspect and give detailed analysis 
of present-day jurisprudence in relation to the standard. 
6.5.1 Divergence of Tribunals’ Interpretations of FPS standard 
     The most controversial issue confronting this concept of investment treatment right now is the 
disagreement whether or not this standard expands further than the investor’s investment 
physical protection where the obligation is undermined. The two viewpoints the tribunals have 
taken on this matter could not be further apart. 
     In the both claims of Saluka v Czech Republic
897
 and Azurix v Argentina
898
 are case examples 
that depict the scale by which arbitral tribunals have taken different viewpoints on this issue. The 
tribunal in Saluka had held that, ‘the standard of FPS provision is never intended to shield the 
investor’s investment from every type of damage, but to safeguard more certainly the physical 
wholeness of the investment from intrusion by exercise of force.’ 
899
 Whereas, the tribunal in 
Azurix case ruled that ‘it would not merely be an issue of physical protection; the stability 
accorded by a safe climate is also vital looking at the investor’s opinion’.
900
 The divergent 
opinions found in these two cases are even more pronounced among arbitrators across tribunals 
providing rulings that appear contradictory or inconsistent upon the extent of the standard of FPS 
which seems to have given support to multiple of infringements of investors’ investments by the 
States 
     The arbitral tribunal in the claim of BG Group v Argentina in 2007 ruled that, it would be 
‘unsuitable for the tribunal to deviate from the early comprehended principle of ‘security and 
constant ‘protection.’ 
901
Although the tribunal in that case recognised that ‘different arbitral 
tribunals have held that the principle of ‘security and constant protection’ expands beyond 
circumstances of the physical protection of the foreign investors and their  investments, this 
tribunal deem it unsuitable to reach the same conclusion on this matter.
902
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      Just within the duration of a year after, it was held in National Grid v. Argentina 
903
 by 
arbitral tribunal that ‘the term ‘security and constant protection’ as associated with the topic of 
the Agreement can not imply essentially that the security is permanently restricted to security 
and protection of physical investments or property.’
904
 The same adjudicator that sat on the 
tribunals of the two cases – in National Grid and BG Group, comprising the selfsame BITs, 
selfsame accused person, and nearly the selfsame factual case history, reached a contrary ruling 
just in one year, without giving any reason or clarification for it. 
     Also, in Biwater v Tanzania 
905
and Rumeli v Republic of Kazakhstan, 
906
there were regular 
arbitrators who sat as panellists in both cases and each of them had a divergence opinion in 
regards to the ambit of the FPS principle. The tribunal in Biwater, support the findings in Azurix, 
which states that, ‘when the phrases ‘security’ and ‘protection’ are accompanied with the word 
‘full’, the content that applies to the principle can expand to issues beyond physical protection.’ 
907
 On the opposite, in the Rumeli claim held just few days after Biwater award, the tribunal 
stated that, it is in agreement of the treaty with Kazakhstan that ‘the FPS in Art. II (2) under UK-
Kazakhstan bilateral investment treaty should be interpreted in conformity with the recognised 
principles of treaty definition’,
908
 and it thereby following a restricted ambit to the FPS principle. 
The tribunal in Rumeli in their ruling stated that the principle ‘requires the host State to accord a 
certain degree of security to alien investment against physical harm’.
909
 
     In the light of the above cases, there exists a clear divergence between various arbitral 
tribunals, especially among arbitrators, on the matter of whether it is possible or not the principle 
of FPS expands beyond physical security. The same inconsistency has applied in cases where 
arbitral tribunals have jumble up the meaning of FPS and FET together in their interpretations. 
This inconsistency as a further illustration of the division of opinions of interpretation of FPS 
obligation has prompted some people to think that divergent rulings on the extent of FPS’s 
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‘could be the origin of problems now and in the future to arbitral adjudicators or applications for 
repealing, and in long period of time, it crops up hard questions concerning the natural 
consistency of the mechanism’.
910
 
6.5.2 Tribunals’ too Expansive Interpretation of FPS 
     Again, tribunals have accurately defined FPS standard as providing security exceeding 
physical protection and have in some occasions depicted the concept’s shape too extensively. 
      Arguably, the tribunal has defined the FPS too widely in many cases, and one of such cases 
is in Occidental v Ecuador (Oxy).
911
 The tribunal ruled that Ecuador contravened the principle of 
FPS clauses in the Ecuador and the United States BIT after the State of Ecuador altered the 
definition of the tax legislation and denied VAT (valued added tax) rebate to Occidental, a 
United States corporation.
912
 The decision was concluded by the tribunal after practically 
equating the both standards, upholding that a contravention of FET is automatically the 
consequential of a breach of FPS. Furthermore, the tribunal as well argued that the principle of 
FET is the duty of the host country to keep the “stability of legitimate and commercial 
mechanism” of the State” 
913
It further argued that when the State of Ecuador changed its 
approach to VAT refunds, “the mechanism by which the trade was to operate and made was 




It is important, therefore, to know that the arbitral tribunal did not in any way conditioned its 
findings in relation with FET and FPS on any ruling that the different definition was in intent to 
deceive (bad faith), tyrannical, or impartial,
915
 also the tribunal did not appear to have 
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contemplated it significant that the alien investor has the right to pursue and question the new 
interpretation in domestic courts.
916
 The argument of the tribunal might have been that it is 
sufficient to contravene the FPS standard if the State of Ecuador chooses a different legal 
definition that changes the legal system in such a way which it has an adverse effect on the 
business and inaccurate therefore to the autonomous ruling of the arbitral tribunal. 
If that was the case, its approach was troublesome in the sense that it omitted to differentiate 
meaningfully between FPS and FET and failed to determine the limits of any of the two 
principles. Had the tribunal in (Oxy1) interpreted the FPS properly in a manner compatible with 
its traditional, Ecuador may not probably have been held in contravention of that principle on the 
basis of the action of its organ without first of all ruling that the State of Ecuadorian legal 
framework was not capable of protecting the investor’s rights of property. An ordinary ruling 
that the State tax department employed the legislation wrongfully should not have been enough 
to prove a refusal of security and protection, so far as the foreign investor may willingly have 
questioned and feasibly altered the meaning in the domestic courts. 
917
 
     The second case where the tribunal arguably interpreted the principle of FPS too widely is 
found in CME v Republic of Czech. The tribunal in that case held that the State of Czech 
contravened the FPS provision in the BIT between Czech Republic and Netherlands by, among 
other things, changing its media legislation in a manner that fails to benefit a domestic 
corporation (CNTS) to which the applicant made an investment, and consenting through the 
conducts of a managerial body (Media Council) the effort by CNTS’s investment associate, to 
apply that alteration as a ground to rescind the corporation’s contractual connection. The tribunal 
here was unable to express in full detail what the standard of FPS contend. The tribunal only 
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argued that the duty of the host country is ‘to make sure that it does not either by alteration of its 
legislation or by the conducts of its managerial corpus is the accepted and recommended 
protection and security that was reached with the foreign investor and its investment cancelled or 
minimised’. 
918
 This type of imprecise and ambiguous interpretation of the principle is again 
worrying since it does not provide any direction specifically as to the time when a 
disadvantageously legal modification or managerial conduct is incompatible with the protection 




     Thirdly, the arbitral tribunal in different claim emanating from the exact facts, Lauder v 
Czech Republic, 
920
applied a better approach. The claim was initiated by another investor within 
CNTS by the name (Ronald Lauder), in separate BITs between Czech Republic and the United 
States bilateral investment treaty. The tribunal without doubt in this case accepted that the 
obligation of FPS as expanding to legal protection, but expressed its boundary more accurately. 
The tribunal ruled that obligation of FPS ‘mandates the Contracting Parties to apply such a 
degree of duty of care or due diligence in protecting alien investment as necessary under the 
situations’, 
921
and necessitates the host countries to have and make proper legal mechanism  
obtainable to protected investors.
922
 
     The tribunal, whilst employing the concept to the background of the case, dismissed the 
security and protection assertion. It saw no proof that it department (Media Council) 
administered the legislation in an tyrannical or impartial manner, or that the alteration of the law 
was as a result of conspiracy theory on the part of the State to damage the business.
923
 Instead, it 
apportioned the blame on Dr. Zelezny, an individual investment associate, that it was his conduct 
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that damaged CNTS, and that CNTS had the freedom to initiate a contractual legal proceeding 
against Dr. Zelezny in the State of Czech courts. 
924
 Therefore, the tribunal held that the only 
duty Czech Republic is expected to render in regards to that argument was to ‘make its juridical 
mechanism accessible for the applicant and any organs he manages, to initiate their claims, and 
for that type of disputes to be correctly investigated and determined in compliance with 
international and national law’.
925
 
     The tribunal’s viewpoint in Lauder case of the standard of FPS seems to be compatible with 
customary notions of that principle that it provides more than physical security, and provides the 
host countries enough freedom to make new law and to apply its legislations only where it found 
it necessary to do so. 
     Another case where the tribunal has expressed the same interpretation of security and 
protection is EAS Generation v Hungary. 
926
  A United Kingdom corporation was the applicant 
in this case who had financed a power generation corporation in Hungary. The company claimed 
that Hungary breached the FPS provision of the ECT when it changed its legislations that 
governed the tariff which they are entitled for electricity generators, and which contributed to the 
claimant to sustain financial losses.
927
While assessing this dispute, the tribunal stated that the 
content of the FPS principle as following: The obligation to accord most constant protection and 
security to investor’s investment is a country’s duty to exercise appropriate measures to 
safeguard  
‘[T]he obligation to accord most constant security and protection to businesses is a country’s duty to take 
necessary measures to safeguard their investors, or to make sure their investors  safeguard themselves from 
molestation by private parties and State organs ... And whereas it may, in proper situations, expands the 
duty beyond a security of physical protection, it definitely can not provide protection against a country’s 
prerogatives to enact new laws or regulate in a way that could  adversely impact on a claimant’s business, 
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in as much as the State conducts itself  reasonably under the situations and with the viewpoint to reaching 
objectively the State public aims’.
928
 
      
     Employing that standard to the reality before the tribunal, the tribunal dismissed the security 
and protection claim. It highlighted that Hungary has the prerogative to modify its legislation in 
good faith because it did not endorse any stabilisation consensus or similarly pledged that they 
would never alter its legislations
929
 In the Lauder arbitral tribunal’s perspective, this provides the 
host country with the freedom to change its legal mechanism, while still permitting the country 
to remain answerable under the standard of FPS where it acted in a way that constitutes to 
molestation or in a manner that is arbitrary.  
6.5.3 The Need for a more Substantial Consistency of FPS Interpretation  
     The inconsistency of FPS definition and on many matters and tribunals’ arguably excessively 
expansive interpretation of FPS standard that this paper has made reference to has raised some 
eyebrows and serious problems, and has resulted to the proposals to enhance the coherence of 
judgements. One of the ways to heighten the consistency of decisions is to create an appeals 
framework which could open the prospect of evaluating arbitral rulings in order to improve the 
possibility of a coherent case law, especial on the standard of FPS.  Several United States signed 
investment agreements have predicted this prospect in the format of an appealing corpus or 
related comparable method.
930
  The 2004 of the US Model BIT has in it the following clauses 
within Annex D: 
POSSIBILITY OF A BILATERAL APPELLATE MECHANISM 
About 3 years subsequently to the time that the treaty came into force, the Parties must contemplate 
whether it is to create a bilateral appeal corpus or related framework to re-evaluate decisions delivered 
within Article 34 in adjudication started after they create the appellate entity or related framework.
931
  
     It is not clear if the creation of different appellate bodies under separate treaties would 
promote a logical and consistent case law. A consistent and compatible result would be reached 
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only if the conventional framework is used to all, or to an extent, numerous treaties. The 
multinational retrials system concept is shown under CAFTA-DR Free Trade Agreement 
(FTA),
932
 and also in United States FTAs between Singapore, 
933
 as well as that of Chile 
934
 
Even at one stage the ICSID put forward a blueprint that envisaged the establishment of an 
appellate provision under the ICSID
935
, but that proposal was abandoned untimely. This appeal 
provision proposal is not really the most desirable framework to obtain consistency and clarity in 
the definition of investment agreements. Accordingly, appeal requires a ruling that can be 
criticised for a number of asserted faults so as to be mended. “Instead of seeking to mend the 
harm subsequent to the reality through a retrial, it will to greater extent be low-cost and 
successful to confront it precautionary in advance before it happens”.
936
This advice will be 
plausible if it is to be adhered to by all parties including arbitral investment tribunals.  
     A mechanism to obtain the logical and consistency which is considered to be outstandingly 
effective is to permit for preparatory verdicts whilst the actual or the original lawsuits are still 
waiting for a decision.
937
 In this type of mechanism an arbitral tribunal would adjourn the case 
and would demand for a judgement on an issue of legislation from a corpus which has been 
created for that particular intention. This system has been effectively employed within the 
European Community scheme to obtain the consistency of implementation of the treaty of 
European Community legislation by national courts.
938
 The accomplishment of this mechanism if 
it is to be implemented by tribunals would avoid the protracted schism amongst diverse arbitral 
tribunal’s interpretation of FPS principle, and it would also bring back any loss of confidence 
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     In conclusion, the relationship between FPS and FET, although it could be argued that the 
present-day’s standard of FPS derives its origin from the United States customary treaty policy 
but that does not give the two standards the same meaning. Therefore, the tribunal should desist 
from making the two standards sound as if they are the same just because they appear together in 
the same section of Articles in BITs in some respective treaties. It would be better and more 
sensible for tribunals to endeavour and do away with the inconsistencies that surround their 
interpretation of the protective standard and achieve a better interpretation of the FPS provisions 
in BITs while interpreting the clause of FPS. Moreover, it is advisable by this thesis that 
contracting parties who involve themselves with FPS standard and FET should endeavour to 
incorporate the two standards in two different Articles in a BIT to enable various arbitral 
tribunals reach correct and predictable interpretation of the both clauses so as to achieve better 
and expected end result. The divergent opinions found in the interpretation of FET and FPS are 
even more pronounced among arbitrators across tribunals providing rulings that appear 
contradictory or inconsistent upon the extent of the standard of FPS which seems to have given 
support to multiple of infringements of investors’ investments by the States, and gives foreign 
investors the feeling that they can not fully and adequately relied on the standard of FPS for the 














THE NEED TO APPLY FPS STANDARD TO CYBER SECURITY: DIGITAL ASSETS 
 
7.1 Introduction 
    Another area in which investors could suffer adverse effects to their investments is through 
cyber-attacks. The principle of FPS that should be accorded investment protection is in the area 
of digital assets. It has already been explained in previous chapters above that the standard of full 
protection and security concerns a practice of physical and legal protection for foreign 
investments security, which a foreign investor may suffer against its investment and which can 
arise via war, civil strife or contraventions of the right of the investor by legislations and 
directives in the host country. FPS is common among many BITs concluded to draw foreign 
direct investment (FDI) and to provide protection to multinational investors
939
 . To some people, 
the FPS principle in the past was originally used to provide protection for physical protection to 
shield investor’s tangible assets, times have now changed, therefore the interpretation of the 
standards need to be adjusted so as to go along with the nature of threats that investors have to 
deal with in the 21
st
 Century, specifically, the digital investments solidarity like computer 
systems and websites from harms imposed by, or directed at the internet, otherwise generally 
known as cyber security. Cyber attacks or cyber crime, even theft of trade secrets and corporate 
espionage by internet hackers are not immune from this threat. In order to combat and prevent 
the adverse effects caused to investors’ digital assets by these attackers this article argues for an 
extension of FPS State’s obligation that is stretched to cover cyber security generally, and the 
argument will be supported by the tribunal’s statements while interpreting Article 1105 of the 
NAFTA, in ADF v United States which states as follows:  
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that the traditional international law that was made reference to under Article 1105 (1) is not fixed for a 
particular period of time and that the minimum level of treatment can change... what traditional 
international law forecast can not be an unchangeable picture of the minimum level of treatment of 
foreigners just as it was in 1927 during the ruling of the Neer Award.
940
For both traditional international 




      Cyber-attacks represent a gigantic, progressing and disputable class of occurrences. Truly, 
today there are vast numbers of “cyber weapons” in progress globally without any candid 
dialogue concerning the conditions in which it may be applied.
942
 The menace of cyber conflict 
is not only the singular element of cyber harms; cyber threats, cyber attacks, cyber offences and 
espionage are increasing and constitute great difficulties to corporations (investments) and States 
uniformly.
943
 This necessitates international law/s formulation of cyber peace so as to help in 
monitoring the broad diversity of cyber threats, encompassing trade secrets theft, cyber offences, 
and other espionage. Employing international investment law by the use of BITs indicates one 
factor of this development.  
     The accurate magnitude of digital crime is not known, but it has been estimated that the losses 
sustained from such attacks amounted to about $1 trillion just for 2010, compelling Sheldon 
Whitehouse, a US senator, to insinuate that “the US and the entire world are experiencing what 
is possibly the greatest transfer of resources through theft and piracy in the entire evolution of 
humanity”.
944
 Furthermore, some countries are involving in cyber surveillance otherwise known 
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as espionage, encompassing trade secrets theft,
945
 causing the contemplation of new approaches 
to combat cyber crime. One such master plans of enhancing protection against cyber crime is by 
using international investment and trade law and especially BITs as a mechanism to reduce cyber 
threats and better secure and safeguard trade secrets, that by estimation accordingly, “contained a 
means of two-third of the worth of corporations’ data portfolios.”
946
 It is as a   result of the fact 
that cyber attacks have multiplied in vast number, sophistication and worldliness, and extremity 
in the past years that have led some countries to announce proposals to begin brokering a deal for 
an extensive bilateral investment treaty which will comprise the problematic issue of combating 
bilateral cyber offence.
947
 Indeed, the application of cyber security to BITs, especially under the 
provision of full protection and security standard could be instrumental in passing laws of cyber 
attack protection akin to that of the armed war threshold, encompassing the law of neutrality. 
948
 
     To apply the standard of FPS in this manner would be difficult since it is not a host State that 
has control over a digital network in their territory of jurisdiction. Moreover, it will be difficult 
for a host State to fulfil its obligation in a treaty of BITs because the security guarantee might be 
more than its economic volume, particularly in respect to developing nations, where cyber harms 
are presumed to be rampant. This part of the thesis will discuss a general overview of cyber 
security and cyber threats but will focus more on the digital aspect of cyber-attacks in the form 
of websites and computers than other areas of cyber security protection such as those that have 
already mentioned, namely, trade secrets theft, such as intellectual property; and espionage. But 
before going into detail about the possibility of including cyber security to BITs it would be 
appropriate at this juncture to firstly elucidate on the issues relating to cyber threats that may be 
initiated from foreign countries to other States, by addressing the issues relating to State 
sovereignty, jurisdiction, and control over cyber infrastructure, and in addition to those issues 
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that deals with the application of typical public international laws of State Responsibility to 
cyber operations. This may be relevant as some cyber attacks are known to have their links from 
abroad. 
7.2 States and Computer Network 
      There are sets of rules of a traditional international legal existence describing the linkage 
between countries, computer network infrastructure, and computer network activities. 
Phraseology is absolutely necessary in order to get a correct comprehension of this section of the 
thesis. ‘Computer network infrastructure’ represents the transmissions, storing, and computing 
facilities by which data mechanisms function (glossary).
949
 To a degree countries can apply 
supervision concerning cyber infrastructure. They support some rights and duties as an affair 
under international law. The phrase “cyber operation’ describes the application of cyber 
capacities with the main aim of reaching objectives by the application of cyberspace 
(glossary).
950
In international law, countries could be accountable for cyber attacks (if it causes 
any adverse effects) which the country or their entities transmit, or in other words as regarded as 
being caused by the States by the strength of the law on State responsibility. Conducts of third 
party actors might as well be ascribed to countries. This section will be determined by rules and 
report from Tallinn Manual under the international law employable to cyber warfare as outlined 
in principles ruling of such issues and describing how the Groups of Experts defined applicable 
concepts in the cyber atmosphere, and indicates any differences within the group as to each 
rule’s accomplishment. 
7.2.1 Tallinn Manual Rule 1:  Sovereignty 
      Under Rule 1 of Tallinn Manual rule, a country could apply control on the subject of cyber 
infrastructure and operations in its sovereign jurisdiction. This rule highlights the reality that 
despite the fact that no country may allege autonomous concerning cyberspace per se, countries 
could exercise independence rights regarding any cyber infrastructure situated on their region, 
including activities that are linked to that cyber facility. 
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     The recognised interpretation of ‘sovereignty’ has been outlined in the arbitral award of 1928 
in Island of Palmas,
951
 where it was stipulated that ‘Sovereignty in the connections between 
countries indicates independence. Independence with reference to a part of the sphere is the 
prerogatives to employ in that respect, to the exception of every other country, the tasks of a 
country.’
952
 It is as a result of the independence that a country benefit concerning jurisdiction that 
grants it the prerogative to monitor cyber infrastructure and cyber operations in the borders of its 
jurisdiction. Consequently, cyber infrastructure sited in the State’s territorial land, national 
rivers, territorial ocean waters, island waters, or State air space is affected by the independence 
of the regional country.’ 
953
 Sovereignty signifies that a country could control access to its region 
and universally possesses and benefits, inside the restriction outlined by agreement and 
traditional international law, the full prerogative to use power and control on its region. A 
country’s sovereignty concerning cyber infrastructure in its region has two repercussions. Firstly, 
is that cyber infrastructure is likely to be affected by legal and supervisory monitoring by the 
country. 
954
Secondly, the country’s regional sovereignty safeguards cyber infrastructure, 
regardless of if it is owned by the State or individual bodies or private third parties. In the cases 
of cyber-attacks initiated from abroad to another country, for example, China, United States, or 
Russia, some of these cyber attacks reportedly originated from servers network situated in these 
countries. A cyber activity by a country launched against cyber infrastructure situated in another 
country may breach that country’s sovereignty which it was directed against. It surely does if 
there are damages done as a consequence of the launch. The International Group of Experts of 
the Tallinn Manual who came out with these rules could not reach to any agreement concerning 
whether the installation of malware which is specifically designed to disrupt or damage a 
computer system which does not cause physical damage (as with malware used to control 
operations) amounts to a breach of sovereignty or independence. If that sort of cyber activities 
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are aimed to pressurise the State and are not in other respects allowed within international law, 
the activity may amount to a forbidden ‘intervention’
955
. With this reasoning in mind on 
sovereignty over control of infrastructure on its region, one would argue that any cyber-attack 
which emanates either from outside or within a sovereign State which causes devastating damage 
to investment may be attributable to that State for their failure to have prevented the damage 
from happening. 
     However, the rules on sovereignty permits a country to, amongst other things, limit or protect 
either partially or in wholly the access to the internet work, without being bias to relevant 
international law, like human rights or other international communication law.
956
Even if cyber 
infrastructure situated in a particular country’s region is associated with the international 
communications network, still it cannot be read as an abandonment of such sovereignty 
prerogatives concerning that infrastructure. In spite of the fact that countries may not be able to 
exercise sovereignty on cyberspace per se (in itself), countries could use their region in relation 
to computer network offences and some other operations of a computer network nature in 
conformity with the concepts of jurisdiction acknowledged under international law (Rule 2). 
957
 
Customarily, the concept of the contravention of sovereignty was restricted to activities being 
handled by, or ascribable to States. Nevertheless, there are some underdeveloped opinions 
presented by some academics that computer network attacks conducted by non-State participants 
will also breach a county’s sovereignty, especially in part of its territorial unit. This will be 
addressed later in this thesis below. 
7.2.2 Tallinn Manual Rule 2: Jurisdiction 
 Rule 2 of the Tallinn Manual stipulates that, ‘without being bias to relevant international duties, 
that a country may use its jurisdiction and control: (a) over individual involved in cyber 
operations on its territorial region; (b) over cyber infrastructure situated on its territorial zone; 
and (c) extraterritorially, according to international law’.
958
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The phrase ‘jurisdiction’ includes the power to stipulate, implement, and judge. It expands to all 
issues, encompassing the ones that are non criminal (civil matters), criminal matters and 
managerial in human kindness and existence. The main reason for a country to use its 
jurisdiction is bodily or lawful presence of an individual (in personam) or thing like object (in 
rem) on its territorial domain. For example, in accordance with the State’s in personam 
jurisdiction a country can endorse legislations and statutes controlling the cyber operations of 
persons on its region. It can as well control the actions of individually owned’ companies 
incorporated within its jurisdiction but bodily functioning overseas, like internet service 
providers (‘ISP’). Concerning the In rem jurisdiction, it would permit it to accept legislations 
controlling the activities of cyber infrastructure on its country. 
     It may be challenging to ascertain jurisdiction inside the cyberspace since cloud or internet 
network distributed mechanisms could cross State boundaries, as may the replication (the action 
of copying or reproducing data) including the constant movement of data processing. This causes 
it difficult at any point in time to establish where the whole of the user’s information and 
operating data programme are situated because such information may have been resided in 
various parts of the jurisdictions concurrently. These technological complexities do not prevent a 
country of its legitimate prerogative to use jurisdiction concerning individuals and cyber 
infrastructure situated on its borders. In respect of jurisdiction depended on territoriality, it 
should be observed that while persons using data and transmitting scientific knowledge have a 
particular physical site, the site of mobile appliances can move or switch off at computing 
activities. For example, an individual using some mobile computing gadgets like tablets and 
smart phones can open various database challenges or upgrades for processing by a digital data 
storage service. As those challenges and upgrades occur, the operator of the phone may switch to 
another site. Any country where the person has operated the phone from benefits jurisdiction 
since the person, and the associated gadgets, were situated on its jurisdiction when they were 
used. 
     Surprisingly, with scientific knowledge like mobile digital data storing computer services, the 
gadgets from which the user is opening an instruction to provide information or perform another 
function may be geo-located; and software services and computer database applications could 





or the gadget’s global positioning system (GPS). Therefore, it is likely under particular 
conditions for somebody that does not want to be traced to spoof- (interfere with radar or signals 
so as to make them useless) the geographical-coordinates publicised by that person’s computing 
mechanism. It is as well likely that the user-location could potentially not be made accessible by 
the infrastructure or those that provide the service, or by the computer programming, or even by 
the gadget itself. Real physical existence is needed and is adequate for jurisdiction based on 
territoriality; spoofed (interfere with radar or signals so as to make them useless) existence is not 
enough. 
     The territorial jurisdiction has resulted to the development of two unoriginal or imitative 
kinds of jurisdiction, namely: subjective territorial jurisdiction and objective territorial 
jurisdiction.
959
  The first one includes the use of the legislation of the country applying 
jurisdiction to a particular occurrence which is generated inside its region but accomplished in 
some other place (or State). It relates even if the criminal cyber-attacks or operation have not 
impacted negatively in the country exercising this jurisdiction. By the opposite, Objective 
territorial jurisdiction provides jurisdiction on persons to the country where the specific 
occurrence has impacted negatively despite the fact that the activity started outside the 
jurisdiction.
960
 Objective regional jurisdiction is of specific importance to cyber activities. For 
instance, Estonia in 2007 was attacked in cyber attacks that were launched from overseas. As for 
those conducts which contravened Estonian legislation, the State of Estonia would at least have 
been qualified to use jurisdiction on the persons, wherever situated, who launched the attacks. 
Especially, Estonian jurisdiction would possibly have been vindicated since the activities had 
considerable negative impacts on Estonian region, like intrusion in the system of its banks and 
State tasks. At the same vein, non-combatant implicated in cyber activities against Georgia 
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during that county’s international arms confrontation in 2008 with Russian government could 
have been under the control of Georgian jurisdiction due to consequential intrusion on websites 
and disturbance of cyber transmission in breach of State of Georgian law.
961
  The State of 
Estonia should have used jurisdiction to bring the perpetrators of these acts to book, especially if 
there had been a uniformity of international law that safeguards cyber-attacks.  
     Other acknowledged grounds concerning this extraterritorial jurisdiction, although with some 
limitations, encompass: (i) country of the wrongdoers; (ii) country of the individuals harmed by 
the operation; (iii) danger to national security of the country; and (iv) contravention of a general 
concept in international law, like commission of war crime. For instance, any important cyber 
intrusion with a country’s military protective framework such as an air defence and early 
warning radars) amounts to a danger to State security and as a result is included in the defensive 
concept. 
     Considering the variation of jurisdictional positions under international law, two countries, 
even more can frequently benefit from jurisdiction on the same individual or thing in regards to 
the same occurrence. An example of this would be an insurgent organisation that stages a 
computer network attack or activities from the region of country A fashioned to inflict physical 
harm to country B’s power generation facilities. The insurgents used a cyber-arsenal against the 
factory’s control mechanisms, causing a detonation that caused harms to personnel. Inmates of 
the prison are from several different countries. Country A may assert jurisdiction on the premises 
that the activity happened there. Country B could as well assert jurisdiction based on the footing 
of the nationality of the victim known as passive personality and objective regional jurisdiction. 
Some countries possess jurisdiction on the basis of an attacker’s citizenship. Considering these 
circumstances one would argue that it is not easy for a sovereign State to exonerate itself from 
cyber-attacks based on jurisdiction, especially where such cyber attacks are launched from inside 
its borders. 
     The term ‘without bias to relevant international duties’ is incorporated to acknowledge that, in 
some situations, international law might successfully restrict the use of jurisdiction upon some 
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individuals or things of objects on a Country’s region. Instances encompass exemption (e.g., 
military and consular exemption) and the provision of main jurisdiction to one country out of 
two countries benefitting simultaneously jurisdiction about an individual or specific crime, for 
example by the employment of a Status of Forces Agreement). 
7.2.3 Tallinn Manual Rule 5: State Control of Computer Network Infrastructure 
     Rule 5 of Tallinn Manual on the international law applicable to cyber warfare that is initiated 
from abroad stipulates that ‘a country must not wilfully permit the computer network 
infrastructure situated in its region or directly within its complete and individual State 
supervision to be used for conducts which unfavourably and illegally upset or damage another 
country’.
962
 If a country is not deliberately allowing that computer network infrastructure 
situated in its region to be exercised against other countries disadvantageously and illicitly, that 
would mean that, a State should not also intentionally permit such cyber infrastructure within its 
State control be used against alien investments within the region of its own country in the case of 
international investment law. 
This principle creates a guideline of conduct for countries in the context of two classes of 
computer network infrastructure: (i) any computer network infrastructure be it State agency in 
essence or not, situated on their border; and (ii) computer network infrastructure sited in some 
other places but upon which the country at issue has either de jure (entitlement or claim by legal 
right) or de facto (whether by legal right or not) total and individual control. It is applicable to 
each other notwithstanding of the ascription of the conducts at issue to a country.
963
 The duty of 
State equality demands an obligation of every country to accord due deference for the territorial 
independence of another country.  In Nicaragua v United States
964
, it was ruled by the ICJ that, 
‘amongst autonomous countries, deference for territorial sovereignty is a crucial basis of global 
relationships.’
965
 The duty for deference to the independence of other countries, as observed in 
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the ICJ case of Corfu Channel,
966
 indicates that a country should not ‘permit wilfully its 
jurisdiction to be taken as a location for activities against the rights of another country’.
967
 
Therefore, countries are necessitated to employ reasonable measures to shield those rights within 
international law.
968
 This could be regarded as the same reasonable steps of measures of due 
diligence that a country is mandated to maintain in safeguarding the investments of foreign 
investors in its territory under FPS clauses in BITs in international investment law that has been 
dealt with in chapter 5 above. These duties do not just cover unlawful conducts that are 
damaging to another country, but as well, for instance, actions that impose severe harm, or 
conducts that have the possibility to cause such harm, on individuals (investors) and objects 
(investments) protected by the regional sovereignty of the focus country,
969
  such as the ones 
posed by international computer network threats that have allegedly originated from China, 
Russia and United States to other countries. Therefore, if it is true that there have been serious 
computer network attacks against a vast number of corporations in foreign countries from 
network servers situated in China and the US as has been alleged, that would mean that China, 
Russia and United States have failed to accord due respect for the regional independence of those 
countries it launched such computer network attacks against.  
     However, these necessities are complex by the existing kind of damaging computer network 
activities, particularly time and room compression of data, and their frequently uncommon 
nature. There could be situations to which it can not be possible for a country to thwart damage 
to another country. For instance, country A might be aware that a damaging computer network 
operation is being made ready and is going to be activated from its region against country B. But, 
since it has not known the striker’s accurate identity and schedule time, the only successful 
choice might be to separate the computer connection that will be employed in the strike from that 
particular internet. By doing so will frequently result in the country A denying it provided the 
service for the attack against country B. The kind, level and ambit of the possible damage to both 
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countries must be evaluated to consider whether this corrective step is necessitated. The 
yardstick in such conditions is one of reasonableness. The same thing will be applicable to where 
an infrastructure sited within a country’s territory or under its complete governmental control is 
to be used for activities that unfavourably and illegally affect investors and investments within 
the host country under the obligation of FPS of BIT in international investment law. 
     As to the ambit of implementation, this Rule relates to all the activities that are illegitimate 
and which have harmful impacts on another country, notwithstanding if those damaging that it 
impacts happened on another country’s region or occurred on objects that are protected in 
international law. The phrase unlawful has been applied within this Rule to indicate a conduct 
which is against the lawful prerogatives of the negatively impacted country. The International 
Experts of this Tallinn Manual intentionally decided not to restrict the prohibition of this rule to 
narrower notions, like the using of force in Rule 11
970
 or armed attack in rule 13,
971
 as to 
highlight that the disallowance expands to every computer network operation from one country’s 
region that impact the prerogatives of another country and have negative damage on another 
country’s region. Especially, there can be no necessity that the computer network activity at issue 
ends in physical harm to objects or damages to persons; it requires only causation of adverse 
impact. 
     The Rule deals with circumstances to which the applicable operations are in progress. For 
example, a country that permits computer network infrastructure on its borders to be engaged by 
an insurgence organisation to launch a cyber attack against other countries would invariably be 
in contravention of this Principle, as also would a country that is warned by another country that 
a computer network is being prepared and omits to take adequate possible steps to prevent the 
action. This approach is in consonance with or would be likened to Bernhard v Zimbabwe
972
 and 
MNSS v Montenegro 
973
cases on FPS obligation in international investment law, where the two 
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states’ authorities in the respective cases were forewarned about imminent attacks against the 
respective investors and yet they did nothing to prevent those attacks from happening.  
The Experts of this Manual could not reach consensus on whether circumstances to which the 
applicable actions are merely possibly are included in this Rule. A large number of these experts 
of this Rule took the stance that countries should employ necessary steps to avert them. Few 
others insinuate that no obligation of thwart exists, especially not in relation to internet crime, 
considering the challenges of organising inclusive and successful protections against all feasible 
attacks. The Rule as well is used in relation to activities against international law initiated from 
internet infrastructure that is in the complete supervision of a State. It makes mention to 
circumstances where the infrastructure is situated externally out of the individual country’s 
region, but that country nonetheless apply complete control upon it. Such instances encompass a 
military infrastructure in an alien country subject to entirely transmitting country control in 
accordance with a basing (more than one) agreement, State podiums on top of the high oceans or 
in global aerospace, or consular establishments.  
     This Rule is used if the applicable corrective computer network activities can be tackled by 
country corpuses or by persons under country control. Experts of this Manual as well reached 
consensus that where a corrective step could only be executed by a personal organisation, like 
individual Internet service supplier, the country would be mandated to employ every avenue 
within its reach to mandate that organisation to apply the steps reasonable to bring to an end such 
activity. This Rule is used if a country is truly aware of the conducts at issue. A country will be 
assumed of having real awareness if, for instance, country corpuses, like its intelligence bodies 
have discovered a computer network threats being masterminded or launched from its region, or 
where the country has obtained reliable information tip-off that a computer network operational 
attack is imminent from within its borders. 
     The international Experts on this Rule could not reach agreement if this Rule can as well be 
used if the individual country has just constructive (‘should have known’) awareness.
974
 To put it 
differently, it is not explicit if a country breaches this Rule when it omits to apply duty of due 
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diligence in monitoring computer network operations within its region accordingly being 
ignorant of the conducts at issue. Even if constructive awareness is adequate, the standard of 
duty of due diligence and care is unknown in the computer network surroundings because of 
elements like problem of causation, the difficulties of connecting different collections of 
occurrences as a portion or a division of an interrelated and disseminated attack on a particular or 
more victims or directions, and the simplicity with which fraud can be organised through 
computer network infrastructure. 
     Again, the Experts could not reach agreement if this Rule is as well applicable to countries 
through which computer network activities are dispatched. Many of the Experts on this Rule 
took the stand that to the degree that a country of transit is aware of a wrongful activity and also 
have the capability to prevent it, the country must act accordingly so. They also acknowledged, 
accordingly, of the uniqueness of dispatching mechanisms of computer network 
communications. For example, should a communication be obstructed at one junction of internet 
connection, it will generally be re-sent through a separate communication route, frequently via 
another country. In that kind of situation, these Experts accepted that the country of passage has 
no duty to carry out any action, since by doing so can hardly have any significant impact on the 
result of the activities.  
     Other Experts position themselves differently stating that the Tallinn Rule is only applicable 
to the region of the country from where the activity originated or the region under its total 
control and monitor. They either asserted that the lawful rule did not expand to other region in 
abstracto (ordinary negligence arising from the failure to exercise the very degree of care that 
every prudent person would exercise under all circumstances) or defend their viewpoint on the 
ground of the individual challenges of employing the Rule in the computer surroundings. The 
International Group of Experts’ disagreement on certain issues on internet attacks one would 
argue must have come as a result of a gap in the general cyber international law protection. To 
put it differently, it is as a result of failure to have one uniform international law that protects 
against computer network offences, and this loophole makes way for the inclusion of cyber 






7.2.4. Tallinn Manual Rule 6: Countries Legal Responsibility on Computer Network 
Threats 
     Under Rule 6 of the Tallinn Manual, ‘a country carries legal responsibility internationally for 
a computer network activities imputable to that country and which amounts to a contravention of 
international duty’. 
975
This Rule basically is on the premises of traditional international law of 
State responsibility, which is widely shown on the Articles on State Responsibility by the 
International Law Commission, which has been addressed in Chapter 4 of this thesis. The typical 
rule under international law prescribes that country shoulder responsibility for a conduct when: 
(i) the conduct at issue is ascribable to the country in international law; also (ii) it amounts to a 
contravention of international legitimate duty relevant to that country either by any treaty or by 
tradition international law.
976
This sort of contravention can comprise of commission or 
inaction.
977
In the sphere of cyberspace (the notional environment in which transmission over 
computer networks occur) any international unlawful conduct can comprise, among other things, 
of a breach of the United Nations Charter, for instance, a use of force perpetrated via cyber 
mechanism under Rule 10, or as well, a contravention of the law concerning the arm conflict 
duty, for example, a computer network attack launched against non-combatants objects, Rule 37) 
ascribable to the country at issue.
978
  
 State responsibility law expands only to a commission, or omission to take measures, that 
breaches international law. To put it differently, an action perpetrated by a country’s entity, or on 
the other hands, ascribable to that State, can only constitute an ‘international unlawful conduct’ 
where the act is against international law.
979
  The law concerning State responsibility would not 
be complex if countries undertake in other conducts which are either allowed or uncontrolled 
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 International law for instance, has not confronted the issue of 
espionage per se (by itself). Therefore, any State’s responsibility concerning an operation of 
computer network espionage committed by a corpus of the country in cyberspace can not to be 
connected as an issue under international law except specific areas of the cyber espionage 
contravenes particular international lawful disallowances, for example, where computer network 
surveillance is containing consular transmissions under Rule 84.
981
 
     The attribution of harm can not be a prerequisite to the classification of a cyber activity for an 
international unlawful conduct on the law of State responsibility.
982
Although the principle at 
issue might comprises harm as a vital component. In such situations, harm can be regarded as a 
conditio sin qua non (indispensable and essential, condition or ingredient) of the extension and 
connection of country responsibility. Example, in a traditional principle in international law, 
countries are forbidden from causing crucial harm on another country through operations on its 
own regions. (Rule 5)
983
 This same principle applies to international investment law, since FPS 
obligation in BIT forbids States not to cause harm to foreign investors and their investments in 
their region as seen in many case law. And that includes in this case computer network attacks 
that can cause devastating damages to an investor and its investment if initiated within the region 
of the host State against the foreign investor. In the dearth of such harm there will be no 
responsibility attributes to States except another principle not including a component of harm has 
been contravened. Furthermore to a State being wrong internationally, a conduct ought to be 
ascribable to a country in order to fall in the scope of this particular Rule. Every commission and 
inactions of country’s entities are certainly and inevitably ascribable to that country.
984
 The 
notion of corpuses of a country’ under State liability law is wide. All individuals or organisations 
which have that standing in the State’s domestic law must be grouped as an entity of the country 
in spite of their purpose or position within the governmental classification. 
985
 Any cyber 
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operation handled by the armed forces, intelligence, national security, customs and exercise, or 
other governmental organisations will connect to State responsibility in international law 
particularly, if it contravenes an international legitimate responsibility that applies to that 
country. It is immaterial whether the entity at issue acted in accordance with, extensively, or with 
lack of any orders. When perpetrated by a corpus of the country, as long as that corpus is 
reacting in a seemingly representative position,
986
 even the supposed ultra virus conducts activate 
a country’s international lawful responsibility provided they violate international duties.
987
 
     For the reasons concerning the law on State’s responsibility, individuals or entities that are 
not entities of the government of a country , that are particularly permitted by its national law to 
use ‘governmental powers’ are regarded to be a State entity.
988
When functioning in that position, 
their commissions, as with country entities, are ascribable to that country. Instances encompass 
an individual company which has been accorded the power by State government to carry out 
hostile cyber activities against other countries or against its own citizens. Likewise, as an 
individual organisation authorised to participate in computer network intelligence information 
collection. It is vital to highlight that responsibility of State is on interconnected when the 
organisation at issue is applying components of governmental power. For instance, countries 
may have laws empowering individual department like Computer Emergency Response Teams 
(CERTs) to undertake computer network protection of government internet connections. During 
the time of the performance, their operations automatically interconnect the responsibility of 
their financing and equipping State. Still, there will be no connection or attraction of the 
responsibility of a State when an individual department CERT is executing data security works 
for individual corporations. In some situations, the action of private performers may be 
ascribable to a country and cause the country’s international law responsibility.
989
Article 8 on 
State Responsibility, stipulates again more clearly traditional international law, it observed that 
‘the action of an individual or a set of individuals shall be regarded as a conduct of a country by 
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international law where the individual or a set of individuals is in reality acting to the commands 
of, or in the instruction of that country in executing the action’.
990
 This standard is specifically 
applicable in the computer network sphere. For instance, countries could have a written an 
undertaking with an individual corporation to handle computer network activities. In the same 
vein, countries have accountably requested individual nationals to launch computer network 
attacks against other countries or other focused areas overseas, or even within its own 
jurisdiction, (essentially, like cyber come forward). 
     The ICJ has ruled, in respect to military activities that, a country is liable for the actions of the 
none-State (individual or organisation that has significant political influence but not allied to any 
particular country or state) participants if it has ‘official or operative control’ on such 
participants.
991
 For example, the equipment rendered by a country of computer network prowess 
at the time of the arrangement of a particular computer network attacks could, according to how 
extensive the participation goes, provokes State responsibility concerning any unlawful conducts 
perpetrated by those non-State participants. It is occasionally argued that unpredictability 
surrounds the magnitude of control necessitated for a private person or non-State participant’s 
action to be ascribable to the country. In Tadic case, the tribunal for the one-time State of 
Yugoslavia supported the ‘overall control’ standard – a lower strict test, in respect of private 
wrongdoing responsibility for the aim of considering the nature concerning the armed dispute.
992
 
Nevertheless, during the genocide ruling, the ICJ differentiated such an assessment from that 
held for the intent of proving State responsibility.
993
  Notwithstanding, even by looking at the 
‘overall control’ threshold, the required control must extend to more than ‘the mere funding and 
providing of those military and encompassing as well involvement in the organising and 
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controlling of military activities’.
994
 Additionally, even if this lesser ‘overall control’ criterion 
were to be embraced, it can not be used for private persons or State’s unrepresented groups.
995
  
     These circumstances must be differentiated from the ones by which individual nationals, on 
their own action, carried out computer network activities (known as ‘hacktivists’ or ‘patriotic 
hackers’
996
. The material ambit to be applied to Article 8 is comparatively strict for the fact this 
is restricted to orders, managements or supervision. The country must have given special orders 
or managed or supervised a specific activity to become involved in State responsibility.
997
Solely 
promoting or in other respects, showing encouragement for the individualistic action of a third 
person or a non-State participant will not meet the test of Article 8.  
The location where the action at issue was carried out, or the place where the participants that are 
associated with the action are situated, does not impact on the consideration of whether country 
responsibility is involved. Just for illustration purposes, for example, think of a bunch of people 
in country A that takes information from computers that are situated in country B in its botnet (a 
network of private computers infected with malicious software and controlled as a group without 
the owners’ knowledge, e.g., to send spam). Those people operate the botnet and overwork the 
computer system in country C dependent on the orders given by country D. In the law of State 
responsibility the action is ascribable to country D.  It should be acknowledge that country A 
cannot be assumed liable merely on the ground that this bunch of people was based there, neither 
would it be assumed that country B shoulder the responsibility for this people’s action just on the 
fact of the position of the bots (internet program on network which can interact with systems or 
users) in its border. 
     This principle is only relevant to ascription for the determination in regards to State 
responsibility. Nevertheless, a country’s connection with non-State participant could by itself 
amount to international law contravention, even in matters where the activities of the private 
persons who participated cannot be ascribed to the country. For example, If Country A supplied 
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hacking apparatus which is later used by a rebel or terrorist organisation by its own plan against 
country B (for instance, the organisation is not operating under the supervision of country A), the 
sole supplying of these devices is enough to ascribe the organisation attacks to country A. 
However, such help can itself amount to a contravention under international law.
998
 
     Even in a situation where Article 8 terms are originally met, actions which took effect from a 
date in the past may be ascribable to the country. In accordance with the Articles on State 
Responsibility, under Article 11, ‘action that is ascribable to a country under the foregoing 
articles shall nonetheless be regarded an action of that country in international law where and to 
the degree that the country recognises and approves the action at issue as their own.’ 
999
 For 
example, think about computer network activities carried out by non-State participant (third 
party) against a country. If another country over time indicated approval for them and employs 
its computer network skills to defend the non-State participant against counter-computer network 
activities, State responsibility would be linked with those activities and any associated successive 
activities of the group. It is useful to acknowledge that this plan or measure is barely used.  Not 
solely are the terms of “acknowledgement’ and ‘adoption’ progressive, they as well necessitate 
more than trivial support or implied approval.
1000
 
Considering all the aforementioned, it is worth saying that any computer network attack that is 
initiated from a particular jurisdiction to another jurisdiction that causes adverse and unlawful 
effects to the other jurisdiction and its nationals undoubtedly breaches international law on State 
Responsibility. Also, any computer network attack that causes harm to investments that is 
initiated within the State might also breach the law on Articles on State Responsibility whether 
the action emanate from the country’s entities or from the non-State participants. However, 
based on control elements, ascription of State responsibility to a country for computer network 
attacks that emanate within a country might be difficult to achieve since country do not manage 
computer network connectivity. To this end therefore, it seems unfeasible to attribute 
responsibility of cyber offences on digital investments to a host country since internet suppliers 
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are more often left in the hands of individual corporations and its connectivity is not linked with 
the State government and as such the government do not have management and control over it.  
Relating the issue of control and territory of digital assets to BITs, it is well known that BIT 
obligations are usually limited to investments that were entered in the region by the individual 
contracting members.
1001
 This custom comes into being since investments are supposed to 
strengthen the host country’s economy, by either yielding capital flows or by generating new 
employments opportunities
1002
 in such a way that simply buying and selling goods and services 
can not create. On this note, territoriality is undoubtedly a more complicated quality to attribute 
to internet website, which may merely be available by customers within the host country as a 
method of advertising overseas products and services. This kind of singly on-line publicity could 
still be adequate, if the firm can establish of its physical existence in the region, like a managerial 
office, or a plant, or any establishment. In that sense, the centre of the evaluation to ascertain the 
territoriality can not be the area where the internet website is situated
1003
 but instead the site of 
the corporation that it was linked to. For the interest of investment treaty security and of 
international investment law, therefore, it is possible that the excellence assertion that an internet 
is inside the region of a country is when or where the website is stored through a server which is 
physically situated inside the host country, which would seem to support the basic 
comprehension of internet territoriality.
1004
 Accordingly, as a result of the logical contemplation 
of the ruling in case of SGS v Pakistan by the tribunal, it might help the investor’s assertion of 
territoriality when the proof of disbursement to form the business inside the host country could 
be cited as evidence.
1005
Therefore, a foreign investor can prove that it made payment to a 
domestic internet storing firm to store its website or data in a server or computer in the 
jurisdiction, or prove that it bought or rented resident premises to store the pertinent server. On 
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the other hand, where the website merely was available in the territory via the internet, its link to 
the region would supposedly be very weak, particularly if the firm do not have physical existence 
in that jurisdiction. It is probably clearer and better to claim that any computer network that 
belongs to an organisation which is physically situated within the host country jurisdiction, like 
the internet keeping the operation of a mining firm, would meet the territorial prerequisite since 
they are clearly within the boundaries of that party country and therefore must have had 
territorial and jurisdictional control and links to the host State. 
7.3 Are Digital Assets Classified as Investments? 
      For aliens’ digital assets like internets and websites to get protection under the FPS standard 
from its home country’s investment agreement obligations, it should first be demonstrated 
whether digital assets fall within the ambit of the definition of “investment” in the applicable 
treaty. For it to fall under investment definition would be based to some degree on the particular 
terminology that the BIT at issue used, as some general rules come from treaty custom. In series 
of BITs, there is a common phraseology that defines investments as comprising “every asset”, 
“all kinds of assets” or “every kind of asset,” 
1006
 followed by catalogue of instances. This phrase 
is appropriate for the intentions of websites including various computer information networks 
where a treaty agreement makes mention of ‘intangible assets including movable and intellectual 
property’. 
1007
 Digital asset like websites may be classified under intellectual property provided 
they are created out of technical perception and frequently inventive innovation. For example, 
the Argentina-US BITs incorporate the extensive definition: ‘inventions in every field of 
mankind effort’ and ‘confidential investment information’
1008
 when defining intellectual 
property.
1009
 Also, the Ukraine-Denmark BIT stated investment to signify all kinds of assets 
linked to economic affairs for the intention of creating long period of time profitable 
connection.
1010
 This appears to include computer networks and websites and in as much as they 
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are linked with a profit-oriented business with a long period of plan, not just a few simple 
business deals.  
The early BITs brokered by the US did not demand for the inclusion of any specific intellectual 
property rights. They solely requested that host country expand to alien investors whatever 
intellectual property safeguards that exist in its national laws.
1011
 Nevertheless, the United States-
Poland BIT created a special set of prerogatives and duties concerning intellectual 
property.
1012
Additionally, the BIT outlines under Annex 3 that the fundamental rule for the 
security of propriety data, necessitating Poland to “accord appropriate and successful security for 
propriety data ... that is employed or may be employed in the person’s investment and has real or 
prospective economic worth from not being commonly  known.”
1013
 Such data, whether practical 
or businesslike, must be safeguarded as far as it satisfies three tests - it “(i) has real or 
prospective business worth from not being familiar to the applicable people; (ii) is not easily 
obtainable; lastly, (iii) has been conditional to adequate endeavours, under the situations, by the 
legal respectability to keep the confidentiality.”
1014
 
For the reason that digital assets have been established as part of intangible assets and intangible 
assets fall under the definition of investment, there is no doubt that digital assets are protected by 
FPS standard. In Siemens v Argentina, the Tribunal held that the duty to accord FPS can be 
expanded further than physical protection and security, especially since the ‘interpretation of 
investment encompasses tangible and intangible assets, though it is hard to see how physical 
security can be accorded to intangible investment’.
1015
  
Since digital assets can be classified as tangible and intangible assets, the best security to be 
afforded to this type of investment under the obligation of FPS standard is to accord to it both 
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legal protection and physical protection. Salacuse argued by saying that these kinds of wide and 
open-ended interpretation are aimed to accord as broad variety of investment kinds as 
feasible.
1016
 It does not matter if a computer networks or websites is not classified in the listed 
group catalogued under any treaty, it could without doubt still be as eligible for the protection of 
BIT as any kind of asset except if it is grouped within a classification of scenarios that are 
completely outside of investment, like the extension of credit and claims to money, like it was 
expressed under the NAFTA. 
1017
 
       Considering the wide phraseology that is used to interpret investments in treaty application, 
digital asset like websites coupled with internets must without doubt be seen as investments and 
accordingly be protected by BIT clauses, but only where they are specifically used for   
commercial purposes, and also if it has a serious jurisdictional control and connection to that of 
the host country. Digital investments may in supposition magnetise the security of FPS clauses 
that feature in standard investment treaties in a host State’s jurisdiction. 
7.4 Cyber Attacks on Corporate Entities 
     There are so many academic legal literatures that raise concerns against attacks committed via 
the internet, known as ‘cyber attacks’. 
1018
It is a well-established fact in this modern 
technological era that the examples of computer network attacks generally against companies 
and State’s classified information are rampant as the proportion of sophistication of spiteful 
software mechanisms grows. There have been instances of highly descriptive accounts of 
internet attacks today in the world. In the beginning of 2010, three US oil firms, encompassing 
Exxon Mobil, has in quick succession suffered cyber attack from an internet servers that was 
situated in China, where the sole motive was getting information about the area and exact worth 
of oil findings. On 12 January, 2010, Google announced that cyber attacks reportedly invented 
from around China was focused at thieving the intellectual property of Google together with 
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information that belongs to various numbers of other corporations.
1019
  These attacks which were 
nicknamed “Operation Aurora” according to the cyber protection company McAfee, created 
partially a sophisticated economic espionage crusade.
1020
 The threats were unique in part 
considering the kind of intellectual property information that was taken: that is, the corporation’s 
proprietary information source secret language, which is exactly its main trade 
confidential.
1021
The degree of sophistication used in this cyber attack made the Vice President of 
MacAfee, Dmitri Alperovitch who was in charge of threat research to stipulate that, “the 
country has never ever, apart from in the field of defence, found business industrial corporations 
on that scale of sophisticated attack.”
1022
 Attacks like Aurora had been tagged “advanced 
persistent threats” (APTs)
1023
, and company corpuses have as well become focus of APTs as 
demonstrated by Operation Aurora.
1024
 Furthermore, Aurora was specifically remarkable because 
the crusade showed the scope to which country-sponsored attacks, concerning this matter 
reportedly originating from China, are focusing on corporations’’ trade confidential.
1025
 
     It is not just Google that is facing computer attacks in the world today. In 2013, Apple, 
Microsoft and Facebook, together with about who is who Fortune 500 corporations, were harmed 
or endangered, in various cases several times.
1026
 Organised crusade like that of Operation 
Aurora are as well rapidly increasing in number. For instance, about seventy various States and 
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entities, encompassing the UN, International Olympic Committee, India, and other defence 
including security companies, were all the focus of computer network attacks that was 
nicknamed in 2011, by McAfee as “Operation Shady RAT”. It was alleged that this crusade was 
funded by China, though it was difficult to pinpoint exactly who carried out this particular 
crusade 
1027
The truth of the matter is that cyber attacks on both private and government 
corporations are increasing rapidly all over the world today either by States or third parties. Also, 
in the same year in August 2013, Syrian Electronic Army reportedly staged computer network 
attacks directed at the New York Times newspaper including Twitter amid other channels, the 
biggest computer network attacks in recent history directed at China, and recent reports loomed 
concerning the National Security Agency’s (NSA) reconnaissance activities.
1028
In March 2014, 
NSA hacked into Huawei’s computer systems, prompting the Chinese government 
representatives to cry out demanding for an end to cyber espionage.
1029
 
The United States’ ambitions of overseeing international endeavours to protect cyber attack 
security sustained a significant difficulties after it came into the open that NASA infiltrated into 
the telephones and internet transmission networks of millions people.
1030
 Dilma Rousseff, the 
President of Brazil, had to cancel a visit to the US in reaction to accounts that NASA was spying 
on her including Petrobras, a Brazilian government oil firm.
1031
 In Germany the company 
executives have also cried out reaffirming President Rousseff’s anxiety that the US surveillance 
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program “may have been employed to thieve trade confidential
1032
 after obtaining information 
that the US NASA had spied on Angela Merkel., the German Chancellor.  Germany in this 
regard said: “that powerful countries want to steal their highest valued confidential and this 
information must accordingly be protected by all means.”
1033
 These are all cyber attacks that 
emanate from actions of the government or its organs that have caused adverse effects to 
investments. Actually, a German corporation known as Ernst & Young conducted a survey in 
July 2013 and reached the conclusion that business or commercial espionage including data theft 
posed a danger to companies.
1034
In this milieu, a serious predicament may arise if digital assets 
are not accorded investment protection befitted of it under FPS obligation in BITs under 
international investment law. These aforesaid cyber attacks which reportedly originated from 
different regions to other countries is truly a contravention of traditional international law under 
the State Responsibility because countries are forbidden from causing crucial damages on 
another country region through actions that emanate from their own regions. (Rule5)
1035
 
         Statistically, on February, 2010, about 2,800 company computers were violated by 
fraudulent ‘hackers’ situated within Europe, authorising them entrance to delicate individual 
records, encompassing the intrusion of that of the clients. An Australian mega financial 
corporation whose name was not disclosed for security reason was attacked via the internet in 
2010, presumably from around China, incapacitated that corporation’s Server for many hours 
1036
 
In October 2015, the telecommunication company Talk-Talk was violated by criminal hackers 
and approximately 4,000 personal customers’ records were stolen, although this time the hacking 
was launched within the UK. There are also similar attacks that have happened not long ago that 
have originated from contaminated computers situated in countries like Egypt, Turkey China, 
Saudi Arabia, and Mexico, where the possibility of identifying such attacks by governments is 
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considered to be at its lowest ebb. 
1037
 On 12 May, 2017, a cyber attack that was nickname “ 
operation Ransomware’ was launched from unknown destination by unknown persons hitting 
about 150 countries globally, causing a huge devastating and catastrophic effects to the UK’s 
NHS computer systems, and hence bringing the services of many UK hospitals to standstill. The 
Hackers demanded that some ransoms must be paid before they would unlock the computers that 
were infected with the virus. It was because of the weight of the devastation that it has caused 
that prompted the Europol and European Law enforcement Agency to state that; global computer 
attack is of an unprecedented scale’.
1038
 ‘It was one of the swiftest-spreading and possible 
harmful cyber attacks acknowledged to date’.
1039
 Furthermore, it was alleged by Financial Times 
Newspapers that ‘the arsenal that was used in the hacking was stolen from the United States 
National Security Agency (NSA)’. 
1040
 Nigeria is well known for using computers to scam 
companies both within and outside its borders with such illegal activity being nicknamed ‘419’. 
In fact according to reports, Nigeria is ranked third amongst all other States identified and 
associated with cyber-crime and fraud in the world.
1041
 Cyber attacks are not frequently 
associated with the stealing of data, but they could be merely aimed to destroy property, perhaps 
for so many reasons, such as governmental or dogmatically reasons, for example, like the alleged 
‘cyber terrorism’.  
     As has been mentioned earlier, there were high profile published cyber attacks that were 
directed at Estonia in 2007 and against Georgia in 2008 respectively, from Russia, causing the 
internet to malfunction and crash, and bringing some neighbourhood of these two States to a halt. 
The success of these attacks was as a result of both the growing sophisticated nature of cyber 
insurgent methods and also due to the impromptu and unsettled position of the Georgian and 
Estonian regimes. 
1042
Politically inspired cyber attacks may as well be aimed against business or 
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many other investment organisations. Probably, the greatest renowned catastrophic computer 
network attack against a corporation as mentioned earlier was launched in the beginning of 2010 
against Google in China from hacker criminals inside the State, supposedly aiming to 
incapacitate the Human Rights nonconformists e-mail accounts.
1043
 This situation could best be 
described as physical destruction in the practice of the standard of FPS to commercial 
investments, particularly where the consequence is an epidemic one, intruding with the real 
operation of a significant element of the secular community. 
     Another clear risk created by a cyber attack on essential infrastructural systems is that this 
computer network attacks is highly exorbitant to individual parties, like alien investors who are 
based inside the contaminated region. If websites are interrupted it could cost providers to loose 
their contracts and also cause destruction to their reputations and that of the investors. For 
example, some Talk–Talk customers who were affected as a result of the cyber attack terminated 
their contracts with the telecommunication company. Intrusion to computer networks or 
machines could incapacitate manufacturing and at the same time can harm associated physical 
properties. Alien investors may be specifically endangered considering the magnitude of fund 
dedications comparative to dividend in the starting years of a foreign country investment scheme. 
A United States Congressional Research Service that was published in US learnt that cyber 
infiltration or attacks on computer networks caused a normal shareholder financial reduction for 
privately traded companies about US$50 million to $200 million. 
1044
 And this number excludes 
the damage imposed on a corporation name because of the internet attack that may be seriously 
and grossly harmful, for instance, in the banking department where the protection of consumer’s 
identities or details is a vital element of the work. Without doubt, alien investors are potentially 
vulnerable to suffering huge financial deprivations from internet-based unlawful harm against 
digital investments such as websites and the computer sets itself. 
It was as a consequence of the internet attacks infiltration against private entities and State 
classified information, which has also caused huge financial deprivation to companies, that has 
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led the U.S and China to propose for an extensive US-China BIT that will incorporate trade 
secret theft and enhance bilateral cyber protection so as to prevent any cyber threats against the 
private sector. This move seems to be a step in the right direction in order to assist host States to 
thwart cyber attacks that pose threat to digital assets of foreign investors inside their borders 
either caused by the host country itself or caused by private parties.  
     Accordingly, Charles E. Schumer stated concerning the proposed extensive US-China BIT 
that, ‘[t]o not confront matters like intellectual property theft [during brokering of a BIT between 
U.S.-China] . . . can be a significant error.’”
1045
Also, previous leading government 
representatives in charge of international investment and trade affairs, in 2013 wrote that “most 
importantly, the complicated and governmentally alleged cracks over commercial cyber-
espionage, if it is not tackled, jeopardise development on every front.”
1046
 Furthermore, in July 
2013, the United States and China, instantly after re-agreeing on the both governments’ aims to 
broker an expansive bilateral investment treaty, “China and the United States pledged to accord 
robust security and application of trade confidential, and to intensify policies and solutions by 
applying the law.”
1047
This United States and China proposal that will be announced for brokering 
an extensive BIT which will supposedly incorporate the problematic matter of intensifying 
bilateral cyber security
1048
 can a be starting point of addressing this issue globally.  
If China and the United States would accept the incorporation of cyber threats clause and not just 
trade secret theft clause in their proposed BIT for the purpose of the prevention of damage to 
digital assets, and will consider a matter such as this which affects foreign investors and 
investments perpetrated or deliberately disregarded by States corpuses through extra-legal 
governmental takings, and which falls under the ambit of full protection and security standard. 
Not just to insert the provision to BITs, if this provision can be applied by contracting State 
parties, then this problem of cyber attacks may at least start to ease. The advice also is that the 
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proposed US/China BIT should include general cyber security protection and not just limit it to 
trade secrets theft. Other countries must now follow suit to include in their BITs provision that 
will enhance cyber security so as to thwart any cyber threat against private and foreign 
investments. More importantly, a perfect BIT would also warrant such matters to be settled by 
international arbitral tribunals, such as ICSID, which also would provide an important forum to 
settle these kinds of disputes.  
7.5 Applying Investment Treaty Adjudication to Reduce Cyber Attacks 
     Expanding the application of mandatory permits necessitates a demand for a firmer regulation 
to tarpaulin trade secrets theft and all cyber attacks.
1049
 The illegalisation of such operation and 
the intensification of legal proceedings against persons are significant tools against cyber threats 
by persons or commercial rivals. Nevertheless, legal proceedings will suffer a setback when the 
wrongdoer is the country itself. The general security of cyber attack will only happen when State 
participants are as well involved in the cyber protection. This matter is brought within intensive 
relation as the cyber attackers become stronger within the international cyber community. There 
is an anxiety among commercial amalgamation which is at the very heart of cyber security and 
BIT. William Burns who was Deputy Secretary of State for the United States highlighted  on 
the US-China BIT the “necessity to get a shared comprehension of the principles about the road” 
in computer network.”
1050
 The necessity to generate a principle about the road for cyber 
protection is big, if not a bigger concern, as various countries and commercial investors are 
confronted with cyber threats, encompassing industrial espionage and BITs could be a channel to 
galvanise such ideas. The employment of bilateral investment treaties in this way gives two 
major components that are frequently absent in other investment protective mechanism like 
TRIPS: claims that occur within the scope of a bilateral investment treaty can not only be 
initiated by a person but as well may be settled in an internationally agreed arbitration 
framework. The application of arbitration renders many benefits, like the employment of a 
neutral surrounding for determination of their claims, a well-established principle of adjudication 
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and implementation of award settlements,
1051
 and admission of and the application of firmly 
established investor-dispute concentrated arbitration bodies. Moreover, initiating a proceeding at 
ICSID within a BIT contract permits an alien investor to initiate a lawsuit against that particular 
host nation within investor-State adjudication without the necessity to request from its national 
government to lodge disagreement resolution proceedings.
1052
 Unlike its precursor FCN, BITs 
are established to be less complicated and more restrictedly concentrated. Transparency in the 
ICSID mechanism must be encouraged for it to be a successful framework in building a 
regulation of cyber security as this article has already addressed in chapter 6 above. The dearth 
of transparency and inconsistency of interpretation of claims by ICSID arbitral tribunals is an 
increasing concern within the world community because investor-State adjudication rates have 
amplified, however positive measures have been taken in this respect that ought to be 
strengthened in subsequent BITs.
1053
 Nevertheless, some anonymity is necessary in these 
lawsuits, if that happens parties who are involved will be confident bringing disputes that could 
in other respects remain unsettled in that tribunal. It is better left for negotiators in the proposed 
China-United States BITs to endeavour to thread this needle-
1054
 (to strike a balance between the 
conflicting forces). 
     Furthermore, multilateral mechanism may as well be used to fill the vacuum left by BITs. 
However, the TRIPS mechanism has its own flaws and has been condemned for numerous 
reasons, especially for having an ambiguous definition. In the same vein, although countries 
frequently observe WTO rulings, however, it has “no jailhouse, no bail bondsmen, no blue 
helmet, and no truncheons or tear gas.”
1055
 This is so because the rules of the organisation are not 
being applied or followed properly, and the violators of its rules do not face stringent penalties. 
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And it could also perhaps be that the WTO has been overshadowed by other international 
protective investment conventions. Additionally, the WTO up until now has been unsuccessful as 
a corpus for promoting international cyber security because of State or national security 
exceptions. For the aforesaid reasons, BITs can be good faith principle catch on if they are made 
more resilient for cyber security enhancement, but only if it is without national security 
exceptions. MFN provisions within the WTO surrounding are as well a restricting factor, 
because they are included in BITs, however, there is greater ambit within BITs to successfully 
address this challenging problem. For instance, the MFN provisions under the third batch of 
Chinese bilateral investment treaties are more restricted in ambit than the second creation. 
1056
 
The third batch of Chinese’s BITs was aimed to “strike a better balance at the prerogatives of the 
host country and the foreign investor.” 
1057
 In addition, more supplementary wording may be 
inserted in BITs, to include computer network security, and cyber security protections in general. 
Ideally, both bottom-up (progressing from small or subordinate units to larger or more important 
units, as an organisation or process), e.g., BITs and top-down (situation in which decisions are 
made by few people in authority rather by the people who are affected by the decisions), e.g., 
WTO mechanisms have strengths and weaknesses, requiring a polycentric mechanism to 
promoting cyber security protection and creating a regulation for cyber peace. 
BITs may offer a successful path to increase international computer network protection or a 
general cyber protection, and the extending international investment agreements (IIAs) to a 
broader investment environment may need to persist to gather approval from major countries 
internationally. Such an extension of custom BIT security is not in a dearth of precedent since 
current negotiated IIAs made mention about trade law, including rights to intellectual property, 
even non-economic matters like environmental protections, and labour rights. The OECD in 
working paper in 2011 announced that more than one hundred protocols out of a specimen of 
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about 1593 BITs that have been incorporated made reference to climate issues.
1058
Such 
references effectively were scarce prior to the middle of 1990s, increased rapidly to being a 
portion of over eighty per cent of currently negotiated treaties in 2008.
1059
 Moreover, all 
preferential trade and investment agreements (PTIAs) under the OECD example enshrined 
environmental wording. For example, Japan, has constantly imputed anti-corruption principle in 
their recent BITs. 
1060
 The US and Canada have started to confront the issue of corporate social 
responsibility in many of their chapters of PTIA investment.
1061
 In line with recent BITs signed 
by Canada and United States, the Benin-Canada BIT incorporated a provision “calling on the 
two States to promote their investors to comply with international recognised standard of 
corporate responsibility.”
1062
 All of these examples help as a reminder that broader regulatory 
objectives, encompassing cyber security, can be faced up to and deal with the rules of investment 
protections, especially under the obligation of the standard of FPS in BITs of international 
investment law. 
7.6 Few Leading Arbitral Decisions that May be Applied to Digital Assets 
     A few arbitral rulings can be greatly vital in the application of FPS to cyber security, 
especially digital assets, although the wording of any BIT can not be a determinant factor in 
comprehending the purview of applying the standard.
1063
 
     In ATM v Zaire, 
1064
 a claim started under the US-Zaire BIT for the assertion of Zaire’s 
omission to shield a US corporation from sustaining harms to its investment as a consequence of 
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operations of the Zairian military forces in the State. Zaire argued that it did not breach the FPS 
obligations since AMT was not given a less favourably treatment than it gave to other national 
investors, encompassing its own. The ICSID tribunal ruled that the State of Zaire had 
contravened the FPS clause since it did not take any steps at all to guarantee the security of 
AMT’s investment and the reality that the Zaire as well was unable to safeguard the other 
investor was immaterial. What was of great significant to the arbitral tribunal was that the 
damages AMT incurred were as a consequences of the activities of the Zaire’s military operating 
personally and without in their collective authorised position as Zairian forces, and for that 
reason, their activities failed to be classified under the battle activities exception of this principle 
of FPS obligation, enshrined under the BIT. Like in this case, FPS provisions under investment 
treaties could incorporate some in-built exceptions in the favour of the host country, like warfare 
or an announcement of an urgency circumstances due to national security attacks. Lack of 
internet control by a State could emerge at a time of severe computer network attacks against a 
State, which may possibly avert the host country from fulfilling its FPS duties. 
     Another FPS case that may be applied to digital assets is AAPL v Sri Lanka,
1065
 where the 
arbitral tribunal assessed the principle of FPS provision under a UK-Sri Lanka BIT, and which 
concerned the damage sustained by the owner of shrimp farm at a time of clash between Tamil 
Tiger rebels and the Sri Lanka military Task Force. It was decided by the tribunal that the term 
full protection and security that was incorporated under a BIT supposed not to suggest that the 
principle is by any means greater than the international standard of minimum treatment 
necessitated under traditional international law. During the period of civil unrest, there was an 
obligation on the host country’s side to accord proper security to alien investors’ investments and 
that any omission to afford such security will attract the culpability of the country, specifically, 
to recompense the alien investor against any harm that the investor might have incurred. This 
duty that exists autonomously of the phrase FPS was breached by the Sri Lankan State. The 
standard of FPS clause in this matter was neither helpful nor beneficial to the claimant, since it 
was incorporated with a broad exception: there is no recompense that will be outstanding to be 
paid if the harm ensured from reasonable battle operation engaged by the military forces of the 
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host country, which encompassed the activity that was undertaken by the forces against the 
insurgents. To avoid such exception and exclusion of compensation for the obligation of an FPS 
clause in a BIT such as the one in the AAPL case, such clauses should be carefully drafted by 
respective States to a BIT so as to give contracting parties and their digital assets adequate 
protection where an operation has resulted in digital investment damage from an attack.  
     In Noble Ventures v Romania,
1066
 the ICSID tribunal took almost the same approach that an 
FPS provision must not be perceived to be broader in ambit than the customary obligation to 
accord FPS to alien citizens found under traditional international law of foreigners. It was also 
stipulated by the tribunal that, for FPS to be claimed there is the need to show that the action that 
the host country has applied that attributed the harm was aimed particular against a specific 
investor because of its citizenship. 
1067
To bring this particular case in the context of cyber 
security protection, therefore, if every investor is to sustain injury at the time of a prevalent 
attack against a particular State itself, then the obligation of FPS may not be an attractive option, 
because the attack affected other nationalities. To put it differently, that would mean that any 
cyber attack against a website and computer in the host State’s territory would not be attributed 
to that host State so long as such an attack affected other nationalities. 
     However, there could be a glimmer of hope for investors on FPS obligation in this regard as it 
was in the Wena Hotel v Egypt case.
1068
 The principle received some contemplation when a 
claim was initiated by a British corporation against Egypt Republic for the State’s inability to 
thwart an attack against Wena Hotels. Visitors that were at the hotel at the time of the raid were 
forcefully ejected and properties were damaged because of civil disobedience. It does not matter 
to the tribunal whether the host country did not really take part in that attack against the hotel. 
However, it was still concluded by the tribunal that Egypt was responsible for the violation of the 
obligation of FPS standard since Egypt knew about the attack and yet it did nothing to avert it. In 
this regard therefore, where a host State is aware of an imminent cyber attack against investor’s 
digital assets, for example computers and websites, and yet did nothing to prevent the attack 
from happening, such a State would be held liable for such failure. 
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     In Azurix v Argentina,
1069
 there was a contravention of water and underground conduit 
drainage compromise agreements that was permitted by the State of Argentina district that 
benefitted a US firm. Nervousness erupted amid the populace when an eruption of an algae 
ensued, resulting the public to cancel there contract agreements that was entered with the water 
providing company. In finding a violation of the standard of FPS for Argentina’s action in 
omission to finish labour on systems dangerous to algae eradication, also as worsening the 
citizens’ reaction to the occurrences, the arbitral tribunal accounted that even though some 
arbitral tribunals explicitly had restricted the standard of FPS to a minimum degree of physical 
protection, it may well be expanded in the relevant BIT between US-Argentina. Above all, FPS 
concerned not merely physical security but as well incorporate an additional obligation that the 
host States warranty the ‘stability of secure environment’, 
1070
 notwithstanding that the exact 
characteristic of the particular BIT which gave rise to this interpretation was not examined. It is 
worth noting that the claim of Azurix occurred prior to the State of Argentina suffered economic 
emergency and thus had no bearing on any urgency action exercised by the country in respect of 
that. The interpretation seems to mean that if there is a cyber attack that has affected the digital 
assets, and which led to investors’ contracts to be terminated based on the attack, for instance, 
where the investor failed to complete its work based on the host State’s inaction to prevent the 
attack, the State would be held liable for it. This is so, because the host State is obligated to 
provide foreign investors ‘stability for a secure investment environment both, politically, 
economically and socially for its investment’. 
1071
 
     Lastly, in Pantechniki v Albania,
1072
 where riots were initiated by Albanian nationals owing to 
the breakdown of a State managed programme that destroyed the investor’s road work scheme, 
demonstrates that there is a component of proportionality that is needed when evaluating 
breaches of the principle of FPS. Proportionality is required since, contrary to denials of justice 
that arise from a deliberate absence of due diligence in relation to administration, an omission to 
provide FPS is possibly to emerge from:  
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An unforeseeable example of public disobedience that may have been easily contained by a strong nation but which 
overcomes the restricted capability of a country that is deprived and vulnerable. There is no concern of motivation 
and deterrent in respect to unpredictable disintegration of civil unrest. It appears hard to state that a regime suffers 




     It may be said that as a result of this decision a host country may have been issued with a 
ticket not to shoulder international obligation for its omission to react to an intense occurrence, a 
cyber attack that is wholly unprecedented in nature and scale since the connectivity and control 
of internet services is not in the hands of the host State. Therefore, under the standard of FPS the 
host country ought to apply due diligence measure required of a State in the same circumstances, 
a characteristic that would be applicable when employing the principle to less-developed 
countries below. 
7.7 Host States’ Duty to Prevent Cyber attacks on foreign Investor’s Digital Investments 
     Focusing more on computers and websites, there may be a suggestion that the host state is 
obligated under full protection and security to avert attack imposed on digital investments or 
properties as the case may be, by rendering a secure online atmosphere, that is, one that weakens 
the capability of computer network perpetrators to initiate attacks effectively to investments. In a 
situation that the Server which provides an alien investor’s website is situated inside the region 
and not outside the jurisdiction of the host State, it may be asserted that the State that host the 
server would be responsible to ascertain that the websites that are within its territory are 
protected from cyber attacks. With this type of reasoning, scholars have recommended that 
computer connections security must be comprehended as a commodity of the public
1074
which 
connotes that this is a useful and standard characteristic of workable community. This important 
feature is particularly relevant for the fact that host countries attempt to accord a stable, secure 
atmosphere to alien investors and their investments as a way of increasing the States’ economic 
standing as stated by the tribunal in Azurix v Argentina
1075
 case. Viewing it in this sense, 
computer network protection can be regarded as a method in which the strength of economic 
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wealth mechanism of the country is reached, encompassing that framework’s capability to entice 
foreign capitals flows into the host State. A stable, secure and friendly investment atmosphere is 
provided to foreign investors in a swap for the trade, industry, and the creation of wealth benefits 
that it attracts. 
     The maintenance of a reasonable degree of security against internet offences that would 
appear under international legal document such as BITs could be argued to be a suggestive of 
what an adequate protected digital atmosphere ought to be for the sole aim of creating the 
standard of full protection and security, or minimum standard of treatment of international law. 
That would be precisely what full protection and security would be taken to mean. 
     Aside from BITs, computer network security has also become a vital subject in regional and 
global trade negotiations. The 2002 OECD Guidelines concerning the Security of Information 
Systems and Networks proposed that countries must apply swift and successful collaboration to 
thwart any computer network offensive attacks that emerge from internet on-line atmosphere.
1076
 
The United Nations as well has promulgated propositions with the intention of reducing terrorist 
operations incited via the internet, the type that may harm the operation of computer 
systems.
1077
The United State and European Union business discussions have been modelled at 
least in the beginning by worries over NSA reconnaissance activities, including intellectual 
property (IP) security; 
1078
the recommended Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) as well has general 
cyber security protection components; 
1079
and the WTO uses implementation framework that 
may be pertinent to computer network attacks if national security perturbs could be defeated.
1080
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All in all, those investment and commercial schemes could give a support for the promotion of 
bilateral and territorial team-work to strengthen internal internet protection generally and 
improve the security of computer systems to be specific at a period of gradual development on 
national and multinational advancement on cyber security strategy making.
1081
 It is worthy of 
saying that applicability of those schemes to cyber security has failed to be valued sufficiently 
high in written works till today.
1082
 The international trade and investment community is still in a 
dearth of a consistent international framework for the security of alien investments and computer 
network protection, i.e. cyber security in general. Therefore, BITs may be influential in 
strengthening a legislation of this desperately required cyber peace relevant below the armed 
conflict maximum level. 
1083
 Taking into consideration of these mechanisms, the indication will 
be that in the acknowledgement of full protection and security duty in any BIT, those host 
countries have assumed the commitment to offer internet or cyber protection to a level 
acknowledged as required by the global community such as to avert harm against websites (a set 
of related web pages located under a single domain name)and the computers machines itself of 
alien investors which could emanate direct or indirect from consequences of a well organised 
computer aggression or attack. Assumption of such obligation by a State would fall below the 
standard of the traditional international law requirements since this would necessitate that 
countries have participated in this conduct because of their perception of legal responsibility and 
that is not obvious from the mechanisms stated. 
     Nevertheless, it seems improbable that a duty may be imposed on a host country’s 
administration for the protection of private investors’ websites against any designated cyber 
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attacks. It is due to this fact that the provision of internet services is overseen by individual 
corporations. It is not in the tradition of most regimes of controlling or keeping servers that store 
websites. It is mostly the field of individual telecommunications firms, such as Internet Service 
Providers (‘ISP’s), especially in most developed countries where the governments have 
privatised such companies to provide these services. Permits may be given by host countries to 
ISPs who sell internet networks and those governments can render some level of supervision, but 
this supervision does not expand to practical management or control of the operation and 
protection of the internet network or personal web-pages that emerge on it. With this 
explanation, it is very challenging to recommend significant and serious State control or 
supervision of a website than it is likely to be in the issue of, for instance, a plant, where the law 
enforcement agents like the police may generally have entrance and interfere if there is a cyber 
attack occurrence. Accordingly, there is virtually the certainty for an inadequate measure of State 
supervision to ascribe any protection negligence or omission in respect of particular website to 
the countries on the ground of full protection and security obligation. Instead, individual groups 
like ISP suppliers could fit in as the major credible players with regards to avoiding subsequent 
damage. 
1084
Ascribing liability to the country could be more easily created in non-market system 
economies where the government does keep first-hand control upon the internet. 
     It could be just to claim that an extensive degree of internet security problems, for instance 
the wholeness of a country’s internet infrastructure generally, and the steadiness of transmission 
computer networks that trouble so many subscribers like those impacting on the provision of 
utilities, must remain under the control of the State
1085
as it is or used to be in most developed and 
developing countries before the surge of corporation privatisation. Internet construction and 
planning is progressively an essential element of workable society, and as such it must be 
regarded as under the domain of a State’s obligation to its nationals, even where many crucial 
amenities like internet network, energy generation and water supplies, are directly distributed by 
an individual corporations. Although in some developing countries energy and water supplies is 
still being control and supervised by the government and is still left in the hands of the State for 
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distribution. Disruptions of internet infrastructure would place adverse effects to foreign 
investments upon which the full protection and security is based, and would equally amount to a 
violation of full protection and security standard. For this reason, culpability for property 
harmed, even if it comes as an indirect result of the chaos affecting the wider system, could 
possibly be the liability of the government. On this viewpoint, foreign corporations functioning 
inside the territory of a host State could have asked for compensation from the authority of that 
country for the breakdown in the network, especially if the internet disruption resulted from 
mistake or negligence on the side of the State, particularly where there are no governmental 
agencies that monitor the activities of the individual internet providers. This reasoning must be 
mitigated with possible impromptu or urgency situation justification which the State could claim, 
like the ones found in AMT case.
1086
 FPS provisions in investment protocols may incorporate 
some exceptions that could favour the host country, like warfare. Likewise, an announcement of 
an urgency situation that threatens national security, which probably will emerge at a time of a 
severe attack against a State’s network, could possibly preclude the host country from its duty of 
an FPS standard. As the internet structure is in the hands of the government, the more grave the 
attack on the government computer system, the more the likelihood that the country is capable of 
claiming that the actions it took was taken as a result of the emergency of the circumstances 
surrounding it. It must be said that, in a situation whereby the host country played a direct part in 
financing or organising the computer network attack on an alien investor’s website that has 
investment or business existence in its territory, full protection and security obligation to prevent 
harm would clearly be breached.
1087
 
7.7.1 Investors’ Due Diligence for the Protection of Cyber Attacks 
     With regards to any evaluation of the obligation to accord due diligence to a foreign investor 
that a State owe under the standard of FPS provision, this must be weighed against the adequate 
steps which the foreign investor ought to anticipated to enforce to safeguard their own 
investments, extent as the foreign investor would be anticipated to secure their business building 
with locks at night, especially in the location where the computer system is kept. Or better still, 
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to employ security guards to watch the premises to avoid any unwanted intruders breaking in to 
their business premises. If the investor fails to abide by the necessary basic standard of protection 
concerning its individual on-line presence can very possibly reduce any host country of 
culpability and aggravate the investor’s loss on this issue, or at minimum, minimise the amount 
of payment granted by an arbitral tribunal if the tribunal ruled in the claimant’s favour. Like 
Trachtman asserted, corporations must be accountable for the rudimentary protection about their 
own gadgets, like firewalls protection against e-mail spam, including preserving their anti-virus 
computer software, since they are capable of preventing such damages at minimal 
cost.
1088
However, the above rudimentary level of security cannot be achieved in most developing 
States, for instance in some States where law and order is in disarray, where legislation, the law 
enforcement agencies and judiciary care relatively little about their own inhabitants.  
7.7.2 Compensation for Cyber Attacks 
If peradventure a contravention of an FPS provision is found in respect of a computer network 
attack against investors’ digital asset, arbitral adjudication undoubtedly would be left with a 
challenging task of evaluating a suitable amount of payment due for such investor. Assessing 
compensation for damage for contravention of investment agreement standards of security can be 
famously a complex matter under international law.
1089
The “Hull Principle” necessitates 
“immediate, sufficient and successful” payment.
1090
 In reality, when one contemplates about 
cyber attack damage, the concern becomes what will the full compensation be? This question is 
an especially hard one to provide an answer to taking into consideration of the protracted effect 
on the company’s reputation, together with business disruption and interference, it might be hard 
to ascertain and quantify. Arbitral tribunal seems to be having problems with this notion in the 
area of FET. The case of Chorzow Factory assists to lay down the criterion: “Compensation 
must, to the extent that is possible, remove all the results of unlawful conduct and re-create the 
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circumstances which may, in all possibility, have occurred if that action had not been 
perpetrated.”
1091
 In reference to cyber attack, especially on computers or websites, there seldom 
is the likelihood to place the foreign investor back in the level that he would have been had the 
conduct not been perpetrated, given that computers or websites are frequently at the central of 
the business. The expectation is that injuries for the omission to apply preventable computer 
network attack on investor’s investment would possibly comprise some mixture of lost of 
investment or financial lost at the time that the web-page or the computer system itself broke 
down in case of physical damage, the repairing expenses or the replacement cost of related 
harmed physical property, like the equipment including the computer hardware. The level of the 
harm available could depend on the measure Remoteness that involved with the loss and the 
related foreseeability of damage as a result of the government’s or State’s negligence to avert the 
action. On this note, contracting parties to a treaty must consent on the current fair and equitable 
compensation mechanism for cyber security protections, and may as well need to come to an 
agreement on a technique or principle to accord for adequate recompense when cyber attack 
occurs. 
7.7.3 Availability of Functional Legal System to Control Cyber Threats 
     The use of the duty of FPS standard to cyber attacks would undoubtedly need the offering of a 
workable legal mechanism that can control and implement legislations against the execution or 
perpetration of damage on computers equipments and some other different digital properties 
belonging to alien investors. First off, the wholeness of the country’s legal framework in regards 
to the identification and bringing proceedings against cyber perpetrators may be seen as a 
collection of processes characteristic by the host country atmosphere and accordingly would be 
more properly grouped under the standard of FET. However, seeking the investigation under the 
standard of FPS, while the prompt instituting of a legal proceeding against the offenders based 
on actual results rather than predictions could provide an effective legal reaction to the cyber 
offences to placate affected investors and may prevent subsequent computer network attacks, and 
decrease the possibility that such offences will reoccur. 
1092
 The offenders who committed the 
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cyber crimes could not probably have done so if they fright that they would be caught by the law 
and be punished accordingly for committing such a crime. Where a State did not succeed in 
preventing cyber attack, it must at least apprehend and punish those that perpetrated the act. 
1093
This will serve as a deterrent to other future criminals to refrain from such act. 
     Yet, legislations that associate with the ultimate importance of digital assets or cyber 
investments might not be uniform in international investment law, but they are familiar under 
international law and therefore may fall under an appropriate degree of protection offered by the 
FPS standard. For instance, the World Trade Organisation in 1994 extended the area of business 
confidential (trade secrets) that can be covered for protection from business in commodities and 
business in other services to a description of rights of intellectual property also. 
1094
Recognised 
as TRIPS, the multilateral treaty, under its Article 39, makes mention of trade secret as the 
security against any unjust competition under the Convention of Paris.
1095
 Some Parties members 
to the World Trade Organisation are bound under the trade confidential measures obligated by 
TRIPS, for instance, China, unlike many States, where there are frequently no laws that are 
particularly focused on the security of trade confidential.
1096
 Additionally, the WTO Trade 
Related Measures of Intellectual Property Agreement orders for a minimum degree of security 
for the rights of intellectual property to be accorded to the WTO party States’ local legal 
mechanisms, that may help where trade useful digital properties, like client record data are 
duplicated and in other respect stolen at the time of a computer network attack. Article 5 of the 
Council of Europe Convention on Cybercrime necessitates that members must legally take 
lawful steps to create as an unlawful crime the hampering of computer system operation by 
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deliberately inserting and loading, transferring, destroying, removing, degenerating, changing or 
concealing of computer information.
1097
Various other domestic legitimate frameworks as well 
keep regulations which were promulgated to bring legal proceedings against cyber-attack 
offenders for offences against computer equipments, like attacks on business websites. For 
example, ‘Canada’s Criminal Code establishes an unlawful crime for damaging, changing or 
intruding with the utilisation of information’.
1098
 Section 16 (3) of the Nigerian Cybercrimes 
(Prohibition, Prevention, Etc.), Act 2015, ‘necessitates as an unlawful crime the hampering of the 
operation of a computer sets by inserting or loading,, transferring, destroying, removing, 
degenerating, changing or concealing computer information or any kind of intrusion with the 
computer equipments’
1099
. These aforementioned legislations are proof of country approach that 
support protection against attacks to computer connected businesses and assets,
1100
 and as a 
result should provide a comprehension surrounding the level of due diligence measures of 
legitimate security against computer network attacks that could be linked with the standard of 
FPS guarantee. 
     It would be challenging to assert if the host country was responsible to initiate legal 
proceedings against cyber perpetrators that had staged a cyber attack away from the country’s 
territory since the country is not suppose to have the legal right to rule on the case, except the 
offenders are citizens that come from the host country.
1101
 The Council of Europe Convention 
that deals with computer network offences only stipulates that ‘jurisdiction can only be shown 
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where the crime takes place, amongst other things, in the region of a country’
1102
providing no 
direction on how it will be interpreted. Traditionally, the principle of FPS is involved in a 
situation where harm is sustained inside the borders of a host country, a circumstance that has 
been mentioned earlier and would possibly be fulfilled when the server of the website or the 
computer device itself was situated inside its territory. However, it is never obvious that 
international tradition concerning computer offence implementation is conclusive enough to the 
extent that it might form a standard. Various scholars have condemned the dearth of international 
legislations for offences committed on the sphere of internet,
1103
 like those that can possibly 
harm the worth of a corporation’s trade investments. It is particularly the situation in less-
developed countries, where these kinds of commercially protective legislations do not exist, or 
are not implemented at all if such laws do exist, that will thus necessitate a contextual 
amendment of the standard of FPS. This will only happen if wording, to prevent cyber harms that 
will impact on foreign investors’ investments, are inputted in Full protection and security clauses 
in BITs just as the United States and China BITs have proposed in their future BIT. 
7.8 Less developed States and the Full Protection and Security Standard 
     It is well known that half of the overall global FDI presently goes to the less-developed world, 
1104
where the judicial and governmental situations are frequently and obviously more unstable 
compared to the countries from where the capital emanates from. Many scholars caveat that it is 
not all State governments that are able to provide for the capital that is required to manage 
operational computer connections, let alone avert harmful activities against them.
1105
 Additional 
to substandard degrees of internet connection system, 
1106
 and related absence of technological 
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understanding or technical know-how to avert cyber attack, only a small number of less-
developed countries have promulgated regulations to confront these pressing problems and have 
as a result been unable to bring legal proceedings against the offenders.
1107
 Even in few 
underdeveloped States where such legislations have been enacted, implementations of such 
regulation are far from the reality. Damaging cyber attacks can be more widespread in countries 
in which there is the existence of a general deficiency of trustworthiness in the administration 
and where a few number of individuals with restricted wealth can be emancipated by the use of 
anonymity and damaging capability of destroying the internet.
1108
These States frequently have 
creaking infrastructure or are incapacitated to react to the protection of internet attacks matters 
when it arises. Those circumstances outline a handful number of those States that are capital-
importing countries of the less-developed world that have finalised BITs just for the single 
intention of quelling the anger and winning over foreign investors. The action of taking up 
protective steps that are reasonable to avert cyber attack on computer machines in these States is 
described as occurring at irregular intervals and only in a few places, with innumerable less-
developed States having shortcomings in the maintenance of adequate preventive actions.
1109
 
There is no way a foreign investor ought to anticipate the same degree of internet protection from 
all countries where it invests, because protection against cyber offences can be exorbitant and 
definitely would necessitate a great degree of technological or occupational professionalism 
encompassing human capital wealth which most developing States are lacking at the moment.
1110
 
This is the expression of Jan Paulsson obiter dicta in Pantechniki case: ‘an unforeseeable 
exemplification of public disobedience that surpasses the restricted capability of a country that is 
in abject poverty and is susceptible.’
1111
 This maxim could arguably be far from universal 
especially in some of the more wealthy developing countries whose technical proficiency has 
been crippled due to endemic corruption and not because of poverty.  Having said that, it is 
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prudent to accept the ruling in this case that an extremely poor host country must not shoulder 
international obligation where it failed to act to threats of a cyber-attack which is beyond its 
control and is extraordinary in kind and magnitude. Therefore, under FPS a host country ought to 
take a reasonable measure of care of a State in a very much alike situations, a characteristic that 
is suitable at employing the FPS standard to the less-developed countries. 
     As for the expression of ‘due diligence’ in the standard of FPS as it is given by APPL v Sri 
Lanka, it as well implies that foreign investors ought to have a less anticipation in less developed 
countries. The duty of ‘due diligence signifies necessary steps of deterrence that a good-ruling 
and organised State might be anticipated to apply under the same situations.’ 
1112
Whereas a 
proper standard of governance can be anticipated, this ought to be weighed against the situation 
by which the occurrences have happened. Sornarajah stated that, ‘this should comprise the 
strength of the contention and wealth which possibly could be redirected for the aim of 
security’.
1113
Additional to the intensity, likely referring in this context, to the several of persons 
injured, this balancing must encompass the kind of the adverse effects. David Collins stated that 
‘countries which have a substandard internet connection will unavoidably get a poorer quality 
capacity to confront greatly technological disruptions like that of computer network attacks’
1114
. 
This statement is correct, because the developing States’ lack of technological know-how will 
serve as an impediment in addressing such a problem. He further stated that, ‘this is because the 
wealth to confront the extent of such computer network contention in those countries is 
minimal’.
1115
 The second viewpoint seems not to be completely correct because some of these 
developing States as stated before have enough resources to address such problems but failed to 
do so because of corruption that has eaten deep into the fabric of those nations. For instance, a 
country such as Nigeria with plentiful resources cannot be said to lack the financial resources 
needed to confront the volume of cyber threats in its territory. It would fail to do so because of 
the unquenchable thirst for siphoning the country’s wealth to private overseas bank accounts by 
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its government officials. This factor has led to misappropriation of funds and misplacement of its 
priorities. 
     This adaptability including the danger it poses to foreign investors indicates the procedural 
benefit provided by less developed countries. A lack of enabling environment, such as creaking 
and frail infrastructures with feeble governance could be possibly the exact rationale behind why 
a foreign country can provide cheap manufacturing prices that are significantly tempting to alien 
investors. Developing States may offer   lesser production rates to foreign investors which may 
be counterbalanced or be balanced in excessive charges for PRI – (Political Risk Insurance). 
Nevertheless, the World Bank’s Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency’s Guidelines 
(MIGA) have not make reference of host country internet connection or interconnection, neither 
did it make mention of any legislations of cyber attacks in existence as at the time it was creating 
the levels of the indemnity charges for PRI candidates,
1116
 connoting that the peril of cyber 
threats against foreign investors has still not entered into the procedural argumentation of 
development organisations. It ought to be made reference of that a few less developed countries, 
such as India and Peru for example, have indicated a significant preparedness to fight computer 
attack offences than many other developing countries 
1117
and the enhancements in that respect 
are not merely a concern of technical prowess, but it as well comprises community and societal 




7.9 Bilateral Investment Treaties and Polycentric Regime Mechanism 
     A new ideological mechanism is needed to examine the part that an international framework 
of bilateral investment treaties plays in enhancing cyber protection. One such possibility is 
polycentric regulation, which is a method that visualises “a communal of wholly and partly and 
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ungraded systems” that differ in scale and motive.
1119
Academics from a different branch of 
knowledge have devised the idea of polycentric regime, which could be contemplated as a 
regulatory regime, something that is regarded and called “regime complex”,
1120
 i.e., “identified 
by various ruling powers at diverge degrees instead of a monocentric component,” as stated by 
Professor Elinor Ostrom.
1121
 As time goes by, this multistage, multifaceted, “, multifunction, 
and multi-industrial” 
1122
 framework indicates the advantages of self-organisation, networking 
governances “at multiple levels,”
1123
 and the extent to which citizens and individual management 
can sometimes exist together with collective governance. Rather than top down - (a system of 
regulation or supervision that actions and policies are initiated at the highest level) State-imposed 
laws, analysts discovered that small sets of people across an arrangement of subjects do actually 
collaborate and can create the correct motivation and atmosphere for the best and most 
favourable communal work.
1124
 An obstinate, comprehensive government then can truly suppress 
transformation by changing small-scale endeavours.
1125
This is partly why Professor Ostrom has 
argued that polycentric regulation is “the foremost method to confront across-border issues ... for 
the reason that the perplexity of these difficulties contributes to itself better to various little, 
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specific issue units working independently partly of a system that is confronting communal 
action issues. It is a use of the adage, ‘think internationally, but act domestically.’”
1126
 
     Nonetheless, polycentric systems are far from flawless. They are, for instance, likely to be 
influenced or harmed by organisational breakdowns and deadlock, that developed from partly or 
wholly coinciding of control which, as stated by Professors Robert Keohane and David Victor, 
must nevertheless still meet the principle of consistency, successfulness and 
maintainability.
1127
In other words, for the fact that no particular corpus or corpuses is in charge 
of this system, hesitation and procrastination may be the order of the day,
1128
 which is in the area 
of cyber security can have notable and consequential adverse network results. There are as well 
ethical and diplomatic difficulties to consider. First, polycentric regime may ensue in what 
Professor Garrett Hardin named “lifeboat ethics,” which supports the theory that in 
circumstances where it is hard and unfeasible to conserve access to the commoners, the poor are 
frequently abandoned.
1129
 In the context of cyber-attacks, this may take the shape of developing 
State corporations being powerless to safeguard their websites or investments because of a dearth 
of beneficial BITs absent of a multilateral investment mechanism, as well as some cyber super-
power nations being reluctant to broker a deal on cyber security matters in a small assembly due 
to their present unequal advantages, like the United States and China. That is the reason it is 
crucial to combine multilateral advancement with bottom-up - (proceeding from the bottom or 
beginning of a hierarchy or process upwards; non-hierarchical) schemes to successfully control 
international collective-action difficulties such as cyber threats. 
     Yet, many of the BITs signed around the world contain a changeable system of investor 
security which is in some manner could be regarded as comparable to, or even illustrative of, 
polycentric regime, particularly when combined with local, territorial, and multilateral laws. 
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Instead of a reincarnation of the Hull Rule or creation of a new multilateral treaty on investor 
security that may congest the original and new bottom-up most excellent practices, bilateral 
investment treaties may well offer a helpful channel for promoting cyber protection that protects 
websites and computers by assisting to discovering and applying domestic most excellent 
methods resulting to useful network effects
1130
  like beefing up cyber-attack protection. As time 
goes by, this kind of polycentric process may even accelerate to the birth of a brand new 
traditional international law that offers foreign investors rights that contains resilient cyber 
security and protection if it is continuously practiced and adopted. 
7.10 Cyber Security and Traditional International Law of Investment Disagreement 
     BITs depict a reliable commitment due to the scope of actual result costs that they produce, 
encompassing political, independent, adjudication, and reputational harms associated in their 
performance and breach. Has the accumulative effect of many thousands of BITs now 
established a brand new rule of traditional international law to replace the disused Hull Rule? 
Taking into account the enormous number of BITs now in operation in the world, one would ask, 
how connected and general is BIT membership? Do investors at the present days fail to 
appreciate the value of these principles of BITs to such an extent too, as they failed to appreciate 
during the time of Hull Rule?   
     Few have claimed that this link has accelerated to the development of a traditional 
international law in investment. For instance, Professor Bernard Kishoiyan, has argued that 
“every bilateral investment treaty is nothing less but a lex specialis” - (law governing a specific 
subject matter) “among parties fashioned to establish a reciprocal system of investment 
security.”
1131
On the other hand, in the viewpoint held by Professor Asoka Gunawardana, he 
states that, “despite the fact that the clauses of bilateral investment promotion and security 
treaties might not have reached the position of traditional international law, undoubtedly they 
have a role to play in this aspect.” 
1132
This leads to the posing of a question drawn from a ruling 
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in one particular ICJ decision. Can there be any sense at present of legitimate duty, and practice, 
suggestive of such a duty? In answering this question, the ICJ stated in North Sea Case, as 
follows:  
Not only should the conducts concerned constitute a settled custom, but they should as well be the type, or 
be commissioned in the type of manner, as to be evidence of a conviction that this practice is provided 
mandatorily through the existence by a particular principle of law necessitating it... The countries affected 
should accordingly perceive that they really are complying with what constitutes to a legal duty.
1133
 
     The regularity or even customary nature of the conducts is not by itself sufficient.
1134
As this 
has been indicated previously, the content of Bilateral Investment Treaties can differ broadly, 
particularly in respect to the insertion of cyber security protection, making it improbable that 
there is yet enough State custom to point to a developing traditional international concept of 
cyber security protection. However, the signed BITs that are already in existence may be a 
starting point to start making a law regarding cyber attacks and cyber security protection 
generally, for example, the proposed BIT between the United States and China should endeavour 
to incorporate it. 
7.11 Advantages and Disadvantages of Employing International Investment law to making 
law of Cyber security protection 
     The need to promote cyber security to the global community can never be downplayed or 
underrated. Actually, in 2013, associates of the Wassenaar Arrangement - a union of forty one 
Western countries (encompassing the US) that was formed to limit the escalation of possibly 
perilous goods and technology - recommended “a treaty that was supposed to put delicate cyber 
security scientific knowledge on equal footing with regular weaponry”
1135
The requirement for 
cross-border extraterritorial collaboration in enhancing cyber security turns even more 
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importance considering the international amalgamation of economic projects joined with the 
swift development of scientific transformation. In a nutshell, the function of data management 
appears growingly bigger in the commercial growth of respective States. “If it may be stated that 
during the 19th century the general nationwide power of a State depended on the gold it reserves, 
it means during the 21st century the general nationwide power of a State depends on the scale  by 
which intellectual property prerogatives”-cum general cyber security-“rights  are benefitted by 
its populace and its companies.”
1136
 
     Investment law creates an important basis for the necessitated legislation of cyber peace 
appropriate beneath the limit, which is the armed threat margin. Whilst a lot of work seems to 
have been carried out to explain the meaning of international law operating in the department of  
armed conflict law, relatively scanty work has been carried out to influence or pressurise 
international law into supervising the increasing regularity of global cyber attacks, encompassing 
websites and computers. This is a shocking exclusion or unfilled gap considering the 
proliferation of helpful comparable schemes which may be applied to promote cyber protection. 
Bilateral investment treaties and international law indicates a possible untapped means to start 
the exercise of building a regulation of cyber security in generality. 
     Generally, “Bilateral investment treaty-making pursuit skyrocketed within 1990s”
1137
 and 
“reached the lowest bottom in 2012.”
1138
 In spite of the dwindling number of fresh BITs, the 
amount of investor cum State arbitrary litigation has risen. For example, in 2012, fifty eight of 
these types of claims were lodged representing “the biggest digit of familiar ... application ever 
lodged in a single year and reaffirming alien investors’ heightened tendency to use investor-State 
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The growing number of arbitrary petitions shows the significance of an 
incessant use of BITs as a component of the polycentric legal method to enhance cyber security 
and encourage investor-State adjudication as a medium to resolving disagreement and delivering  
7.12 Conclusion 
     This chapter has analysed the development of BITs which has emerged out of the need to 
accord multilateral investment protection to cyber security in general and digital assets in 
particular. It seems that interpreting a responsibility on the host countries side to afford cyber 
protection to foreign investors in respect of digital assets, especially website and computer 
systems, by applying the standard of FPS standard into a bilateral investment treaty will be hard 
to achieve considering the explained factors above. Whilst the State may have some obligations 
to control the stability of fundamental cyber security mechanisms within its territory, it is 
arguable that this could be expanded to protection for specific servers and websites that are being 
monitored by private or individual service providers (non-governmental) or which is being 
controlled by investors, and sudden crisis peculiarities could invalidate State culpability for such 
big magnitude cyber attacks. A nation’s duty to initiate proceedings against cyber offenders can 
arguably be said to be more probable, nevertheless legislation of this kind is not common, and 
even non-uniform, and as a result it is going to be extremely hard to match this duty in the 
environmental sphere of the principle of FPS that has appeared under international law with 
remedial recompense, that kind of an omission is likely to be challenging. Even in a situation 
where the FPS principle would be used to accord digital investment security upon cyber-threats, 
modern day tribunal rulings have suggested that the obligations of FPS is  associated with the 
scale of advancement or development existing in the host country, and also the type of attacks  
that happens. Since it is only a small number of less developed countries that have an improved 
standard of global computer network connection systems, it is unlikely that foreign investors 
would anticipate an intensive degree of cyber protection in these countries. 
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     Explicitly, FPS provision ambit will base its exact phraseology on the BIT legal document 
where it emerges. A particular reference to computer and websites networks in the definition of 
covered investment in a BIT where the provision relates to it, or reference to cyber security in 
general would help a arbitral tribunal in upholding whether the host nation had contravened its 
FPS responsibilities in a situation where digital assets have been stolen or harmed because of an 
organised cyber operation. Again, it would be sensible for domestic countries of where the 
foreign investors hail to impute a clear mention to protection against cybercrime or threats on 
data networks in their BITs. Considering the growing threat of cyber based attacks on computers 
and websites against companies and governments, terminology of this kind is reasonable and 
should appear more conspicuously in future BITs, especially in the proposed US-China BIT if it 
is to succeed. It should also be included in BITs with developing States, if not foreign investors 
would be left with no judicial remedy and host States attracting investors will bear the large 
brunt of the risk. Essentially, proving States’ accountability in this way must be seen in the guise 
of optimism in the technological development of less developed countries which presently 
experience a low intensity of global computer network connection systems and an equally low 
scale of internet protection and cyber protection in general. There is also some discussion 
concerning whether BITs protection has attained the level of customary international law. 
Notwithstanding though, the confluence of these two forces indicate the necessity to attain a new 
agreement on investor cyber security protection from the bottom-up, which may be 
comprehended within a polycentric mechanism. To achieve this there is the need to move 
towards a greater transparency of interpretation that spotlights the possibility of using BITs to 
protect all bytes and cyber security in general, most especially digital assets in the form of 












BALANCING UP INVESTORS’ RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS 
      
 8.1 Introduction 
     The analysis of the structure and the ambit of the standard of FPS now lead to some burning 
questions concerning the reciprocity of the BITs. In this case, this chapter focuses on posing 
some interesting questions and making reflections about the other side of the equation. This 
paper has constantly discussed the duty of the host State to accord protective protection to 
investors and their investments, but the question concerning the obligation of the investor to the 
State, particularly in the territory where the investment is located, remains unanswered.  In this 
vein, the aim of this section is to outline the mechanisms to actualise this balance in order to 
assist in solving investment disputes and gives a better chance to conclude, with analysis of the 
difficulties that both the host States and investors face nowadays, especially in countries with 
various conflicts and challenges in the domain of environmental protection, human rights, 
promotion of anti-corruption laws, and obligation of corporate social responsibility. Finally, this 
section will be concluded with an evaluation of how the deference and the contemplation of the 
aforementioned areas are desirable methods of preventing investment disagreements. But before 
proceeding to narrate all these elements, it would be appropriate to proceed firstly by finding out 
who an investor is, who is entitled to bring an arbitral claim against a host State for failure to 
comply with the obligation of FPS under international investment law, and also who in this thesis 
is expected to reciprocate the obligation of FPS requirement mandated to the host State under 
international law. 
8.2 Foreign Investors 
     International investment protection is limited to foreign investors and their investments. It is 
often the case that the investment foreignness will often be determined in accordance with the 
nationality of the investor and not by the genesis of the invested capital of the investment. The 





Rarely, the standing position of an alien investor in a foreign State can be lengthened to 
indefinite leaves to remain (Art. 201 NAFTA;
1140
 Art. 1 (7) (a) (i) ECT).
1141
 
      International investment law is aimed to encourage and provide security to the investments of 
individual alien investors. It also includes the protection of government managed ventures as far 
as they are established for commercial purposes rather than in a governmental capacity.
1142
 
Investors can be individuals, but in most cases, investors are companies.  
8.3 Nationality of Investors 
     The nationality of an individual is commonly considered by the nation’s law whose 
citizenship he or she declared. Acquisition of a certification of citizenship by an individual given 
to the person by the authority of that country is a powerful testament of the reality of citizenship 
of that particular country, though this would not be a definitive evidence for nationality 
qualification. For a foreign investor to qualify to bring a claim against the State the tribunal must 
under the Draft Article on Diplomatic Protection consider the rule of continuous nationality in 
the matter of a personal claim and priority must only be accorded to the time that the claim was 
presented. In the case of Soufraki v United Arab Emirates, 
1143
the claimant showed various 
Italian documents of citizenship. The arbitral panel investigated and concluded that the applicant 
was no longer entitled to that citizenship because he had obtained a Canadian citizenship, which 
he did not bring to the knowledge of Italian government. As a citizen of Canada, he cannot be 
protected under Italy-UAE BIT. Additionally, the claimant cannot rely under ICSID jurisdiction 
for the fact that State of Canada has not signed up as a member of the Convention of ICSID. In 
this regard the tribunal stated as follows:  
It has been acknowledged by international law that citizenship is in the domestic legal authority of the 
country, which determines, by the State’s own law, the principle concerning the acquirement (and 
forfeiture) of its citizenship... However, it is not less of acceptation that during the time that, in 
international arbitration or juridical litigations, the citizenship of an individual is disputed, the tribunal of 
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international arbitration is capable to rule and decide on that dispute... In a situation which, like in the 
example case, the international tribunal legal authority turns on a matter of citizenship, the international 
arbitral tribunal is authorised, truly bound, to rule on that matter. 
1144
  
The tribunal in this matter did not deemed it reasonable to address the defendant’s argument that 
without an authentic connection this citizenship would possibly have been unsuccessful having 




8.4 Nationality of Corporations           
      The nationality of a corporation is usually determined by where the company is formed or 
legally constituted; or where the main seat of the company is situated. In order to look at the 
nationality of an owner of a company an arbitral tribunal does not usually pierce the veil of 
corporation, i.e., the tribunals do not set aside limited liability and hold a company’s directors 
personally culpable for the company’s actions or debts. In Tokios Tokeles v Ukraine,
1146
 the 
applicant was a trading enterprise that was incorporated using the law of State of Lithuania. But 
ninety-nine percent of the shares belonged to Ukraine citizens. Lithuania/Ukraine BITs in Article 
1(2) (b) gives the definition of the term ‘investor’, in regards to Lithuania, with the phrase, ‘any 
company incorporated in the jurisdiction of State of Lithuania in compliance with its regulations 
and rules. The defendant asserted that the applicant was not an authentic company of State of 
Lithuania since it is possessed and managed by Ukrainian citizens. Nevertheless, the tribunal 
concluded that the applicant was really an ‘investor’ as sameness to Lithuania as was provided 
by the BIT, and also a ‘citizen of other Contracting Country’ as provided by ICSID Convention 
at Article 25. 
1147
  
     This principle helps investors to employ nationality planning by setting up corporations in 
States with beneficial treaties, and simultaneously, tribunals have shown that there is a ceiling to 
citizenship planning.
1148
 In order to thwart such practices, some treaties go above legal 
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requirements and will demand for a commitment of commercial substances linking the group 
investor with the country that the investor is claiming nationality of. Other treaties have in them 
a BIT which is known as a ‘denial of benefit clause’. Under such provision the State has the 
prerogative to refuse to provide the benefits of the treaty to a corporation which can not prove a 
commercial link with the country on whose citizenship it depends.
1149 
     Under the ICSID Convention, host States’ nationals are exempted from international security 
regardless if they possess the citizenship of another country.
1150
 To put it differently, host 
countries most of the time demand that investments should be made through domestically 
constituted corporations. For them to accord a protective shield to investments which established 
through subdivisions within the host countries, Art.25 (2) (b) of ICSID Convention,
1151
 stipulates 
that companies domestically constituted but foreign managed could be regarded as foreign 
citizens based on the footing or rationale of a treaty. 
     Investments frequently transpired by the purchasing of shares in a corporation that has a 
citizenship that differs from the citizenship of the investors. In the Barcelona Traction Case,
1152
 
ICJ was of the opinion that, on the ground of traditional international law, that the country of the 
nationality of shareholders supervising an organisation that is legally constituted in the other 
State could not be able to use diplomatic protection upon harms that has been done to the 
corporation.
1153
 However, the greatest numbers of investment treaties provide an answer that 
gives autonomous status to company shareholders: the treaties encompass shareholding or 
involvement in one company or another in their meanings of ‘investment’. This would mean that 
involvement in the corporation will become the investment and the alien shareholder in the 
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corporation then will become the investor. It can bring arbitral proceedings for adverse conduct 
which the host country has perpetrated against the corporation which has caused negative effects 
on its values and profitability, or caused damage to the investment. By so doing, even alien 
minority shareholders benefit from the security of the treaty.
1154
With this analysis, it becomes 
crystal clear that individuals and companies that fulfil the aforementioned criteria may be 
regarded as investors, and may be allowed to bring a claim against a State where such State fails 
to protect its investment as required by international law. These investors at the same are 
expected to give back in return some form of compromise to the host States by respecting the 
laws of the States and that of the international laws that States are obligated to observe. 
Having explained who an investor is, or who an investor can be, it is appropriate to go back and 
continue the discussion of balancing up the investor’s right and investor’s obligations. 
8.5 Lawful Requirements and Restrictive Actions to Safeguard Environment, Promote 
Human Rights, Stimulate Anti-Corruption Practices, and Encourage Corporate Social 
Responsibility. 
     Not only are there few academic literatures discussing the ambit of the full protection and 
security standard,
1155
 there have also been few questions recently about what the investor is 
expected to give back in return in the form of compromise and contribution to the host State. 
Truly, the full protection and security standard obligation provisions under BITs have important 
implications in the way investors conduct their investments in the host States. It is relatively easy 
for a foreign investor to situate its investment in a State without security challenges instead of in 
a region that has several of existing fighting that threaten its investment. 
     A typical example would be how investors deal with the security of their investments in such 
a State. It could be for example that the protective military forces of a particular State are 
incapable of providing security for the alien investors thereby amounting to a contravention of 
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the FPS provision of the BIT and as such, the investors will have no option but to get protection 
from else where. By doing so the investor might incur the danger of crossing the line of legality 
or violating state policies. 
     Bilateral investment treaties are presently the greatest renowned method to encourage 
investment from underdeveloped States, especially, to underdeveloped and developed States. 
They render a mechanism for protection and stability for the enterprises and as well accord the 
warranty that if anything is amiss, the foreign investor can seek for legal international remedy. 
BITs matter for development because it encourages investments, arguably, including Foreign 
Direct Investment, and portfolio capital. It can be an important push for economic development 
and reduces poverty through many avenues. These include; providing money, technical, and 
human capital; bringing current scientific knowledge and administration trainings; promoting 
domestic enterprises providers; curtailing reliability on foreign aid and international debt in order 
to promote development-related projects; providing funds for domestic enterprise activity and 
extension by debt and equity documents; and lastly, expanding the state’s tax base.
1156
 
Unfortunately, most BITs do not have in them provisions drafted to impose any obligations on 
foreign investors towards the host countries to balance up investor rights and obligations. With 
the exception of a few recent BITs, for example, the Benin-Canada BIT, which enshrines a 
provision calling on the two States to encourage their investors to comply with internationally 
recognised standards of corporate social responsibility, most BITs are quiet concerning 
environmental conservation, protection of human rights, 
1157
 or compliance with internationally 
recognised standards of corporate social responsibility (CSR) by multinational foreign investors 
in the countries where they engage in their businesses. 
     As it has been already stated in chapter 3 of this paper, in the interpretation of BITs, arbitral 
tribunals have recognised and ruled that the international law ought to be applied not just on the 
basis of traditional practice but as well on the basis of the VCLT of 1969, which stipulates in 
Article 31(3) (c) that, an account must be considered, simultaneously with the circumstances, to 
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any appropriate rule by international law relevant in connections between the parties.
1158
 Having 
mentioned that, “clauses like this will need international tribunals to pay heed to the duties 
prescribed to host State in many other treaties, encompassing the ones international agreements 
regarding corporate social responsibility, human rights protection, anti-corruption laws, and 
environmental protection, when applying or interpreting provisions of a BIT or FTA”
1159
  
     Truly and wholly, it is difficult to say any more whether tribunal’s deal entirely with private 
business. It is of a reality that the public domain is often crossed when assigning disputes. Some 
States, for example, the Benin-Canada treaty includes a provision calling on the two 
governments to encourage their investors to comply with internationally recognised standards of 
corporate social responsibility.
1160
 More so, growing NGO scrutiny has also increased pressure 
on governments to take a fuller account of sustainable development consideration in investment 
treaties. It is presently an issue of public approach, both nationally and globally. 
8.5.1 The Right for Host States to Legislate 
     It is undoubtedly the case that in respect of the involvement by arbitral tribunals in issues 
concerning public practices, it is salient to look attentively at the reality that host countries can 
alter legislation and the reality of the situation could have been altered after the investment and 
the investor were first enticed. In this regard, there seems to remain a settled situation by which 
modifications are indispensable and inevitable, and regulatory steps could be contemplated, in as 
much as the country does not defeat the legal, fair and sensible expectations of the foreign 
investors and the investments. This was observed in the case of EAS Summit v Hungary, where 
the tribunal held that the obligation of the States on FPS “can not protect against a country’s 
prerogatives to enact law or regulate in a such a way which may have adverse effect on a 
claimant’s investment, provided that the country behaves properly in the situations and with a 
viewpoint to obtaining objectively rational populace policy aims”.
1161
  This means that a host 
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State also has an obligation upon itself to prevent polluters of its environment and other illegal 
activities by the enactment of laws. 
8.5.2 Environmental Restrictive Actions 
     In this vein, it is normal to see regulatory actions in the territory of a host State that were not 
in place when the foreign investor first came, but which were later enforced by international 
agreement or traditional global environmental law. As this paper has mentioned earlier, there is 
an international outcry mostly emanating from NGOs demanding responsible conduct from mega 
companies when investing, especially in countries with slack environmental law, including 
developed countries where pollution emissions are high. An example of irresponsible behaviour 
from a multinational company is Shell BP’s oil spillage that occurred off the U.S. coastline in the 
Gulf of Mexico in 2010, and President Obama forced the company to clean up their mess and 
equally forced them to pay a gigantic sum of compensation to United States. Another 
irresponsible conduct by Shell BP is in Nigeria, in Niger Delta region, where Shell BP’s oil 
spillages has caused a lot of damages and mayhem to the environment in that part of the country 
and no single effort has been made so far to clean up the area for ages.  
In Feldman v Mexico, the tribunal said that, “States should be permitted to react in the wider 
populace interests by protecting the environment, reasonable legislation of this kind cannot be 
reached if some investments that are disadvantageously impacted may seek recompense, 
therefore it is certain that traditional international law acknowledges this”.
1162
  NAFTA critics of 
Chapter 11 have asserted that the reality of some compensation being awarded to alien investors 
over States’ laws has resulted in “regulatory chill”.
1163
 This seems to have dissuaded many host 
countries from taking the reasonable steps of enacting environmental legislations for the fear that 
alien investors might bring proceedings and claim compensation. A 2011 OECD working 
document disclosed that over one hundred treaties out of a representative of 1593 bilateral 
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investment treaties enshrine the reference of environmental issues.
1164
These reference, almost 
non-existent prior to the middle of 1990s, increased rapidly to being partly higher than eighty per 
cent of current finalised bilateral investment treaties by 2008.
1165
 
8.5.3 The Importance of General Principles of Law of Human Rights to FPS’ Due Diligence 
     The following detail examination pointed at explaining more solidly the due diligence 
principles used in the jurisprudence of investment law will reappear to traditional principle in 
public law as acknowledged in other legal mandates. The notion of positive duties to ensure 
prerogatives is one mostly familiar under the treaty of international human rights, like the ECHR. 
1166
 Yet, it has been evolved likewise in the definition of rudimentary prerogatives of the Treaty 
of EC by the ECJ, and also in the reading of domestic laws, including their civic prerogatives 
Chapters. 
1167
 Similarities to civic and various legal mandates have been often applied by 
arbitrators in previous times,
1168
 while the mentioning of human rights verdicts are seldom found 
in investment arbitral awards. 
1169
 The evolvement of basic prerogatives from 1920s has 
employed as a debate for a wider reading of the standard of FPS provision than it had been 
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     Today, a lot of human rights agreements contents may be regarded as a collection of 
principles general to developed countries,
1171
 although one can assert that the treaties on human 
rights are rudimentarily separate from general investment treaties as a whole in respect to their 
intention of the security of persons in contrast to the encouragement of cordial economic 
relationships among two countries. 
1172
 It should not escape one’s memory that a basic investor’s 
prerogative in international investment treaties is the prerogative to property rights, which is 
regarded as a human right, acknowledged in various international coventions of human rights 
internationally.
1173
 Making references to jurisprudence of human rights in arbitral investment 
awards are accordingly most often in the circumstances of the security of investment. 
1174
 
     Protective obligations that are particularly not owed to foreigners rather to any individual 
available in the jurisdiction of countries have been acknowledged especially in the key treaty of 
human rights mechanisms from the 1980s. 
1175
 The level of security that is expected from the 
country is as well frequently shown by duty of ‘due diligence, and an instance of this fact can be 
found in Human Rights in the Inter-American Court.
1176
 The treaties of Human rights incline to 
embody a clear necessity to ‘choose such regulations and some other steps as could be 
appropriate to provide result to the prerogatives acknowledged’. 
1177
 Accordingly, insufficient 
law has been contemplated as breach of those agreements.
1178
 The European Court of Human 
rights (ECtHR) has demonstrated an equivalent comprehension in the ECHR. In Article 1 under 
the ECHR, all the contracting countries ‘must acquire to all individuals...the prerogatives and 
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freedoms’ promised in that document. Accordingly, the judicial has ruled that a contravention of 
the duty to accept the required law can be reposed in excessive permissive law which does not 
embody stringent enough regulations to thwart damageable individual conduct.
1179
 But a close 
connection’ of a first-hand and conclusive source’ between the omission to make or enact laws 
and the damaging occurrence is obligated.
1180
 
8.5.4 Actions Providing Protection for Human Rights 
     In line with the level of security that is anticipated from the State shown by the duty of due 
diligence that can be found in human rights, there is also an existing debate concerning the duty 
of companies investing overseas to encourage and respect human rights. And it is globally 
acknowledged at the moment that the understanding is, to an extent, not to impede human rights 
while doing business in foreign countries. “The UN Global Compact Programme.... has map out 
two different duties of companies concerning the issue of human rights. First, is to accord respect 
to human rights in their area of influence; and secondly, to keep away from being involved with 
others in an unlawful activity in human rights abuses”.
1181
 That suggests that a minimum level 
has been set up for the obligation of companies in respect of human rights at the time of 
investing in alien countries. 
8.5.5 Stimulus for Anti-Corruption Laws 
     Another increasing entity of international law which is drawing the awareness of   arbitration 
is anti-corruption legislations, like the UN Anti-Corruption Convention (UNCAC) and the 
OECD’s anti-bribery convention, and ‘it is arguable that those types of anti-corruption 
legislations are at presently gradually growing to be part of the entity of alien international 
investment law”.
1182
One could see this as a secondary challenge. Nonetheless, a lot of the 
prevailing challenges in underdeveloped States have their sources in social inequality and the 
endemic corruption of government officials. For that reason, providing for advancement of those 
States will suggest an affirmative measures in respect of anti-corruption practices. 
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     In its resolution 55/61 of 4 December, 2000, the U.N. General Assembly recognised that an 
effective international legal instrument against corruption, independent of the United Nations 
Convention against Transnational Organised Crime (resolution 55/25, annex I) was desirable and 
it decided to establish an ad-hoc committee for the negotiation of such an instrument in Vienna at 
the headquarters of the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime. 
1183
 The negotiation of the 
Convention against anti-corruption was held between 21 January 2002 and 1 October 2003. And 
it was entered into force on 14 December 2005. The intention of the anti-corruption Convention 
is to: thwart criminalisation, collaboration, and to reclaim assets.
1184
 
     The OECD’s anti-Bribery Convention is official in International Business Transactions, 
adopted in 1997, and addresses bribery of foreign government representatives. Its main aim is to 
create a level playing field among OECD States by subjecting States to the same unlawful 
standards. It centres on criminalisation and forbidding of bribery of alien representatives: to 
implement and bring legal proceedings against corporation accused of bribing government 
representatives overseas; to cooperate, promote and enhance collaboration between the law 
enforcement agencies of signatory countries; and banning of tax deductibility of bribes to foreign 
representatives. Before the OECD Convention, the US was the only OECD country that 
prohibited its companies from bribing foreign officials. Japan, for example, has constantly 
incorporated anti-corruption measures in its current BITs.
1185
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The violators of anti-corruption laws, whether it is companies or officials, should not just face 
the possibility of significant financial sanctions, but also the potential for crippling reputational 
damage. When such a company is caught, it should not enjoy anonymity; in fact its story should 
become a cautionary tale for all to hear, and should therefore make both a breaking news and 
front page news – naming and shaming. Multinational corporations of all sizes must also comply 
with international anti-corruption law as there are similar legislations in the territories where 
their businesses are established. Where any foreign investor or company is found wanting in 
cooperating with the international anti-corruption law in the host country where its business is 
operated, the company and the investor should be penalised heavily by the State. 
8.5.6 Encouragement for Corporate Social Responsibility 
     There is as well a global demand for the encouragement of foreign investors to pay heed to 
internationally recognised standards of corporate social responsibility. As Gerry Boyle has stated 
that, ‘to make certain of prevalent heeding to the very significant international recognised rules 
and recommendations it is necessary to make the CSR under the United Nations Guideline 
Principles on Business and Human Rights legally binding and enforceable’. 
1186
Again, Canada 




     In this regard, the ability of an investor to bring claim under FPS might be impacted by the 
investor’s adherence to its CRS obligations. If the investor has generated local resentment 
through its horrible exploitation of workers and its pollution of the area, the State should 
reconsider it ways of obligation to offer enhanced security for foreign investors. The obligation 
of the State under FPS would only be extended to the level of protection necessary for an 
investor operating in a reasonable way. 
     The specific situations that are linked to the standard of FPS cannot be clearer than in 
protection of environmental restrictive actions, human rights, anti-corruption procedures, and a 
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corporate social responsibility obligation. In spite of the situations of the host country and its 
capability or incapability in providing FPS, the conclusion is that the expressed international 
standards concerning environmental restrictive actions, human rights and prevention of child 
labour, corporate social responsibility, and anti-corruption must be recognised and respected. 
The fact truly is that, even in circumstances where the host country lacks the ability to warrantee 
for full protection and security to an investor, which they should not, this will never be a tangible 
justification for the foreign investor to undertake illegitimate actions which contravene human 
rights or to conduct illegal activities in the terrain where such investments are situated. The 
duties for foreign investors should comprise an inspiration of minimums within the international 
standards. Concerning the environment issue, foreign investors ought to stimulate the investment 
policy framework for sustainable development elaborated on by the United Nations Conference 
on Trade Development and the Model International Agreement on Investment for Sustainable 
Development prepared by the International Institute of Sustainable Development. In respect of 
human rights of protection, investors should accord deference to human rights in their domain of 
influence and stop involving themselves directly or in directly in human rights abuses. In regards 
to anti-corruption issues, investors should endeavour to refrain themselves from encouraging 
measures that would be construed as encouraging illegitimate deportment. Finally, and equally, 
in relation to corporate social responsibility, investors should acknowledge their public 
responsibility and maximise the creation of share value for their shareholders and for their other 
stakeholders and the society at large. 
8.6 Proposition for the States and Foreign Investors 
     Having raised the issues concerning the expected obligations and conduct of the investors in 
the host States in respect to environmental issues, human rights, war against corrupt practices, 
and corporate social responsibility obligation, it is appropriate to propose an action plan that 
comprises protection and security for foreign investors and their investments and also to 
simultaneously look at a reasonable degree of assurance for the host countries and any positive 





     For the issue of environmental issues, the United States Model BIT of 2004
1188
 and the BIT 
between Peru and Canada, indicate that considerable progress has taken place since the BITs 
incorporate a provision to encourage sustainable advancement.
1189
 Again, a Draft Code of 
Conduct on Transnational Corporations has been arranged by the United Nation’s Commission 
on Transnational Corporations and has in it many delighting recommendations concerning 
environmental security for companies.
1190
 As mentioned earlier, incorporating these components 
as a provision in the bilateral investment treaties or as a compulsory reference guidelines for 
foreign investors is going to constitute a greater binding of multinational and transnational 
companies, guaranteeing the host country that its environmental levels are being obeyed and 
accordingly, that the investors are fulfilling their international obligations. 
    In the area of human rights, the protection of rights of work and prohibition of child labour fall 
under International Human Rights Act, 1953. 
1191
It encompasses, amongst other things, the right 
of freedom of association, 
1192
 prohibition of discrimination 
1193
 and adequate wages, etc. This 
specific human rights field that made reference to the protection of rights of workers and 
prohibition of child labour can be inserted into bilateral investment treaties. But unfortunately the 
number of BITs that incorporate human rights is very scanty.  In many situations the mentions of 
public ethics has been employed to include the direct security of human rights. However, public 
ethics has not been sufficient and the incorporation of provisions to the protection of human 
rights is obligatory. The inclination for the abandonment of human rights to benefit alien 
investment has been the common policy of elites of neo-liberalism (a modified form of 
liberalism inclining to favour free-market capitalism) but this has to be discouraged.  
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8.6.1 New OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises to Protect Human Rights and 
Social Development 
     The newest version of the OECD Guidelines was endorsed on the 25 May, 2011, in a meeting 
held by Ministers from 34 OECD States and other developing economies, such as Argentina, 
Brazil, Egypt, Latvia, Lithuania, Morocco, Peru and Romania, to agree on guidelines to promote 
more rational investment behaviour by multinational companies so that this can be proposed to 
companies functioning within or from their jurisdictions its acknowledgement, as its primary 
objective. 
1194
 The updated Guidelines is not just for the acknowledgement by the heeding 
partners that global investment adds to the progress of their societies, but also that multinational 
companies play a determinant role in the commercial, social, economic and environmental 
advancement of the States. The guidelines also encompassed new proposals on human rights 
abuses and company responsibility for their chain supply, making them the first among 
governmental consensus in this area. The Guidelines also encourage the constructive inclusion 
that companies investing in alien States can do to the environmental, social, and commercial 
advancement of those societies, and have appropriate due diligence processes in place to ensure 
this happens. The Guidelines acknowledged the increment of alien investments in developed and 
underdeveloped States:  
The swift development in the system of multinational businesses is also demonstrated in their functions in 
the less developed countries, where FDI has increased swiftly. In underdeveloped States, multinational 
businesses have expanded extensively from ordinary manufacturing and industrial extraction of mineral 
resources into inventing, construction, local market advancement and services. The other main progress is 
the rising of multinational businesses based in less developed States as principal international investors.
1195
 
The Preamble of the Guidelines provides that although few international companies have 
attempted to conform to various laws and series of practices in the States where their enterprises 
are actively operating, some of the investors have determined to “ignore necessary rules and 
practices of behaviour in an effort to obtain an excessive competitive benefit”.
1196
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     Again, the Guidelines play an important part of clarifying and compiling a special series of 
principles as to what is required from the companies conducting business in the adhering 
countries, as well to give the business owners a document that permits them to supervise the 
conducts of their companies in alien States. 
8.6.2 Working towards the Binding of the new OECD Guidelines 
     The observance of the Guidelines is not legally binding since they are just ordinary 
suggestions. For the fact that they are mere ordinary suggestions has activated a lot of pessimistic 
reactions within the global forum: ....”as a non-binding ‘gentleman agreement’, this has been 
regarded as completely futile – as previously indicated from the onset of its inception and 
adoption since 1976.”
1197
The non-mandatory observance of the Guidelines by its members could 
draw one’s attention to a statement made by one commentator that, “building a great reputation 
is not about words and fancy value statements communicated via glossy brochures which 
languished on coffee tables in reception lounges and in the department of corporate affairs. 




There are many case laws that have come out to the public domain brought by the media which 
indicate the unsuccessfulness of these Guidelines. Instances of such cases include the Chiquita 
Brands case,
1199
 in involvement with the illegitimate armed forces in Republic of Colombia. In 
2007, Chiquita accepted of making payment from 1997 through 2004 to military forces of 
Colombia called acronym in Spanish, AUC a paramilitary unit that had been classified by the 
United States regime as a terrorist organisation. Trade unionists, banana labourers, political 
arrangers, activists fighting for changes in the society and many more others were selected and 
murdered in Colombia by the forces between 1990 through 2004. The corporation was complicit 
in torture, extrajudicial execution (without the sanction of any judicial proceeding or legal 
process), military personnel deaths, crime against humanity, including war crimes perpetrated by 
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Chiquita in the company’s banana growing area in Colombia.
1200
 Several other persons whose 
relative were murdered by the terrorist organisation also accused Chiquita of paying funds worth 
about $1.6 million to the AUC group that enabled them carried out these horrendous crimes. It 
was alleged that there were shipment of arms and drugs via Chiquita gates on the company’s 
vessels. Five gospel evangelists were also killed by another fighting group in Colombia called 
the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) whom Chiquita made payment to. It was 
alleged that the money the company paid to FARC, plus the material assistance given by 
Chiquita encouraged the conduct of insurgency that subsequently led to the killings of the five 
priests. For many years Chiquita had tried to cover up their involvement in this atrocity which 
was very glaring to people, but later the company admitted its complicity in the crime. In 2007, 
the EarthRights International (ERI) lodge a court proceeding against the company in the interest 
of the victim’s families of many of the inhabitants, labour heads and community arrangers killed 
by the Autodefensas Unidas de Colombia (AUC). But after several years of court proceedings, 
sufferers of Colombia killing gang financed by Chiquita Brand seem to be going ahead in a 
Florida federal court proceeding against the banana company. In 2007, Chiquita admitted to the 
court of profiting from its connection with the AUC by financing an appointed insurgency group 




     Another case is the case involving the scandal of the British construction company Balfour 
Beatty’s when they were granted permission to construct a barrier to hold back water and raise its 
level as a dam or reservoir on the Tigris River in the Kurdish area of (Turkish Kurdistan IIisu). 
The British company refused to adopt a clear ethical and environmental standard. The scheme 
was bad for human rights and environmental protection, and there was no clear ethical precedent 
that has been set. The environmental campaigners and human rights set a yardstick that needed to 
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be satisfied first before the construction commence but Balfour Beatty blatantly refused to bulge. 
The British builder did not meet commercial, moral and environmental yardstick.
1202
  
The next case is the Premier Oil’s case, involvement in human rights and environmental 
mistreatments in Burma from 1996 in collaboration with Burma’s military government and other 
groups for using Burmese nationals as forced labour in Yetagun gas pipeline project. Premier Oil 
was aware that human abuses were happening in its organisation in Burma but failed to do 
something to stop it. The citizens of Burma had suffered human abuses such as rape and torture, 
killing and forced labour (including child labour) at the hands of the Myanmar military at the 
time of the building of a gas pipeline, an American oil company known as Unocal and Total Oil 
Company of France were also complicit in this mistreatments. After the regime change Burma 
now known as Myanmar by an annulations of election won by Nobel Peace Laureates Aung San 
Suu Kyi, Premier Oil won a contract from Burma’s military government for oil exploration of 
the Yetagun offshore gas field in 1990. Yetagun pipeline is connected down the route for the 
Yadana pipeline constructed in 1990s by Americas Unocal and Total of France. The construction 
of the pipeline resulted to a very big militarisation of the region. At the time of the building of 
the Yadana pipeline methodical displacement of the inhabitants, human rights abuses and forced 
labour, encompassing child labour occurred in the region.  
In 19996 the campaigner group Earth Rights International (ERI) release a publication narrating 
how military personnel suffered local villagers and many of the villagers who refused to run 
away to refugee camps in Thailand were compelled to work in forced labour, including women 
and children and frequently under hard conditions. Men were asked to work as porter for soldiers 
and forced to clear forest on the pipeline which link from Yetagun to Yadana. During the time of 
these occurrences Texaco and Premier Oil were in combine association in the Yetagun Scheme. 
But later Texaco pulled out of the investment and Premier Oil purchase part of Texaco share. In 
2000, the UK government compelled Premier Oil to leave Burma for the reason of Human rights 
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 Premier Oil were not just encouraging the military regime monetarily but it was as 
well doing a huge harmful action to the principle of democracy, said Aung Sun Suu Kyi.
1204
 
Amnesty International in 2001 also published a report describing significant human Rights 
mistreatment perpetrated by the troops who render pipeline protection’.
1205
This was indeed 
corporate crimes. 
     Campaigners claim that the inclusion existence of the Procedural Guidance into the OECD 
Guidelines as well as establishment of the National Contact Points (NCP) is an adequate 
enforceable policy. The NCP are organisations that are in control of engaging in promotional 
campaigns, and also in charge of investigations and assist to the settlement of matters that 
emerges in relation to the enforcement of the Guidelines.
1206
 However, on the other hand, it 
asserted here, that the NCP existence, presumably, is only a rhetoric defence for the States that 
are signatory to it but it does not constitute an actual and successful document to provide 
acceptance. The causes are many, but in a nutshell, it is feasible to state in reality that decisions 
reached by this NCP are not obligatory and the reality that this very Guideline provides a 
considerable liberty on application to the countries in respect to the manner NCP may be 
coordinated, makes this document formless and unsuccessful.  
     Without wasting more time on the unsuccessfulness of the Guidelines, and without spending 
more time in condemning its ambit, it would be more beneficial to look for a proposition of steps 
that guarantees the companies’ adherence. There is now the quest for a workable binding of the 
new OECD Guidelines to occur. 
8.6.3 The Inclusion of the Guidelines to BITs 
     If there are no repercussions or penalties for failure to comply with the guidelines or to adhere 
to any type of systematic redress in the event of any contravention, there can be no motivation to 
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act in accordance with them and reckless companies will persist to act on an insufficient and 
unsatisfactory bad behaviour with impunity and continue to go scot-free. 
Since the National Contact Points Guidelines are not as effective as they should be to secure 
adherence considering the aforementioned above, it is crucial and compulsory to look for an 
avenue so as to ascertain to the Guidelines’ legitimate importance and influence that would 
permit them to achieve a proper and successful global form of practices. It is accordingly 
compulsory to connect the guidelines to an actual and most vital enforceable policy. The 
suggested master plan will be to incorporate in the BITs a provision urging foreign investors to 
conform to the guidelines. Such provisions can be read as follows, that the guidelines: 
1.  Would infer to accord a step in altering the Guidelines from an unsuccessful set of rules 
to a compulsory international framework. 
2.  Would not demand for the alteration of the original design of the Guidelines which 
might be a colossal job and would constitute to an extensive endeavour since it is actually 
a multinational announcement. 
3. On that respect, this recommendation would be tantamount to implied master plan for the 
binding of the stated Guidelines. 
4. Similarly, the adherence to this proposition would bring a real input into economic, 
social, commercial, ethical, and environmental development within the framework of 
sustainable advancement and the observance and deference of international human rights 
laws, corporate social responsibility, anti-corruption laws, and environmental laws.  
5. Bilateral investment treaties are the ideal setting to begin this procedure of compelling 
the multinational businesses Guidelines to be binding, for the reason that they previously 
incorporated a standard policy for dispute resolution. 
 
Those who are in support of this proposition would like to make certain ... that the 
country must have a justification to any proceedings brought by alien investors on the 





method of option to the selfsame disagreement resolution framework included in the BIT 
in the eventuality of the contravention of its concerns and benefits.
1207
 
      
This will have the impact of bringing to equal footing within the obligations of the member 
States who are parties to the BITs. As it has been suggested and demonstrated earlier, the 
placement of obligation to both the country and the foreign investors appears a just and a 
reasonable move that leads to the path of a well corporate governance and accepts with an 
advantageous business atmosphere that brings input to the, human rights, economic matters, 
commercial, anti-corruption restrictive action, corporate social responsibility, social and 
environmental development in the host States.  
     Another suggestion by Professor Subedi is that “in the dearth of international legally 
enforceable treaty, a broad deference model treaty may be embraced as a soft regulation 
document”. 
1208
 He as well stated that the first efforts have been ineffective and abortive, for 
example, the IISD Model International Agreement on the Investment for sustainable 
Development. It has also been recommended that a UN corpus in the likes of CSD, UNCTAD or 
even the World Bank could create and recommend to the host States a kind of investment Model 
Treaty that will include these reciprocal obligations for both the States and the investors to 
comprehend. All in all, the incorporation of a reference to the proposed Guidelines as an 




8.7 General Option for the States and Recommendations on FPS 
      No doubt, there are some identifiable challenges that are facing certain States like the ones 
this thesis have analysed in the case law held by arbitral tribunals. Also, there are some States 
where the investors are facing investment jeopardy in connection to political or social stability 
concerning existing BITs, especially in those States that are battling with insurgencies and other 
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consistence civil disturbances. These problems that have been mentioned and many others that 
are not mentioned here are the challenges that any State that wants to broker its future BIT must 
take into consideration before ratifying them. This section lay down some proposals that States 
may need to apply in solving those jeopardise and obstacles, and to probably find a more reliable 
model provision to be incorporated in the future for investment treaties, especially States who do 
not want to be caught up with the contravention of the obligation of FPS. 
From the historical background of the evolution of the standard of FPS to modern arbitral 
tribunal rulings on the principle of FPS, it is easy to pinpoint the perils that States may go 
through in contravention of its duty under this principle. This jeopardise can emanate from 
existing BITs that are presently in force ratified by those States, or from incautious and 
inadequate terminology of the FPS provision in their future BITs, or another types of investment 
legal documents which may come back to haunt  them when claims arise concerning the validity 
of such treaties. 
 Where a State wants to keep the original FPS standard clause in their investment treaties would 
mean that the State is guaranteeing an obligation to behave in a way that will protect the 
investment according to international standards, and not simply in accordance with the national 
treatment standard, notwithstanding the resources they have available. In consideration of the 
new rulings on FPS standard, States may think of adopting the following choices. 
8.7.1 The Inclusion of a No-Strict Liability Clause Interpretation into BITs 
     There is the understanding that the duty of FPS standard does not provide for strict liability as 
it has been mention severally in many case law in this thesis in chapter five above, therefore 
future tribunals should understand the peril that is involved. Thus, the only proper and viable 
standard to respect this duty is to provide total security for the foreign investments and the   
investors, which may not be feasible considering the nowadays political and security situation in 
many States. In that regard, the suggestive measure to be taken in order to avert culpability for 
strict liability, (though there is non presently in existence anyway), in relation to this point would 
be for States to add in the BITs that the duty of FPS is a moderate duty which is not equal to 
strict liability. This would be prudent in case arbitral tribunals decide to change their minds in 





8.7.2 Host States’ Due Diligence and Proportionality of Resources 
     It is well known that the duty of FPS is a duty of the State to provide due diligence. And the 
duty of due diligence is for the country to exercise a reasonable steps of action so as to provide 
security to the alien investment that can be contemplated adequate under such situation. 
However, it is necessary to acknowledge that States are different in all ramifications and their 
differences may lie on the standard of security that is expected from one individual host State to 
another, as well as their financial capability. Since the duty of due diligence comprises the 
contemplation of what is happening in the country, and the compliance of due diligence would 
include the evaluation of the resources that the host country has available as has been stated in a 
particular pantechniki case, which should not be. It is improbable to think that a country will go 
beyond its own mean of providing protection and security.  
Furthermore, the duty of due diligence suggests that the level of diligence that a country is 
obligated to employ is identified by the standard of care the host country exhibits in providing 
protection and security to the investor and their investments. The result of this method is that any 
countries that failed to apply adequate measures to providing investors’ investment with 
protection against harms that either emanate from the State or from the third party because such 
failure occurred as result of State’s financial constraint, or generally as the State’s lack of 
resources, the country will not be answerable for such omission to act. These reasoning include 
the consideration by arbitral tribunals to refuse foreign investors their investment protective 
rights for the obligation of FPS provided under international investment law. Arguing that 
investor financing business in a region which is particularly known for civil contention and 
defective government cannot expect to receive the same level of protection as an investor 
investing in stable areas such as London, New York or Tokyo, according to Paulson’s dictum. 
1210
 This is so, especially when such State is seen by arbitral tribunal as wallowing in poverty. 
     A properly worded clause is needed in BITs that would definitely prevent the danger of a 
method by which these particular conditions of the country are not considered while deciding a 
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claim on the standard of FPS by tribunals. The duty of the country under the standard of FPS 
provision should be structured in the State actuality of each country, encompassing the funds 
available to every Country the time the harm was carried out against the investors and their 
investments. If the aforementioned approach is considered, a provision incorporating State 
consideration for determination of investment dispute would allow greater successful defences if 
a claim arises under the disagreement resolution mechanism created in the legal document of 
investment. This procedure is significant because the current arbitral claims show that the 
principle may sometimes be a challenging one for countries to respect, especially countries 
which do not have sufficient wealth. Notwithstanding, countries in various ways have the choice 
to take charge and measures to curtail their fragility of this treaty duty if they know that they are 
not capable of keeping up with the mandatory responsibility of the FPS obligation. 
8.7.3 Avoidance of FPS in Treaties Entirely 
     States may rule out the option of incorporating a duty to accord obligation of FPS in their 
BITs completely instead of voluntarily breaching this obligation as we have seen in many case 
laws in the course of this research. This method has been employed not too long ago in the 
Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA, 2007) 
1211
and South African 
Development Community investment treaties (SADC, 2006).
1212
 In a situation to which countries 
may want to incorporate an FPS obligation in a BIT, then it would be paramount to read the 
principle with caution, particularly, expressing vividly if it is to be used for physical security 
only, which should not be the case anyway, for instance, as the 2004 United States Model BIT, 
has done in respect to police security. Allowing or causing it to remain wide and unspecified can 
make the tribunals to expand it to legal, business and regulatory protection, as it has already been 
found in the new awards. A better workable approach for the States is either the concept is not to 
be qualified with a word or to qualify it with a word that leads to the notion of  a restricted  
obligation with regards to the duty of due diligence. Moreover, incorporating the reference of the 
word ‘full’ suggests the peril that the duty can be interpreted as expanded more than physical 
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protection encompassing commercial, legal, and even other security (which is what the 
obligation of FPS has traditionally been anyway from the beginning), allowing for the challenges 
of overlapping together with other investment protective standards. On this note, it would be 
accordingly preferable to incorporate a reference of a narrow security into the provision of the 
standard of FPS in their respective BITs that would potentially limit the ambit of the principle. 
8.7.4 Inclusion of FPS Definition in BITs 
     It is also desirable to insert into all treaties a phrase and definition that expresses ‘full 
protection and security’, as this is not generally found in BITs, as demonstrated in chapter 3 of 
this paper on VCLT interpretation of FPS and in chapter 6. Doing so will constitute to simplicity 
and clarity, and would do away with vagueness for the two parties and even assist tribunals for a 
better interpretation of the standard in any case where a dispute arises. Following this very 
approach of inserting slimmer defined provision will not just amount to cautiousness, but it 
would as well ensure that legal certainty is achieved by the contracting parties in the future 
should any dispute arises. The recommended phrase for a standard of FPS provision to be 
inserted in treaties in future to be ratified with States parties with security connected dangers and 
in some other types of protective investment treatment standards documents can be for instance 
as follows:  
All Parties to this document must afford physical security and protection to investors and 
their investment of the other State Parties within its jurisdiction. The implicit security and 
protection obligated to be afforded to alien investors by host States must not be 
favourably lower than that afford to the domestic investors or citizens of its own State. 
This duty must be an average duty, not tantamount to any absolute liability and comprises 
the contemplation of the resources at the availability of the host State at the time of the 
event. 
Also, States could opt to restrict the ambit of the standard of FPS to national or most-favoured - 
nation treatment. By doing so, it will be pegged to the level of duty to the treatment accorded to 
citizens or other alien investors. However, phrasing the FPS definition in these manners would 
undoubtedly defeat the extensive protection scope of this standard and would deprive investors 





8.7.5 The Ambit of FPS Provision in Treaties Compared with Traditional International 
Standards 
     Furthermore, if countries desire to accord security and protection in accordance with an 
international level of standard, inserting a reference to the standard of traditional international 
law for the treatment of foreigners will provide some clarity. Nonetheless, the traditional 
international law of minimum standard interpretation itself in relation to FPS is at loggerheads as 
has been expressed in chapter 3 of this paper, and it is also one that is still gradually developing 
in people’s minds despite the fact that it has been around for ages considering the origin of FPS. 
For this reason an arbitral tribunal can decide to say that the present-day meaning of this duty is 
higher in level more than the countries may have anticipated it was in the matter in its traditional 
form, which the thesis is sure it is, and is also what this paper is arguing for. 
Depending on the tribunal viewpoint, the interpretation of a treaty provision can lead to the 
comprehension of traditional international law as the floor, moderate or ceiling to the duties 
acquired from the principle of FPS. The tribunal may decide to draw comparisons from the 
actions applied by the regimes of these States with security problems and with conducts 
employed in underdeveloped States, or States with greater beneficial or advantageous conditions. 
Therefore, the correct phrase of a BIT provision could not necessitate supplementary treatment, 
or any other treatment which extends more than those of international practices. A classical 
example will be the Free Trade Agreement which was ratified among Chile and the U.S, and 
among Columbia and U.S which opted for a definitive and selective wording different from the 
type envisioned by the tribunal in the Vivendi case, where the tribunal in that case dismissed a 
claim that a FPS clause was limited to physical protection. 
1213
 The US/Colombia agreement 
clause limits the FPS obligation in Article 10.5 of the BITs in respects to minimum standard of 
treatment as follows: 
Every Party member must afford to protected investments treatment in conformity with traditional 
international law, encompassing FET and FPS. For bigger assurance, this stipulates minimum standard of 
treatment of traditional international law to aliens at a minimum level of treatment to be accorded to 
investors and their investments of the other party. The standards of FET and FPS require not treatment 
additionally to or above that necessitated by that principle, and create no additional substantive 
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prerogatives. The duty of paragraph 1 to accord the obligation of FPS necessitates all Parties to afford the 
standard of police/physical security necessitated under traditional international law.
1214
 
However, phraseology of this kind will wrongly limit the scope of FPS protection to investors’ 
investments thereby depriving them their rights and the real meaning of this standard. 
8.7.6 Termination of Existing BITs 
     Since taking the above mentioned measures by host States as options to avoid culpability, in 
regards to the current investment treaties, countries have the choice to delete this standard or 
interpret its meaning narrowly by an alteration of the agreement. The alteration would necessitate 
the permission and endorsement of two parties or all the parties in the treaty in a situation where 
they are more than two parties that had signed the treaty. Where it is impossible to make an 
alteration, countries may as well provide an explanatory declaration, like the kind the NAFTA 
party member issued in 2001. So many States have terminated and given notice for cancellation 
of its bilateral investments treaties rather than to breach this FPS obligation intentionally, such as 
Spain, the Netherlands, Germany, and South Africa. Some South American countries, such as 
Bolivia, Ecuador and Venezuela, have all gone as far as withdrawing from ICSID.
1215
 
If it happens that the other party to the treaty is reluctant to have a collective statement, countries 
can choose to issue a unilateral explanatory declaration, which may have impact concerning 
tribunals interpreting future investment disputes. Failure for the States to take such restraint, then 
tribunals would perhaps have no choice than to interpret this standard according to what they 
think the standard implies for them, or according to the way they may understand it. If this 
happens, it may allow to disagreeable and exorbitantly shocks in awards of treaty investment, in 
the kind of substantial or excessive compensation. 
8.8 Conclusion 
    This section has addressed the necessity for the rights of alien investors to be balanced with 
the duty of the host countries to protect investment prerogatives in their regions. The ways this 
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article hopes that this could be achieved is for alien investors investing in those jurisdictions to 
pay heed to environmental regulative actions adopted by the host country; by corporations 
investing in these countries to encourage and obey human rights legislations; by wagging war 
against anti-bribery corruption involving foreign public officials in host States countries and 
subjecting the course to criminal standard; and by encouraging foreign investors to pay heed to 
internationally recognised standards of corporate social responsibility. All these could be 
achieved by following the guidelines designed by the UN in the UN Global Compact 
Programme, the UN Anti-Corruption Convention (UNCAC) and the OECD’s Anti-Bribery 
Convention, the UN Guideline Principles on Business and Human Rights, and the new OECD 
Guidelines for Multination Enterprises to Protect Human Rights and Social Development.  
There should also be repercussions for failure to adhere to these guidelines or any form of 
methodical redress in the event of any contravention. This section has addressed the options and 
steps that a host State/s who are not willing or incapable of respecting the FPS obligation might 
take into account while brokering FPS deals with other States in BITs in order to avoid 
regrettable dangers and culpability. For example, the States can prevent culpability by stating 
that the duty of the standard of FPS is an average duty, not tantamount to any absolute liability 
which does not amount to strict liability. The duty of due diligence by the host country under the 
FPS provision may be designed to match the country actuality, encompassing of the availability 
of the resources that every countries has at the time of any eventuality of harm against the 
investors and their investments. For a host state to escape breach of the standard it should avoid 
FPS in their treaties completely. And lastly, a State should include the definition of FPS for 













9.1 General Conclusion 
     This thesis has elucidated a thorough application of the principles of the standard of FPS in 
international investment law. On this note, there are several main concluding points that must be 
highlighted. Therefore, the result of the thesis goes as follows: 
     Firstly, the thesis has applied a wider exploration of the ancient origin of the standard of FPS 
in traditional international law, including many other bilateral investment treaties practices 
starting from the middle of 18th century found in descriptive statement in the books of two 
scholars Wolff and Vattel, to the present modern BITs in international investment law. The thesis 
has found that it was in respect of the influence and significance of what was provided by 
Vattel’s writings in the late 18th century in the developing United States that then kick-started 
the incorporation of investment agreements for the interest of its nationals in foreign trading, 
these agreements implicitly included the duties of protection and security which safeguards the 
international investment law. There were several other attempts that were made to achieve 
bilateral and multilateral investment treaties that protect the standard of FPS but were met with 
some hurdles which led to a collapse of those efforts. Examples of those failed attempts are: the 
legitimate codification of the standard of FPS with traditional international law in the League of 
Nation; the Havana Charter and the international Chamber of Commerce Code of Fair 
Treatment; Abs-Shawcross and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
Draft Convention and many others that this thesis has highlighted.  
However, despite the hurdles which were faced in the early days in achieving this goal, the 
standard of FPS has continued to wax stronger and has reached a significant stage. But still, more 
needs to be done in order to reach a full and acceptable height of protective investment 
protection of FPS that foreign investments deserve. Nevertheless, the standard of FPS has 
continued to experience more improvement through the First World War to the present day, and 
investment agreements have progressed in a proportionate manner and this has led to the 
development of FPS in traditional international law. It has been established that the standard of 





alien investors and their investments to legal security and other necessary protective factors, such 
as economic and commercial protections. But unfortunately some States and many arbitral 
tribunals have refused to acknowledge this fact and their non-acceptance have created a gap in 
the protection of investments in the territories of host States to the disadvantages of foreign 
investors. 
     Secondly, the thesis has used the VCLT interpretive mechanism to reconcile the disputes 
surrounding not only predominantly, but the confusing definition of the standard of FPS inserted 
in most investment treaties. The VCLT has highlighted the general instruction on how 
investment treaties should be interpreted. It encourages arbitral tribunals to interpret the treaty 
meaning in honesty and sincerity of intention in the context to the common interpretation to be 
accorded to the wording of the treaty in respect of and taking into consideration of its aim and 
intention. Since there are different terminologies that are used to incorporate BITS, it is very 
important for arbitral tribunals to adhere to the VCLT guidelines of interpretation in order to 
achieve consistency. Again, because there is disagreement surrounding the common definition of 
the FPS phrase in many BITs, the most proper and reasonable method of defining the meaning of 
the FPS provision in BITs between the claimant and the defendant is to heed to this 
recommendation attentively and strongly, but sadly this is not happening. From the findings of 
this research arbitral tribunals have failed to apply this guideline correctly in many occasions as 
to meet the standard requirement expected from host States under international law in achieving 
the object and purpose meant for the FPS. Those shortcomings has created huge controversy and 
gap around this principle of protection which sometimes has put its real meaning in disarray, 
thereby dashing the hopes of the investors who try to benefit from the real objective and purpose 
of this great obligation. The only way to avoid the controversy surrounding the meaning of FPS 
clauses and the divergence that comes with it so as to achieve its main objective which is to 
safeguard investments is for the tribunals to completely adhere to VCLT guidelines of 
interpretation as provided under the Treaty. Arbitral tribunals must do more and follow 
accordingly the interpretation of the FPS clause in BITs consistently and accurately, depending 
though on what the drafter of the instrument meant in a respective BIT. Also, the inadequacy in 
the investigation of some awards as to what extent of protection the parties proposed or expected 
with the particular treaties beyond physical protection establishes the truthfulness and 





Surprisingly, even as little as the elementary question as to whether the standard of FPS 
provision is also supposed to include harms perpetrated by the host county itself is not regarded 
as uniform in every arbitral tribunal award not to mention of the debate surrounding the extent of 
duties of legal, economic , and commercial security. In numerous cases, the conclusive result 
could not vary strongly, as a lot of tribunals may assess in the FET provision precisely what 
other tribunals may regard as being under a FPS provision. But the dearth of uniformity of FPS’s 
interpretation nonetheless risks sabotaging the legality of investment agreement adjudication.
1216
 
If the aforementioned definitions of these principles were to be coherently and uniformly 
adopted by arbitral tribunals going forward without inconsistency, and were to find phraseology 
in the interpretation segments of recently finalised treaties, this may outstandingly heighten the 
conformity and legality of international investment law, encompassing  investment treaty 
adjudication itself. Also, this would not only render necessary consistency to the interpretation of 
the case laws, but it would as well ensure that host countries would be liable for the 
contravention of the standard of FPS when it ensued, as a result of that, providing substantial 
foreseeability to foreign investors similarly. This is because foreign investors supposed to be the 
ones who have the rights of treatment prescribed accordingly with their legitimate expectations 
and an adequacy stability and foreseeability of legal mechanism. 
    Furthermore, from the analysis of this research, it has been discovered that there is a debate as 
to whether the concept of FPS principle is an illustration of the principles of traditional 
international law, or whether it is intended as independent standard that goes further than the 
international law. Having looked at various case laws and some literatures in the course of this 
research, it had been noted that some arbitral tribunals and some host States have restricted the 
standards of FPS obligation to the traditional international law of minimum standards of 
treatment particular where treaty restricts or caps the duty using references of traditional 
international law and this have created a gap in the protection of investment under FPS in BITs. 
This is so despite the ongoing debate about the equating approach and addictive approach 
surrounding it. Many investment agreements are also of the opinion that the standard of FPS 
should not be in any way lower than that which international law require. For example, the 
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Article 1105(1) of the NAFTA 2001 in its explanatory declaration stated that the concept of FPS 
does not need treatment that is in addition to, or be extended beyond that which is required by 
traditional international law. And this have created a gap in the protection of investors 
investments by host States in their territories. However, in spite of the fact that NAFTA tribunals 
have maintained that the standard is restricted to customary international law of minimal 
standard of treatment, (i.e., physical protection), other non-NAFTA tribunals have held that the 
standard should be extended above minimum level of security. This is a step in the right 
direction if it is to be followed by all States for the protection of investments. The approach that 
the principle ought to be extended above minimum standard of treatment of traditional 
international law is beneficial so as to complete the potential lacunae that have be found in this 
area of investment protection, and also to be sure of the real meaning of those undefined 
phraseologies in its narratives, or more generally, to help the definitions and the application of its 
provisions.  
Moreover, the thesis thinks that it is high time that both NAFTA Tribunals and other non-
NAFTA tribunals get their acts together and come up with a reliable approach that will be less 
complicated for both the State and the investors for the comprehension of customary 
international law. And by so doing, it will also help to prevent the intensive inconsistency of the 
definition of the standard of FPS by various tribunals which we have seen been applied by 
arbitral tribunals during the course of this research, and which have deprived investors the full 
and adequate protection and security for their investments in the standard of FPS in BITs. Taking 
into account of this debate, some tribunals and other scholarly commentators, including this 
article have the presumption that a wider definition that is not restricted to the traditional 
international law, but establishes an autonomous treaty standard and places a greater level of due 
diligence is what is needed from the host country. However, it has been recommended in Juan 
Paulsson’s obiter dicta in Pantechniki case that the host country situations must be taken into 
contemplation when employing this principle to the situations that encompass civil disobedience, 
but not in the circumstances where denial of justice is claimed. For the interest of the investors 
relying on FPS standard protection this thesis hopes that this type of ruling in Pantechniki case 





    In the milieu of the argument over whether the FPS is restricted to physical protection, which 
many States and tribunal have advocated for and which has also created a gap in the protection 
of investments, this research has shown that the standard of FPS is not limited to physical 
protection as many have believes. It has never been, and it will never ever be. This is the true 
position and may be a hard fact to swallow for those that think it should be. If we cast our minds 
back to when the FPS standard first originated in the 17
th
 century, and also followed by how the 
standard has been designed in BITs in the past to the inclusiveness of both physical and legal 
security, one would agree without doubt that this is the true position. Although tribunals have not 
been consistent in making up their minds collectively in treaty on why the standard should be 
extended beyond physical security, it is rather for them to do so hastily and now before more 
harm will be done to foreign investments more than it has already been done by both the States 
and some arbitral tribunals over the debate on what the concept covers. Tribunals and host States 
have different opinions concerning the extent this standard covers and this has been indicated in 
various case laws and jurisprudence in this thesis in which the arbitral tribunals presided and 
panelised in recent times. There is every need to extend the principle of FPS to cover beyond 
physical security since investments are not only threatened by physical attacks but by other 
forms of infringements. If the principle of FPS is stagnated and confined to only physical 
security as has been argued by host States and some tribunals, host States will definitely continue 
to deprive foreign investors of their investments protective rights since investments are not solely 
threatened by physical destruction as this thesis has revealed in many situations, but also by other 
means of destructive acts that demands for legal and other forms of security. Especially, by 
threats of the technological environment of the modern era, and therefore it is not feasible to 
believe that physical protection only can suffice, neither can it be guaranteed nor be ensured of 
investment protection. A typical example is the modern day cyber attacks that have proliferated 
into many private investment companies, including that of the government establishments.   
Additionally, FPS standard should be seen as universally an overlapping principle that requires 
the host countries to possess a framework effective of ensuring the protection and security of 
investments both physically and legally, which is frequently more detailed through other 
additional separate treaty clauses similarly intended at increasing the security of investment. This 
has not been appropriately applied either by States and arbitral tribunals. These may encompass, 





implementing rights and payment for FPS and expropriation to foreign investors in the territories 
of the host States.  
     Again, concerning what the standard of liability owned by the host countries to a foreign 
investor is obligated, the research has found that so far arbitral tribunals have turned a blind eye 
and a deaf ear to the imposition of an absolute liability upon the host countries. Although in a 
few case laws that have been examined in the course of this research there are suggestive and 
conflicting statements that this might be possible in the near future. What is required of a host 
state is the application of due diligence for the security of alien investment that is reasonable in 
all circumstances within the jurisdiction of host country, and both the host States and tribunals 
have not demonstrated this fact in numerous cases that deal with FPS of investors and their 
investments and this has as well created a gap in the standard of FPS. Again, although the phrase 
due diligence is scarcely applied in relation within Article of State Responsibility, however, the 
subject of fault draws an important awareness in the Articles of State Responsibility 
development as the main rules of behaviour, instead of lesser approach of commitments to be 
envisaged in order to decide the appropriate standard of conduct by the States. The minimum 
standard of diligence and care that the international law requires is made of a duty to deter, and 
an obligation of keeping things in check. However, there are some loopholes in some of the case 
laws in the determination of what due diligence stands for. For example, it is worrisome to 
observe in the course of the research that a renowned commentator like Professor Ian Brownlie 
had stated that, “clearly there is no specific or opinionated definition of due diligence that would 
be proper, since what is required as a standard would be different depending on particular 
circumstances”.
1217
 If there is no actual particular definition for due diligence that properly fit the 
circumstances of due diligence how can an investor really be sure that the host State has violated 
the standard of FPS based on the country’s omission to respect the concept of due diligence to 
protect the investor’s investment? Therefore, this thesis is advocating for a proper definition of 
due diligence that would be generally acceptable and reliable by every academic scholar, 
commentator and arbitral tribunals. The only way to achieve this is to incorporate such reliable 
due diligence definition in the relevant future BITs so as to mandate the host States to comply 
with it so as to provide foreign investors with expect result for the security of their investments. 
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It has been observed in this research and in case law that, where the host State does not succeed 
in averting the wrongful acts through due diligence, the State must at least take action to bring 
those that perpetrated the wrongful act to book. The punishment could be by a way of 
incarceration or fine. This punishment will serve as a deterrent to other would be offenders. 
However, there should be a presumption of innocence until proven guilty. Looking at those case 
laws, it can scarcely be seen of any piece of concrete evidence throughout the course of this 
research which indicates that host States have engaged themselves so strongly to bringing the 
perpetrators of wrongful acts done to investment and their investment into book by incarceration 
whenever it has failed in its obligation to properly apply due diligence to prevent harm as 
required by international law.  Therefore, more needs to be done by respective host States in 
order to achieve this aim, and this in turn will help to avoid prompting some people, most 
especially foreign investors to doubt the legality of arbitration including the prudency of 
endorsing investment treaties.  But having said that, the shying away from imposition of absolute 
liability on States by tribunals is arguably commendable and plausible since allowing it could 
lead to the opening up of floodgates to aggrieved investors thereby wasting the resources of the 
host States. But the question to be asked is that, shall there be a time in the future when the 
obligation of FPS under BITs will attract the placement of strict liability to host States? We shall 
only wait and see considering some of those statements made by arbitral tribunals in a few cases 
concerning this issue which indicate there might be. 
      In respect of the argument concerning the link between FPS and FET such debate has also 
created a gap in the protection and security of foreign investments in the standard of FPS in 
BITs. The research has discovered that the relationship between FPS and FET has been adduced 
by some tribunals as two sides of the same coin – closely related, while of a truth the two 
principles are not the same. Although in some BITS, the standards of FPS and FET most 
frequently appear in the same phrase or in the same heading. And also, although some arbitral 
tribunals have ruled that the two standards are identical, but the overall approach of this paper is 
to keep the two principles separate. Undoubtedly, there are some conducts that breach the two 
principles, like: denying investors justice; the country’s unfairness of the legislation; the State 
molestation and coercion, yet the evaluation of these factors differ from each other. In the 
standard of FPS the act can be wrong if it depicts dearth of an adequate legitimate process of an 





diligence by taking proper measures to provide security to foreign investors and their 
investments, and also, to make ready an acceptable legal framework, presenting such protections 
like proper solution mechanisms, due process, and an entitlement to payment for expropriation 
(government taking) which the thesis have found that the host States have failed to provide and it 
is lacking in many case laws.  While, in the opposite, FET is all about the way that the country 
deals with the investment that it engages with, demanding that such country comports itself 
reasonable and also with honesty or sincerity of intention (good faith).  
In order to avoid the prevalence confusion that comes with putting the two standards together in 
one particular Article in a BIT, as it is in most treaties presently in various BITs, it will be wise 
and better to incorporate each of the standard separately so that they can stand on their own in a 
different Article in their respective BITs. If this is done in this manner, the tribunals will have no 
reason conflating the meaning of the two different concepts together as they do in trying to 
interpret their meanings thereby denying foreign investors their investment protective right 
required under international law as is often the case today. Argument of this sort will assist in 
preventing divergence of opinions among arbitral tribunals as the thesis has found various 
arbitral tribunals do in many claim awards. For the avoidance of divergence while interpreting 
the principle of FPS, this thesis is advocating for a mechanism to obtain the logical and 
consistency which is considered to be outstandingly effective which is to permit for preparatory 
verdicts whilst the actual or the original lawsuits are still waiting for a decision
1218
 as the best 
option. In this type of mechanism an arbitral tribunal would adjourn the case and would demand 
for a judgement on an issue of legislation from a corpus which has been created for that 
particular intention. This system has been effectively employed within the European Community 
scheme to obtain the consistency of implementation of the treaty of European Community 
legislation by national courts.
1219
 The accomplishment of this mechanism if it is to be 
implemented by all tribunals would avoid the protracted schism amongst diverse arbitral 
tribunal’s interpretation of FPS principle, and it would also bring back any loss of confidence in 
foreign investors reposed in BITs between the host country, arbitral tribunals and the aggrieved 
foreign investors where a breach of FPS arises. 
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       Ideally, the research has found that there is every need to advance the concept of FPS to 
cover the epidemic of cyber attacks that besiege investments nowadays due to the threats 
imposed by advancing technology. The interpretation of FPS standard needs to be amended in 
order to face up with the challenges that go with the existence of attacks that foreign investors 
have to confront with in the twenty-first century, especially the unity of digital businesses like 
computer systems including websites against threats imposed upon the internet connections, also 
otherwise known as cyber security. Since a digital asset is classified as an investment therefore it 
should be covered under the protective umbrella of FPS. Again, as been depicted by case law, 
that customary international law is not stagnant in time and minimum international law does 
develop. For this reason, it is imperative to apply the standard of FPS to provide protection to 
investment that goes beyond physical protection to providing protection to digital security and 
cyber threats in generality.  
As the thesis has often stated, the extent of digital offence is great and has been statistically put 
at the approximate loss of a trillion US dollars. However, having surveyed the threat of cyber 
security, and especially on how digital assets is managed and controlled generally, imposing FPS 
obligation on host country for the security of foreign investors’ cyber protection, especially in 
the field of digital asset protection, will be very hard to achieve. This is so because, although 
government may have some part to play in maintaining the solidarity of hidden internet 
infrastructure within its domain, it is not feasible that this could be broadened to protection for a 
particular server or to a websites as these are left in the hands of private service providers and 
governments do not have power or control over its management. Unless the infrastructure like 
internet servers are left in the hands of the States for them to have control over their 
management. Even at that, an emergency exception could exonerate country liability for any big 
scale attack on foreign investors’ digital investments. Also, a host country’s duty to initiate 
proceedings against cyber perpetrators will be very little because the legislation in this 
environment is universally scarce in international law and as a result it will be hard to attach this 
duty within the purview nature of FPS principle, unless the obligation is inserted in FPS standard 
in BITs. 
This thesis has laid down some ground rules on how to tackle cyber criminality on digital 





under the clause of FPS in BITs is the expansion of the application of mandatory permits that 
necessitates stronger regulation to tarpaulin cyber threats. The criminalisation of this type of 
conduct and the heightening of lawsuits against persons are all important apparatus against 
computer attacks by private persons or business opponents that engage themselves in cyber 
threats. However, this method will suffer a hiccup when the perpetrator is the country itself. For 
this reason, the solution to solving this problem will be to engage in a commercial and economic 
integration which is at the heart of cyber protection and BITs in the relevant of FPS which will 
channel and galvanise such a concept. The employment of BITs in this manner enables claims of 
cyber attacks not only be initiated by foreign investors but also can be settled in international 
arbitration bodies. The employment of adjudication offers advantages, like the use of an 
impartial setting for rulings of cases, well-established rules of arbitration and implementation of 
awards, and access to and application of well-created investor-dispute focused arbitration 
organisations. Additionally, initiating the claim at ICSID under a BIT agreement permits a 
foreign investor to start an arbitral claim upon the host country within investor-State adjudication 
without the need to appeal to its State government to start dispute settlement proceedings. 
Moreover, a more addictive phrase could be inserted in the standard of FPS obligation under 
BITs, to cover computer attacks security protections necessitating a polycentric principle to 
enhancing cyber protection and building a legislation of international cyber protection. 
The pertinent of general principles of human rights to FPS has been pinpointed in the thesis as an 
assertion for a wider definition of the FPS provision. Although one can claim that human rights 
treaties are rudimentarily distinctive from investment treaties in terms of their objective of the 
security of persons related to the encouragement of friendly commercial and economic 
relationships between States. As a whole, taking a look at ordinary rules of law, particularly in 
the department of human rights, one would be convinced that it promotes the respect mechanism 
that pays homage to the independence of a State. It has also been shown in this thesis, both with 
the consideration of traditional international law and the law of treaties that, it is beneficial and 
important to return to some general rules of law so as to elucidate the exact content of protection 
duty of the principle of FPS. Such doctrines can be predominantly gathered from human rights 
legislation and domestic statutory practice owing to their procedural equivalence to investment 
security principles. The procedure employed by judiciary and tribunals in a variation of divergent 





necessitates, and returning to such common rules will help in establishing a more parallel and 
foreseeable investment legislation order.   
 Having made reference to the issue of human rights protection above leads the thesis to the issue 
concerning the investor’s reciprocation to the host State. Every BIT that has incorporated the 
obligation of FPS concept keeps talking about what the host States are obligated to do in order to 
protect the investors and their investments and this is the main focus of this thesis. However, it is 
only few of such BITs that have made reference to what the investor should contribute or give 
back to the host State where the investment is invested by foreign investors. This research has 
analysed the FPS standard and reciprocal obligations in BITs. Since the obligation of the States 
on FPS does not protect against a State’s right to legislate, provided that the State comports itself 
properly in the situations and with intention of achieving objectively reasonable or logical 
communal policy aim. But while the States are trying the enact laws to curb illegality activities 
by foreign investors in their territories, States must ensure that they apply the duty of due 
diligence, proportionality, and reasonableness in achieving these measures so that they will not 
breach the duty of the standard of FPS repose on them by international law. States must equally 
be conscious so as to avoid human right abuses against foreign investors in their territories while 
enacting laws for regulatory measures purposes in order to achieve these aims and in protecting 
investments. Therefore, in order to balance up these investors’ rights with that of the host States 
obligations, this thesis has recommended that it is vital to incorporate such reciprocate 
compromise and contribution that foreign investors are expected to give back to the host States 
into FPS standard in BITs. These recommendations are necessary following the upsurge of 
international inclination and demand by NGOs and other international bodies. That means, there 
must be some kind of deference of the security of environmental supervisory steps that demands 
responsible conduct from transnational and multinational companies and business magnates 
when doing business in host States with slack environmental legislations, especially in the 
countries where emissions are high; and actions offering security for the guarantee and respect of 
human rights by companies investing overseas; encouragement for anti-corruption legislations to 
the avoidance of corruption by corrupt foreign investors and country’s representatives in the 
region of the host country; and incorporating the obligation of corporate social responsibility so 





social responsibility. Due to all these facts, it feasible to balance investors’ rights with 
obligations that foreign investors must adhere to while investing in host States’ territories. 
In a situation where the investors fails to comply with these above mentioned measures, the 
research recommends that such an investor may be denied the opportunity to initiate a 
proceeding to ICSID or UNCITRAL against the host State until such investor is penalised and 
possibly compensation is paid by the investor. Even in a situation where the investor is allowed 
to bring a claim against the State, some percentages of the compensation payable to the investor 
in an award should the investor win have to be reduced as a penalty for incompliance of these 
measures, since this will be regarded that the investor had deliberately refused to fulfil his own 
part of the bargain obey those laws. The thesis has also expressed the inclusion of the OECD 
Guidelines for multinational establishments in international investment law, especially, on the 
obligation of FPS standard in future as a provision, or in an investment blueprint, or as a 
compulsory reference for investors. This would indicate a heightened unalterable of transnational 
businesses, convincing the host country that vital benefits linked to those four issues namely; 
environmental matters, protection of human rights, anti-corruption schemes, and corporate social 
responsibility obligation, are also reciprocated, protected and obeyed by the foreign investors and 
that host countries may fall back to the arbitral blueprint embedded in the treaty in case of a 
contravention of any of these measures by investors  
     As for the States that are not capable or unwilling to provide full protection and security to 
foreign investors and their investments in their territories as mandated by international law. And 
also, as for the possible dangers that the countries could face in contravening of the guarantee of 
the standard of FPS which emanated from the bilateral investment treaty that are currently in 
force endorsed by countries, and those derived from insufficient wordings of the BIT clause in 
future BITs, or any other type of investment treatment. It would be better for a country in 
drafting its BIT to insert in the treaty that the duty of FPS is an average duty which does not 
oblige any strict liability, as a broader phrase of the provision will tend to have a wider meaning 
of this responsibility which States are required to fulfil. 
As for a duty of due diligence, a properly written clause in a bilateral investment would certainly 
avoid the danger of a principle by which the particular situations are not taken into consideration. 





of every State in the resources at hand at the time that the harm was done to the investment. A 
host country might as well avoid completely the choice of including a duty to accord the 
obligation of FPS in their agreement wholly, in this way no investor or tribunal will hold such 
States accountable for its inaction to oblige to such duty.  For a host country to be certain of the 
commitment it is undertaking under FPS duty it may be advisable for the State to insert a 
definition of the wording of this FPS in BITs since this is not always the case in every BIT. 
Doing so will constitute exactness and will constantly help to remind both contracting parties 
what the concept stands for, even to the tribunals, that means, the provision of full protection and 
security to foreign investors and their investments by host States. As it stands today, from FPS 
case laws that the thesis has evaluated it seems many host countries do not fully comprehend 
what the duty is all about and the tribunal is inclusive. Both the States and arbitral tribunals have 
failed to fully and adequately accord FPS protection in BITs to foreign investments as required 
by international law.  
As for the minimum standard of treatment of traditional international law, the research has found 
that the definition of FPS depending on method of the tribunal’s viewpoint can point to the 
understanding of the traditional international law as being a floor, average or ceiling to the duties 
that were emanated from the standard of FPS. Therefore, the correct phraseology of a bilateral 
investment treaty provision might not necessitate an additionally treatment to or more than that 
which international tradition as has adopted if a host State has incorporated in such a manner in a 
BIT from the onset. A restrictive phraseology that is variable from the one envisioned by arbitral 
tribunal where they rejected that the standard provision was limited to physical security is a 
better one for parties that do not appreciate the principle of FPS to be interpreted expansively by 
arbitral tribunals. However, this type of phraseology will undermine the aim and objective of the 
standard of FPS to investors in the protection of their investments which this thesis is up and 
against. Finally, in respect of repudiation of the existing investment treaties, the State has the 
right to cancel, delete this standard or limit its meaning by alteration of the treaty rather than to 
intentionally breaching this obligation to harm investments. However, the changes will need an 
authorisation of both parties by explanatory pronunciation. Where the other party refuses to 






      As for the research question as to whether foreign investors can fully rely on the standard of 
full protection and security in BITs in host State for the protection of their investments. It has 
been proven by case law in this research that host States have not fully and adequately accorded 
respective rights to investors for the protection of their investments in the host country territories 
to a certain extent which international investment treaties have provided to foreign investors and 
their investments. Most of the awards that the thesis has investigated have not really given hope 
to foreign investors to convince investors that they can really rely on the standard of FPS for the 
protection of their investment in the territories of the host States. The extent of these rights of 
protection is not completely known to foreign investors as thing are unfolding accordingly so far, 
since it is the host States and arbitral tribunal who are the ones to decide the ambit of those rights 
most of the time and both the host States and arbitral tribunals have severally failed to deliver to 
the advantage of the investors. However, there may be glimmers of hope and the need for foreign 
investor to rely on the standard of FPS in the host States territories despite some odd that has 
been found by the thesis in relation to the failures by host States to have fully provided for 
protection of investments under the obligation of FPS, and also by the divergence opinions of 
interpretation of the concept by various tribunals which the thesis have made mention of. But this 
glimmer of hope will only be fulfilled if host States and tribunals change their ways and begin to 
apply investment laws and the obligation of FPS properly. Considering the mixed messages that 
arbitral tribunals have been sending out while reaching decisions on investment awards one 
would definitely argue that it not possible to accept that foreign investors can really rely on the 
standard of FPS for the protection of their investments in the territories of host States. However, 
while the wide wordings of the treaties has the advantage of opening up a broad floodgate field 
for legal actions to settle a dispute for investors, foreseeability as to the extent of those duties is a 
benefit for investors, and this advantage is not to be underrated or undervalued.  
     Finally, one can see generally from this research that there are various reasons why 
investment scholars should endeavour to address these prevailing problems that have befallen 
and eaten deep into the fabric of this investment protection which has been caused by host 
States’ systematic failures and misinterpretation of the meaning of this standard by arbitral 
tribunals. These failures have created huge lacunae in the standard of FPS for the protection of 
investments and these gaps must be filled in order to completely realise and achieve the main 





investments by host States. As it is today, foreign investors are not getting what they rightly 
deserve that will convince them to rely on this doctrine. And to achieve this purpose, all cogs in 
the progress wheel of full protection and security of international investment law must be 
jettisoned, and the time to set the wheel in motion is now. For the cogs in wheel of the obligation 
of FPS to providing full protection and security to foreign investments that has caused great 
disadvantages to foreign investors to be jettisoned, investment law scholars must write more on 
the topic of the standard of FPS to express their honest and disappointing opinions concerning 
these shortcomings that have been perpetrated by host States and the gaps that exist which this 
thesis has exposed and made reference of. Doing so will assist in a greater height and length and 
can persuade host States to do the right things and straight thing up things in this aspect of the 
law. As the research has discovered, the literatures in this subject matter are very scarce. 
Likewise, tribunals must also try and achieve consistency in their interpretations by being 
focused and thorough whilst dealing with FPS disputes both in national and international 
platform.  
If only the host countries, arbitral tribunals, and other scholarly commentators will partake in 
solving these issues and are to play their rightful parts well in persuading the host States to do the 
right thing, obviously foreign investors would not have a dashed hope in relying on the concept 
of FPS for the protection of their investments as they seem to have presently. As doing the right 
things would mean that host States will now endeavour to accord full protected security to 
investors’ investments against any form of infringements and interference. In order to achieve 
the successfulness of upholding the obligation of FPS standard to international level of 
expectation by the host States, and to accord complete protection and security designed for 
foreign investors and their investments in foreign territories, all hands must be on deck. 
Undoubtedly, this is the time to start getting rid of any impediment towards making this goal a 
reality because as we know, procrastination is the thief of time. And a stitch in time saves nine. 
To fall short of providing the obligation of FPS to foreign investors in the territories of the host 
States by the Contracting States will be completely illegal, unconstitutional, invalid and Ultra 
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